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A B S T RA C T
“Cien por Ciento Nacional!”
Panamanian Música Típica and the Quest for
National and Territorial Sovereignty
Melissa Gonzalez
This dissertation investigates the socio-cultural and musical transfigurations of a
rural-identified musical genre known as música típica as it engages with the dynamics of
Panama’s rural-urban divide and the country’s nascent engagement with the global political
economy. Though regarded as emblematic of Panama’s national folklore, música típica is
also the basis for the country’s principal and most commercially successful popular music
style known by the same name. The primary concern of this project is to examine how and
why this particular genre continues to undergo simultaneous processes of folklorization and
commercialization. As an unresolved genre of music, I argue that música típica can offer rich
insight into the politics of working out individual and national Panamanian identities.
Based on eighteen months of ethnographic fieldwork conducted in Panama City and
several rural communities in the country’s interior, I examine the social struggles that
subtend the emergence of música típica’s genre variations within local, national, and
transnational contexts. Through close ethnographic analysis of particular case studies, this
work explores how musicians, fans, and the country’s political and economic structures
constitute divisions in regards to generic labeling and how differing fields of musical
circulation and meaning are imagined.
This study will first present an examination of late nineteenth and twentieth century
Panamanian nationalist discourses in order to contextualize música típica’s stylistic and

ideological development as a commercial genre of popular music. The following chapter will
construct a social history of música típca that takes into account the multiple historical
trajectories that today’s consumers and producers engage, negotiate, and contest in an
attempt to ascribe social and cultural meaning to the role the genre assumes in contemporary
discourses of national identity. Processes of folkloric canonization and reconstruction will
then be examined in order to understand how the marketing efforts of the Panamanian
government draw on a discourse of nationality. The role of corporate sponsorship in today’s
música típica scene will also be investigated, specifically addressing how the marketing of
this genre by beer companies, national cultural festivals, and the Panamanian television
industry builds on a foundation of commercial music practices. Subsequent chapters will
focus on the local and transnational dynamics of genre formation and dissolution as revealed
in the ideological discourses and socio-musical practices of música típica’s practitioners,
especially in accordion and vocal performance practices. An analysis of música típica’s field
of cultural production, with its particular mappings of identity, place, and sound, will provide
insight into Panamanian modernity and the social experiences of Panamanians, especially
within Latin American and global contexts.
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INTRODUCTION: PANAMA SOUNDING OUT
“How do you feel about doing a project on a music genre that doesn’t have a name?”
A young musician named Felix posed this question to me towards the end of an interview I
was conducting with his instructor, the esteemed Panamanian accordionist Nano Córdoba. I
was taken aback by Felix's question. It brought up the very important issue of nomenclature
within the context of Panamanian traditional and popular music, an issue I had been
grappling with since the start of my dissertation research. Of course the music I am studying
has a name; Panamanians refer to it as música típica. Literally translated from Spanish as
“typical music,” música típica is a term used in many Latin American countries such as
Chile, Peru, and the Dominican Republic to refer to their collective musical traditions. In
Panama, however, the usage of the música típica label is more complex and allencompassing, as it not only refers to the nation's rurally identified musical traditions, but
also to a particular commercial genre of Panamanian popular music that is grounded
stylistically in the nation's musical folklore and influenced by a variety of international music
genres such as salsa, merengue, and vallenato.1 It is the latter reading of Panamanian música
típica that is the subject of this dissertation.
What is known today as Panamanian música típica emerged during the late nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. The earliest música típica ensembles featured the violin as the
principal melodic instrument, supported by a Spanish guitar and an array of tambores, or
1

In Panama, the labels música típica and música folklorica are sometimes used interchangeably. The arguments
against this conflation are numerous: while folkloric music is generally authorless, based on oral tradition, and
performed today for purposes of cultural preservation and the expression of national pride, música típica is a
commercial genre that encourages original compositions, as well as stylistic and rhythmical experimentation.
However, the role música típica has and continues to play in the celebration and preservation of Panamaian
folklore cannot be ignored, and may explain in part why the two labels continue to overlap in usage.

1

Panamanian percussion instruments, such as the caja.2 In today's música típica ensembles,
the accordionist assumes the lead melodic role, backed by an electric guitar, electric bass,
congas, timbales, a churuca (a percussion instrument similar to the güiro), and a male and
female vocalist. The early repertoire performed by música típica ensembles of the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries – while featuring a variety of endemic rhythms such
as the mejorana, punto, and cumbia – also included European imports such as the waltz and
mazurka, undoubtedly the result of the nation’s historical role in global trade and commerce.3
However, immigration to the country as a result of the U.S. construction and operation of the
Panama Canal and the rise of Panama's mass media industries during the first half of the
twentieth century, spawned substantial exposure to and experimentation with a variety of
outside genres.4
As a meta-generic label commonly used throughout Latin America, I found myself
questioning Panama's particular usage of música típica to denote what is today considered
the nation's most commercially successful popular music genre. Felix's question was
revelatory, for it brought to light the fact that Panamanians were also perplexed by their own
usage of the múscia típica label.

2

Literally translated as drum, the tambor is one of Panama’s most important national symbols. The tambor is
the only instrument prevalaent in all Hispanic-, indigenous-, and African-derived musical traditions endemic to
Panama. Within the context of the tamborito, Panama’s national dance, the drum ensemble is made up of the
pujador (pusher), repicador (chimer), and caja (box). Played with two sticks, the short, wide-framed caja
provides steady rhythmical accompaniment over which the longer and narrower single-headed pujador and
repicador execute improvisatory patterns. These percussion instruments were also prominent in early música
típica ensembles. Collectively, these and many other regional variations of Panamanian-derived
membranophones are known as tambores and the word tambor can be used to describe Panamanian percussion
instruments in general, regardless of their unique names and distingusishing sonic characteristics.
3

Though a former Colombian province, Panama boasts its own distinct cumbia rhythms and dances.

4

Despite these innovations, the cumbia continues to serve as the primary rhythm in Panamanian música típica.

2

It is more than a conindicence that a growing dialogue over the commercial efficacy
of the música típica label occurred within the context of the Latin Pop Explosion of the
1990s. During this period, artists such as Enrique Iglesias, Ricky Martin, and Jennifer Lopez
were achieving crossover success in the North American popular music market, while the
Colombian artist Carlos Vives received unprecedented critical acclaim and international
exposure for his fusion of rock and funk music with traditional Colombian genres such as
vallenato. Panamanian música típica artists, eager to take advantage of this boom, were only
able to achive limited success outside of Panama’s borders. It is perhaps the semantic
vagueness of the música típica label that may be one of the genre’s main impediments to
achieving wider recognition outside the borders of Panama itself. While Panamanian artists
such as Ruben Blades and Danilo Pérez are internationally acclaimed for their contributions
to the salsa and jazz idioms, respectively, and while Panamanian reggae artists such as
Edgardo Franco, aka El General, have played a pivotal role in developing what would
become known as reggaeton, Panamanian música típica artists contend with numerous
musical, cultural, and economic obstacles in their endeavors to establish a niche within the
global popular music market.
The challenges faced by Panamanian música típica artists during the Latin American
boom of the 1990s and early 2000s are not unlike Panama's twentieth-century efforts to gain
global recognition as a legitimate sovereign nation. Established in 1902, the Republic of
Panama has a unique political, economic, and cultural history that is intrinsically tied to the
construction and operation of the Panama Canal. The very process in which Panama achieved
sovereignty - by granting the United States the rights to the Canal in exchange for support in
securing its secession from Colombia - has made it difficult for the nation to establish itself

3

as a self-determining center of international trade and transit. While Panama's historical role
in the global economy and its particular economic and political relationship with the United
States have exposed the country to a diverse array of cultural traditions and practices, these
same factors have also delayed the nation's attempts to define and assert a sui generis
national identity and culture. The United States’ ownership and operation of the Canal and
the surrounding Canal Zone until 1999 placed Panama in a quasi-colonial relationship with
the northern superpower for nearly a century, creating a hegemonic dynamic that permeated
Panama's political culture. As I will discuss later in this chapter, a climate of rampant
political corruption in Panama mired attempts to consolidate the nation’s democratic power
and establish a multiparty government, while intense governmental preoccupations with
Canal affairs led to uneven socioeconomic development across the country.
This dissertation is an ethnographic study of a nation trying to assert its sovereign
status in the twenty-first century, and how Panamanian música típica constitutes this process
of national awakening. The 1999 repatriation of the Panama Canal marked a critical new
phase of economic and political development for Panama as it began to establish new
national and commercial zones of cultural production. Whether this was a response to
changes that were coming late to Panamanian society, or that were inflected differently due
to its unique relationship to the global economy, I contend that a study of música típica as a
cultural field of practice can offer greater insight into the politics of culture, social status, and
global-local dynamics in Panama. This study begins to address the country’s rich field of
discursive and sonic paradoxes and contestations, where questions of national, cultural, and
ethnic identity undergo continuous negotiation.
	
  It is the goal of this dissertation to document and analyze how political strife and

4

nation building are sounded out in Panamanian popular music and culture, particularly in
música típica performance and consumption. One of the primary concerns of this project is to
investigate how and why this particular genre continues to undergo simultaneous processes
of folklorization and commercialization, especially as it engages with the dynamics of
Panama’s rural-urban divide and the country’s more direct engagement with the global
political economy. In examining how these political and nationalist tensions are engaged,
challenged, and reimagined by música típica, I will address the following key research
questions: How are a musical genre and the discourses around it constructed from a diverse
field of musical practice in the context of radical political-economic change? How is this
construction circulated through media and performance as it moves between the rural and
urban areas of the nation-state and beyond?
Rather than seeking to decipher and analyze a music genre’s cultural meaning in
itself, this project is concerned with tracing its “refunctioning” for different sites of
consumption and circulation. I describe and examine the social struggles that subtend the
emergence of música típica’s genre variations within rural, urban and transnational contexts.
My research was conducted in a variety of field sites including recording studios; various
performance and socio-recreational spaces such as jardines, toldos, nightclubs, casinos, and
cultural festivals; the National Institute of Culture, the University of Panama and other
cultural and educational institutions; and television and radio production companies5. The

5

Jardines and toldos are the most common spaces where people listen and dance to live música típica
performances. A toldo [marquee or awning] is a roof like shelter with open sides that is typically constructed for
outdoor entertainment. While the earliest toldos involved the construction of wood columns that would support
a roof made out of stalk or palm leaves, today's structures use metal pipes to sustain corrugated tin roof, which
provides coverage for wooden flooring. While the more permanent structures that operate year round are
generally known as jardines (gardens), the makeshift spaces constructed for temporary usage are usually
identified as toldos.

5

emergence and circulation of a music genre as an infinitely malleable process of semiotic
mediation involve complex and often conflicting cultural work by musical producers and
consumers in multiple sites of performance and discourse. This dissertation examines the
musical, discursive, and cultural processes involved in efforts to embolden música típica's
cultural relevance in contemporary Panama on state and corporate levels, and how
practitioners and consumers of the genre derive social and national meaning from their dayto-day engagement with música típica within a variety of socio-cultural contexts. In the
section that follows I will present a brief historical sketch of Panama, underscoring key
moments in the country's history that resonate with the cultural issues that I will examine
throughout the dissertation. 	
  

PANAMA: A HISTORICAL SKETCH
Panama’s economic, political, and cultural history is largely defined by its geography,
functioning as a passageway between the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans as well as the North
and South American continents. Located in the southernmost and narrowest area of the
Central American isthmus, Panama became a vital center of international trade soon after the
arrival of the Spanish in the early sixteenth century. The transport of goods and treasures
during this period of Spanish Colónization was facilitated by the construction of the Camino
Royal, a major roadway that not only linked major Spanish settlements on the Atlantic and
Pacific Coasts, but also provided a major route for the transcontinental hauling and shipment
of gold and silver from the western coast of South America to Spain.6
6

In fact, the Camino Real was constructed on an already existing trail used by the country's native population
for millennia.

6

During the nineteenth century, Panama endured a series of major political events that
ignited growing national sentiment among its government officials and inhabitants. After
formalizing independence from Spain in 1821, Panama joined the Republic of Gran
Colombia. Despite the collapse of the federation nearly a decade later, Panama remained part
of the Republic of New Granada, which would become known as the Republic of Colombia.
As a Colombian province, Panama was unable to assume a more direct role in the
development of its economy.
In the ensuing decades, Colombia repeatedly stifled Panama's efforts to acheive
independence and negotiated agreements with foreign powers in matters related to the
development of the isthmian province. Colombia’s treaty with the United States granting the
imperial superpower the rights to contruct the Panama Railway – effectually becoming the
world’s first transcontinental railroad – is a powerful case in point. Completed in 1855, the
railroad stretched across the Isthmus of Panama and provided safer and more efficient
passage to the west coast where the California Gold Rush was already underway. Colombia
once again capitalized on growing foreign interest in Panama, this time in 1879, when France
secured the rights to build a sea-level canal that would cut across the isthmus. The high death
toll of migrant workers and laborers due to disease and poor working conditions, coupled
with the general difficulties involved in constructing a sea-level canal, forced France to
abandon the project in 1893.
Both projects resulted in a massive influx of migrant laborers from all over the world.
In the case of the Panama Railway, the profits generated from its successful completion and
operation also had no direct benefit to Panama's economy. As a result, Robert C. Harding,
notes that, "Panamanians were beginning to feel like foreigners in their own land" (Harding
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2006: 20). Such sentiment increased exponentially during the last years of the nineteenth
century when the U.S. entered negotiations with Colombia to secure the rights to complete
construction of the Panama Canal. The resulting Hay-Herran Treaty of 1903 – were it to have
been ratified by the Colombian government – would have granted the United States a
renewable lease to operate the Canal. Determined to finish construction of the Canal, the
United States offered military support to Panama’s mounting separatist movement against
Colombia, anticipating that a newly independent Panama would be more amenable to Canal
negotiations.7
On November 18, 1903, approximately fifteen days after Panama's formal seccession
from Colombia, the newly established Republic granted the United States exclusive rights to
the Canal and its surrounding territory in perpetuity.8 The treaty's ratification, however,
occurred under inauspicious circumstances and without the direct input of Panama's leading
political figures at the time.9 As William L. Furlong summarizes, “Panama, therefore, traded
its status as a province under Colombian jurisdiction to one of an undeclared Colóny of the
United States. The completion of the Canal in 1914 and the establishment of the Panama
Canal Zone reinforced a semi-colonial condition for Panama” (Furlong 2000: 31).
Twentieth-century Panamanian national sentiment, then, developed as a response to
the growing socio-economic presence and cultural influence of the United States. Unlike its
7

Colombia's ongoing civil strife, resulting in the Thousand Days War (1988-1902), also strongly informed the
United States' decision to support Panama's planned uprising.
8

Per the terms of the Hay-Bunau-Varilla Treaty, the United States would issue a one-time payment of ten
million dollars to Panama for the rights to the Canal and an annuity of $250,000 that would go into effect nine
years later. The treaty also guaranteed U.S. protection in ensuring Panama's independence.
9

As Panama's ambassador to the United States, the French engineer Philippe-Jean Bunau-Varilla (who was
involved in France's initial attempts to construct the Canal) oversaw the treaty negotiations and signed the
agreement without the official consent of the Panamanian government. Since Bunau-Varilla's diplomatic
appointment came with plenipotentiary powers, his signing of the agreement was legal and binding.
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Central American neighbor Costa Rica, whose agricultural industry makes up a sizable
percentage of its gross domestic product, Panama's most precious resource has always been
its isthmian identity – its geographic potential to facilitate global trade and commerce. The
sense of displacement Panamanians experienced with the U.S. operation of the Canal and the
surrounding Canal Zone inspired politicians, writers, and artists to develop nationalist
discourses that set out to reclaim Panama as a territorially bounded collectivity. It was
growing dissatisfaction with the United States’ role in Panama, for example, that led to the
establishment of Acción Comunal, a secret nationalist organization founded in 1923 by
middle-class students and professionals. Led by Panamanian physician and politician Dr.
Arnulfo Arias, Acción Comunal successfully overthrew the Panamanian government in 1931,
an administration they perceived as being too tolerant of U.S. political and economic selfinterests.
A decade later, Arias ran a successful presidential campaign that foregrounded his
Panameñismo nationalist platform. Panameñismo opposed U.S. involvement in domestic
affairs and called for greater governmental autonomy as well as the widespread expulsion of
the country’s non-Hispanic population, most-notably those of Afro-Antillean and Chinese
descent. Arias' xenophobic agenda supported his vision of an ethnically and culturally
homogenous Panama, a nation that proudly celebrated and embodied its Hispanic legacy.
Panama's historical identity as a transit point already speaks to the country's
significant racial and ethnic identity, and at first blush, Arias' platform may seem anathema
to the nation's interest in becoming a center of international trade. For Arias, however, the
dilemma was Panama's apparent lack of agency. Panama's inability to fully realize it's
sovereignty – to determine and establish its own relationships with foreign powers in

9

economic matters – resonated in virtually all aspects of Panamanian social, economic,
political, and cultural life during this period.
As part of a process begun in 1968, with the aim of regaining the Panama Canal and
affirming the country’s independence (viewed in terms of the consolidation of an
autonomous national identity), the Panamanian government took continued steps to attenuate
foreign influence by establishing the Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INAC), or the National
Institute of Culture in 1974. This state-funded institution coordinates, promotes, and directs
cultural activities throughout the country. As in many other Latin American countries,
encouragement and support for the cultural life of the nation became one of the principal
functions of the state.10 According to the 1978 INAC publication Cultural Policy in the
Republic of Panama:
Each people’s identity must be retrieved and freed of the distortions caused by
so many years of dependence, and both individuals and peoples must find
themselves again, using their aesthetic potential as one of the most effective
means of casting off the internal bonds that are the result of the alienating
relationship between dominator and dominated (INAC 1978: 20-21).
General Omar Torrijos, Panama's de facto leader from 1968 until 1981, implemented
a populist political agenda that set out to improve the socio-economic lives of the nation's
poor and racially marginalized. His sudden death in 1981 – the result of a plane crash - led to
a period of political instability and corruption under General Manuel Noriega, which
culminated in the United States Invasion of Panama in 1989. After two decades of military
rule, the Panamanian government initiated democratization while also preparing to secure the

10

This is not the first instance in which Panama's government implemented cultural and educational policies as
a means to bolster nationalist fervor. As will be discussed in chapter two, the government's efforts to develop
Panama's public educational school system in the early twentieth century resulted in an emerging generation of
intellectuals committed to researching and promoting the cultural traditions of the nation.

10

transfer of the Canal and all military installations from the United States on December 31,
1999.
The repatriation of the Canal is economically, politically, and symbolically
significant. For the first time in Panama's history as a republic, the nation was at long last in
control of its most valuable economic resource. However, the restoration of Panama’s
territorial integrity came with its own set of political and economic problems, as the country
was now required to settle its domestic affairs without the economic and political support of
the United States. As Pérez aptly summarizes:
While Panama has made significant strides in building a democratic political
system many challenges remain: chronic unemployment and
underemployment, widespread poverty in half of the population (more so in
rural areas), government corruption, a weak political party system, a powerful
executive that threatens the independence of other branches of government,
uncertain economic relations with its neighbors in the hemisphere, increased
drug trafficking and money laundering, and the efficient management of the
Panama Canal and billions of dollars worth of land and infrastructure turned
over by the United States (Pérez 2000: 1).
Although Panama's gross domestic product (GDP) is one of the highest in Central
America, the country’s uneven distribution of income tells a different story. Its service-based
economy – accounting for 75% of its GDP – is comprised of the Canal, a major global
shipping registry, offshore banking, and the Colón Free Trade Zone. Since the repatriation of
the Canal in 1999, Panama's economy has shown some signs of improvement. The nation's
poverty rate decreased from 36.9% in 2001 to 23.2% in 2013, while Panama's unemployment
rate has dropped by nearly ten percent since 2000 to 5.4% in 2014.11 Despite these modest
economic gains, Panama continues to lag behind other countries in the Latin American and
11

Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC), ECLAC, Statistical Yearbook for
Latin America and the Caribbean, 2014, (LC/G.2634-P), Santiago, Chile, 2014. (Accessed September 17, 2013
at http://repositorio.cepal.org/bitstream/handle/11362/37647/S1420569_mu.pdf?sequence=1).
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Caribbean region in terms of poverty reduction. According to a 2011 World Bank report:
"The [Latin American and Caribbean] region grew at a slower pace in terms of real per capita
GDP (22.4 versus 56.1 percent), but was able to reduce poverty and extreme poverty by 47
and 52 percent, respectively. In contrast, Panama has only experienced drops of 12 and 23
percent in poverty and extreme poverty during the same period."12 It follows, then, that only
a small segment of Panama's population continues to reap significant economic profits and
benefits from the government and commercial sectors at the expense of the nation's
indigenous and rural populations, who continue to suffer from extreme economic hardship
and poverty. In her ethnographic work in a Panamanian rural town, Gloria Rudolf concludes
that, “Neoliberal policies that increased unemployment and underemployment in Panama as
well as reduced government services and raised prices of basic necessities have brought
greater levels of economic insecurity to Loma Bonita’s as well as other towns’ urban and
rural poor” (2001: 73).
The severe economic underdevelopment that persists in Panama's rural interior
because is a sharp contrast to the qualitative wealth of cultural contributions that emerged
from this region, and which are frequently invoked in the country’s nationalistic discourses.
Panamanian notions of rurality also find powerful musical and social expression within the
música típica genre. As a result, I approach the question of nationalism within the context of
Panama and Panamanian música típica from a variety of conceptual and theoretical vantage
points, the first being the production and affirmation of locality as represented within the

12

“World Bank. 2011. Panama Poverty Assessment: Translating Growth into Opportunities and Poverty
Reduction. Washington, DC. https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/12671 License: CC BY 3.0
Unported.”
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nation’s interior regions.

MAPPING THE INTERIOR
One recurring theme throughout this dissertation is the socio-cultural and ideological
significance of rural-urban distinctions in relation to music, place, and emplaced identity
(Williams 1973; Feld and Basso 1996; Ching and Creed 1997; Connell and Gibson 2003;
Fox 2004). As a site of social memory for rural migrants and a historically crucial trope for
ethnic (and otherwise essentialized) national identities, how does música típica symbolically
mediate the rural within the context of Panama’s neoliberal development and globalization?
Música típica is sometimes described by foreigners who live in or visit Panama as the
nation’s own version"country music," conflating the cumbia-based dance music genre with
the North American concept of the “country.”13 Though not related sonically to North
American country music, Panamanian música típica can nevertheless be understood within a
broader, cross-cultural perspective of "country music" in which musical sounds and the
cultural practices associated with its production and consumption evoke senses of rurality
and rusticity, both real and imagined (Fox and Yano 2002). Given the genre's stylistic and
symbolic origins in the nation's interior, it is understandable why such comparisons are made
between Panamanian música típica and country western music. As Joli Jensen notes in her
book The Nashville Sound: Authenticity, Commercialization, and Country Music (1998):
The country is both a real and imaginary landscape, one that people actually
know and live in but also one that is invented to symbolize other things. The
"country" of country music is complex – it can include the green hills of
Appalachia, the rural south, and the West. The "roots" of country music are
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I must admit that I also drew this comparison during my first trip to Panama.
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imagined in some kind of rural setting in live performance (Jensen 1998: 9).
Panama's "interior" is also complex and difficult to define geographically because it
means different things to different people. Panama is made up of nine provinces as shown in
Figure 1.1 – Darien, Panama, Colón, Coclé, Herrera, Los Santos, Veraguas, Chiriquí and
Bocas del Toro. In addition, Panama has five counties or comarcas that are populated by
various indigenous groups as indicated in Figure 1.2 – Emberá, Guna Yala,
Ngöbe-Buglé Comarca, Guna de Madugandí, and Guna de Wargandí.
These two maps begin to reveal the various readings of Panama's interior in both
popular and official Panamaian national discourse, particularly how readings of geographical
boundaries give way to notions about race and ethnicity in a national context. In his 1975
dissertation, The Society of Los Congos of Panama, Ronald Smith explains, "...all of the
country is considered interior outside of Panama City and Colón" (Smith 1975: 58). This
particular reading of the interior is anchored by an urban-rural distinction that the
construction of the Panama Canal manifests. The Canal created a physical schism between
the provinces of Colón and Panama – where the Canal and
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Figure 1.1: Panama's nine provinces.

Figure 1.2: Map of Panama's provinces and comarcas.
surrounding Canal Zone intersect – and the rest of the nation.14 In developing the Canal
Zone, the United States established a sanitation system throughout Colón and Panama, and
also constructed new buildings, schools, hospitals, and roadways. As the nation's servicesbased economy thrived, Panama's government de-prioritized the development of the
14

This is not to say that such country-city distinctions were not already in place by the beginning of the
twentieth century. The construction of the Canal merely exacerbated this schism.
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country’s agricultural industry, located in the interior. Panama and Colón, then, came to
represent Panamanian notions of modernity and cosmopolitanism, whereas the interior's
relatively primitive living conditions and underdeveloped economy became associated with
backwardness and social indolence.
In her study of rural life in twentieth century Panama, Panamanian historian Marcela
Camargo R. explains that while the country does not have a formal definition of the rural, the
government does recognize a list of characteristics associated with Panama’s urban spaces
such as systematized energy-related services, sewerage, sidewalks, paved streets, and
aqueducts, as well as a prevalence of secondary schools, stores, and a vast array of social and
recreational centers. These characteristics, recognized and applied to census studies, reveal
that the very concept of rurality is already tied to notions about the country’s interior through
a process of exclusion. As Camargo explains:
Research on rural society for much of the century has been focused on using
the traditional concept in which rural is identified with the countryside, as
opposed to the urban and is characterized by dispersed settlement whose
inhabitants are engaged in subsistence farming ... which uses very simple
technology, produces little, and trades scarcely (Camargo 2004: 110).15
Other readings of the interior reveal racial and ethnic dynamics that are characteristic
of Panama and that still resonate today. If we are to take Ronald Smith’s comments at face
value regarding the interior as the entire country outside the provinces of Panama and Colón,
then Panama’s indigenous and Afro-Antillean populations would be included under the
rubric of the interior. However, as will be discussed in chapter two, the growing presence of
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“Las investigaciones sobre la sociedad rural que durante gran parte de la centuria se han realizado, han
enfocado su estudio utilizando el concepto tradicional en el cual lo rural se identifica con el campo, en
oposición a lo urbano y se caracteriza por un poblamiento disperso cuyos habitantes se dedican a las actividades
agrarias de subsitencia…que emplea tecnología muy sencilla, que produce poco, como también en escaso su
comercio.” All translations are the author’s except where otherwise noted.
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the United States in Panama's economic, political, and cultural affairs inspired Panamanian
intellectuals to romanticize key characteristic traits and practices of the interior's inhabitants,
symbolically embodied in the campesino [peasant].16 During the first half of the twentieth
century, Panamanian nationalist discourses combatted U.S. presence and influence by
valorizing the nation's Hispanic legacy, a heritage that spans over three centuries. In this
reading, Panama's central provinces – Coclé, Veraguas, Herrera, and Los Santos – along with
the western coastal province of Chiriquí, invoke an image of the interior that is culturally
isolated and virtually impermeable to foreign (read as Non-European) culture, as opposed to
the more heterogenous immigrant population that shapes Colón and Panama.17 This
racialized dynamic that pits the mestizo interior against a more ethnically diverse urban space
is strongly informed by race, especially since the excluded provinces from this particular
reading of the interior – Bocas del Toro and Darien – though not urbanized areas - are
strongly characterized by their Afro-Antillean and indigenous populations.
The Azuero Peninsula, located in southern Panama along the country’s Pacific coast,
is recognized as the nation's folkloric bedrock and the heart of Panama's interior. In the case
of música típica, the genre is a hybridized amalgamation of different musical styles and
cultural practices that are primarily associated with this particular geographic area. Less than
200 miles south of Panama City, the peninsula comprises the provinces of Veraguas, Herrera,
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The campesino figure in Panamanian constructions of national identity is similar to the jíbaro, a peasant
from the interior mountainous region of Puerto Rico. While grounded in history, both the Panamanian
campesino and Puerto Rican jíbaro are also discursively mythologized, signified as the true bearers of their
respective national traditions. In addition, both take on "whitened" European characteristics as
representative of the nation at large. See Whitten Jr. and Torres (1998) for more information about the
Puerto Rican jíbaro. Other similar figures include the Argentine gaucho, the Brazilian sertanejo and the
Colombian-Venezuelan llanero.
17

In Narciso Garay’s ethnographic study of Panama’s musical traditions (1930), he identifies the interior as
comprising the western region of the Panama province, Coclé, Herrera, Los Santos, and Veraguas.
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and Los Santos, thereby omitting Coclé and Chiriquí from this particular mapping of the
interior.18 Due to the relative geographic isolation of the Azuero Peninsula from Panama’s
more ethnically and racially diverse provinces and regions, this site becomes an especially
potent signifier of Panama's mestizaje ideology in which notions of whiteness are
privileged.19

Figur e 1.3: Map of the Azuero Peninsula.
18

Since much of the area in Veraguas that spills into the Azuero Peninsula is mountainous and uninhabitable,
this region does not factor as prominently as Herrera and Los Santos in cultural perceptions of the peninsular
region.
19

This is not to say that the Azuero Peninsula does not have ethnically nonwhite inhabitants, but their small
numbers makes this fact easy to downplay in nationalist discourses.
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As a result of the cultural work conducted by several notable Panamanian
intellectuals, many of whom produced and promoted staged folkloric performances
representative of the interior in Panama City and abroad during the 1930s and 1940s, the
Azuero Peninsula now serves as the host to many different major annual cultural festivals.
While the city of Guararé in Herrera hosts the annual Festival Nacional de la Mejorana
[National Mejorana Festival], Panama's largest and most significant national cultural festival,
Los Santos the capital of Las Tablas is the destination par excellence for what is commonly
described as an authentic Panamanian carnival experience. Veraguas' western coast,
bordering Coclé, Herrera, and Los Santos, also boasts its own regionally distinctive cultural
traditions and is host to a series of major folkloric festivals such as La Feria Industrial,
Agropecuaria, Turística y Artesanal de Veraguas [the Veraguas Fair of Industry, Agriculture,
Tourism and Crafts].
In light of its socio-cultural and musical ties to the Azuero Peninsula and its
development into a commercial genre of popular music in Panama’s urban spaces,
Panamanian música típica, then, is a genre associated with folklore and tradition, modernity
and cosmopolitanism, deep historical and ideologically charged associations with place
(specifically rural) and Panama's identity as a global crossroads. More importantly, música
típica navigates within the interstices of these dichotomies, existing in a perpetual state of inbetweenness in which Panama as a conceptually bounded sovereign nation is in constant
dialogue with its identity as a major "contact zone" (Pratt 1991).
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PANAMA’S EMERGING NATIONAL PARADIGM
Panamanian conceptions of the nation during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
follow a common pattern found throughout Latin America as Thomas Turino points out in
his article “Nationalism and Latin American Music: Selected Case Studies and Theoretical
Considerations on Latin American Nationalism” (2003): “In both Europe and Latin America,
nineteenth-century notions of the nation were grounded in the discourse of Liberalism and
criteria of sufficient territorial and population size, economic viability, and in Latin America
at least some agreement regarding political principles" (Turino 2003: 169). During the
twentieth century, Latin American countries began to adopt a more culturally grounded
discourse of the nation, characterized by the rise of populist movements in countries such as
Argentina and Brazil. Similarly, Panama's nineteenth-century attempts to build a selfdetermining, foreign-aligned sovereign power at the hands of the nation’s elite gave way to
twentieth-century populist currents, most notably during Arnulfo Arias’ and General Omar
Torrijos' administrations of the 1940s and 1970s, respectively. While Panama's volatile
political and economic history posed numerous challenges in the country's attempt to
construct an inclusive nationalist project, a particular reading of mestizaje emerged as a
powerful paradigm during the 1940s, one that continues to resonate in Panama's nationalist
consciousness to this day. Panama’s continued engagement with the concept of mestizaje is
especially notable in contrast to Colombia’s more progressive stance on multiculturalism that
calls for an institutionalized accommodation of cultural and ethnic minorities.20

20

Other Latin American countries such as Ecuador and Bolivia have also passed multicultural constitutional
reforms that reflect Latin America’s growing interest in mobilizing intercultural dynamics as political,
economic, and cultural resources.
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Boasting an all-inclusive nationalist discourse of belonging, Panama has historically
relied on methods of exclusion to achieve a vision of cultural homogeneity. As Lok C.D. Siu
notes in her book, Memories of a Future Home: Diasporic Citizenship of Chinese in Panama
(2006):
In Panama, the paradigm of mestizaje has two different sets of meanings.
While popular usage of the term mestizaje invokes the general ideology of
racial-cultural mixing, its legal usage, as written into the constitution of 1940,
referred only to people of mixed indigenous and Spanish backgrounds. It
therefore deliberately excluded all those who do not fit into this category -including the Chinese, Arabs, Jews, Japanese, and English speaking blacks -and made them into "outsiders" and foreigners," against whom Panamanian
mestizos were defined. (Siu 2006: 15).
Starting in the 1920s, a valorization of the interior constituted much of the literary
and social scientific work of Panamanian intellectuals who saw in Panama's rural regions a
rich cultural heritage that was virtually isolated both geographically and culturally from the
Canal and all that it ethnically, racially, and culturally represented. The reality, however, is
much more complex, considering the mass rural-urban migration that occurred during the
middle decades of the twentieth century. Such movement of people and culture between
Panama's rural and urban spaces led to transformations in rurally-identified musical practices
and particular expressions of nationalist sentiment through music and media.
Panamanian música típica emerges from this period, involving "the reformist fusion
of local, non-cosmopolitan instruments, sounds, and genres within a largely cosmopolitan
aesthetic, stylistic, and contextual frame" (Turino 2003: 175). Although not a direct result of
the folklorization processes spearheaded by the Panamanian government and intellectual
elite, música típica's commercial rise can be read as an indirect or altnernative response to a
nationalist sentiment forged by the state, private corporations, and the culture and media
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industries. The valorization of folklore in contemporary Panama is in some respects a
continuation of this populist building work. How is the process transformed when it happens
in late modernity, under conditions of neoliberal globalization, and in a place with such
radical diversity and layers of imperialism? This dissertation will contribute to what I hope
will be growing interest in the study of Panamanian popular culture and how popular music
genres such as música típica construct and forground dense social terrains that engage the
concept and category of the nation in ways that may or may not correlate with state
sanctioned nationalist narratives.

OTHER THEORETICAL FRAMINGS: THE SOCIAL LIFE OF GENRES, MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
AND THE VOICE
The usage of the música típica label to denote a particular Panamanian popular music
genre has generated confusion and ambiguity, especially beyond the nation's borders. As one
anonymous visitor of the website www.panamatipico.com asked on its discussion board:
"Comó se llama nuestra música típica……!!!" [What do we call our typical music?].21 For
this forum participant, the term música típica is too vague, lacking a semantic specificity that
could help identify the genre as a uniquely Panamanian popular music. While several
attempts have been made on the part of música típica artists to brand their music under
alternative generic names (pindín, ritmo Guararé, cumbia urbana), none of these terms have
attracted international attention and currency. The difficulty in emplacing the sound of
música típica under the rubric of a generic label points to the socially dynamic and
historically contingent nature of music genres.
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(http://actualidadlatina.yuku.com/topic/801/Como-se-llama-nuestra-Musica-Tipica#.VS6FpRd0BSs; last
accessed on 17 January 2012).
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Briggs and Bauman (1992) have problematized studies that interpret genre solely as a
classificatory concept, choosing instead to see genre as an emergent process that creates
intertextual relations (Bakhtin 1981, 1986). In other words, genre is a communicative action
associated with recurrent discourses and practices. In this view, genre structure is closely
connected to social structure, which can be instantiated in and mediated by processes of
genre formation and dissolution. How, then, does música típica’s construction as a genre,
both historically and contemporaneously reveal the ideological motivations behind the
creation and manipulation of intertextual relations, especially in a scenario where its
entextualization as nationally recognized folklore occurred during the same period that the
genre was gaining ground in the commercial recording industry (Moore 1997; Wade 2000;
Ochoa 2005)?
Pivotal to música típica's historical narrative is the transition from the violin to the
accordion as the lead melodic instrument in the música típica conjunto [group, ensemble]
during the 1930s and 1940s. This shift in instrumentation is significant, for it corresponds to
major stylistic changes occurring within the genre, which in turn, unfolded within a
particularly salient moment in Panama's national history. Although a German import, the
accordion has undergone processes of indigenization so that today it is a major national
emblem of Panama, as I examine later. My work is part of a growing trend in
ethnomusicology to examine how musical instruments are "entangled in webs of culture"
(Dawe 2003: 278). While organology - the systematic study of musical instruments - has
provided a more nuanced understanding of how sound-producing mechanisms are
constructed, manipulated, and classified across cultures, these studies fail to consider the
social and cultural contexts in which these material objects are humanly engaged. From the
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initial stages of instrument construction to the framing of rules or taboos involved in the
performance, maintenance, and storage of instruments, to the human relationships and
conversations that emerge as a result of engagement with the material object itself, musical
instruments reveal valuable information about people's social, cultural, and aesthetic
engagement with sound (DeVale 1990; Waksman 1999, 2003; Quereshi 2000; Dawe 2003;
Sonevytsky 2008; Bates 2012).
Ethnographic research is perhaps one of the most effective methods to understand
how instruments acquire deep social meaning within and across local cultural worlds. The
diffusion of musical instruments across time and place reveals how a single instrument, based
in large part on the multiple trajectories it assumes, signifies different values, meanings,
beliefs, and aesthetic practices as well as frames social relationships between people who
engage either directly or indirectly with the instrument in question. Within the context of
Panama, where "the accordion is king," the diatonic button accordion provides the potential
for social and creative mobility in a rapidly modernizing nation while also invoking claims to
a nationalized cultural legacy. While the accordion has become a potent signifier within
Panama's more homogeneously grounded nationalist agenda, it is also part of a history of the
nation that is marked by deterritorialization and transnational flows and practices. Moreover,
the rise of the accordion in Panama not only signals shifts in musical style, structure, and
practice, it also corresponds to the genre's changing status from a marginal one representative
of Panama's interior to a major commercial popular music with strong cultural and corporate
industry support from the nation's capital.
While studies centered on instrumental construction, technique, and sound production
are valuable in their own right, my dissertation also explores the broader cultural, historical,
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and social meanings associated with the voice as a musical instrument and how its
connection to the body reveals insight into the politics of gendered identity and culture.
While geographical notions of the interior connote rurality, tradition, and the premodern, the
role of interiority in connection to the modern subject reveals a tension between subjective,
private thought and the public, rational self. Responding to the work of Bauman and Briggs
(2003), Charles Taylor (1989), Chakrabarty (2008), and Chatterjee (1993), Amy Weidman
(2006) notes how language brings together multiple readings of the voice within the
discursive context of modernity: "Within this discourse, voice becomes a powerful trope of
the modern, rational subject at the same time as its sonic and material manifestations are seen
as standing for authenticity and tradition" (Weidman 2006: 8). A particular significance is
attached to the voice in Panamanian traditional culture, a significance that emerges within the
context of Panama's twentieth-century encounter with the United States, and modernity in
general. The grito and saloma, for example, are distinctive vocal practices that serve a
communicative, emotive, and musical function and spill into multiple Panamanian musical
genres.
Within the música típica genre, the saloma is performed specifically by female
vocalists who are also known as salomadoras. The salomadora's role in the música típica
ensemble existed long before the inclusion of male lead vocalists, which was a response to
new trends in composing música típica songs with narrative lyrics in the 1960s. The
standardization of this particular vocal dynamic between a male vocalist who performs lead
vocals and the more emotively expressive female salomadora performing stylized
utternances has been virtually unchallenged until the last two decades of the twentieth
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century when several lead female vocalists began to make significant advances within the
música típica genre.
While it can be argued that the role of the salomadora helps to circulate a particular
reading of the Panamanian nation that is grounded in rurality and tradition, I am more
concerned with the historical and political circumstances that give rise to a particular politics
of the voice in música típica performance. In "denaturalizing" the voice in saloma
performance, I foreground what Weidman describes as the "...study of musical sound and
practice as productive of particular subjects or subject positions, rather than merely reflective
of social structures or expressive of identities" (Weidman 2006: 13). The sonic presence of
the salomadora in música típica recordings and the female vocalists’ notable appearance in
live performances – where she is the only female presence on stage – present particular
constructions of the Panamanian female subject for public consumption that are worth
examining in greater detail.

LITERATURE REVIEW
What follows is a brief literature review, touching upon some of the works that have
played a significant role in the researching and framing of this dissertation. As one of the
most important transit points in international trade for the last four centuries, Panama has
served as a crucial site for the flow of commerce, ideas, and people. Panama’s major role in
the global economy, however, has been virtually ignored in the recent scholarship on
transnationalism and globalization. Furthermore, Panama’s quasi-colonial relationship with
the United States, spanning most of the twentieth century, continues to fuel popular and
scholarly misconceptions about the country. The plethora of scholarly writings on Panama
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from U.S. historical, economic, and political perspectives paint a distorted picture of the
country as a nation-state whose identity is determined in large part by an infrastructural
development that it has never fully owned or managed until recently, and those writings
largely neglect issues of culture. It is perhaps the image of Panama as a site of transit, and not
as a “legitimate destination” that explains the lack of scholarly interest in the country’s
cultural output (Siu 2000: 10).
The academic literature on Panama has generally focused on the country’s complex
relationship with the United States. Within the realm of Latin and Central American Studies,
Panama is often glossed over in studies of Central America and South America. The Isthmus
of Panama, situated between these two geopolitical entities, shares significant historical,
cultural, and political ties with both, but as Siu points out: “It occupies an ambiguous
position, for while Panama was part of Colombia until 1903, the country’s history of U.S.
colonialism makes it more akin to Central American countries” (Siu 2000: 11). At the same
time, Panama's former status as a Colombian province and its ties to the Caribbean
(facilitated by the immigration of both contract and slave laborers to construct the Canal)
makes it culturally distinct from the rest of Central America, with the exception of the
region’s Caribbean rim. Panama’s geopolitical ambiguity, then, may also explain in part the
lack of scholarly interest in the country's cultural output.
The anthropological literature on Panama has generally focused on the country’s
indigenous and Afro-Antillean populations (Densmore 1926; Cheville 1964; Smith, R. 1976,
1985, 1994, 1988; Sherzer 1983, 1990, 2003; Moreno 1994; Smith, S. 1994; Craft 2005,
2008). As will be explored in greater depth in the following chapter, the discipline of folklore
assumed a significant role in the development of Panama's nationalist ideologies during the
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middle decades of the twentieth century. In keeping with Arias' mission to valorize Panama's
Hispanic legacy, the work of Panamanian intellectuals such as Narciso Garay (1930),
Gonzalo Brenes (1999), Roque Cordero (1951), Manuel F. Zárate (1952, 1958, 1961) and
Dora Pérez de Zárate (1958, 1966, 1971, 1994, 1996), demonstrated a preoccupation with
mestizo-derived cultural traditions and practices. While indigenous musical practices were
also studied, albeit to a lesser degree, research on African-derived musical traditions or
influences was minimal at best (Franceschi 1959, 1960). Although future generations of
folklorists have demonstrated a growing interest in Afro-Antillean culture in Panama, these
studies are still few in number.
The predominance of scholarship on Panamanian folkloric music has precluded
serious study of the nation's popular musics. As a result, research on Panamanian música
típica is sparse at best. To date, Sobre Nuestra Música típica is the only Spanish-written
publication that explores the history and instrumentation of early twentieth-century música
típica ensembles. Written by Panamanian folklorist Dora Pérez de Zárate (1996), the book's
concentration on early twentieth-century música típica is deliberate. For Zárate,
contemporary música típica is not considered a part of the tradition she is investigating; she
argues that these more modernized interpretations fall under a category of popular music that
is akin to North American notions of commercial popular music. In her discussion on the
different configurations of traditional instruments associated with Panamanian folkloric
musics, Zárate explains:
...also we derive from the music that we classify as popular that which could
be performed on any instrument, so long as it is inspired by música típica,
whether or not the music was foreign and regardless of the
performer, combining our rhythms with those of the outside, as was the case
of the cumbias-porros that were popular some years ago and were advertised
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as creations of Panamanian música típica. When something like that is done,
an effort should be made to be honest and tell the truth to avoid confusions,
for to confuse the public is not right (Zárate, D.P. 1996: 9-10).22
Dora Pérez de Zárate's views on what can be best described as música típica popular
is not unusual and reflects longstanding attitudes about the genre within the realm of folklore
studies. Despite its strong rural ties, commercialized expressions of música típica have been
virtually ignored by Panamanian folklorists with few exceptions.23
The only other book-length study on Panamanian música típica is Arte y Sociedad:
Un Estudio Sobre El Pindín (1985), written by Julio César Schara. Pindín is a term that is
used to describe the social dances commonly held throughout Panama's interior in which
música típica was the primary source of musical entertainment. As Lila Cheville briefly
explains in her dissertation on Panamanian folkloric dance
Pindín is a word of unknown origin which today identifies the typical
Saturday night dances found in the interior. Earlier the pindines had several
different meanings. In Chiriquí, the pindín was a general dance of the lower
classes where the music of the waltz, mazurka, and other ballroom dances
were enlivened by local rhythms and instruments. In the Provinces of Los
Santos, Herrera, Veraguas, and Coclé, pindín meant a particular dance or
frequently referred to the dance and music in the cantinas and bars. In these
latter provinces the pindín had a disgraceful reputation and no decent citizen,
irrespective of class, would attend. In both types of pindines the people dance
in a conglomerated style, sometimes open and sometimes closed, which was
probably influenced by the dance positions seen in the ballroom dances of las
asociades (Cheville 1964: 64-65).
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“...también se deriva la música que calificamos de popular, que es la ejecutada en cualquier instrumento, ya
sea inspirada en la música típica, ya sea que se prefiera la foránea; ya sea que se ejecute alguna, combinando
nuestros ritmos con los de afuera, como fue el caso de las cumbas-porros que fueron moda hace algunos años y
que se les anunciaba como creaciones de música típica panameña. Cuando se hace algo como eso, debe hacerse
el esfuerzo de ser honesto y decir la verdad para evitar confusions, pues para confundir al público no hay
derecho.”
23

In recent years, articles on música típica artists, especially figures from decades past are becoming more of an
occurrence in Panama’s premiere scholarly journal Revista Cultural Lotería. In 2011, for example, Edgardo
Donaldo Sandoval Jurado published an article in that very journal simply titled “Samy and Sandra,” detailing
the brother and sister duo’s rise to prominence in the Panamanian popular music industry (Jurado 2011: 79-85).
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The licentious and vulgar connotations attached to pindín carried over into the major
urban areas where city dwellers started to use the term pejoratively to describe poor rural
migrants who listen to música típica and frequent the establishments where this music is
consumed. Several of my research consultants also define pindín as a dance event that
emerged during the first half of the twentieth century and featured “música típica con violin”
as its main source of entertainment.24 Since música típica was the music of choice at these
social events, pindín has become synonymous with the genre.25
Based on several years of research conducted while serving as the Cultural Attaché at
the Mexican Embassy in Panama, Julio César Schara investigates the social value of pindines
for rural migrants living in Panama City and its surrounding region. During the 1950s, waves
of migrants, particularly from the provinces of Coclé, Veraguas, and Los Santos, relocated to
Panama City in search of economic opportunities. As the main form of leisure and
recreational activity, Schara argues that pindines serve as symbolic cultural space in which
rural migrants can experience, if only momentarily, life back home in the interior: "The
pindín in Panama is a massive gathering of men and women, from different provinces of the
country, where music, poetry, traditional dance are developed and nourished by country life,
and the life of the city" (Schara 1981: 21).26 Schara's sociological study of pindines provides
detailed information about the spaces in which these dances are held, the food and drink
consumed, and diagrams of the dances commonly performed. The latter sections of the book
24

“Música con violin” [music with violin] is a repertoire of traditional Panamanian music in which the main
melodic instrument is the violin.
25

The usage of a social event to refer to a music genre associated with that event is not an unusual occurrence,
as evidenced in Pacini Hernandez’s study of bachata in the Dominican Republic (1995).
26

“El Pindín en Panamá es una reunion multitudinaria de hombres y mujeres, de diferentes provincias del país,
donde la música, la poesía, el baile tradicional son elaborados y retroalimentados por la vida del campo, y la
vida de la ciudad.”
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contain a collection of song lyrics of the most popular songs performed at pindines at the
time, as well as transcriptions of interviews the author conducted with patrons. Schara's
study, published by Panama's National Institute of Culture, is noteworthy, for it is perhaps
the first state-supported study that acknowledges the social value of música típica in both the
interior and the nation's capital.
Panama's major newspaper publications, La Prensa, El Siglo, and Critica, to name a
few, have proven to be a major resource on música típica artists and performances, both past
and present. Special edition newspaper supplements featuring articles on the history of the
genre are published with some regularity. In the last three decades, La Revista Lotería,
Panama's primary scholarly journal has seen an increase in publications that explore
historical and contemporary socio-cultural issues in relation to música típica popular,
signaling a slow but steady shift in interest on Panama's popular, non-folkloric expressive
cultures. That several scholars with degrees in folklore are now beginning to identify
themselves as ethnomusicologists will hopefully signal new trends in music and
anthropological research in Panama.
Recent ethnographic studies on Panama's ethnic minority groups are providing
valuable insight on the nation's contemporary identity politics. Lok Chun Debra Siu’s book,
Memories of a Future Home: Diasporic Citizenship of Chinese in Panama (2007), examines
how ethnic Chinese living in Panama are able to imagine and construct communities that are
not stable and demarcated spatial entities, but rather, shaped by local, national, and
transnational interactions. In her dissertation, “’Like an Alien in We Own Land’:
International Tourism, Gender, and Identity in Afro-Antillean Panama” (2002), Carla María
Guerrón-Montero investigates Afro-Antilleans’ discursive and material engagement with the
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tourism industry in the Archipelago of Bocas del Toro. These studies provide a context for
imagining how a national popular music form circulates within a geopolitical space that is
constituted by a rich and continuing history of migration and immigration. The legacy of the
Panama Canal is felt in the country’s complex cultural amalgams, a phenomenon not limited
to urban centers. In a country whose nationalist project has contended with U.S. imperialist
influences, how does música típica produce a sense of cultural, ethnic, or national identity at
the same time as the genre attempts to break into mainstream international music markets?

PROJECT GENESIS
In 2002, while conducting fieldwork for my master's thesis on New York City's AfroCuban jazz scene, my friend and research consultant Renato Thoms, urged me to consider
pursuing a project in Panama. Born in Colón, Panama, percussionist Renato Thoms moved to
Boston to attend the Berkeley School of Music and subsequently relocated to New York City
where he continues to pursue a successful career as a freelance musician in both the Latin
and jazz idioms. During an informal discussion between sets at the Nuyorican Poet's Cafe,
Renato stated wistfully, "Melissa, you should go to Panama. Nothing has been written about
the music of my country." His suggestion caught me off guard. Besides the Canal and
Noriega, my knowledge of Panama was embarrassingly minimal. I told him I would think
about it and proceeded to change the subject.
In February 2004, I scheduled a trip to Panama City to attend carnival with my friend
Eugenio and his mother, who coincidentally, happens to be from the province of Las Tablas.
Interested in learning more about the country’s cultural traditions and realizing that the time
had come to commit to a dissertation topic, I decided to conduct a quick library search to see
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if there were any publications on Panamanian folkloric and popular musical traditions. My
findings were disconcerting. I realized there was some truth to Renato's statement – I was
only able to locate a small number of English written books, dissertations, and articles on
Panamanian folkloric and indigenous musics and absolutely nothing pertaining to popular
music. My search for Spanish written sources directed me to a few publications by several
Panamanian folklorists but I was unable to locate any substantial information about Panama's
contemporary musical genres. I arrived in Panama eager to learn more about the country’s
musical culture.
During the carnival period, I attended various parties, parades, concerts, and social
dances where I heard a diverse range of Panamanian musical traditions and commercial
popular musics representative of the Americas. However, there was one particular musical
style that caught my attention because of its trans-generational and multiethnic appeal – a
genre that is sonically similar to Columbian vallenato music but features a rhythmical swing
akin to salsa and a distinctive and entirely unfamiliar style of yodeling.
I must confess that at first, I was not the biggest fan of música típica. As a foreigner
and uninformed listener, I was overwhelmed by the hours and hours of música típica I
consumed during my initial stay. The prominence of the accordion brought up associations
with Colombian vallenato and Mexican conjunto, whereas the twangy timbre and distinctive
vocal shouts and yodels compelled me to draw associations with American country western
music. As a hard-core urbanite with aesthetic leanings toward jazz, classical music, and
urban-identified commercial popular music genres – a matrix of musical genres and styles
indicative of my Nuyorican upbringing – I was not initially receptive to what I interpreted as
strongly bucolic sounds. Despite my initial impressions of música típica, I knew that I could
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not deny its social significance in the quotidian lives of Panamanians. The almost obsessive
consumption of música típica is especially prevalent during the celebration of national
holidays, patron saint festivities, and major cultural festivals. This social fact, coupled by the
lack of scholarly material on música típica, inspired me to transcend my initial musical
prejudices and endeavor to understand why música típica occupies a special place in
Panama's national imagination.
I returned to Panama in June 2006 to begin my dissertation fieldwork. I immediately
scheduled meetings with two Panamanians with whom I established contact online after
visiting their websites. Combining his love and extensive knowledge of Panamanian folklore
with his computer science background, Marino Jáen created www.panamatipico.com, a
website that provides audiovisual and textual resources about Panama's folkloric diversity. In
addition, the website hosts a forum in which people can chat about various historical and
contemporary issues related to Panamanian folklore and música típica. Marino served as my
primary guide, accompanying me to various events and introducing me to música típica
artists, composers, recording engineers, and promoters who would all serve as research
consultants. Panamanian composer and conductor Samuel Robles was my second contact.
Samuel had just relocated to Panama a few months before our first meeting, having
completed a master's degree in composition from the University of Cincinnati and a master’s
in music history and theory from the University of Chicago. Although we only met once,
Samuel introduced me to the members of Los Juglares del Dexas, a folkloric music group
affiliated with the University of Panama. Percussionist and folklorist Ricaurte Villareal,
along with master accordionist and composer Aceves Nuñez became my primary consultants
and musical instructors, as well as connected me to other música típica artists. Nuñez
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occupies a unique position in the música típica scene; besides teaching and performing
traditional folkloric musics, he has led his own música típica group for nearly three decades
and is also a successful composer and arranger whose work has been recorded by the genre's
biggest commercial artists. Within this instructional environment, I became acquainted with
an even greater number of música típica musicians with varying degrees of performance
competence and diverse affiliations.
The paucity of cultural, historical and scholarly information on my dissertation topic
prompted a search for primary sources in the early stages of my research. I made numerous
trips to the Biblioteca Nacional, where I was able to locate and photocopy newspaper and
magazine articles on música típica as well as concert and CD reviews. I conducted additional
archival research into the history of the genre at the library of the University of Panama in
order to understand the ways that música típica enters into national and locally circulating
discourses. While my archival research offers historical perspectives on música típica, I
collected my primary data through ethnographic participant-observation in the following key
sites: music venues, nightclubs, casinos, classrooms, and recording studios.
While Panama City served as my primary residence, my interest in learning more
about the musical and socio-cultural activities that take place outside of the country’s capital
motivated several trips into the interior. My field research incorporated several cities and
small towns outside the capital, as well as the routes that connect the sites in which música
típica is produced and experienced. Música típica performers primarily earn their living from
perennial touring throughout the country. To delineate and examine the sociocultural and
economic pathways through which this genre is consumed and disseminated, I followed
several artists such as Samy and Sandra Sandoval, and their respective touring groups, as
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they performed in a variety of rural and urban locales. The peripatetic nature of this project
allowed me to participate in and observe socio-musical activity in multiple sites, as well as
examine how a cultural form reveals itself en route.
I also attended a diverse array of cultural festivals in various locales throughout the
provinces of Coclé, Veraguas, Herrera, and Los Santos. Most significantly, I attended
Panama's largest and most famous cultural festival, the annual Festival de la Mejorana in
September 2006 and 2007 in the city of Guararé. Commonly regarded as Panama's folkloric
capital, Guararé is located in the central province of Herrera. The province is the birthplace
of several particular Panamanian musical traditions and hosts a significant number of annual
folkloric music and dance festivals. This weeklong event invites performers from all over the
country to perform and share their musical traditions. While the festival is folkloric in scope,
the evening hours feature música típica artists performing at various jardines (beer gardens)
scattered throughout the festival site. The festival's commitment to promoting and celebrating
Panama's traditional cultures is impressive, boasting a strictly enforced ban on the
performance or playing of non-Panamanian popular musics at all venues within the festivals
demarcated parameters. I became aware of this ban while walking by a cantina located near
the Palacio de La Mejorana, the festival's main performance stage. A standard letter-sized
sheet of paper - taped above the cantina's jukebox - presented the following message:
Attention: Only Típico. Mayoral Decree. No Refunds. Long Live Guararé, Management.27

27

"Ojo: Solamente Típico. Decreto Alcaldicio. No Se Devuelve Dinero. Viva Guararé. La Gerencia"
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Figure 1.4: Sign posted at a cantina in the city of Guararé. The sign reads: "Ojo: Solamente
Típico. Decreto Alcaldicio. No Se Devuelve Dinero. Viva Guararé. La Gerencia" [Attention:
Only Típico. Mayoral Decree. No Refunds. Long Live Guararé, Management].
I also attended other patron saint festivities such the Fiesta de San Juan in Chitré and
the Fiesta de Santa Librada in Las Tablas. Other events I attended in Las Tablas include
carnival and the Desfile de las Mil Polleras. I also made trips into the interior to attend bailes
at various jardines and toldos, specifically when no major festivals or cultural events were
scheduled concurrently.
Although the majority of my interlocutors are professional or amateur musicians
active in the música típica scene, I also relied on their social and professional networks to
meet journalists, music industry personnel, club owners and employees, as well as radio and
television producers who are actively involved in the música típica circuit. Additionally, I try
to incorporate, wherever relevant, the perspectives of the consumers themselves – música
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típica “fans” whom I met during live music events and in other interpersonal settings.
Following these various networks, my dissertation focuses on multiple sites of performance,
production, and reception.
I conducted both formal and informal interviews with a select number of project
consultants. When permitted, I recorded these conversations for later analysis of
characteristic tropes and explicit metacultural themes. Live performances and rehearsals were
also documented though audio and visual recordings.
State-sponsored television and radio shows devoted to broadcasting música típica to
national audiences were significant “corporate” field sites that provided insight into how
intellectual or state institutions engage with this music genre. For example, “Hecho en
Panamá,” an educational television series created by a professor of history at the University
of Panama in 1987, features in-depth stories on folkloric music, art, and dance. I interviewed
the show’s producers and observed the production of several episodes. This investigation
offers perspective on música típica’s commercial and institutional development and the way
business executives and audiences respond to this development.
Furthermore, in my examination of música típica in transnational contexts, I analyzed
how this particular musical genre is promoted and circulated through nonmusical genres and
within diverse sites of social practice that extend beyond Panama’s borders. I investigated a
growing number of Internet web sites, forums, and message boards that are dedicated to the
promotion of música típica to national and international audiences. I regularly perused
newspaper and magazine publications such as La Prensa and La Estrella to locate local
music discourses on música típica at the local, national, and transnational levels. I also
reviewed the literature of noted Panamanian fictional writers and intellectuals to ascertain
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how they are configuring the idea of a Panamanian identity of which música típica is a
subset.

CHAPTER OUTLINES
The first chapter explores the late nineteenth- and early twentieth-century
development of Panama's nationalism, paying particular attention to how the state
appropriated traditional expressive culture to cultivate feelings of national pride and
belonging among the masses. In presenting this background information, I provide a crucial
socio-historical and political context in which to understand música típica's emergence as a
national popular music genre. A key trope in Panamanian nationalist discourses is the
campesino or peasant of the nation's interior, a folk figure whose Hispanic lineage, moral
values, and characteristic traits are heralded as the quintessential embodiment of Panamanian
identity. Despite the nation's considerable racial and ethnic diversity, this particular trope
continues to resonate powerfully in Panamanian nationalist discourses and explains the
national allure of música típica artists like the late Victorio Vergara, whose death in 1998
triggered a national state of mourning, which I will examine in depth.
The second chapter is a selective social history of Panamanian música típica, tracing
key moments in the genre's stylistic and discursive development from a rurally identified
genre to the nation's most commercially successful genre of popular music. In the third
chapter, I critically examine Panama's conceptualization of the música típica label. As more
música típica artists endeavor to introduce their music to broader audiences outside of
Panama, the question as to whether or not the genre should be renamed becomes more
relevant.
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The last two chapters investigate the politics of Panamanian identity through música
típica performance, paying specific attention to the social and musical roles of the
accordionist and salomadora. In chapter 5, I trace and analyze the ideological work involved
in the transformation of the accordion from a European-import to an instrument emblematic
of the Panamanian nation and how this particular discourse draws on constructed notions of
masculinity. Chapter six examines the valorization of the female voice in Panamanian
folklore and música típica, particularly how female vocality is critical to ideological
constructions of Panamanian nationhood. Within the context of música típica, the male
vocalist is responsible for singing song lyrics, whereas the female vocalist performs salomas,
vocal utterances akin to yodeling that involves little to no textual declamation. The role of the
salomadora enables Panamanian notions of femininity to be displayed and performed,
serving as the bearer of tradition and authenticity. I am interested in examining what this
dynamic between a lyrically driven male vocalist and an emotively uttering female vocalist
reveals about gendered notions of Panamanian nationhood.
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1. ISTHMIAN IMAGINATIONS: VICTORIO VERGARA AND THE
SHAPING OF PANAMANIAN NATIONALISM
On July 21, 1998, the musical and cultural landscape of Panama was forever
changed by the untimely death of Victorio Vergara, the country’s most beloved música
típica artist. Although an active participant of the Panamanian música típica scene for
thirty-seven years, Victorio Vergara’s career only soared during the last ten. His sudden
death, then, at the age of fifty-eight came as a shock throughout the nation. Three days
earlier, Vergara was reportedly admitted to Paitilla Medical Center in Panama City with a
massive intracerebral hemorrhage. For the next sixty-six hours, hundreds of Vergara’s
friends, family, and devoted fans held vigil in front of the hospital. Others flocked to
Panama City’s Iglesia del San Carmen where evening mass was held in Vergara’s honor.
In a biography about Victorio Vergara, Colombian journalist Julio César Reyes Monrroy
described the national response to Vergara's illness and hospitalization:
…Victorio's illness had shocked the whole Republic, in the various
churches: Catholics and Protestants, offered supplications, prayers,
masses, prayers for the restoration of Victorio’s health, in Hosanna, the
Holy Spirit is hailed so that God could preserve the artist's life (Munrroy
1998 180).1
The official announcement of Victorio Vergara's death was breaking news,
interrupting all national radio and television programming. According to my informants
who recall that day, the country was in a state of paralysis - emotionally inconsolable and
distraught. Once again, Monrroy attempts to describe the atmosphere in front of the
Paitilla Medical Center shortly after the official announcement of Vergara's death:

1

“…la enfermedad de Victorio ha consternado toda la República, en las diferentes iglesias: católicas y
protestantes, se hacen rogativas, rezos, misas, oraciones por el restablecimiento de salud de Victorio, en
Hosanna, se aclama el Espíritu Santo, para que Dios preserve la vida del artista.”
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... hundreds of people are approaching the grounds of the Medical Center,
joining hundreds of others who were already there before the artist’s
death, the people arriving are anxious; men, women and children cry,
seized by a sharp pain, that breaks their soul, people from all walks of life
arrive, the idol of the multitudes has died... the physicians were powerless
before the reaper, who snatched the life of a man, who before the nation, is
taking the dimension of a national hero, the country has lost one of her
noblest and humblest sons, he of a great soul and an eternal smile… (Ibid
183).2
In an article published in the Panamanian newspaper La Prensa one year after
Vergara’s death, journalist Eva Aguilar also commented on the outpouring of grief all
across the nation: “Probably the only other demonstrations of posthumous popular
appreciation that can be recalled in the last twenty years, and perhaps in all of Panama’s
history, would be for Omar Torrijos Herrera (July 31, 1981) and Arnulfo Arias Madrid
(August 10, 1988)” (Aguilar 1998: 5).3
While Latin American musical artists such as Carmen Miranda in Brazil and
Carlos Gardel in Argentina have played a crucial role in forging and affirming both
regional and national identities in their respective native lands, this is perhaps one of the
first cases to emerge in Panama with comparable potency. That a música típica artist of
humble and bucolic origins could establish a spirit of Panamanian pride and conviviality
that rivals the national sentiment bolstered by Panama’s most powerful and influential
political leaders is noteworthy and merits closer examination.

2

“…cientos de personas se van acercando a los predios del Centro Médico, uniéndose a otros centenares
que se hallaban ahí, antes del deceso del artista, la gente llega angustiada, hombres, mujeres y ñinos lloran
embargados de una pena filosa, que les parte el alma, llega gente de todos los estratos sociales, ha muerto el
ídolo de las multitudes... los facultativos fueron impotentes ante la parca, que le arrebató la vida a un
hombre, que ante la nación va tomando dimension de héroe nacional, la Patria ha perdido a uno de sus hijos
más nobles y sencillos, el del alma grande y la eterna sonrisa...”
3

“Probablemente las únicas manifestaciones de aprecio popular póstumo que se recuerden en los últimos
20 años, y quizás en toda la historia de Panamá, sean las de Omar Torrijos Herrera (31 de julio de 1981) y
las de Arnulfo Arias Madrid (10 de agosto de 1988).”
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For many Panamanians, Victorio Vergara personified Panama and its national
character. Affectionately known as “El Mandamás de la Cumbia” (“the Boss of the
Cumbia”) as well as “El Tigre de La Candelaria” (“The Tiger of Cadelaria”), Victorio
Vergara came from modest beginnings in his natal province of Los Santos to become one
of the highest selling música típica artists in the country.4 Vergara’s artistic career,
though disrupted by numerous professional setbacks and personal tragedies, only served
to reaffirm his symbolic significance in the Panamanian imagination. Vergara’s
ubiquitous appeal, however, is based on characteristic traits and cultural values that are
tied to a specific region of Panama – the Azuero Peninsula. In the introductory chapter, I
alluded to this particular region's identity as Panama’s folkloric bedrock. Understanding
how this region came to be regarded as emblematic of the nation and how this provides
the cultural context in which música típica emerges as a commercialized genre of popular
music requires a critical examination of Panamanian nationalist discourses throughout the
twentieth century and how música típica will eventually figure into such
As a rural-identified music genre, música típica has endured the harsh criticism
and condemnation of Panama’s economic and intellectual elite, who associate the genre
with the country’s socially and economically marginalized rural population. Such
negative connotations with the rural are notably antithetical to those expressed within the
context of folklore studies in which rurally identified traditional musics are interpreted as
symbolic of the national imagination and connected to notions of cultural primordialism
and political autonomy. Decades of commercialization, however, ensured música típica’s
diffusion throughout the country, helping to mitigate its stigma as a “música de cholos”
[music of the mestizo/half-breed…] In some respects, the popularization of the genre has
4

Candelaria is a small town in Los Santos in the province of Las Tablas where Victorio Vergara was born.
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also triggered a backlash of criticism by folklorists and other traditionalists who view the
commercialization of rural musical practices as a dilution of the very folkloric traditions
they are fighting to protect and promote. Nevertheless, today’s música típica is subject to
considerable national media attention and increasingly recognized by the Panamanian
government as a valuable cultural resource. In addition to receiving national accolades
for their promotion and preservation of Panamanian culture, música típica artists are also
the subjects of numerous reality television shows, and in the case of Victorio Vergara, a
televised biopic. When did the appropriation of musical and socio-cultural elements once
deemed pejorative and vulgar became a cultural and economic resource for the
expression of national pride and identity?
In subsequent chapters, I will examine the discursive and performative aspects of
nationalism as they intersect with música típica, and how such practices and discourses
are appropriated and circulated by musicians, the media, private corporations and the
state. But first, I will examine the prevailing nationalist discourses in circulation
throughout the twentieth century and today, which are grounded in notions of liberalism
and nostalgia. This discussion provides a contextual segue to my analysis of Victorio
Vergara's song “Un Angelito Mas,” and its corresponding music video, both released in
the mid 1990s. The song references key cultural practices, symbols, and moments in
Panama’s history that laid the groundwork for the state’s Hispanophilic nationalist
project of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, many elements of which still
resonate strongly in Panamanian society today. While the song references musical and
poetic tropes that valorize the nation, the music video augments these sonic details with
symbolically potent visual cues that sentimentalize Panama’s historical and cultural past.
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At the same time, Vergara’s engagement with the music video idiom and other
commercial musical practices signals a dual commitment to expressions of Panamanian
cosmopolitanism. In framing Vergara’s performance of “Un Angelito Mas” within this
particular televisual backdrop, he emerges as a modern-day folk hero; though defined by
his regional identity, he nevertheless undergoes a nationalist transfiguration in death.

PRE- AND EARLY TWENTIETH CENTURY PANAMANIAN NATIONALIST DISCOURSES
Scholarly preoccupations with U.S.-Panama relations, especially in connection to
the construction of the Canal continue to preclude serious study of Panama’s domestic
and nationalist affairs. In his historical study of Panamanian nationalism during the first
three decades of the twentieth century, Peter Szok attempts to address this research gap,
arguing that distinctively Panamanian conceptions of the nation did not emerge as a
direct response to U.S. imperialism. Rather, such nationalist aspirations can be traced
back to the early nineteenth century, during a time in which Panama’s elite sought to
foment a national identity that was “indigenous to the isthmian nation” (2001: 16).
Panama’s liberation from Spain in 1821 occurred during a period of significant political
and economic instability. The nation’s white oligarchy, significantly outnumbered by
blacks, Indians, and other mixed populations, feared a political uprising similar to what
Haiti experienced two decades earlier5. Uncertain of their political future and their
capacity for self-rule, Panama’s white oligarchy declared allegiance to Simon Bolivar’s
Gran Colombia.
The alliance, however, did not prove to be mutually beneficial. Gran Colombia,
benefitting from isthmian revenues, persistently ignored Panama’s requests for greater
5

The Haitian Revolution of 1791-1804.
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economic and political autonomy. In an 1826 petition to the Colombian government, for
example, Panamanian leaders identified their nation as a “Hanseatic country,” referring to
the Hanseatic League, a confederation founded in the twelfth century by trading guilds in
the cities of Northern Germany and the Baltic to ensure security along trade routes as
well as establish a regulatory authority to oversee port maintenance and establish trade
and tariff agreements. In drawing this connection to the Hanseatic League, the
Panamanian government defines the nation's identity and purpose in economically and
politically productive terms, conflating notions of geographic determinism with European
cosmopolitanism. These discourses set out to justify Panama’s right to establish contact
or enhance relations with foreign powers in matters of commerce, while still maintaining
its protectorate status with Colombia (Ibid 22).
Colombia’s rejection of this and future petitions for greater autonomy fueled
separatist sentiment among members of Panama’s elite. Relations were further strained
by the civil strife plaguing Colombia during this period, culminating in the Thousand
Days War (1899-1902). At the same time, the United States - having recently acquired
the rights to the Canal from France, and unable to negotiate a concession from Colombia
to complete construction of the Canal - began covert negotiations with Panama. In return
for U.S. military support of Panama's planned uprising from Gran Colombia, Panama
would grant the United States the rights to its most precious resource. On November 18,
1903, two weeks after Panama declared independence from Colombia, the U.S. Secretary
of State John Hay and Phillipe Bunau-Varilla, a Frenchman involved in initial attempts to
construct the canal while at the same time surreptitiously assuming the role of diplomatic
representative to Panama, signed the Hay-Bunau Varilla Treaty. The treaty – ratified
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without the direct input of Panama’s major political leaders - bestowed significant
political and economic advantages upon the United States, most importantly, sole
ownership of the canal and the acquisition of over 500 square miles of land surrounding it
– an area that would become known as the Canal Zone.
For Panama, securing the support of Colombia, the United States, or any other
foreign power to achieve political and economic advancement is not unusual. As Peter
Szok notes, such political maneuverings were part of the Panamanian oligarchy’s larger
nineteenth-century nationalist agenda to become an autonomous nation capable of
fulfilling its geographic potential: “The oligarchy had pursued its national independence
to increase its dependence on other powers thus hoping to stabilize its own position
within the country. The independence of November 1903 relied on U.S. interventionism,
but it was equally dependent on a decades-long idea that had been stirring on the
isthmus” (Szok). In order for Panama to become the center of interoceanic trade and
transit, and, by extension, a civilized and cosmopolitan sovereignty, the oligarchy needed
to demonstrate its political strength by fomenting relationships with foreign powers.
What Panama did not expect was the degree of imperial control the U.S. was to
exert as a result of this formal agreement. The wording of the Hay-Bunau Varilla Treaty
reveals the lack of a Panamanian voice, most notably by the fact that not once does the
document acknowledge Panama as an autonomous nation by the United States. The
reality Panama was about to confront in its newly established relationship with the United
States is best summarized by Michael L. Conniff, “The method of reaching the
treaty…and the overwhelming advantages obtained by the United States under it, would
sour relations between the two countries and create bad feelings for generations. The
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canal would become a foreign enclave in the heartland of the country, from which the
colossus of the north would dictate policy to the weak new republic” (Conniff 1991: 70).
It did not take long for Panamanians to realize that “autonomy” came with a price
that negatively impacted the nation. The successful U.S. completion and operation of the
Canal did not generate the financial incentives Panama desperately needed to boost its
domestic economy. Instead, U.S. control of the Canal magnified the already unequal
distribution of wealth throughout the country; while the port cities of Panama and Colón
underwent extensive urban development, the rest of the country – informally referred to
as the interior – continued to face considerable economic neglect. Moreover, intellectuals
from Latin American and Europe subjected the nation to harsh criticism, describing
Panama as a fictitious nation, a “simple Yankee Colóny” disconnected from its Hispanic
heritage and consequently, the rest of Hispanic America (Palacios 1961: 138).
The political influence Panama’s elite hoped to maintain with U.S. backing was
also threatened by an overwhelming influx of foreign immigrants. Panama’s sparse
population – ill-equipped to provide suitable labor for the construction of the Canal –
resulted in the U.S. recruitment of approximately 100,000 - 150,000 West Indian migrant
workers.6 Upon the Canal’s completion, many Afro-Antillean migrants elected to stay in
Panama permanently rather than return to their native islands where they faced relatively
poorer job prospects. What was at first regarded as a necessary inconvenience, now posed
an increasing threat to the socio-cultural and economic life of a nation trying to validate
its newfound sovereign status and cultivate a national identity independently of the U.S.

6

France's initial involvement in Canal construction during the mid- and late nineteenth century also
induced an influx of Chinese contract laborers.
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EL OREJANO
Panamanian liberals expressed outrage at how the oligarchy achieved sovereignty.
The terms of the agreement benefitted the United States and Panama's conservative elite
who were able to maintain their political power in the nation's capital, much to the
perturbation of the liberal party. Belisario Porras, a staunch liberal who strongly voiced
his opposition to the terms of Panama's secession, had his citizenship revoked by the
Panamanian government between 1905-1906 due to fears that Porras could incite
revolutionary fervor. Born in Los Santos, Porras pursued a doctorate in Law and Political
Science in Bogotá, Colombia. He subsequently received a fellowship funded by the
Colombian government to continue his post-doctoral studies at the University of Lovaina
in Belgium. Upon his return to Panama, Porras worked as a journalist. It was during this
period, when Panama was still a province of Colombia that Porras made his first
successful forays into politics, having joined the Liberal party and served militarily in the
Thousand Days War. Porras' natal ties to Los Santos proved to be beneficial to Porras, for
he was able to establish a solid network of political support from wealthy landowners
based in Panama's interior regions. According to Juan Manuel Pérez, this particular group
was "...proud of their customs and traditions and wanted to challenge the traditional
sources of power," which in this case was the "urban, commercial elite" (Pérez 1993: 4).
Porras' commitment to fostering the political and economic strength of Panama's
rural regions is reflected in his writings during this period, most notably in an essay
published in 1882 entitled "El Orejano." Recognized by Julio Arosemena Moreno as a
scholarly precursor to Panamanian folkloric studies, Porras’ essay is a celebratory
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meditation on the Panamanian peasant of the interior - the campesino.7 The title of the
essay, explains Porras, is an offensive and unfortunate nickname for the Panamanian
peasant. According to Porras, orejano is made up of the words “oreja” (ear) and “asno”
(donkey/ass) to desgingate in a figurative manner what he describes as “…individuals
who are tough to the core.”8 Literally translated as unbranded animal, “el orejano” also
conflates notions of the peasant with pejorative characteristics such as timidity,
unsociability, and uncouthness. Using descriptive prose, Porras' sets out to present the
campesino’s general character and distinctive life ways in its entire “rustic splendor”
(Porras1968: 84).9 Despite Panama’s racial and ethnic diversity, the result of serving as a
geographical transit point for nearly five centuries, Porras avoids any reference to that
reality, opting instead to focus on the campesino’s European lineage as reflected in his
physical appearance and character: “His complexion is white like almost every person of
the Isthmus in the interior of the Mediterranean, his nose aquiline, his gaze shrewd and
intelligent, his movements loose and unencumbered” (Porras 1968: 84).10 He goes on to
describe the campesino as hospitable, generous, and profoundly respectful of society. Of
particular interest in this description and in the essay in general is the lack of
geographical references as to where the campesino is typically situated. Porras’ closest
7

In the words of Arosemena Moreno: "Panamanian folkloric studies found in “El Orejano,” an essay by
Belisario Porras Barahona, the most precious document that records our folk literature. His early
descriptions show clear signs of traditional popular manifestations whose existence begins to be important
in the minds of Panamanians" ["Los estudios folklóricos panameños encuentran en El Orejano, ensayo de
Belisario Porras Barahona, el documento más precíado que registra nuestra bibliografía folklórica. Sus
tempranas descripciones (1882) revelan evidentes muestras de manifestaciones populares tradicionales
cuya existencia comienza a cobrar importancia en la mente de los panameños"] (Arosemena Moreno 2007:
13).
8

“…individuos de meollo endurecido.”

9

“rústico esplendor.”

10

“Su cutis es blanca como la de casi todos los habitantes del Istmo en el interior mediterráneo; su nariz,
aguileña; astuta e intelligente su mirada; sus movimientos sueltos y desembarazados.”
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allusion is to the “mediterranean interior,” which in light of his background is not farfetched to assume is located in the Azuera Peninsula. In contrast to the racial and ethnic
diversity that characterized Panama and Colón provinces where Canal construction began
nearly three decades before the publication of El Orejano, Porras' valorization of the
campesino's physical features and characteristics are not only read as representative of the
interior but as symbolic of the isthmian nation’s true physiognomy.
Perhaps it was Porras’ descriptions of the socio-cultural life of campesinos that
resonated strongly in the work of an emerging group of scholars conducting folkloric
research during the first half of the twentieth century. In his celebration of the
campesino’s inexhaustible work ethic, for example, Porras writes in some ethnographic
detail about the junta, a traditional socio-economic practice in which a family or small
group of individuals solicit the support of the community at large to complete a major
project such as the construction of a house or the harvesting of crops. The organizers of
the junta, in an effort to boost work morale, will divide the labor force into teams that
engage in a friendly competition around the execution of agricultural or other workrelated tasks. The junta’s organizers also provide food and beverages throughout the
workday and once the project is completed. The junta, then, is an economically efficient
mode of labor that encourages concordance and sociability.
Shortly before the junta, the organizers allocate a space to host a baile (social
dances) for the workers and their families. Porras descriptively contextualizes the
atmosphere of a typical baile:
The dance begins and is followed by the mejorana in the throng of dance
couples. From the waltz follows a polka and then another waltz until it's
time to dance the punto, the original bambuco of this land wherein the
Panamanian is characterized. This is the most enthusiastic moment for the
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peasant: a wide circle provides enough room for the dancing couple, and
they begin by turning with feigned modesty, and then perform dance
figures with agility beyond compare; arriving at the punto11 and zapateo,12
and finally ends, the enthusiasm of the dancers and spectators verges on
insanity; handkerchiefs and flowers fall at the feet of the dancers and if the
young man is the lady’s suitor, he will throw handfuls of coins into the
dance circle (Porras 1968: 88).13
This excerpt is significant, for it provides one of the few descriptions of musical
activity and social life of the interior during the nineteenth century and provides a crucial
starting point in my attempts to construct música típica’s historical and stylistic
development in the following chapter.
Porras goes on to accentuate aspects of the campesino’s creative imagination as
revealed in storytelling, song, and music, and how each region in the interior claims its
own distinctive variation of these expressive practices. Such creativity, Porras argues, is
tied to racialized notions of liberty and autonomy: “That is why peoples desensitized in
slavery have never been poets, and so from the earliest times man has sung to beautiful
Liberty” (Ibid 92).14 In Porras’ idealized rurality, the campesino is portrayed as a self-

11

The punto, regarded as the nation’s most graceful and elegant dance, is of Spanish origin. According to
Lila Cheville, the punto “evolved to its present height of refinement and delicacy in the private clubs and
homes of the upper class of Los Santos Province” (Cheville and Cheville 1977: 135). Within the context of
a social dance or baile, the dance floor is cleared at the stroke of midnight so that a couple – generally the
couple with the best dancing abilities or an honored guest along with his or her dancing partner – performs
the punto.
12

Within the context of Panamanian folkloric dance, the zapateo is a stylized execution of foot stomps
typically performed by male dancers.
13

La danza comienza y es seguida de la mejorana entre el tumulto de parejas. A un wals sigue una polka y
otro wals hasta que llega el momento de bailar el punto, bambuco original de aquella tierra en el cual está
caracterizado el panameño. Este es el momento de más entusiasmo para el orejano: un ancho círculo da
campo bastante a la pareja, que principia, con fingida modestia, por dar una vuelta, y luego por hacer
figuras con inimitable agilidad; llegado el punto ó zapateo, extremo y final, el entusiasmo de los danzantes
y de los espectadores raya en locura; los pañuelos y las flores caen a los pies de los danzantes y el
mancebo, si es pretendiente de la dama, le tira al ruedo puñadas de monedas.
14

“Por eso nunca han sido poetas los pueblos embrutecidos en la esclavitud; y por eso desde los primeros
tiempos le ha cantado el hombre a la bella Libertad.”
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sufficient individual attuned to the surrounding natural landscape—a dynamic that is
commonly revealed in storytelling and song. The sense of social freedom attributed to life
in the interior is important to underscore, for it provides the underlying impetus for
creative cultural expression. To be enslaved for Porras suggests a dulling of the senses
and, within the context of this essay, parallels what he sees as the hegemonic tensions
between Panama and other foreign powers eager to capitalize on the nation’s potential as
an international thoroughfare.15 Porras’s comments also anticipate the sentiment
expressed by Panama’s emerging middle class and liberal intellectuals, namely that
Panama's modernization efforts, largely machinated by the United States and other
foreign powers, came with a price - the suppression of authentic cultural expression in
favor of foreign ideas and practices.
Porras’ idealized portrayal of the campesino figure is especially cogent
considering his geo-ontological ties to the interior. In the prologue to his book on
Belisario Porras, Manuel Octavio Sisnett describes at considerable length the humility of
Porras’ upbringing, which in turn, becomes the basis for his future achievements – a man
whose natal ties to the interior is conflated with nationalist expressions of Panamanian
identity.
This obscure birth of a humble son [Porras] of the nation, in a humble city
of the Isthmus, will be the "leit motif" that will drive his life so that he will
always be remembered. And it is, in this humility in which he was born is
where the secret of his successes resides, because the one that today spoke
to an enlivened and enthusiastic multitude, filled his life of a simple
philosophy as that of them (the multitude), because his heart had been
15

Considering Porras' physical description of the orejano as similar to the inhabitants of the Mediterranean,
his description of the Panamanian campesino as unbound by slavery has discursively important racial
implications as well. The white, geographically isolated peasant of the interior is neatly conceptualized in
opposition to the racial heterogeneity and geographic permeability of Panama's urban center and the Canal
Zone.
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moderated to the heat of all the injustices and of all the efforts (Sisnett
1962).16
As will be examined later in the chapter, it is this very "leitmotif," in which
Porras' ties to place serve as the template for his political and nationalist aspirations, as
well as his eventual mass appeal, that also inform Victorio Vergara's folk and national
mystique.
As President of Panama for three terms (1912-1916; 1918-1920; and 1920-1924),
Porras sparked a new period in Panamanian politics, overseeing a governmental
administration that successfully dismantled the oligarchy's political stronghold. While
Porras' tenure yielded positive measures such as the construction of national bridges and
roadways and the development of a national public education system, election fraud and
other corruptive practices fractured Panama's liberal party.

POST- REPUBLIC DISILLUSIONMENT
A new generation of Panamanian self-made literary writers, physicians,
politicians, and other intellectuals protested what they viewed as the government's
complacency to issues regarding the Canal, particularly the growing prominence of the
U.S. in domestic political and economic matters. The liberal ideologies of the nineteenth
century - privileging individual rights over the welfare of the state - was out of touch with
the growing concerns of a nation trying to assert it's sovereignty. Corruption and scandal
mired Panama's liberal and conservative parties, much to the detriment of the masses who

16

“Este nacimiento oscuro de un humilde hijo de pueblo, en una humilde ciudad del Istmo, será el "leit
motiv" que impulsara su vida para que se le recuerde siempre. Y es, esta humildad en que nació donde
reside el secreto de sus éxitos, porque el que hoy hablaba a una multitud enardecida y entusiasmada, llenó
su vida de una filosofía sencilla como la de ellos, porque su corazón había sido templado al calor de todas
las injusticias y de todos los trabajos.”
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became increasingly disillusioned and politically apathetic. Panamanian liberals such as
the lawyer and politician Eusebio A. Morales attributed the political instability of Porras'
administration to a lack of national consciousness and pride. As Juan Manuel Pérez notes:
In [Morales'] opinion, the political problems Panama was facing was due
to a lack of 'nacionalidad' in the people, which he said was a result of the
special circumstances through which the country had gained
independence...Therefore, the people did not share a common goal, a
common sense of collective achievement, a common idea, or nationality.
(Pérez 22).
The Panamanian government, entrenched in what the Panamanian political
scientist Juan Materno Valdez describes as an "entrequismo político" [“political
appeasement”], paid minimal attention to serving the interest of the masses, preoccupied
instead with the Canal's development and the maximization of personal profits resulting
from its operation. That the United States regularly intervened on the government's behalf
to preserve its political power infuriated an emerging middle class eager to become more
civically involved. According to Peter Szok, a second major theme of Panamanian
nationalism emerged during the 1920s in which nostalgic sentiment galvanized through
the valorization of Panama’s Hispanic heritage emerged as a reactionary discourse
against the political and economic shortcomings of nineteenth-century liberalist ideology.
In the 1920s, dissatisfaction with the U.S.’s hegemonic role in Panama led to the
establishment of Acción Comunal, a secret nationalist organization founded by middleclass students and professionals who were frustrated by the political maneuverings
spearheaded by Porras' and his administration. The organization's two most prominent
members, Harmodio Arias and his brother Arnulfo Arias helped plan and execute a series
of clandestine events that culminated in the overthrowing of the Panamanian government
in 1931.
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Arnulfo Arias' political career is worth examining in some detail. Arias' political
impact on the nation is virtually unprecedented, spanning nearly six decades. His fiery
nationalist zeal and populist platform garnered significant support from Panama's masses
and resulted in his presidential election on three different occasions (1940-1941; 19491951; 1968). These same qualities, however, compounded by government corruption,
also cost him the presidency, inciting political dissent that caused him to be deposed from
power on all three occasions. Arias' charismatic leadership transcended the political, as
Juan Manuel Pérez - in his historical study of Arnulfo Arias - notes: "Like many
populists, Arias tried to identify himself with the masses, advocating social revolution
and challenging the establishment. Normally this type of leader becomes a kind of folk
hero, above politics" (Pérez 1993: ix). This persona is largely attributed to his
Panameñismo platform, a political doctrine he introduced during his first presidential
campaign.17 Panameñismo inspired the masses to appreciate and take pride in all things
Panamanian and reject U.S. involvement in the country's political and economic affairs.
To the end, Arias promoted a more autonomous government that would focus on the
socio-economic improvement of all Panamanians across the isthmus. In Arias' words:
"Here in Panama only one creed, one doctrine, one driving force should
exist, germinate and develop; our Panameñismo. A healthy, serene
Panameñismo, based on the research and study of our flora, our fauna, our
history and our ethnic composition" (Pérez 1993: 241).18
Panameñismo introduced a more populist take on nineteenth-century classical
liberalism. Arias endorsed a vision of government in which its political participants

17

Panameñismo is also referred to as Arnulfismo.

18

"Aquí en Panamá sólo debe existir, germinar y desarrollarse un solo credo, una sola doctrina, una sola
fuerza directriz: nuestro Panameñismo. Panameñismo sano, sereno, basado en la investigación y en el
estudio de nuestra flora, nuestra fauna, nuestra historia y nuestros componentes étnicos"
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served the country out of a patriotic desire, an overt commentary against the more
opportunistic agendas of previous presidential administrations. He believed that a love of
Panama could be cultivated by educating the masses about the nation's history and
cultural legacy. Arias also proposed extensive development of Panama's educational
system, establishing an educational framework that he envisioned would train future
generations of civic-minded Panamanians committed to defending the nation's
sovereignty. Arias' proposals to achieve and defend his nationalist platform also teetered
on the xenophobic, calling for the institutionalized expulsion of the country’s nonHispanic population.
Panama's notions of race were complex and multi-faceted, informed largely by
the pervading socio-cultural and political issues of the time. Arias' xenophobic agenda
was far from extraordinary, for previous administrations implemented legislature that
attempted to curb the immigration of specific ethnic groups, namely Afro-Antilleans,
Asians, and Syrians. Such restrictions were a response to the influx of foreigners into
Panama as a result of the Canal's construction and subsequent operation and maintenance.
Although accused of having Nazi sympathies, biological notions of racial
superiority did not necessarily inform Arias' views on race. Arias equated racial otherness
with foreignness. Panama's black population was not entirely anathema to Arias'
nationalist policies. The distinction centered on assimilation; Afro-Panamanians whose
lineage dates back to the colonial era and whose primary language is Spanish were not
subjected to the same vitriolic criticism as those of West Indian (Afro-Antillean) descent,
a population who migrated to Panama in the preceding decades, maintain distinct cultural
practices endemic to their home country, live in virtual isolation from Panama's majority
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population, and whose first language is English. Language, then, becomes a crucial factor
in the creation and expression of a Panamanian ideological essence, creating a sociocultural climate in which Panamanian blacks - due to their ability to speak Spanish and
by extension, assimilate to Panamanian culture - view themselves as superior to AfroAntilleans (Pérez 2000: 280).
Arias' nationalist doctrine also takes on a nostalgic tone, calling for the
celebration and continued development of its Spanish colonial legacy, a “hispanidad” that
is ideologically positioned against U.S. imperial control and cultural influence, as well as
the nation’s immigrant population. In an essay on Panama’s colonial relationship with
Spain, Leonidas Escobar captures the extent to which the isthmian nation actively
embraces its Hispanic heritage during the first half of the twentieth century as part of its
reformulated nationalist platform.
When Panama agrees that the national currency be the Balboa; when it
dictates measures to safeguard the Panamá Vieja (Old Panama) ruins;
when it raises a monument to Christopher Columbus, the discoverer of
America; when it gives the name of Via España to the main thoroughfare
of its capital; it is taking a retrospective trip in history to pay homage to
the spiritual and material ancestors that have given it the glories of the
Spanish nation (Escobar 1986: 194).19
In effect, the government’s role in fostering greater attention towards the nation’s
Hispanic heritage, discursively overrides the growing presence of foreign immigrants,
ideas, and cultural practices throughout the Isthmus.
It is also during this period that the study of folklore becomes institutionalized by
the Panamanian government. This new intellectual enterprise served a nationalist agenda
19

“Cuando Panamá acuerda que la moneda nacional sea el Balboa; cuando dicta providencias para
salvaguardar las ruinas de Panamá La Vieja; cuando levanta un monumento a Cristóbal Colón, el
Descubridor de América; cuando le da el nombre de Vía España a la principal arteria de su capital… está
haciendo un viaje retrospectivo en la historia para rendir homenaje a los ancestros espirituales y materiales
que le han dado sus blasones de pueblo hispánico.”
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shaped by this dual discourse of liberalism and nostalgia. The fact that burgeoning
interest and research on Panamanian folklore was occurring concomitantly with the rise
of Panama’s media and culture industries is neither a coincidence, nor unique to Panama.
As Ana María Ochoa notes in her article on García Márquez’s role in the canonic
validation of the vallenato genre, Latin America is characterized by a phenomenon in
which “…the entextualization of music genres into folklore often occurred concomitantly
to their conversion into commodities” (2005: 2). Folklore studies provided the discursive
platform on which Panama’s traditional cultural genres and practices, especially from the
nation’s interior regions, are identified and legitimized as cultural objects worthy of
scholarly study and commoditization for nationalist, commercial, and social
consumption.

NATIONALISM AND FOLKLORE STUDIES
The rise of folklore studies throughout Latin American is tied to early twentieth
century nationalist projects that sought to integrate rural populations into the larger
national industrial framework (Rowe & Schelling 1991). Influenced by postEnlightenment calls for the scientific study of popular traditions that were disappearing as
a result of industrialization and urbanization, Latin American countries came to recognize
the value of folklore studies in the preservation and legitimization of a territorially
bounded ethos. In Latin America - a region largely defined by its racial and ethnic
heterogeneity - the appropriation of a nationalist paradigm that promotes ethnic and
cultural homogeneity poses numerous political challenges. As a result, the concept of
folklore is appropriated, interpreted and applied differently, not only across Latin
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America, but within Latin American countries as well. In Heidi Carolyn Feldman’s study
of Peru’s African musical heritage, for example, she describes how readings of folklore
can vary from “paternalistic decontextualization to authentic cultural expression—
depending on whether it is used by the government, elites, or members of ‘folk’ cultures”
(Feldman 2006: 129). Regardless of ideological, economic, or artistic intent, folklore has
played an integral role in the development of nationalist projects throughout Latin
America. Panama’s government, serving as the “primary benefactor of Panamanian
culture,” imbues the disciplinary study of folklore with legitimacy, to the point where
publications resulting from such intellectual enterprises can be read as “instruments of a
nation-building policy” (Szok 5).
Panama’s earliest investigators of folk traditions, and practices were not trained
folklorists, and in several cases, were not of Panamanian origin. The Ecuadorian born
Matilde Obario de Mallet, who was a philanthropist and the wife of the British
ambassador to Panama, wrote Sketches of Spanish Colonial Life in Panama (1915), one
of the few publications to chronicle the social life of Panamanians during the latter half of
the nineteenth century. Folklore’s rise as an institutionalizing force, however, would not
occur until shortly after independence from Colombia. During the first twenty years of
the twentieth century, the Panamanian government developed an educational and cultural
infrastructure that set out to modernize and “civilize” the isthmian nation. In addition to
enlisting the help of foreign academics to develop course curricula and train future
generations of Panamanian teachers, the government funded educational opportunities for
the nation’s most promising students to study abroad, particularly at several of the most
prestigious universities in Europe. This generation of European trained Panamanian
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intellectuals and artists would eventually return to their native country to teach and/or
pursue political careers.
Although several distinguished educators were pursuing their own interests in
folkloric research during the Republic of Panama's early years, the government had yet to
establish an institutional framework in which such scholarly pursuits would be
recognized, valued, and funded. In a 1909 letter published in the journal La Educación
Moderna, the Panamanian educator, historian, diplomat, journalist, and literary writer Dr.
Octavio Méndez Pereira - a student at the University of Chile where he attended
conferences and lectures organized by the Chilean Folklore Society - expressed his
interest in developing the disciplinary study of folklore in Panama. Building upon the
work of Dr. Rodolfo Lenz, a Chilean professor of philology and president of the Chilean
Folklore Society, Pereira begins to sketch out what he envisions as a proper course of
study of folkloric phenomena both theoretically and methodologically. Two years later,
Méndez Pereira writes another letter, this time to a colleague back in Panama, Professor
Rolando Mundo. Méndez Pereira offers to discuss his colleague's project with members
of the Chilean Folklore Society - to establish a similar folkloric society in Panama.
However, Méndez Pereira cautions that this project will most likely fail during its initial
phases of development because "in Panama, the necessary foundation to sustain such a
project does not exist" (Pereira 1949: 61).20 In other words, Panama lacked funding and
folklorists, trained investigators equipped to conduct long-term research and fieldwork on
traditional culture. Méndez Pereira, however, does offer a few conciliatory comments:
"Hopefully my fears are unfounded and, in any case, I will offer my faint voice of

20

"...no existe en Panamá la base necesaria para que ella pueda sostenerse"
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encouragement and sincere congratulations for your generous initiative that, if not now,
will someday germinate" (Ibid 61).21
While receptive to foreign ideas and influences, such as the scholarly work of
James George Frazer, Émile Durkheim, Marcel Mauss, Edward Burnett Tylor, and Max
Weber, Panamanian scholars engaged in the study of folklore also endeavored to present
the isthmus’ history and culture from an insider’s or native's perspective. In his essay on
the disciplinary rise of folklore in Panama, Panamanian folklorist Justo Arosemena
Moreno argues that the motivation to produce such research was not so much scholastic
as it was ontological; that is, based on the ardent desire of these intellectuals to connect
with their natal homeland: “…they narrate episodes from our popular culture, more in
order to connect with the native land than by the social eagerness of doing science and
less so, folklore” (Arosemena Moreno 2007: 10).22
Narciso Garay, one of the most significant exponents of Panamanian music and
folklore, is a product of Panama’s post-republic modernization efforts. Born in 1876 in
Panama City to a Colombian father and Panamanian mother, Garay attended schools in
Paris, Panama City, Cartegena, and Brussels where he cultivated his musical and literary
talents. In addition to being an acclaimed violinist, pianist, and singer, and composer,
Garay was also a respected art critic and journalist. In 1896, Garay received a fellowship
created by the Colombian government to pursue advanced musical studies in Europe.
After a brief stint in Paris where he studied the violin with Belgian violinist Martin Pierre
Marsick, Garay settled in Brussels, Belgium where he studied composition at the Royal
21

"Ojalá que mis temores sean infundados y, en todo caso, vayan mi debíl voz de aliento y las
felicitaciones más sinceras por su generosa iniciativa que, si no ahora, algún día germinará."
22

“…se ocupan de narrar episodios de nuestra cultura popular, más por nexo con la tierra natal que por el
afán de hacer ciencia social y menos folklórico.”
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Conservatory of Music After graduating with honors, winning first prizes in Harmony
(1898) and Counterpoint and Fugue (1899) and receiving further musical training studies
in Europe, Garay 23. News of his father’s sickness forced Garay to return to Panama in
1903, shortly before the establishment of the Republic. A year later he became the
director of the newly established Escuela de Música (School of Music), which would
later become known as the Conservatorio Nacional de Música y Declamación (National
Conservatory of Music and Rhetoric).
In addition to his numerous contributions as a music educator, performer, and
composer, Garay has also served the Panamanian government in multiple political
capacities, first as the Minister of Foreign Affairs, a post he held on four different
occasions. Additionally, Garay served as Minister of Public Education, Minister of Labor
and Commerce, and assumed various diplomatic positions, namely, Envoy Extraordinary
and Minister Plenipotentiary to France and England and Ambassador to Ecuador and
Costa Rica. Within the realm of folklore, Garay is recognized for producing the first
significant publication on Panamanian musical traditions: Tradiciones y Cantares de
Panamá (1930). The fieldwork conducted for this publication was funded by the
Panamanian government, the first and only instance of direct governmental involvement
in the production of folkloric scholarship. Although not a folklorist by training, Narciso
Garay possessed the educational background and socio-economic pedigree that would
make him an appropriate fit for such a project – to portray Panama as a legitimate nation
endowed with rich cultural traditions that are worthy of serious study. This was an
opportunity to expose the country’s elite to the cultural legacy already attached to the
23

Garay made subsequent trips to Paris in 1900 and 1902 to purse further studies in composition under
Vincent D’Indy and Gabriel Fauré, respectively. Further biographical information about Garay can be
found in Jaime Ingram Jaén’s Orientación Musical (2002).
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new republic.
Motivated in large part by the violent and successful aftermath of the Tule-Kuna
uprising against the Panamanian government, Garay conducted ethnographic research on
Kuna musical traditions in an effort to bring greater national attention to their cultural
practices and beliefs. At the same time, Garay's preoccupation with indigenous culture
points to a growing concern with the foreign, especially within the context of Panamanian
nationalist discourses at the time.24
Panama's complex notions of blackness appear to be more difficult to render in
discourses about Panamanian traditional musics. In her analysis of Narciso Garay's
seminal work on Panamanian folkloric musics, Francesca Rivera (n.p. 2006) examines
how the esteemed Panamanian musician, composer, art critic, and politician employs a
discursive "strategy of omission" in his study of the tamborito, heralded as Panama's
national music and dance. In Tradiciones Musicales, Garay presents data he collected
over the course of a year in which he recorded and transcribed the musical traditions of
four different Panamanian provinces. The data, interspersed with brief chronicles of his
experiences in these regions, reveal a privileging of the musical practices of Panama's
mestizo and indigenous populations, a pedagogical move that underscores Panama's
contemporaneous exaltation of the isthmian nation's Hispanic heritage. Rivera suspects

24

Panama's 1903 independence created indelible boundaries around the islands of the San Blas archipelago
where the Kuna Indians are primarily concentrated. However, attempts to incorporate the San Blas into the
national framework proved to be challenging. Despite the government's sponsorship of missionaries eager
to "civilize" the Kuna and the implementation of a police force to monitor Panamanian-Colombian borders,
many villages continued to declare allegiance to Colombia. With the assistance of U.S. civil engineer,
adventurer, and amateur ethnologist Richard O. Marsh, the Kuna mounted a rebellion in 1925 against these
police forces. Panama and the Kuna Indians subsequently signed a peace treaty in which the isthmian
government would observe the Kuna's right to protect and practice their cultural beliefs and traditions. In
1938, Panama allowed for the establishment of an Indian reserve or comarca - the Kuna Yala (since
October 2011, the name of this protected region was changed to Guna Yala in observance of their native
linguistic practices, for which there is no equivalent to the letter "K").
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Garay's decision to exclude the musical contributions and influences of AfroPanamanians to be deliberate, inspired by his reaction to a series of political events
during 1920s that paved the way for a significant transition of governmental power from
the liberal elite to a middle class movement that supported a redefined liberal agenda in
which the rights of the masses take precedence over those of the individual.
In his lengthy discussion of the tamborito, Rivera notes that Garay addresses the
tamoborito's Spanish elements, particularly the use of topical texts, melodic forms, and
the traditional attire associated with the performance of this music dance genre. However,
Garay diminishes or eliminates sonic and stylistic elements that reveal the slightest trace
of non-European influence such as the usage and construction of percussion instruments,
the overall musical structure, the particular mode of vocal performance, and dance
choreography. The absence of complex rhythmical transcriptions, electing instead to
notate the basic rhythmical timeline that undergirds tamborito performance absolves
Garay from addressing the polyrhythmic textures that are a sonic hallmark of this music
dance genre. As Francesca Rivera notes: "Blackness for Garay was not understood as
simply being related to African lifeways and culture per se, but linked to foreignness foreign occupation and immigration" (Rivera n.p. 2006).
As Arnulfo Arias cultivated his political network and populist following throughout
the 1930s (interspersed with international travel as a Panamanian diplomat), Panama's
government endured a revolving door of presidents: Harmodio Arias Madrid, Ricardo
Joaquín Alfaro Jované, Juan Demóstenes Arosemena, Ezequiel Fernández, and Augusto
Samuel Boyd, the latter two serving as acting presidents until Arnulfo Arias's election in
1941. Nevertheless, several positive developments in the area of folklore occurred during
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this politically tumultuous period. Panamanian performers such as Tobías Plicet, Bolívar
De Gracia and Norma de Testa Petito Escobar, founded and directed folkloric groups
during this decade that performed throughout the country. One figure in particular,
violinist and composer Leonidas Cajar Córdoba, is especially recognized for both his
national and international promotion of Panamanian folkloric traditions. Cajar’s folkloric
group, Conjunto Cajar, was established in 1933 and comprised a talented ensemble of
dancers, instrumentalists, and vocalists that performed Panamá’s traditional musics and
dances such as the tamborito, punto, cumbia, gallino, and curacha.25 In 1937, the first
delegation of folk artists and scholars was convened at the Instituto Nacional de Panamá.
As an institutional center for the cultured elite (or where Panamanians of more modest
means could receive an European-style education), the National Institute was a curious
choice to host the conference, where scholars of traditional expressive culture introduced
performers and dances that were, for the most part, unknown to the cultured elite of
Panama City. However, according to Panamanian folklorist Julio Arosemena Moreno, a
significant result emerged from this meeting of the lettered elite and illiterate folk
artists—folklore gained institutional acceptance as a legitimate academic discipline
(Arosemena Moreno 2007). Nearly seven years later, in July 1944, Dr. Octavio Méndez
Pereira, who continued to pursue independent research in folklore while serving as the
rector of the Inter-American University of Panama, established the Institute of Folkloric
Investigations (Instituto de Investigaciones Folklóricas)26 and hired the American born
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In recognition of his cultural contributions, Cajar was appointed the ambassador of National Folklore
(Embajador del Folklore Nacional) in 1951.
26

As Heidi Carolyn Feldman notes: “In many Latin American countries, the English word ‘folklore’ has
been adopted into the vernacular, sometimes with spelling modifications (folklor, folclor, foklor)”
(Feldman 2006: 128).
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composer, musicologist, and inventor Dr. Myron S. Schaeffer as it's director27. The
Institute's existence was short-lived, eerily experiencing the same fate Méndez Pereira
predicted would happen in his 1911 letter regarding the establishment of a similar
folkloric institution28. Nevertheless, the Institute funded various transcription projects,
culminating in the publication of several bulletins that featured bilingual descriptions and
musical analyses of the tamborito, mejorana, and other traditional musics.
In the 1940s, two attempts to revise Panama's constitution of 1904, the first in 1941
and the second in 1946, introduced new initiatives to develop the nation's public
educational system, funding programs that encourage the study of the nation's history and
cultural legacy. Under articles 86 and 90 in the 1946 constitution, reference is made for
the first time to encouraging the study and diffusion of popular culture.29 In his article on
the development and application of Panamanain folklore legislation, Donatilo Ballesteros
Zarzavilla (2000) argues that scholars previously dabbling in folklore research were now
able to take full advantage of the new provisions set forth in the 1946 Constitution,
particularly Article 83, which states that the “…law shall establish the necessary

27

Méndez Periera's biggest contribution to Panamanian folkloric scholarship is in the area of linguistics and
philology. His study, "Ensayo de Semántica General Aplicada al Lenguaje Panameño" [“An Essay on
General Semantics Applied to the Panamanian Language”], published in the journal Revista de Derecho,
Historia y Letras in 1919 was well received throughout the Americas and in Europe where a German
translation of this article was subsequently published (Méndez Periera 1919).
28

In the November 1944 edition of the Boletin del Instituto de Investigaciones Folklóricas, Dr. Octavio
Méndez Pereria indicates the Institute "will temporarily suspend its activities at the end of the present year,
until the various Governments concerned approve the Convention providing international support for the
Interamerican University" (Méndez Pereira 1944: 2). The request for funding was apparently rejected as the
Institute was never able to resume activity.
29

Article 86 of the Republic of Panama’s 1941 Constitution, which recognizes the autonomy and powers of
the official University of the Republic, lists among its responsibilities “the study of national problems and
the diffusion of popular culture” (Panama 1941). Article 90 underscores the State’s specific obligation to
“encourage popular culture by all possible means…” Donatilo Ballesteros Zarzavilla notes that the means
by which the government would promote and maintain popular culture would involve radio, television, and
print media (Zarzavilla 2000: 64).
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incentives for the publication of national didactic works and standards for their adoption
as official texts” (Panama 1941). The state’s commitment to incentivizing research with a
didactic purpose, especially in matters pertaining to what is described in the Constitution
as “popular culture,” would give way in the following decade to what contemporary
Panamanian scholars describe as the golden age of Panamanian folklore studies.
It was during this period that Manuel Zárate and Dora Pérez de Zárate published the
most extensive study to date of the Panamanian decíma and copla, La Décima y la Copia
en Panamá (1952).30 Manuel Zárate (1953, 1958, 1966, 1968), though regarded as the
greatest exponent of Panamanian folklore, is not a trained folklorist. Born in the city of
Guararé in 1899, Zárate moved to Panama City to attend the Instituto Nacional, a
prestigious public high school, where he received a teaching diploma. In 1925, Zárate
obtained a degree in chemical engineering from the University of Paris and later pursued
post baccalaureate studies in chemistry, literature, and art history and criticism at La
Sorbonne and École du Louvre. During these formative years, Zárate’s overwhelming
nostalgia for his homeland and firsthand observance of cultural festivals as celebratory
expressions of national pride in France and other European countries stimulated his
strong interest in the study of Panamanian folklore. The irony in experiencing a strong
sense of Panamanian pride in a foreign country did not escape Manuel Zárate as he
recollects: “It's funny ... that out of my homeland I realized all that” (Díaz 1969: 38).31
Zárate eventually returned to his native country in 1931 and became a chemist and
professor at the University of Panama, a post he held for twenty-five years. In
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Other scholars to publish research on various aspects of Panamnaina folklore during the 1950s include
Ángel and Zárate 1949; Aguilera Patiño 1949; Cordero 1951; Franceschi 1959.
31

“Es curioso…que fuera de mi patria me diera cuenta de todo aquello”
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collaboration with his wife, Dora Pérez de Zárate, an esteemed folklorist in her own right,
Manuel Zárate embarked on an intense investigation and promulgation of Panamanian
folkloric traditions and practices. In Manuel Zárate's words, it became a crucial goal for
he and his wife to:
…make known for the first time to the Panimanian public all the wealth of
ingenuity, talent and artistic sensibility with which our illiterate people are
equipped, and to show that in the literary aspect of folklore, our country
could boast a brilliant venerate, worthily comparable to the musical and
choreographic aspects and of the same noble height of other countries
(Ibid 39).32
The Zárates' scholarly output is impressive, comprising numerous publications on
Panamanian music, dance, and dress. Their earliest monograph, La Décima y La Copla
en Panamá (1953), is a colossal study of Panama’s décima song form and vocal
improvisatory tradition. During an unspecified period of fieldwork, the Zárates recorded
and transcribed close to 10,000 décimas, of which 900 appear in this publication. The
book would go on to win the prestigious Ricardo Miró National Literary Contest of the
Republic of Panamá. In Manuel Zárate’s El Tambor y el Socavón (1968), his musical
background in the accordion, tambor, guitar, and mejorana proved to be useful in this
investigation of Panamanian musical instruments and traditions.
Manuel Zárate’s hometown of Guararé became the center point of his scholarship
and preservation efforts. In 1938, he organized the first “folk” show in the country’s
capital, a performance by campesinos from Guararé at Zárate’s alma mater, the Instituto
Nacional. In 1949, Zárate, with the assistance of several close friends who were
important literary, scholarly, and political figures of the region, organized his most
32

“…dar a conocer por primera vez al público panameño toda la riqueza de ingenio, de talento y de
sensibilidad artística de que está dotado nuestro pueblo iletrado, y de mostrar que en el aspecto literario del
folklore, nuestro país podría ostentar un brillante venero, comparable dignamente a los aspectos musicales
y coreográficos y de la misma noble altura que tienen otros países.”
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ambitions event – el Festival de la Mejorana, which will be discussed in greater depth in
chapter four. Other scholars who became involved in the study, performance, and
preservation of folklore include Roque Cordero, Víctor Manuel Franceschi, Gonzalo
Brenes, Angel Rubio, Carlos F. Changarin, and Luisa Victoria Aguilera Patiño. With few
exceptions, the scholarship of this period focused on the study of Panama's indigenous
communities and mestizo-identified cultural traditions and practices. Greater
acknowledgement and scholarly attention to the cultural traditions of Panama's AfroAntillean population would occur nearly two decades later with the backing of another
beloved Panamanian political figure: General Omar Torrijos.

GENERAL OMAR TORRIJOS
After President Arnulfo Arias, Omar Torrijos is recognized for developing a
nationalist agenda grounded on the appropriation of popular expressive cultural traditions
and practices. However, what distinguishes Torrijos from his predecessors was the extent
to which the government, under his paternalistic direction, fostered a more participatory
democracy where the wants and needs of the countries lower classes were acknowledged.
Despite the fact that his regime was more authoritarian in nature – Torrijos was never
elected to oversee the Panamanian government – his social movements and inclusionary
politics successfully improved the lives of the economically disenfranchised and created
a spirit of democracy that was unprecedented in Panama.33 Educational reforms in the
public school system, monetary support to Panamanian folkloric groups and individual
performers were just several of the initiatives Torrijos implemented during his dictatorial
33

Torrijos led the nation’s first military dictatorship shortly after the National Guard overthrew President
Arnulfo Arias in October 1968.
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tenure. As a mestizo of the interior, Torrijos garnered unprecedented support from the
nation’s peasant population and lower classes, especially in light of his efforts to mobilize
these traditionally underrepresented groups both politically and economically. Grassroots social work conducted by NGOs, campesino organizations, churches, and
government institutions, in addition to government-sanctioned land redistribution and
loan programs for enterprising farmers, provided resources that would strengthen the
economy of the interior. By extension, inhabitants of these rural communities would
become patronizers and consumers of live música típica performances at jardines, toldos,
and other socio-recreational spaces that were being constructed in greater numbers
throughout the interior during this time.
As part of a process begun in 1968, with the aim of regaining the Panama Canal
and affirming the country’s independence (viewed in terms of the consolidation of an
autonomous national identity), steps were taken to minimize or erase altogether North
American and other foreign cultural influences. It is within this political context that
Panama’s National Institute of Culture (INAC) was founded in 1974. This state-funded
institution coordinates, promotes, and directs cultural activities throughout the country.
As in many other Latin American countries, encouragement and support for the cultural
life of the nation becomes one of the principal functions of the state. According to the
1978 INAC publication Cultural Policy in the Republic of Panama:
Each people’s identity must be retrieved and freed of the distortions
caused by so many years of dependence, and both individuals and peoples
must find themselves again, using their aesthetic potential as one of the
most effective means of casting off the internal bonds that are the result of
the alienating relationship between dominator and dominated” (INAC
1978: 20-21).
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Torrijos also acknowledged Panama’s historically marginalized ethnic groups. In
his 1976 study of Afro-Panamanian Congo groups in the province of Colón, Ronald
Smith indicates that the acceptance of the congos into the country’s folkloric community
was a recent phenomenon. Torrijos’ relationship with several of these groups underscores
his commitment to helping the more ethnically and culturally disenfranchised groups of
the isthmian nation. In one example, Smith explains the story behind a song composed by
a Congo group for General Torrijos:
Torrijos, through his subordinates, has cooperated to the extent that he has
provided one of the National Guard buses for transport of the Congo group
when it has been invited to perform in the interior of the country. The
group is always accompanied by an official driver and an officer of the
guard. Lilia Perea’s group is the only Congo group that has been given this
type of official recognition. Thus, the song “Qué viva mi General! "
celebrates this relationship (Smith 1976: 254).
Though the studies examined in this chapter offer important insights into the
development of Panama’s nationalist identity, such findings are based on the analysis of
textual discourses as constructed and circulated by the country’s socio-economic elite and
intellectual community. How then is the nation invoked in Panamanian expressive culture
today, more specifically, in musical and bodily/kinesthetic expression?
Like Arias and Torrijos before him, Vergara's populist persona is the result of
personal life circumstances (constituted of truth and fantasy/mythology) and a discursive
deployment of tropes, poetics, and symbols that juxtapose national and local claims to the
isthmus. Although Panamanian música típica shares little in common sonically with
American country music, it can nevertheless be understood as "country" music, in the
sense that country functions as a meta-generic signifier for musics that experience social
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and historical displacement. In writing about the underlying cultural logic of the world's
country musics, Fox and Yano note that:
…[t]hey exploit the polysemy of the term "country" and its synonyms.
They juxtapose the national and the local, the emplaced and the displaced.
In the interstices of these juxtapositions, "country" summons those who
experience a sense of resistant indigeneity despite the loss of place in
geographic sense, and those who experience a similar response to the loss
of a "place" in historical time" (Fox and Yano 2002: 42).
While Vergara, like Arias and Torrijos before him, is celebrated as a "folk hero,"
his populist appeal is grounded on a polysemous understanding of the concept of
"country" - in this case, the Panamanian nation. Unlike Arias' quasi-xenophobic political
agenda and Torrijos' deliberate inclusionary politics, Vergara (aside from the obvious fact
that he is not a politician with a particular ideological platform) effectively performs
specific tropes of class, race, history, and place that are rooted in the Panamanian
experience. Despite historical claims to Panama's interior by its native inhabitants, the
"interior" is also a highly adaptable and responsive ideological symbol. Like "country,"
the interior is "capable of voicing whiteness and blackness, working-class anxiety and
cosmopolitan ennui...and dominant and subordinate claims to embody the nation" (Ibid:
42). In order to understand how Victorio Vergara is emblematic of Panamanian
constructions of “country” or rurality, I will untangle the web of cultural symbols and
discourses that constitute Victorio Vergara's song "Un Angelito Más," and its
corresponding music video.
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UN ANGELITO MÁS
“Un Angelito Mas” is a song from Vergara’s 1994 album entitled Vivimos Un
Secreto. As the accordionist and musical director of his conjunto, Vergara refrains from
singing lead vocals, electing instead to include a male lead vocalist and a salomadora in
his musical group. Originally an instrumental music genre, the inclusion and
standardization of vocal parts within the música típica conjunto occurred during the
middle decades of the twentieth century, first with the inclusion of the salomadora,
followed by the lead male vocalist. Although more accordionists are doubling as lead
vocalists, this has not diminished the star power attributed to accordionists who chose
instead to delegate vocals to other members of the conjunto. While the singing voice is
important to Panamanian música típica, the accordion - functioning as the lead melodic
“instrument" of the conjunto - is not relegated to the role of mere instrumental
accompaniment. Rather than supporting the voice, the accordion with it's own voice-like
properties, engages in a melodic and discursive dialogue with the singing voice or voices,
or as Weidman notes in her examination of the violin in Karnatic music, "effectively
functions to stage the voice--not merely to reproduce it but to produce it" (Weidman
2006: 15). As I will discuss in greater depth in chapter four, the accordion - though a
European export - undergoes a process of indigenization, emerging as an instrument that
is emblematic of Panama as a nation as a cultural crossroads.
The song's corresponding music video was filmed in Panamá Viejo [Old
Panama], the nation’s former capital city. Founded in 1519 by Spanish conquistadors,
Panamá Viejo is the first permanent settlement on the Pacific coast of the Americas.
Initially serving as the starting point for expeditions to Peru where gold and silver were
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excavated and subsequently transported back to Spain, a series of devastating fires, pirate
attacks, and an earthquake, all occurring over a 150-year period, left the town in ruins. In
2003, Panamá Viejó, along with the Historic District of Panama became a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. Since 2003, these sites have been carefully restored and are now
publicly accessible. Despite Panamá Viejo’s relatively recent change in status, the site as prominently displayed in Vergara's music video recorded nearly a decade earlier - has
always held potent cultural importance for the country. In an essay about Panama's 2003
centennial celebrations, Alfredo Castillero Calvo views UNESCO's decision as an
opportunity for Panamanians to critically examine and question the country’s canonical
historical narratives:
It is no coincidence that in the centenary year UNESCO declared Old
Panama a World Heritage site. The message is clear, because it reminds us
that the past is still with us and that it is also part of our present, as it will
be our future. Therefore, celebration of the centennial of the republic can
not be frivolous amusements, or the urge to break Guinness records with
huge sancochos, that is, ephemeral acts such as the baroque scenes that
were burned and disappeared converted into ashes once the party was
over. In doing so, it strips the event of any meaning and reveals that its
meaning and what it represents has not been understood (Castillero Calvo
2003: 104).34
The architecture of Panama Viejo's surviving structures reflects a mixture of
Spanish and French styles, evoking Panama’s colonial heritage. Located at the main
entrance to Panamá Viejo is The Cathedral of Our Lady of the Holy Assumption
[“Catedral de Nuestra Señora de la Asunción”], perhaps the city's best-preserved
landmark. Behind the Cathedral stands the Tower of the Ancient Cathedral. Built in 1626,
34

“No es casual que en el año del centenario la UNESCO haya declarado Patrimonio Mundial a Panamá la
Vieja. El mensaje es claro, porque nos recuerda que su pasado nos sigue acompañando y que es también
parte de nuestro presente, como lo será de nuestro futuro. Por eso la conmemoración del centenario de la
república no puede quedarse en esparcimientos frívolos, o en el apremio por romper record Guinness con
sancochos descomunales, es decir, en actos efímeros como las escenografías barrocas que se quemaban y
desaparecían convertidas en pavesas una vez pasaba la fiesta. Al hacerlo así, se despoja a la efeméride de
todo significado y revela que no se ha comprendido lo que representa.”
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the four-story bell tower may have served as a watchtower for the royal houses. It is also
the focal point of Vergara's music video, opening with a close up and pan out of children
located on the first level of the bell tower. During the one-minute musical introduction,
different camera shots of children and adolescents dancing in varied attire alternate with
shots of Victorio Vergara and his conjunto, who are situated directly in front of the bell
tower. The youngsters are clad in both traditional and contemporary attire reflective of
quotidian life throughout Panama’s history; montunos, polleras, school uniforms, and
contemporary casual streetwear35.
The two female dancers situated on either side of the conjunto are dressed in
polleras, a fashionable colonial export that is today recognized as the national costume of
Panama. In Sketches of Spanish Colonial Life in Panama, Lady Mallet provides one of
the earliest written sources on the pollera and claims that is a derivation of a "gypsy
dress" and was commonly worn during Panama's Spanish colonial period: "It was
particularly worn by the children's nurses, and the dress is so pretty and so appropriate in
a hot climate that even the ladies of the nobility would sometimes wear it in the privacy
of the home, during the hot hours of the day" (Mallet 1915: 73). The pollera, then, has
evolved from a plebeian work garment to a lavish costume that is worn at festivals and
other cultural events. This evolution was largely facilitated by the urban female upper
class who admired the beauty of these dresses and consequently decided to adopt it as
their own, thereby reclaiming it as a traditional dress of the daughters of the aristocracy.
The pollera comes in a variety of regional styles and constructed out of different
materials several examples of which are featured in the video. The pollera de gala, a

35

Pollera is a long full skirt, though the term has come to stand for the skirt and blouse that make up the
costume.
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white pollera with elaborate ornamental cross-stitching, frills, and lace is perhaps the
most famous variant36. The adornments are usually rendered in one specific color,
providing a stark and beautiful contrast to the otherwise white dress. Adorning the
costume is an impressive display of expensive gold jewelry and the hair is accessorized
with beautifully crafted hair combs and tembleques, hair ornaments shaped like
butterflies and made out of fish scales, pliable wire and tinsel (Cheville 1964). As the
most opulent variation on the pollera, the pollera de gala is generally worn on special
occasions such as weddings, and major cultural festivals and national celebrations.
However, this particular pollera is not featured in the music video. Instead, two different
variants are displayed - the pollera blanca [white pollera] and the pollera montuna
santeña. The two young women dancing on either side of Vergara are dressed in pollera
blancas, an all white variant of the pollera de gala made out of delicate and clothe and
elegantly subtly embroidery. The pollera blanca is generally worn on a woman's wedding
day or fifteenth birthday (quinceañera).
The girls dancing in the bell tower and on its left hand side are dressed in polleras
representative of the Los Santos province - the pollera montuna santeña. Despite its
humble origins as a daily garment worn by the female peasantry of Los Santos, the
pollera montuna santeña is a highly beloved folk costume.37 The most distinguishing
quality of this regional variant is its colorful, cotton skirt. In the music video, the skirt is a
rich green color adorned with two white ruffles or tiers encircling the skirt. The white
montuna blouse is a less extravagant version of the blouse used in pollera de galas. In the
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The pollera de gala is also known as the pollera de lujo (a pollera of luxury)

37

Montuna signifies the pollera's rustic simplicity in style and function as opposed to the more luxuriant
variants described earlier.
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case of the music video, the blouse is white, save for a few delicates green and yellow
stitching. Completing the look is a straw hat, also known as a jipijapa. The decision to
emphasize the pollera montuna in the music video underscores its origins as a garment of
the peasantry. In La Pollera Panameña, Dora Pérez de Zárate underscores this point: “It
was, therefore, the pollera costume of the common people, a folk outfit; in this same
virtue is its strength, its continuity, its permanence, the people gave and still give it its
vigor and spirit” (Zárate, D.P. 1966: 7).38
Accompanying the young girls dressed in polleras are boys dressed in montunos,
which is the national costume for Panamanian men. Typically worn by men of the
Azuero Peninsula, the montuna comprises a shirt and short trousers (el chingo). The shirt,
also known as la chamarra, is a loose fitting over blouse made out of coarse cotton. Like
the pollera, the chamarra has regional variations from the more opulent chamarra de lujo
to the more modest and functional chammara de trabajo (Cheville). In Vergara's music
video, the young boys are wearing a traditional montuno, accessorized with a straw hat
(pintado), a machete encased in a sheath made out of leather that is draped over the
shoulder along with a chacara, a small pouch to hold personal items, and cutarras, handmade leather sandals.
The other children in the video seen frolicking around the bell tower are dressed
in contemporary school uniforms or everyday street attire. The children in distressed
attire can serve as a representation of the rampant poverty affecting the nation.
Considering Vergara’s altruistic projects to improve the lives of economically
disadvantaged children and orphans, this may not be such a far-fetched reading.

38

"Era, pues, la pollera traje de la plebe; atavío del folk; en esto mismo está la virtud de su fuerza, de su
continuidad, de su permanencia, el pueblo le dio y le dan aún su vigor y su espritu."
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Vergara’s charitable work across the nation has facilitated the construction of primary
and secondary schools and a rehabilitation center for drug addicts, as well as the
improvement of the social wellbeing and healthcare of orphans and the invalid. In spite of
these charitable accomplishments, Vergara refused to publicize or comment on his
altruistic endeavors because, as he has stated in several interviews, his mother raised him
to believe that to do so was impolite.
Victorio Vergara and his ensemble are dressed in contemporary fashionable attire,
strikingly different from the traditional and casual wear of the children featured in the
video. Vergara and his band members are all dressed in black slacks. While the members
of the conjunto are wearing matching black, white, and gray patterned, three quarter
length sweaters, Vergara is wearing a short sleeved, button downed blue-grey shirt in an
equally busy pattern. The decision to wear professional stage attire reflective of the
fashion trends of the time is worth mentioning because it helps to identify the musicians
as part of a cosmopolitan popular music group. To wear the traditional attire that is
featured on the children in the music video would have identified the ensemble within the
realm of Panamanian folklore.
In my informal conversations with fans of música típica, Vergara's particular
stage presence and showmanship was frequently referenced. Perhaps since Ceferino
Nieto's fateful decision to perform the accordion in a standing position has anyone
generated such discussion about the way the body engages with the instrument like
Victorio Vergara. As can be seen in the music video, Vergara's performance style is quite
physical and dynamic, displaying a tremendous physical energy while performing the
accordion, no easy feat considering the weight and bulkiness of the instrument.
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In the music video appearing on the CD/DVD "Vivimos en Secreto" (2004), a
compilation of tracks that make up Vergara's album of the same title, music videos, and
an interview with the accordionist recorded shortly before his death, the music video for
Un Angelito Mas" shows a logo on the lower left side for the television show “Aires de
mi Tierra.” The show is just one example of national television programming that
emerged during the 1980s and 1990s that explore different aspects of traditional
Panamanian culture. These programs feature several co-hosts that cover different stories
on the latest social happenings throughout the country, paying particular attention to
patron saint festivities, cultural festivals, and the annual carnival celebrations. The first
television show of its kind, Hecho En Panamá, premiered in 1987. The show’s creator
and host, Oscar Poveda, is a professor of history at the University of Panama who
produced the show through government and university funds until 1991, when the show
was picked up by a national television station. Other shows such as Asi Es Mi Tierra, Con
Sabor Interiorano, and Más Pindín soon followed. The advent of music videos produced
by música típica artists in the early 1990s can be partially attributed to these cultural
programs, which immediately began to broadcast these clips in between the show’s other
segments on folkloric culture. Although these cultural and educational television shows
have produced programs on Afro-Panamanian and indigenous cultures, the primary focus
continues to be coverage of the folkloric traditions of the Azuero Peninsula. As the logo
appearing on the music video suggests, Vergara was a common fixture on these television
shows and his life was even the subject of a televised biopic as well as a Panamanian
television series inspired by Vergara's hit song "Vivimos en Secreto."39

39

The series, also titled "Vivimos en Secreto," centers around a young woman, who in the midst of
organizing a festival dedicated to her musical idol, Victorio Vergara, falls in love with a man from a
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The subject matter of "Un Angelito Mas" is worth exploring in greater depth. The
song expresses the sorrow experienced by parents over the tragic death of their young
child:
Un angelito más
Sergio Cortéz
Que difícil y que triste es esta canción
que llega a lo profundo del corazón
y un angelito más que se ha ido
hacia el cielo Anarcelis Elizabeth.

How difficult and how sad is this song
that reaches deep into the heart
and one more angel has gone
Skyward is Anarcelis Elizabeth.

A pesar del poco tiempo que ella vivió
que tuvo entre sus brazos,
Eduardo y Michelle,
sus padres que a ella la vieron nacer,
su dulzura les regalo

Despite the short time she lived,
that she had in her arms,
Eduardo and Michelle,
her parents who witnessed her birth,
she gifted her sweetness

Ay mi niña, quiero verte en mis brazos
mi princesita te regalo mi llanto
y en tu cajita llevas mi alma en pedazos.
Virgen María recíbela en tu manto
tu no sabes la falta que me haces
todos mis sueños se han venido abajo.

Oh my girl, I want to see you in my arms
My princess I give you my tears
and in your little coffin take my soul in pieces.
Virgin Mary, receive her on your mantle
you do not know how I miss you
all of my dreams have fallen apart.

Ay mi angelito te extraño tanto quisiera verte
cada vez que me levanto ahora hay en el cielo
un angelito más a otro niño Él va a cuidar y si
llego a ver una estrella fugaz es hacia ella
quiero mirar.

Oh my angel I miss you so I want to see you
each time I get up now there is one more angel
in heaven another child He will care for and if
I come to see a shooting star it is toward her
that I wish to look.

In his article about the role of the violin in Panamanian vernacular music,
Eráclides Amaya Sáenz briefly discusses a specific repertoire of music that was played in
honor of young children who have passed away, especially before their first birthday. “La
música de angelitos” was performed during the funeral wake, and throughout the night
prior to the burial. In these musical contexts, the violin and the mejoranera (Panama’s
indigenous string instrument) play a prominent role (Sáenz 1997: 55). Many of the
musicians who performed on such occasions, particularly violinists, went on to develop

wealthy landowning family.
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careers in música típica. Gelo Córdoba, recognized as one of the first musicians to
introduce the accordion into the música típica ensemble, started out as a violinist in his
natal province of Los Santos. According to Sáenz, Gelo Cordoba, who was born in 1916
in the town of El Paradero, located in the Macaracas district of the Los Santos Province,
first learned to play the mejoranera before the age of ten, having received instruction
from Carpio Peralta, a noted violinist of little angels (violinista de angelitos). The author
then shares a brief anecdote for which there is no citation of a direct source: “Before
turning twelve, 'Gelo' made a promise to play for all of the 'angels,' if God allowed him to
play the violin” (Sáenz 1997: 55).40 With Peralta’s instruction, Córdoba was able to
realize his dream. His earliest professional performances, then, were in sacred contexts,
playing the violin at funerals and other church services. A few years later, Cordoba would
shift his interests to the accordion, becoming a major innovator in the development of
música típica as an accordion-based popular music genre.
It is important to note that this particular genre of music for "angelitos" dates back
to the colonial era, thereby once again linking Panama’s history and culture to its colonial
predecessors. Specifically, this religious musical genre is also performed in other Latin
American countries such as Colombia where in the Llanos region, people sing tonos and
batallas, which are sung at the funerals of young children (“velorios de angelitos” or
“wakes of angels”) (Behague et. al., 2000). While Un Angelito Más does not derive from
this particular repertoire of archaic colonial church music, the song lyrics do express the
profound sadness parents experience upon the death of their young child and the belief
that such expressive forms of lament can help facilitate the child’s ascent to heaven. In

40

“Antes de cumplir 12 años, ‘Gelo’ hizo la promesa de tocarles a todos los ‘angelitos,’ si Dios le permitía
a tocar el violin.”
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performing this particular song, Vergara not only shows deference to traditional cultural
practices, but his Roman Catholic faith, which a majority of Panama's population
observes. Vergara's invocation of the Patron Saint Santa Librada - also the Patron Saint of
Las Tablas - is well documented in interviews and in his songs and performances. As a
Panamanian of the interior, Victorio Vergara’s upbringing evokes the essence of
Panamanian identity rooted in rurality. This impression of his reality is vividly
communicated in the music video. In just a span of five minutes, Victorio Vergara’s
video presents the quintessential qualities of the Panamanian campesino, a moral and
spiritual groundedness to be found in a rustic upbringing that is not threatened by forces
of cosmopolitanism and modernization; a humble and sincere sensibility as articulated by
the simple production of the video; and a profound deference for traditional culture,
history, and the Panamanian landscape. Collectively these characteristics convey a
homogenous construction of Panamanian identity that, as represented by the children in
the video, is up to future generations to protect and defend
Although this message is articulated through a musical genre historically viewed
as pejorative and in its commercialized variant, increasingly influenced by transnational
musics, Vergara’s arcadian mystique, patriotic love and deference for the isthmian nation,
and willingness to accept and embrace the absorption of foreign influences that have
defined Panama’s history and identity as a transit point creates a musical expression that
defies tightly contained generic boundaries – an expression of living folklore that is not
afraid of the constant movement of people, ideas, and culture.
This should not dismiss the fact that such a musical and discursive construction of
a national hero is problematic, for the qualities that constitute Vergara’s legacy is fraught
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with racial, ethnic, economic, and political tensions that have plagued the country for
centuries. Nevertheless, Panamanian musicians from a variety of genres have
collaborated on projects that test the boundaries of these musical cultures and regardless
of their ethnic, racial, or social backgrounds, continue to find inspiration in Victorio
Vergara’s legacy of national unity.
Despite Victorio Vergara's rustic mystique, his commercial success as a música
típica recording artist does not elude Panamanians whose lineage is not tied to the
nation's interior regions. In her study of the tourism industry in Bocas del Toro, a
province located on Panamá's northeastern coast, Carla Guerrón-Montero examines how
Afro-Antillean calypso artists acknowledge and evoke Victorio Vergara's memory
through musical appropriation. In performing Vergara's hit songs in a calypso rhythm,
local artists based in Bocas del Toro comment on Panamanian mainstream cultural
phenomena while also imbuing their own cultural imprint, asserting alternative readings
of Panamanian identity in the process. The provinces of Colón and Bocas del Toro,
boasting large populations of Afro-Antilleans, have consumed and made significant
contributions to musical genres traditionally associated with other Caribbean islands such
as Jamaican reggae, Trinidadian calypso and soca, and Haitian kompa. Although música
típica groups do not perform in these provinces on a regular basis, Panama's media
industry has ensured its circulation throughout the isthmian nation. In the case of Bocas
del Toro, its geographic location poses numerous challenges for música típica artists
primarily based in Panama City or the interior regions. Sheer distance and poor roadways
render land transportation problematic for música típica groups who rarely, if at all, rely
on planes to travel to different performance locales.
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Although música típica recordings are played at discotheques throughout Bocas
del Toro, local calypso groups such as the Beach Boys perform live interpretations of
música típica hits by Samy and Sandra Sandoval and Victorio Vergara. Including
interpretations of musical genres not traditionally associated with Bocas del Toro
becomes an important strategy within the context of a burgeoning tourism industry. In
appropriating a musical genre with a strong mestizo and Hispanic legacy - a genre that is
regarded as emblematic of the Panamanian nation state - Afro-Antilleans are asserting
their identity not only as Panamanians, but Panamanians defined by their cultural
heterogeneity. However such cultural practices are a relatively recent phenomenon. As
Guerrón-Montero notes, the people of Bocas del Toro, or Bocatoreneans did not pay
much interest to música típica until the arrival of Samy and Sandra Sandoval into the
scene. Samy and Sandra's stylistic experimentation is one of the main factors behind their
appeal: "In Bocas del Toro, Samy and Sandra are considered attractive típico singers
because they indigenize it, transforming the genre into a quicker, faster, and 'hotter' (más
picanté) music, more suitable to the taste of Afro-Antilleans" (Guerrón-Montero 2006:
653-654).
Composer and guitarist Sergio Cortez, who wrote the song "Un Angelito Mas" for
Victorio Vergara explained in an interview his effort to redefine Vergara's sound for
broader consumer appeal:
Victorio Vergara then asked me to do a song and I began to work with
Victorio, trying to change his style which was very him, very
autochthonous, and then I try to change a few chords and at that time
Samy and Sandra emerged and they were infecting everyone with their
new rhythm and I talked to Mr. Victorio and I told him that we should
make some changes, something more in line with the youth and he dared
to play a song of mine called "I like that woman," which is a song in
which the rumba is played with four consecutive chords, and Victorio was
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used to closing with two chords only and at the time he was uncomfortable
but it was a super success. Then I did a song called "Our Romance" which
was the first song to be played in this country with a guitar intro. We were
innovating, after that we did another that is called "You Will Cry", "That
Woman", "One More Little Angel" (Cortez, interview 2007).41
Despite differences in rhythm and vocal performance, Panamanian música típica
is often accused of sounding similar to Columbian vallenato and cumbia. Such
similarities are especially noticeable in "Un Angelito Mas," in which the role of the
salomadora - a traditionally crucial sonic element in Panamanian música típica - is
omitted. Despite Panama's geographical proximity to Colombia, which explains the
overlapping of musical influences and genres, Panamanian popular music has struggled
to reach the same degree of international exposure experienced by Colombian popular
music artists such as Carlos Vives. To the outsider, what appears as excessive cultural
borrowing from Colombia detracts from Panama's own attempts to circulate globally a
musical sound that they can call their own. It is within this context that we can begin to
understand Panama's hyper nationalistic valorization of its Hispanic legacy - a vision of
homogeneity that combats is diverse racial, ethnic, and cultural makeup. Panama's
privileging of it Hispanic lineage, however, also poses challenges for the nation as it
endeavors to claim musical sonic markers and genres as uniquely Panamanian.
Embracing its diversity, which in some regards can be viewed as one strategical approach
in asserting its uniqueness as a sovereign nation, takes away from longstanding notions of

41

"...luego Victorio Vergara me pidió que le hiciera una canción y empecé a trabajar con Victorio, tratando
de cambiar el estilo que era muy de él, muy autóctono, y entonces traté de variar unos acordes y en ese
tiempo también salió Samy y Sandra que venían con un nuevo ritmo y estaban pegando con otro ritmo y yo
hablé con Don Victorio y le dije que hiciéramos unos cambios, algo más acorde a la juventud y él se atrevió
a tocar un tema mio llamado “Me Gusta Esa Mujer” que es un tema que la rumba suena con cuatro acordes
seguidos, y Victorio estaba acostumbrado a cerrar con dos acordes solamente y en ese tiempo fue incómodo
pero fue un súper éxito. Después hice una canción que se llama “Nuestro Romance” que fue la primera
canción que se tocó en este país con una introducción de guitarra. Estábamos innovando, después hicimos
otra que se llamó “Sé Que Llorarás,” “Esa Mujer,” “Un Angelito Más.”
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the nation that have attempted to deny this very phenomenon, a result of its geographic
identity as crossroads.
So what is it about Vergara that makes him a national hero/sweetheart? As a
musical artist who was able to balance the traditional with the new and foreign, Vergara
created a musical repertoire and persona that Panamanians from diverse backgrounds can
appreciate in one respect or other. Whether it is his natal ties to the interior or his
appropriation of musical rhythms from non-Panamanian musical genres, song lyrics that
deal with the complex nuances of romantic relationships, or his physically demanding
performances in which he jumps and dances across the stage while playing the accordion,
Vergara offers something for everyone - a musical sound that is appealing to Panama's
Afro-Antillean population, a rustic sensibility that alludes to a romantic and nostalgic
vision of the Panamanian campesino, and song lyrics that deal with lament and different
kinds of loss (a lost love, the home, or a rural past). Vergara's decision to produce a
musical sound that is appealing to younger Panamanians and Panamanians of diverse
ethnic groups may have been inspired by Samy and Sandra Sandoval's success in the
1990s but his longstanding presence in a music scene that values longevity has given
Vergara an added advantage. Vergara's profound respect for Panamanian traditions, as
well as his simultaneous embrace of cosmopolitan musical trends underscores a particular
encounter with the nation that is fragmented yet inclusive, grounded in the past yet
welcoming of the transitory. Panamanian musicians like Victorio Vergara recognized
during the 1990s the potential to circulate their music beyond their nation's borders. At
the same time, they recognized the inherent difficulty in marketing a music that could be
identified as distinctly Panamanian, especially when the sonic components that constitute
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a genre such as música típica could be easily confused with other Latin American popular
musics. Considering that Panama was once part of Colombia, it is clearly obvious the
degree of imbued cultural borrowing. This borrowing is so blatant and obvious that it
may explain in part Panama's excessive discourse of nationalism - shaped by the nation's
challenges to claim musical aesthetics and sonic markers as its own. In the case of
Vergara's music video for Un Angelito Más, the particular highlighting of nationalistic
features such as dress, dance, and architecture, and the invocation of musical traditions
and other aesthetic features may depict a particular reading of the nation that is grounded
in notions of mestizaje and the rural. However, Vergara's status as a folk hero - a man
who despite experiencing socio-economic displacement early in life was able to forge
success without losing his sense of identity and love for his country - becomes a figure
that Panamanians from various racial, ethnic, and social backgrounds can appreciate and
respect. Vergara's invocations of rusticity, both real and imagined, and his particular
engagement with commercial enterprises and the media was pivotal during a time in
which Panama was preparing for a long awaited reclamation of the Canal. Whether we
are dealing with the sense of displacement experienced with the U.S. occupation of the
Canal and the Canal Zone, or the displacement of Panama's immigrant population, or
senses of marginalization experienced by the nation's socio-economically disenfranchised
and ethnic, racial populations, Vergara signifies a "country" identity that can be claimed
in multiple ways.
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CONCLUSION
Panamanian discourses on national identity have traditionally centered on
territorial integrity and sovereignty. Now that Panama has complete operational control
of the Canal - and a symbolic affirmation of their long-sought sovereign integrity - how
will the country's nationalist discourses change, if at all? By extension, how will música
típica respond to these geopolitical changes? In the summer of 1999, several art and
music-based organizations and unions threatened to protest the celebrations associated
with the U.S. transfer of the Canal to Panama on December 31, 1999. The outcry was a
response to a "canal event" in July that featured a foreign artist who was reportedly paid
an exorbitant sum to headline. In an article about these potential protests, Santiago
Castro, secretary general of the Union of Musical and Artistic Workers of Panama
(SITMAS) stated: "We musicians and artists are convinced that the history of the canal is
linked to the history of our art, as well as the trajectory of national artists and musicians
that have been formed from our national identity." The article goes on to state that
"...Panamanian artists are not going to block the streets with garbage bins like student
protesters, but [Castro] warned that they may 'perform when the (foreigners) play at the
canal celebrations' to show that local artists are at least as talented" (Hernández 1999).
This particular debate reflects century-long debates regarding Panama's purpose
and role in a rapidly modernizing world. Throughout the twentieth century, Panama
struggled to construct a national identity in a territorially fragmented home. A decade has
passed since the repatriation of the Canal and yet Panama continues to grapple with its
identity both nationally and internationally. A land whose geopolitical identity is fueled
by "transitismo" - a ideological concept that describes a nation whose livelihood is almost
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entirely based on servicing the economic, political, and military needs of other countries Panama continues to grapple with democratic instability and domestic neglect (CastilleroCalvo 1973). Still recovering from a century long period of neo-colonial arrested
development, Panama continues to lag in state reform compared to other Latin American
countries. While Panama's neo-colonial situation is far from unique within Latin
America, it is facing these issues decades later than many of its sovereign neighbors.
Despite its current status as a commercialized popular music genre (and previous
status as a marginalized, lowbrow, vernacular genre), Panamanian música típica is
increasingly regarded - especially on the state level - as an integral aspect of Panamanian
folklore. As will be explored in subsequent chapters, Panama's media industry and
private corporations are building upon the institutional work of the state to
commemorate, preserve, and promote Panama's folkloric traditions through the
sponsorship of cultural festivals, concerts, and television programming, relying on
música típica performers and fans to augment their appeal. The concept of the folk has
played a pivotal role in Panama's political history, serving as an essential nation-building
tool throughout the twentieth century. It is this political and cultural climate from which
Victorio Vergara emerges as a successful música típica artist who in death is
immortalized as a folk hero.
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2. PANAMANIAN MÚSICA TÍPICA: A SELECTIVE SOCIAL
HISTORY
This chapter presents a selective history of música típica’s stylistic and generic
development from its rural origins to its current status as a national and commercial
popular music genre. The musical and ideological slipperiness that characterizes
Panamanian música típica may explain in part its minimal regard as a cultural object
worthy of historical examination. A musical genre grounded in Panamanian folklore, yet
simultaneously shaped by foreign popular musics, música típica goes against the
discursive logic that frames and legitimizes the study of Panamanian folklore throughout
the twentieth century. In recent decades, however, música típica’s rise as a popular music
genre representative of the Panamanian nation has received increasing coverage by print
and digital media. Despite (or because of) the media’s role in disseminating and
circulating information about música típica as a current cultural phenomenon, and as a
musical genre worthy of historical consideration, scholarly investigations are virtually
non-existent.
The data collected for this chapter came from a variety of sources such as
program notes and publicity materials handed out during major cultural festivals; Internet
blogs and forums hosted by Panamanian folklorists and música típica aficionados;
English- and Spanish-language newspapers, magazines, and academic journals published
in Panama; and ethnographic data I collected during the course of my fieldwork.
Attempting to construct a historical narrative out of various snippets of data was no easy
feat, and I found myself constantly questioning the veracity and accuracy of my scholarly
and anecdotal sources. Regardless of these research obstacles, I endeavored to
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consolidate and analyze all of the historical data I can piece together, to present a
narrative about música típica as understood and circulated by Panamanians from various
walks of life. What discursive themes emerge in discussions about música típica’s
history, its socio-cultural origins, and its venerated musical figures? What do these
discourses say about música típica’s place in the nation’s cultural imagination? In
attempting to parse together multiple historical details, I also examine how the coherence
that gives shape to this historical narrative is ideologically constructed.

FRAMING MÚSICA TÍPICA’S HISTORICAL NARRATIVE
Although it is impossible to pinpoint música típica’s socio-musical origins, the
prevailing journalistic and academic accounts on this topic converge on one important
temporal detail: the division of música típica’s historical and stylistic development into
two clearly defined stages. The first stage, which Panamanian journalist Abdiel Zárate
identifies as occurring from 1903 until 1949, is described as “música típica con violin,”
or “música con violin” (Zárate, 2001, February 2). In this particular period, the violin
served as the primary melodic instrument in small musical ensembles that performed a
repertoire of rurally derived music that would later become identified as música típica.
The second major stage in música típica’s history is characterized by a shift from the
violin to the accordion as the ensembles primary melodic instrument, a trend that began
in the 1940s. Abdiel Zárate’s association of this shift with the year 1949 is intentional, for
it ties this transition in melodic instrumentation with the founding of the first Festival de
la Mejorana, today the nation’s largest, most significant annual cultural festival. This
event marked the culmination of decades-long research by Panamanian folklorists,
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musicians, and other scholars whose work institutionalized the study of folklore as a
legitimate discipline, becoming a major force in early twentieth century nationalist efforts
to create and promote a notion of Panamanian identity grounded in tradition and
authentic cultural expressions.
While the identification of neatly constructed historical periods in the stylistic
development of música típica may be rather reductionist, these discursive signposts
cannot be ignored. The fact that the accordion supplanted the violin as the primary
instrument creates a benchmark by which to segregate and define these two historical
phases. This distinction is apparent in the sonic differences that this radical change
created in the music itself. This demarcation, then, is not simply created in order to track
the development of música típica – it also becomes a rather significant and tangible
departure in the tradition and evolution of the musical style itself.
Based on fieldwork, interviews, and newspaper publications in the last twenty
years, I propose a third phase in this historical narrative – the música típica “boom” of
the 1990s. This period is characterized by increasing stylistic appropriations of
transnational popular musics and the usage of new audio-recording media and the
Internet. Such innovations served the dual purpose of attracting a broader and noticeably
younger fan base throughout Panama as well as creating a musical product more suited to
the needs and demands of a globalized music market. This chapter will conclude with a
brief overview of the contemporary música típica scene since the U.S. transfer of the
Panama Canal on December 31, 1999.
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MÚSICA CON VIOLIN
November 3, 1903 marks Panama’s official independence from Colombia, a date
that serves as a tangible and symbolic affirmation of the country’s sovereign identity.
Although several sources indicate that música típica was already popular during the late
nineteenth century, to equate its genesis to this historical juncture in Panamanian history
creates a discursive framework in which this genre’s endemic origins are tied to the rise
of the nation state.1 It was during this period that música con violin [music with violin or
violin music], a stylistic precursor to commercialized música típica, came into
prominence throughout the regions of Panama’s interior.
In his 2001 article, Acordeón Interiorana, Cara y Sello, Panamanian sociologist
Milcíades Pinzón Rodríguez describes the socio-economic and cultural characteristics of
música con violin’s primary patrons:
…an embryonic middle class and a timid bourgeoisie who did not have
expensive tastes and had a vision of the world that only with difficulty
exceeded the horizon that they glimpsed from the bell tower of their
village church (Pinzón Rodriguez 2009).2
Pinzón Rodriguez’s comments offer a small glimpse into rural life in Panama, for
these regions are characterized by greater socio-economic, ethnic, and cultural variety.
The lack of suitable interregional roadways and the slow arrival of radio and telephone
lines into the interior placed the nation’s rural inhabitants in virtual isolation from
Panama’s urban centers. The obstacles inherent in urban-rural travel and the lack of an
1

See Porras (1944 [1882]); Garay (1999 [1930]), and Zárate and Zárate, D.P. (1962), for more information
about the social and musical life of Panama’s interior regions during the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. For more social scientific studies about Panama’s rural regions see Biesanz 1955, Rudolf 1999,
Hecakdon-Moreno 2006, and Comarga 2004).
2

“…una embrionaria clase media y una tímida burguesía interiorana que tenía gustos poco caros y una
visión del mundo que difílmente superaba el horizonte que se vislumbraba desde el campanario de su
parroquia pueblerina.”
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organized agricultural industry in Panama exacerbated this distance between the two
spaces, as urban inhabitants came to rely on food imports from neighboring Central
American countries while those living in the rural regions depended on agricultural
practices that allowed them to grow food for subsistence rather than exportation. A
nomadic lifestyle and the post-republican government’s refusal to recognize private or
common land titles offered little opportunity for rural farmers to invest in new
agricultural methods or tools, preferring instead to maintain centuries-old agricultural
practices known as the roza system in which squatters selected and tilled a small area of
land that would eventually be cleared and burned once the harvest is complete.
In rural regions where farmers enjoy greater economic stability, a sense of
community is fostered through collaborative agricultural practices such as the peonada
and junta. While the former involves mutually agreed upon exchanges of labor between
individuals or familiar groups, the latter is a social and economic practice involving
virtually all members of a small rural community. Men, women, and children all take part
in the junta, contributing in different ways to facilitate the completion of a labor-intensive
task such as the construction of a house or the harvesting of crops. The family receiving
such assistance provides refreshments throughout the day and entertainment in the
evening once the task has been completed, usually in the form of a social dance or baile.
It is within this context where the aforementioned violin-led ensembles commonly
provided live musical entertainment.
Dancing was an essential component of late nineteenth and early twentieth
century social life in Panama’s rural interior; it was common to encounter “bailes
populares” (popular dances) at religious celebrations, carnival, patriotic holidays, and
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other festivities that were either community-wide or more familial in scope. Social
dances reminiscent of eighteenth and nineteenth century European salon dances were the
primary source of entertainment for a rural upper class composed of wealthy landowners,
storeowners, and political leaders. At these exclusive social dances a small instrumental
ensemble provided live musical entertainment. Typically, the violin was the ensemble’s
primary melodic instrument, accompanied by a guitar, flute, and percussion instruments
such as the tambor, caja, maracas, and güiro.3 According to Lila Cheville, whose
research centers on the festivals and folk dances of Panama, the music performed at these
“bailes de salón” were an amalgamation of European ballroom dance-music genres such
as the waltz, mazurka, and polka, with local, rural-identified folk dances such as the
tamborito and cumbia. While members of the upper class congregated at these private
social gatherings, the lower classes organized their own informal bailes populares that
were generally held at open-air plazas. Musical accompaniment was even sparser,
delegated to one or two mejoraneras, a small guitar of Panamanian origin (Cheville 1964:
116).
Using figurative prose, Pinzón Rodriguez concisely maps out the musical terrain
of Panama’s southern interior regions, imbuing the musical instruments with socioeconomic characteristics:
Previously, if we can take as an example the case of our Azuero peninsular
region, full musical control was exercised by the mejoranera and the
violins. Apparently, the mejoranera was always bound to the man in
cutarra (someone who wears traditional Panamanian sandals); the violins
a little less, and, on the other hand, the accordion was an affair of the
cantina and prostitutes (Pínzón Rodríguez 2009).4
3

These ensembles sometimes included other instruments such as the triangle and flute.

4

Con anterioridad, si tomamos como ejemplo el caso de nuestra peninsular región de Azuero, el pleno
dominio musical lo ejercieron la mejoranera y los violines. Al parecer, la mejoranera siempre estuvo ligada
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The campesino, the male peasant the author describes as the “hombre de cutarra,”
is inextricably linked to the mejoranera and by extension to the musical repertoire and
dances associated with that instrument5. The violin is not as strongly associated with the
campesino, perhaps due in part to the instrument’s European upper class connotations,
though this distinction would soon change. The final point, which will be critically
examined later in the chapter, evinces the accordion’s marginalized status in Panama. For
reasons that remain unclear, the accordion was the melodic instrument of choice in
musical ensembles that catered to bars and cantinas where prostitution and other
questionable activities took place.6
Instrumentation also plays a critical role in the classification of traditional dancemusical genres as presented by Manuel Zárate and Dora Pérez de Zárate’s collaborative
1962 publication Tambor y Socavón: “bailes de tambor” (drum dances) and “bailes de
cuerda” (string dances). Dance-music genres such as the tamborito and cumbia, both of
which feature ensembles led by three percussion instruments are classified differently
from the mejorana, a genre that features a small guitar-like instrument of the same name
that is endemic to Panama.7 Also included in this later category of string dances is the

al hombre de cutarra; los violines, un poco menos y, en cambio, el acordeón era asunto de cantina y de
mujeres de vida alegre
5

The “hombre de cutarra” is a man of the interior who wears traditional woven sandals made out of leather.

6

A similar phenomenon occurred in the vallenato genre where the accordion - though not tied to
prostitution - was associated with low class troubadours. In both cases, the accordion did not have a place
in high class city establishments.
7

The tamborito is Panama’s national dance. “El tamborito” means little drum and the term is used to
describe the dance, musical accompaniment, and primary percussion instrument used in the musical
ensemble (tambor). The historical origin of the dance is unclear but it is generally agreed that the dance
patterns, music, and vocal performance are shaped by African and European influences. In the performance
of the tamborito, the musicians and dancers demarcate a circular area known as la rueda. Dancers are
divided by gender and stand on either side of the percussionists, taking the form of a horseshoe in the
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genre that would come to be known as música típica, a dance music genre that features a
violin-led ensemble performing a variety of vernacular rhythms that are both locally and
foreign-derived.
Though the identification of particular instruments with class status is not unique
to Panama, these associations do inform discourses about Panamanian music, race,
ethnicity, and class. Until the twentieth century, access to the European-derived violin
was limited to Panama’s upper classes. Endemic to the provinces of Veraguas and
Herrera, the rabel, a three-string fiddle made out of balsa or cedar, was the preferred
melodic string instrument in performing local, vernacular music at bailes. This regional
instrument was also prominent in religious ceremonies and celebrations, particularly
patron saint festivities. In Tradiciones y Cantares de Panamá (1930), Narcisco Garay
describes the rabel as a “violín criollo,” most likely a descendent of the Arab rabāb by
way of Spain. In a similar vein, Dora Pérez de Zárate (1996) describes the rabel as a
rustic violin.

process. The male dancer initiates the dance by leading his female partner into the designated performance
space. Vocally, the tamborito is performed by women who sing in a call and response structure. The song
from consists of coplas, four-line stanzas of eight-syllable lines that explore topics such as love, work,
patriotic sentiment, daily happenings, historical events and national holidays.
Although the cumbia as a music genre is strongly associated with Colombia, it is a rhythm and
dance style that has undergone various permutations throughout Latin America. Considering that Panama
was part of Colombia for most of the nineteenth century, it is not surprising that the cumbia holds a
significant place in the country’s cultural imagination. The cumbia is a circular dance; the men form an
inner circle and the women the outer circle. Together, all dancers move in a counterclockwise direction,
executing a sequence of dance steps that change in accordance to rhythmic shifts in the music. Music for
the cumbia is marked by a lively tempo in duple meter and a traditional musical ensemble for the cumbia
comprises a violin or accordion, guitar, tambor, triangle and maracas or a churuca (güiro).
Like the tamborito, the mejorana is a term used to describe a variety of folkloric expressions. As a
dance, the mejorana is performed primarily by couples but it is sometimes performed by a small group of
men who execute a series of intricate foot stomps known as zapateos while resting their arms around each
other’s shoulders. The mejorana is also used to describe a Panamanian song form that is patterned after the
Spanish décima, an improvised ten-line poetic structure in which each line is made up of eight syllables and
is set within a specific rhyme scheme. Furthermore, the musical accompaniment for both the mejorana
dance and song form is provided by a small five-stringed guitar indigenous to Panama that is also known
by the same name. In certain regional variations of the dance, the musical accompaniment may also include
the flute and the violin or accordion.
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In nearby regions where the rabel did not figure as prominently, musicians used
locally constructed violins. As Dora Pérez de Zárate states: “We know that our peasants
have made, on more than one occasion, their own violins, imitating the European
although in a very rustic form...” (Zárate, D.P. 56: 1996).8 Using cedar and other types of
easily accessible wood for the soundboard, and horsehair for the bow, campesinos
constructed string instruments that approximated the look and sound of European violins.
However, as Zárarte notes above, these creations were rustic imitations at best. Similarly,
Narciso Garay points out that these attempts at imitation produced a rustic violin model
whose sound was weaker than its European counterpart. Nevertheless, these locally
constructed string instruments became a popular fixture at bailes and in other sociocultural contexts throughout the Azuero Peninsula until the late 1900s.
By the early twentieth century, the violin became the lead melodic instrument
in the música típica ensemble, supported by a Spanish guitar; triangle; one or more
tambores (hand percussion instruments indigenous to Panama such as the repicador and
pujador); and a caja (a double-headed drum played with hand and stick). The dance
rhythms executed by these instruments derive from Panama’s musical folklore tradition
(cumbia, tonada, danzon cumbia, atravesa’o, zapate’o, corrido, and porro). Although the
cumbia and porro are generally identified as Colombian, these forms are nonetheless
strongly part of Panama’s musical culture. Panama’s geographical proximity to
Colombia, and it’s pre-Republic status as a province of the South American country,
facilitated constant cultural encounters and exchanges. For Panama, achieving
sovereignty in 1903 did not lead to a dismissal of Colombian-identified traditions but

8

“Sabemos que nuestros campesinos han fabricado más de una vez, sus propios violines, imitando al
europeo aunque en forma muy rústica, …”
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rather, through extensive processes of appropriation, have assumed a distinctively
Panamanian identity.
During the first half of the twentieth century, the violin rivaled the mejoranera in
popularity and symbolic significance. Dora Pérez de Zárate writes evocatively of the
violin’s social and musical position in the Panamanian cultural imagination:
The violin was the mandated and favorite instrument in our típico
orchestras for salon dances in both the interior and the nation’s capital,
where its harmonious voice reverberated… without microphones, without
loud speakers, and received homage from all composers who honored it,
writing compositions for it full of emotion (Zárate, D.P. 1996: 56).9
The violin’s melodic timbre and portability made it an instrument suitable within
a variety of social contexts, producing a sound that is representative of European
refinement and Panamanian cultural sensibilities. In other words, the instrument’s use
and significance evolved from its original European roots to become a part of the
Panamanian cultural tradition through its adaptation into the musical heritage.
Additionally, as part of the country’s earliest efforts to establish itself as a modern,
cosmopolitan nation state, the founding of a national musical conservatory and a
symphony orchestra brought greater focus to the violin as a cosmopolitan instrument. The
violin assumed a dual function, representing the modern sound of the Western symphony
orchestra while also conveying the soft, emotional expressiveness of Panamanian
traditional music.10

9

“Fue el violín instrumento mandante y predelicto en el conjunto de nuestras orquestas típicas para bailes
de salón tanto interioranos como de la capital, donde su voz vibraba armoniosa y a su querer, sin
micrófonos; sin altavoces; y recibiendo el homenaje de todos los compositores que le rendían pleitesia,
escribiendo composiciones para él, llenas de emotividad.”
10

As will be noted later in the chapter, the fact that the violin was not suited to the electronic amplification
that cemented the accordion’s ascendance within the música típica genre positions the string instrument as
an authentic expression of Panamanian folklore, unadulterated by commercial practices.
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Several scholars have attempted to explain the violin’s widespread appeal
throughout Panama. In Transición del Violín al Acordeón (2003), Vargas relies on
anecdotal evidence he collected in his interviews with several contemporary Panamanian
folklorists to determine the violin’s earliest appearance in the country’s interior. For
example, according to Professor Bolívar Rodríguez, folklorist and native of the province
of Herrera, two priests, who received their ecclesiastical training in Colombia and
musical training in Spain before settling in Panama, were among the first to introduce the
violin to the Azuero Region.
Notwithstanding the role church missionaries would play in the circulation of
foreign musical traditions and practices throughout the country, a more telling
explanation for the violin’s ubiquitous presence throughout the nation can be found in its
post-1903 efforts to develop an educational system comparable to the United States and
Europe. Vargas draws a connection between the founding of music conservatories in
Panama City, and the development of a public school system throughout the country, and
the violin’s national dissemination. In 1897, Don Santos Jorge, best known for
composing Panama’s national anthem, was appointed Professor of Music of the Escuela
Normal de Institutores and the Escuelas Municipales in the country’s capital. During
Jorge’s tenure, many professional violinists emerged from these institutions of higher
learning. At around the same time, the Escuela Libre de Música was established in the
city of Las Tablas.
Another Panamanian scholar, Eráclides Amaya Sáenz, in his article “El Violin En
La Música Vernacular Panameña” (1997), also posits two separate yet interconnected
historical pathways that facilitated the violin’s national appeal and acceptance. While the
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rise of conservatories in Panama City and the National Symphony Orchestra encouraged
the professional development of classically trained violinists, the towns in the country’s
interior regions produced musicians who brought out the instrument’s potential to
perform traditional music, either in school or through informal educational or
performative contexts. As Sáenz notes:
…in each town of our country’s interior, we can almost always appreciate
an old violin player, not at the classical level, but rather like a provincial
troubadour that, outlandishly, sings about the daily experiences of the man
of the countryside (Sáenz 1997: 51).11
These investigations of the violin’s development in late nineteenth and early
twentieth century Panama present a twofold history of musical activity between the
country’s urban centers and interior towns. This phenomenon is largely the result of the
republic’s early twentieth century efforts to develop an economically and politically selfsufficient nation. In the wake of Panama’s separation from Colombia, the new republic
aspired to develop educational and cultural programs that would prepare younger
generations for intellectual, economic, and political engagement with foreign powers. For
the Panamanian government, this development was part of a nationalist platform to
exploit its geographical identity as an international crossway – a move that contrasts
sharply with Colombia’s previous conservative approach to managing Panamanian
affairs. “In the first two decades, student enrollment leaped from 4,200 to over 51,000 as
the government funded dozens of new schools and cultural organizations, a state press, a
national theater, and art and music academies” (Szok 2001: 67).

11

“…en cada pueblito de nuestro interior del país, casi siempre podemos apreciar un anciano ejecutante del
violín, pero no a nivel clásico, sino, como un pueblerino juglar que, peregrino, canta las vivencias diarias
del hombre de campo”
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Violinists emerging from musical institutions in the nation’s interior increasingly
turned their attentions to the preservation, performance, and creation of Panamanian
vernacular music. Clímaco Batista is a violinist and composer recognized as one of the
most significant artists of early Panamanian música típica. Born in 1907 in the city of Las
Tablas, Batista attended the town’s Escuela Libre de Música where he studied the violin.
After one year of intense study, he began to perform publically at fiestas and social
dances in Las Tablas and neighboring towns.
In the 1960s, Batista became a public educator at a secondary school in his
hometown and established a working relationship with the radio station Ondas de
Canajaguas. As a composer, this period of his life is considered his most proific. At the
Colegio Manuel María Tejada Roca, for example, Batista served as an assistant professor
where he composed puntos, cumbias, pasillos, and other vernacular forms to be
performed by the school’s folkloric ensemble. Over a nine-year period, Batista also
composed numerous musical pieces for the radio show Momentos Románticos that
became instant hits. Batista’s contribution to Panamanian música típica is significant,
having composed over 200 original compositions.12
Other prominent violinists such as José Antonio Toñito Sáez and Juan Bautista
Vásquez were also actively involved in the música típica scene of the 1930s and 1940s.
Although both musicians received their musical training at the Conservatorio Nacional in
Panama City, they went on to establish careers performing traditional sacred and secular
music. Since salas de baile were not as prevalent as they are today, violinists of música
típica and their conjuntos performed at religious festivals and community-organized
In recognition of Clímaco Batista’s cultural contributions and achievements, an annual violin competition
held during the Santa Librada festivities in Las Tablas was named after him in 1980, two years after his
death.
12
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events. The advent of radio stations throughout Panama during the late 1930s also
stimulated additional performance opportunities. Starting with the inauguration of the
first radio station in the country’s interior, Radio Provincias, in 1937, this new form of
media contracted música típica groups to perform for specific radio shows, sometimes on
a recurring basis (Bush 2004: 42).

THE “COUNTER HEGEMONIC” RISE OF THE ACCORDION
The second phase of música típica’s stylistic development is marked by a major
historical and cultural event: the 1949 inauguration of the first Festival de la Mejorana,
in the city of Guararé, a small town located the province of Herrera. This festival
represents a significant period in Panama’s nationalist project – a culmination of decades
of cultural work by Panamanian music scholars and folklorists to preserve and
disseminate the country’s folklore. These efforts were part of a nationalist campaign that
set out to construct an image of the isthmian nation that was unthreatened (and untainted)
by the government’s concomitant political turmoil with the United States and the massive
influx of immigrants into the country. The festival would also figure strongly in the
canonization of Panamanian musical traditions and performance practices, namely the
eventual rise and acceptance of the accordion as the primary instrument in Panamanian
música típica. The festival’s role in música típica’s development in significant, for it
provided a performance platform for rising accordionists who would go on to achieve
successful careers as commercial recording artists.
The transition from the violin to the accordion in música típica, while a pivotal
period in the genre’s social and musical development, has received minimal scholarly
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attention in Panama. The reasons behind this transition remain unclear, but several
explanations continue to circulate widely among musicians, scholars, and fans alike. To
begin with, there are several origin myths associated with the accordion’s introduction
into Panama. Like the violin, it is nearly impossible to trace the exact period in which the
accordion first made its appearance in Panama. The few published historical accounts all
approximate the accordion’s arrival as occurring some time during the late nineteenth or
early twentieth century. Again, José Antonio Vargas is one of the few scholars to map out
these different genesis narratives, albeit briefly. Vargas cites the work of the Colombian
historian Tomás Darío Gutiérrez Hinojosa (1992) who argues that the accordion emerged
in Colombia, Brazil, Mexico, Argentina, and Panama at around the same time. Hinojosa,
however, cites a definitive historical moment in the history of his native country to mark
the instrument’s diffusion throughout Latin America: specifically, in the aftermath of
Colombia’s Thousand Days War – an event that left Colombia too weak to challenge the
United States’ involvement in seceding Panama from the republic: “…the accordion was
the moment of peace, after the wars in Colombia and the last war was the War of a
Thousand Days, where Panama is separated definitively from Colombia” (cited in Vargas
2003: 110).13
Vargas also relies on the texts or interviews of several notable Panamanian
folklorists and musicians, who each have their take on the accordion’s early history in
Panama. For example, the celebrated Panamanian composer and politician Narcisco
Garay offers one of the earliest textual accounts, suggesting that the accordion was
brought to Panama in the mid-nineteenth century by European mariners and adventurers
13

“…el acordeón estuvo el momento de la paz, después de las guerras en Colombia y la última Guerra fue
la de los Mil Días, donde Panamá se separa definitivamente de Colombia (1903).”
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who were en route to California in search of gold. Garay argues that, by the late
nineteenth century, the accordion had already supplanted the violin in popular dances:
“We have recordings of interesting "cumbias" and "atravesa'os" from the Thousand Days
War and there are still suriving musicians of that time who affirm that the accordion was
the instrument used at the time, in the dances of the people” (Garay 1930: 331).14
Another example is found in Vargas’ interview with the Panamanian folklorist
Bolívar Rodríguez. Rodriguez recalls that his uncle, Abraham Cedeño, who was born
some time in the late1800s, learned to play the accordion as a marine stationed along the
Colombian coast and eventually returned to Panama with an accordion in tow. Rodríguez
also recalls an anecdote about a foreigner who arrived at around the same time in the
town of Canajaguas with his own accordion and stimulated great interest in the
instrument among the townspeople.
A third account surfaced when Vargas consulted another folklorist by the name of
Edgardo De León Madariaga, who claims that the oldest accordionist living in the
province of Los Santos was Cruz Montesinos Flores, originally from Barranquilla,
Colombia. In 1885, Flores was contracted to perform in Las Tablas and Guararé during
their respected patron saint festivities. Once his contract with the Church of Las Tablas
expired,15 Flores travelled throughout the province of Los Santos, accepting invitations to
play at juntas, patron saint celebrations, and major holidays.

14

“Poseemos grabaciones de interesantes “cumbias” y “atravesa’os” de la Guerra de los Mil Días y aún
sobreviven músicos de aquello tiempos que afirman que el acordeón era instrument usado en ese tiempo, en
los bailes del pueblo.”
The accordion’s early association with brothels and cantinas eclipses the historical possibility that the
Roman Catholic Church provided the earliest performance opportunities for accordionists in Panama’s
interior.
15
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Many of my informants believe that the accordion came to Panama from
Colombia’s Atlantic region. Considering Panama’s geographic proximity to the region in
question and its status as a province of Colombia during the ninetenneth century, this
argument is plausible. However, the isthmus’s geologic history, serving as the center of
international trade for centuries, has compelled others to argue that the accordion initially
arrived through Panama’s ports.
While others argue that it is impossible and unnecessary to construct a singular
narrative surrounding the accordion’s origins, Panamanians themselves seem to place
great value on tracing all sorts of genealogies, from kinship to musical styles, making this
topic an ongoing discussion and debate among both musicians and scholars. The fact that
Panama is a creolized nation explains in part this valorization of genealogies and will be
discussed in the following chapter.
Regardless of the opposing origin theories, what is readily apparent from the
history is that, during the first few decades of the twentieth century, the accordion already
had a thriving yet marginalized role in Panamanian popular culture. In the late 1920’s,
composer, politician, and folklorist, Narciso Garay spent a year traveling through the
interior recording his observations of rural cultural practices in great ethnographic detail.
In his 1930 publication, Tradiciones y Cantares, Garay describes the instrument’s
ubiquitous presence in the musical practices of the campesinos: “…it is worth
considering it as an important element of Panama’s folkloric music for the multiple uses
that the people give it. It is the melodic instrument in cumbias from most of the country.
Furthermore, it is used in the melody of folkloric dances of the devils of Garachiné, San
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Miguel, La Chorrera and Antón (Garay 1930: 331).16 Based on Garay’s firsthand
ethnographic accounts, the violin and accordion coexisted in the musical life of rural
Panamanians. However, it is perhaps the accordion’s association with disreputable
cantinas that determined the instrument’s second-class status. As música típica
accordionist and composer Dorindo Cardenas notes in an interview for La Prensa: “The
salon dances were with violin and in the tavern they listened to the accordion … and
there were a bunch of drunks… and one would find a “happy woman”17 in the tavern....”
(Zárate, A. 2001).18
Starting in the late 1940s and early 1950s, the accordion replaced the violin as the
featured instrument of a música típica ensemble. In my initial conversations with música
típica fans, I was under the impression that accordionists were competing with violinists
for paying performance opportunities. However, various newspaper articles reveal that it
was the violinists themselves who facilitated this transition by electing to become
proficient on the accordion; indeed, música típica violinists such as Ceferino Nieto,
Dorindo Cardenas, and Gelo Córdoba immediately redirected their attention to the
accordion in order to create and expand their audiences.
Regardless of the varying, and at times unreliable oral histories that I reviewed,
there is one constant in the numerous reconstructions of música típica’s historical
narrative; namely, the role Rogelio “Gelo” Córdoba would play in the popularization of
the genre. Córdoba is recognized as one of the first musicians to introduce the accordion
16

“…cabe considerarlo como elemento importante de la música folklória de Panamá por los múltiples usos
que el pueblo le da. Es el instrumento melódico en las “cumbias” de la mayor parte del país. Además, se
usa en la melodía de las danzas folklóricas de los diablos de Garachiné, San Miguel, La Chorrera y Antón.”
17

A euphemism, perhaps, to prostitution.

18

“Los bailes de sala eran con violín y en la cantina se escuchaba el acordeón y uno iba y lo que había era
un poco de borrachos… y se encontraba a una mujer alegre dentro de la cantina...”
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into the música típica ensemble. His interpretations of traditional Panamanian musical
songs were so popular that the instrument became an essential element in the
performance and popularization of the música típica genre.
Born in 1916 in the town of El Paradero, located in the Macaracas district of the
Los Santos Province, Gelo Córdoba grew up in a musical household; his uncle,
Sacramento Córdoba, was a talented composer, violinist, and accordionist and his mother
is considered to be one of the earliest female exponents of the accordion. Gelo Córdoba’s
musical training has been the subject of significant inquiry among journalists and
folklorists. Alejandro Sáenz claims that Gelo Córdoba first learned to play the
mejoranera before the age of ten, having received instruction from Carpio Peralta, a
noted violinist of little angels (violinista de angelitos).19 Sáenz then offers brief anecdotal
information for which there is no citation of a direct source: “Antes de cumplir 12 años,
‘Gelo’ hizo la promesa de tocarles a todos los ‘angelitos,’ si Dios le permitía a tocar el
violin” (Sáenz 1997: 55). Fortunately for Córdoba, he was able to realize his dream with
Peralta’s instruction. Consequently, Córdoba’s earliest professional performances were in
sacred contexts, playing the violin at funerals and other church services. A few years
later, Córdoba learned to play the accordion from his mother.
In other accounts, Córdoba’s primary musical training occurred at home under the
tutelage of his mother and uncle Sacramento Córdoba (Rodríguez 2008; Sáenz 1997;
Vargas 2003). Although there are several variations to Gelo Córdoba’s biography, these
accounts suggest that his uncle, Sacramento Córdoba taught his nephew to play the

According to Sáenz, a specific repertoire of music is performed during the funeral of young children. “La
música de angelitos,” is generally performed during the funeral wake, particularly throughout the night
prior to the burial. In these musical contexts, the violin and the mejoranera play a prominent role (Sáenz
1997: 55).
19
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violin. As a violinist, Gelo Córdoba started his musical career by playing in funeral
processions, serving as a substitute for his uncle. With the help of his mother and uncle,
Córdoba would later become proficient on the accordion. Despite these factual
discrepancies, it is important to note the particular emphasis placed on Córdoba’s earliest
musical training, learning to play numerous instruments by rote and gaining firsthand
musical experience in his hometown.
In an effort to develop his musicianship further, Córdoba matriculated in a music
school in the city of Chitré where he learned how to read music. Again, what may appear
to be a minor historical detail is underscored in several historical texts on música típica’s
stylistic development. Gelo Córdoba, along with Claudio Castillo, Ceberito Batista,
Dorindo Cárdenas, and other música típica musicians of the late 1940s and 1950s
actively decided to abandon the violin in favor of the accordion. These musicians share
similar socio-cultural and musical backgrounds: they were born and raised in the interior;
initially trained as violinists; received some degree of formal musical training, composed
their own songs using standard Western notation, and began their musical careers in rural
settings.
In contemporary discourses on the genre, especially as they relate to questions of
musical authenticity, these characteristics are used to position this first generation of
accordion-based musicians in direct opposition to contemporary música típica
accordionists. Of particular note is the emphasis on tradition and its connection to
musical competence; unlike the musicians of the 1940s and 1950s, many of today’s
accordionists do not read music and rarely play additional instruments.20 As a result, it is

20

The growing number of accordionists who were born and raised in Panama City is another cause for
concern for música típica traditionalists; although technically proficient on their instrument, these
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not uncommon for contemporary recording artists to solicit the help of songwriters and
composers in producing a CD of original material. This has led certain scholars in the
field to remark on the need to chronicle or “resuce” the history and music itself so as to
preserve it. In Clímaco Manuel Paz Batista’s article “Clímaco Batista Díaz, violinista y
compositor folclórico tableño,” he explains that this was one of the reasons why he felt
compelled to write about his late uncle:
In refering to the great musician and folklorist from Las Tablas, Mr.
Climaco Batista Díaz, who gathered a true treasure of vernacular music,
we tried to rescue that which was forgotten due to the fact that most of the
representatives of música típica do not write music or they have learned it
by ear and cannot read or transcribe it (Batista 1996: 69).21
Exponents and aficionados of traditional música típica, alarmed by the seeming
reluctance or disinterest of contemporary musicians to read and transcribe music and by
extension learn from the genre’s earlier and more traditional repertoire, endeavor to direct
great awareneness to the Panamanian vernacular artists of the early twentieth century.
The assumption is that contemporary música típica artists, lacking a certain level of
musicianship, have disregarded the creative output of older musicians in favor of foreign
transnational musical trends.

GELO CÓRDOBA Y LOS PLUMAS NEGRAS
Rogelio “Gelo” Córdoba founded his first official conjunto típico some time in
the late 1940s or early 1950s and was named “Los Plumas Negras” (at this time no
musicians are believed to lack a nuanced understanding of traditional musics that comes with a rural
upbringing.
21

“Al referirnos en este trabajo al gran músico y folklorista tableño Don Climaco Batista Díaz, quien
reunió un verdadero tesoro de música vernacular, hemos tratado de rescatar aquello que se perdía en el
olvido, debido a que la mayor parte de los representantes de la música típica no se esmera en dejarla escrita
o han aprendido de oido y no pueden leerla ni transcribirla.”
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primary sources have been discovered that provide exact dates). Although the reasons
behind his decision to abandon the violin in favor of the accordion are not directly
known, journalist Alcibiades Cortés describes Gelo Córdoba’s musical innovativeness as
an ontological impulse: “The musical inheritance that he carried in his blood would take
him to explore new sonic horizons. This is how he eventually came to play the
accordion” (Cortés 2006).22
Gelo Córdoba’s reappropriation of the accordion from the seedy cantinas
patronized by drunkards and prostitutes to the more mainstream popular socio-cultural
contexts is regarded as revolutionary, what Milcíades Pinzón Rodríguez describes as a
“counter-hegemonic response” to the more alienating foreign-influenced cultural tastes
and trends of the Panamanian elite:
The accordionist of Los Santos possesses the merit of having brought the
accordion out of the social ostracism in which it was and begin a career
that would place it in the national forefront. In fact we should admit that it
was Córdoba’s accordion that first dared to leave the cantinas and assume
its place in the salons and bailes in the towns of Azuero. With this
interpreter from Los Santos begins the collapse of the violin and the
subsequent disappearance of the bailes. From this moment on, the
embryonic provincial elite stops having their “crème” dances and the
violin moves into the background. Gelo Córdoba is, then, the maker of the
accordion’s hegemony (Pinzón Rodríguez 2008a).23

22

“La herencia musical que llevaba en la sangre lo impulsaría a explorar nuevos horizontes
sonoros. Así fue como eventualmente llegaría a ejecutar el acordeón.”
23

“El acordeonista santeño posee el mérito de haber sacado al acordeón del ostracismo social en que se
encontraba e iniciar la carrera para colocarlo en un primer plano nacional. En efecto, debemos admitir que
fue el acordeón de Córdoba el que osó por vez primera salir de las cantinas y asomar su faz en las salas de
bailes de los pueblos de Azuero. Con este intérprete santeño comienza el desplome del violín y la
subsiguiente desaparición de los bailes de salón. A partir de este momento la embrionaria elite pueblerina
deja de realizar sus bailes de la "crem" y el violín pasa a un segundo plano. Gelo Córdoba es, pues, el
artífice de la hegemonía del acordeón.”
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During this period, other violinists switched over to the accordion and founded
their own conjuntos as well.24 It was this early transition from violin to the accordion by
proficient and well-respected musicians that helped propel the accordion to the prominent
role it has taken within the genre. Performers, producers, and consumers alike consider
musicians such as Claudio Castillo, Juan Rodriguez, Ceferino Nieto and Gelo Córdoba,
as musical pioneers in the development of música típica. Their rural lineage, ability to
play multiple instruments, and compose music was instrumental in the accordion’s mass
acceptance, changing the sonic landscape of música típica and thereby distinguishing it
as a specific accordion-based dance music genre.25
The transition from violin to accordion was not instantaneous or finite.
Panamanian violinists of vernacular music were still employable for bailes típicos
decades after the accordion’s popularization. In a 2000 article on the tenuous position of
the violin in Panamanian culture for the newspaper La Estrella, Paulino Sánchez,
president of the Panamanian Association of Violinists (Asociación de Violonistas de
Panamá), recalls “…those time in the 1950s and 1960s, when groups of violinists
accompanied by maracas and guitars provided all of the entertainment at the bailes of the
popular Cantina ‘La Democrática,’ that still stands on the corner of Avenida 12 of
October and Fernandez de Córdoba” (Hidlago 2000).26 That the violin continued to
maintain a presence in the Panama City music scene is indicative of its durability in
Panamanian popular culture. Omar Torrijos, the de facto Panamanian leader from 1968-

For example, in 1953, at sixteen years of age, Ceferino Nieto started his own group, “Bella Luna,” after
spending the last four years performing the violin for festivals and other local events.
24

26

“….aquellos tiempos de la década del 1950 y 1960, cuando los bailes típicos eran totalmente amenizados
durante toda la noche por grupos de violinistas acompañados de maracas y guitarras, en la popular Cantina
‘La Democrática,’ que aún existe en la esquina de la Avenida 12 de Octubre y la Fernández de Córdoba.”
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1981 cemented the violin’s folkloric status in the 1970s when he issued financial
subsidies to violinists of vernacular music. Violinists could collect a monthly check of
300 Balboas ($300.00) provided they performed at government sponsored festivals and
cultural exhibitions (Hidalgo 2000). Today, it is still possible to encounter an actual baile
con violin, though these events are becoming less frequent.
In addition to this transition from violin to accordion, several Panamanian
journalists and folklorists have identified additional interconnected factors that explain
the major musical and socio-cultural shift in the música típica paradigm of the 1940s and
1950s: the construction of bigger dance halls (jardínes, toldos, bailables espacios); the
arrival of the microphone; and, perhaps most importantly, the massive migration of
people from the interior regions to Panama City and other urban centers.

ISTHMIAN MIGRATIONS
During the first half of the twentieth century, a series of events stimulated
economic growth in Panama, namely the formation of the republic in 1903, the successful
completion of the Panama Canal in 1913, and the advent of the Second World War. For
many Panamanians, the Canal represented the fulfillment of the nation’s geopolitical
destiny, one that was recognized by Spanish colonialists as early as the sixteenth century:
to serve as a global crossroads for economic trade. Making this self-determining ideology
a reality, however, negatively affected the livelihood of Panama’s rural inhabitants whose
wants and needs were severely neglected in favor of urban development in the areas
surrounding the Canal.
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This is not to say that the construction of the Canal redirected attention away from
the interior, for such rural inadvertence also existed under Spain’s colonial rule. As
Gloria Rudolf notes in her book Panama’s Poor (1999) such preoccupations in
transforming Panama into an international transit point gave rise to a “wealthy urban
merchant class” with little economic interest in land ownership – an economic
characteristic that distinguishes Panama from the more agriculturally developed countries
of Latin America. Spanish colonialists who recognized the country’s potential to become
a lucrative transit zone settled in Panama (many temporarily) to make their fortunes as
merchants and adventurers. Despite the lack of colonial interest in agricultural
development, the Spanish government passively retained land ownership for centuries,
occasionally selling tracts of land to favored colonial subjects. For the most part,
however, Panama’s landscape was left undeveloped, save for nomadic Indian and
mestizo farmers who would slash, burn, and cultivate different tracts of land as needed to
provide subsistence for their families.
Isthmian land ownership was inevitably transferred to the Panamanian
government in 1903. Although landowners were immediately given the opportunity to
officially register land claims with the Panamanian government, such bureaucratic
proceedings were overwhelming to a predominantly illiterate population of rural farmers.
As a result, most of the lands of the isthmus continued to be owned and overlooked by
the Panamanian government. Instead of depending on agriculture through land
development to feed the increasing urban populations surrounding the Canal Zone, the
government relied heavily on imported goods for most of the early twentieth century.
This seemed to be sound fiscal policy because in order facilitate domestic food
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production and circulation, the government would have had to redirect its resources
toward the construction of national roadways for this purpose, a costly alternative to
importing food and other essentials at a significantly cheaper rate. It was not until the
Second World War brought a halt to the importation of goods that the Panamanian
government began to look to the people of the interior to boost agricultural output and
feed the nation. While the national reforms of the 1940s and 1950s offered opportunities
to educate and financially empower rural farmers, such measures were insufficient to
reverse centuries of rural poverty and neglect.
The construction of the nation's transportation infrastructure, funded largely by
the United States, blurred the boundaries between Panama’s rural and urban worlds. In
the 1930s, roughly 67 percent of the country’s population of half a million lived in
Panama’s rural regions. As Gloria Rudolf notes, the “separation of rural and urban life
began to change during World War II. When the U.S. completed a paved highway
between areas of the interior and the capital city, large-scale migrations of people from
rural to urban areas began” (Rudolf 1999: 24-25). According to a 1987 study on Panama,
“[n]early two-thirds of all migrants had as their destination the heavily urban province of
Panama – a figure that remains roughly constant since the 1950s. In terms of absolute
numbers, Los Santos and Veraguas were the major contributors to the migration stream:
together they accounted for one-third of all migrants” (Meditz and Hanratty 1989). That
the majority of rural migrants were originally from the provinces of Los Santos and
Veraguas, which is located in the Azuero Peninsula, is significant, for these are the
primary regions from which musical traditions have been valorized in nationalist
discourses as being representative of the nation as a whole.
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The popularization of música típica, thanks to the rise of the accordion, and the
widespread diffusion of rural migrants, required more spacious performance spaces and
dance halls in both rural and urban areas. This phenomenon explains the shift in social
spaces for “la gente del pueblo,” from the small spaces attached to the home, to large
outdoor spaces: “From the small wooden house, the party moves to the huge corrals”
(Vargas 2003: 108).27 These larger spaces required the usage of microphones and
loudspeakers, technological equipment that several folklorists claim would distort the
beautiful, natural voice of the violin. It is plausible, then, that the introduction of
electronic amplification precipitated the popularization of the accordion.

THE COMMERCIALIZATION OF MÚSICA TÍPICA IN THE 1960S AND 1970S
Panamanian música típica exploded commercially during the 1960s and 1970s,
leading many journalists, musicians, and fans to identify this period as the golden era for
the genre. The country’s emergent media infrastructure played a crucial role in the
national circulation and reception of música típica, and, to some extent, Panamanian
música folklorica. As mentioned earlier, starting in the late 1930s, radio stations in the
interior transmitted live broadcasts of bailes occurring throughout the region. These radio
stations, in association with recording companies emerging at the same time, produced
the first música típica recordings.
Although the lack of historical data prevents the construction of an actual
timeline, one newspaper article indicates (Almanza 2000) that the first national record
label to emerge was Grecha (Grabaciones Eléctricas Chacon) in the early 1940s.
Salustiano Chacón, politician and music producer, founded the Grecha label with the goal
27

“De la casita de quincha, se traslada la fiesta a los enormes corrales”
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to promote and produce the music of Panamanian artists regardless of genre. In an
interview with the Panamanian newspaper La Prensa, Lucy Jaén, a nationally esteemed
música típica singer and salomadora, claims that her first professional recording was
produced under the Grecha label in 1946 or 1947 as a member of violinist’s Italo
Herrera’s group (Domínguez Z. 2008). In his essay on Gelo Córdoba, Rogelio Cruz Ríos
recalls one of his earliest memories on the acclaimed accordionist: “When Gelo was in
Pedasí he would teach us to play pieces composed by the most reknowned violinists of
the area and the time, some of which he had already recorded (as singles) under the label
‘Grencha’” (Cruz Ríos 2004).28 It is safe to surmise at this time that performers of
música con violin [music with violin] were recording short-play records in the 1940s.
It would not be until 1958 that música típica performed on the accordion would
begin to achieve some commercial success. A year before his death, Gelo Córdoba
recorded sixteen tracks for the Grecha label. These recordings, described by several
journalists as instrumental cumbias, featured Córdoba on the accordion backed by a
“traditional” instruments: tambor repicador, tambor pujador, caja, triángulo, and
Spanish guitar. The songs recorded for Grecha, such as “Mogollón” and “La Loma
Azul,” are now considered to be part of the Panamanian folkloric musical repertoire. The
popularity of these recordings, facilitated by continuous airplay in radio stations
throughout the country, also paved the way for other accordionists to become successful
recording artists.29 In 1959, for example, Dorindo Cárdenas recorded his first short play

28

“Cuando Gelo estaba en Pedasí nos enseñaba a tocar piezas compuestas por lo más renombrados
violinistas del área y de la época, algunas de las cuales ya él había grabado (en discos sencillos) bajo el
sello ‘Grecha.’”
Claudio Castillo, Adonio Sandoval, Pitín Tello and Ceferito are also recognized as pioneers of the
accordion in Panama, though their degree of national recognition is incomparable to that of Gelo Córdoba.
29
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record entitled “Santiago de los Anastacios” under the Villareal label in conjunction with
the radio station Ondas del Canajagua. The following year, composer and accordionist
Ceferino Nieto recorded his first song produced by Discotecas Grecha and recorded at
Red Panamericana, a major radio station in Panama City.
Within a period of several years, Discoteca Grecha faced new competition with
other recording labels such as Artelec, Panamusica, Diamir and Luna. One record
company in particular, Tamayo Records, would surpass all others in terms of sales and
overall record production and promotion. Rodrigo Escobar Tamayo, founder of Tamayo
Records in 1963, was a central figure in the popularization and commercialization of
música típica in the 1970s and 1980s. In addition to his roles as music producer and
promoter, Tamayo was a successful entrepreneur, having opened four record stores in
Panama City by the 1970s. Born in Medellín, Colombia, Rodrigo Tamayo and his family
moved to Panama City when he was seven years old. Eventually the family took up
residency in Las Tablas, where Tamayo’s exposure to Panamanian folkloric musics and
música típica inspired him to learn how to play the guitar as well as sing and compose
décimas. As an adult, Tamayo returned to Panama city where he officially obtained
Panamanian citizenship and established his own record company.
For many música típica artists and fans, Tamayo is recognized for his
commitment to the production of Panamanian popular and folkloric musics, offering
recording opportunities to musicians during a period in which música típica grappled
with its marginalized identity in the nation’s socio-cultural imagination. Rodrigo
Tamayo’s record label alone produced over 1,000 45-rpm discs and almost 500 records of
longer duration for various música típica artists before the advent of the cassette tape and
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compact disc (Psomas 1998). Tamayo Records is responsible for producing the debut
albums of many major música típica artists such as Osvaldo Ayala, Lucha de Sedas, and
Victorio Vergara. Additionally Rodrigo Tamayo has produced recordings for Dorindo
Cárdenas, Yin Carrizo, Ceferino Nieto and Alfredo Escudero, among many others. In
addition to playing a pivotal role in the commercialization of música típica, Tamayo
Records was also committed to producing records for Panamanian artists performing in
different genres such as música folklorica, combos nacionales, Western classical music,
and rock.30 Nevertheless, Rodrigo Tamayo is regarded as the most significant producer of
música típica of the 1970s and early 1980s. Several newspaper sources indicate that with
the exception of Samy y Sandra Sandoval and Roberto “Papi” Brandao, Tamayo has
produced records with every major música típica artist to emerge since the 1960s
(Aguilar and Loo 1998).
The proliferation of this music through the recording industry, coupled with the
rise of jardines and toldos in Panama City and the interior of Panama, played a
significant role in the development of a national música típica scene. Música típica
musicians, in response to growing competition amongst themselves and with musical acts
from other genres, fomented a period of considerable musical experimentation and
innovation. One of the earliest innovators of música típica, Ceferino Nieto, is perhaps
most famously known for breaking with performance practices by electing to play his
accordion live in an upright stance. Previously, musicians in a música típica conjunto,
with the exception of the salomadora, performed in a seated, resting position. In an effort

30

Combos nacionales is a general heading to describe musical groups from the Afro-Caribbean
communities of Panama City and the province of Colón. It is difficult to associate the generic heading with
a particular sound because these particular music groups performed in a variety of styles such as
Trinidadian calypso, soul music of the United States, boogaloo of New York City, and the Cuban descarga.
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to break from tradition and distinguish his ensemble from other música típica groups,
Ceferino Nieto also made several alterations in the standard conjunto lineup. In 1966, on
a trip to Barranquilla, Colombia, Ceferino Nieto purchased an electric bass. Héctor
Juárez, a guitarist who played in Nieto’s conjunto, became the first person to perform the
bass in a música típica ensemble for a double-billed concert with Dorindo Cárdenas that
was held during carnival festivities. Nieto’s motives behind his introduction of the
electric bass were both aesthetic and commercial; in addition to providing stronger
emphasis to his rhythm section, Nieto wanted to distinguish his group and musical style
from other competing música típica acts of the period. As part of a generation of
musicians who possessed the ability to read and compose music and who made the
transition from the violin to the accordion, Ceferino Nieto maximized his musical talents
to create songs with more complex arrangements. Such a process would involve
experimentation with other instruments in an attempt to enhance a relatively sparser
traditional music ensemble.
Initially, audiences were not receptive to the incorporation of an electric
instrument to an otherwise small ensemble of acoustic instruments. However, as other
música típica musicians such as Dorindo Cárdenas, Roberto Papi Brandao, Roberto
“Fito” Espino, Teresín Jaén and Yin Carrizo began to incorporate the electric bass into
their own conjuntos, the instrument later became indispensable to the performance of
música típica.
It was perhaps Nieto’s attempts at musical experimentation that broadened his
exposure to mainstream audiences throughout Panama and abroad. This does not
diminish the fact that the Mejorana Festival was largely responsible for catapulting
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Nieto’s career in the first place. Not only did he make his musical debut as a violinist at
the festival in 1949, Nieto went on to become the first accordionist to win the Gelo
Córdoba competition ten years later. Nieto’s success at the Mejorana Festival
immediately garnered national attention and within a year, Nieto released his first
professional recordings and performed at the inauguration of Panama’s first national
network television station, RPC-TV Canal 4 (Radio Programa Continental).
In addition to radio’s positive commercial impact on a burgeoning música típica
industry, television also facilitated the exposure of this genre to national audiences. On
March 14, 1960 at 6 PM, the inaugural program for Panama’s first national television
station, RPC-TV Canal 4, was introduced by the country’s most distinguished political,
religious, and intellectual figures, and social personalities, such as Panamanian president
don Ernesto de la Guardia Jr.; Francisco Beckman, the Archbishop of Panama, and Dr.
Narciso Garay, the Rector of the University of Panama (not to be confused with Narciso
Garay, the composer, politician, and folklorist)…. At 8PM, following the inaugural
ceremony, approximately 1,095,000 Panamanians tuned in to witness the inaugural
television event— a live broadcast extravaganza featuring an international cast of actors,
musicians, and dancers. The musical lineup that evening included the Spanish folkloric
group “Mosaicos de la Alhambra;” the Mexican trios “Los Hermanos Rigual” and “Los
Tres Ases;” the flamenco cantor Manolo Caracol; bluegrass group “The Johnson Boys;”
Panamanian jazz bassist, composer, and arranger Clarence Martin and his orquesta (big
band), and Panamanian organist Lucho Azcarraga and his combo. Ceferino Nieto’s
appearance on the show undoubtedly helped bring national attention to música típica.
More importantly, música típica was presented as a legitimate genre representative of the
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nation, a genre whose musicians could be billed alongside international popular
musicians and artists.
During the 1960s and 1970s, Nieto inaugurated the majority of jardínes de baile
in Panama City and throughout the interior regions such as El Orgullo de Azuero, Cosita
Buena, Club de Interioranos, Jardín Atlas, and Jardín El Circulo. Ceferino Nieto also
garnered an international reputation as an accordionist and composer. Of the more than
500 songs Nieto recorded throughout his career, his 1964 composition entitled “Un Niño
sin Juguete” was the most successful. Nieto’s performance of this song for an
international accordion competition held in Barranquilla, Colombia (El Concurso del
Músico de Acordeón Internacional), resulted in a first place finish, a victory that earned
him the nickname, “El Titán de las Américas.’” The song received considerable airplay in
Colombia and was covered by the Colombian group Chico Cervantes con Los Corraleros
del Majagual under the Fuentes label as well as other orquestas and conjuntos in
Venezuela and Peru. The international reception for his music also secured Nieto and his
conjunto performance opportunities in Costa Rica, Nicaragua and Colombia.
While this period in music was responsible for the genre’s popularity and
development, there were some limitations created by the fact that música típica derives
from Panama’s rural zeitgeist. These limitations created certain barriers to the stylisitic
innovation of the genre itself. For example, despite his popularity as both performer and
pioneer, not all of Ceferino Nieto’s innovations were well received by the public. In the
1970s, Nieto’s attempt to include additional instruments such as the clarinet and
saxophone were denounced by critics and fans alike. In fact, Oscar Poveda, the host of
the Panamanian television show Hecho en Panama, argues that Ceferino Nieto’s attempts
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at stylistic innovation “probably came at the expense of his career” (Poveda, interview
2007). Nevertheless, Nieto’s experimentation would inspire other performers to take
similar risks.
Osvaldo Ayala, considered to be Panama’s "accordion king," also played a crucial
role in the modernization of the genre starting in the 1970s. A self-taught prodigy,
Osvaldo Ayala began playing the accordion at the age of seven. In 1970, three years after
winning the Gelo Córdoba accordion competition at the Mejorana Festival in Guararé,
Ayala formed his own conjunto, Ritmos Santeños. Since then, Ayala has become a major
force in the música típica scene, as well as a major international exponent of Panamanian
culture. Ayala’s contributions to the stylistic development of música típica are numerous,
spanning four decades and continuing today.
Influenced by Columbian vallenato singers of the 1960s and 1970s, Ayala is
credited for having elevated the role of the male vocalist in a música típica conjunto.
Until the 1970s, música típica musicians rarely employed song lyrics, electing instead to
feature a female vocalist singing salomas (salomando). Ayala, who in addition to being
an accordionist is a composer and singer, began to write as well as solicit, songs from
other composers that had greater lyrical content and were narratively more complex,
dealing with topics such as romantic love. For Ayala, becoming the lead vocalist of his
conjunto did not signal the demise of the salomadora. Instead, Ayala inspired a new
musical trend in which música típica songs featured two singers, a male-female vocal
dynamic in which the former sings the song verses while the later interjects with the
utterance of salomas. Journalists and music fans alike believe that Ayala’s inclusion of
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song lyrics – mainly dealing with love and heartache – bolstered his career – gaining fans
across social lines.
In keeping with a North American popular music trend that was soon sweeping
the Caribbean and Latin America in the 1970s, Osvaldo Ayala required the members of
his conjunto to be well-groomed and dressed in more formal, professional attire when
performing live. 31 Like the Motown groups of the 1960s and 1970s such as The
Temptations and The Four Seasons, Ayala wanted to present an image of música típica
that was colorful, glamorous, and memorable. By keeping up with whatever was in vogue
stylistically, both in music and fashion, Ayala pushed the genre’s “traditional”
boundaries.

MÚSICA TÍPICA IN THE 1980S
Accessing information about Panama’s música típica scene in the 1980s,
especially through the print media, proved to be challenging. Noriega’s tenuous
relationship with the press led to the prosecution of journalists whose publications were
viewed as critical of his administration.32 As a result, news sources related to música
típica are difficult to find. Engaging my informants in a discussion about the musical
activity of the 1980s also proved to be challenging because for many of them,

Another examples of this stylistic trend during the same period is found in Dominican merengue (Manuel
1995) and rock music in the Caribbean and Latin America (Pacini Hernandez, ed. 2004).
32
Such challenges to print and broadcast media are not unique to this decade
(http://cpj.org/2002/03/attacks-on-the-press-2001-panama.php; last accessed on 12 December 2008).
31
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Panamanian música típica during this period is not worth discussing.33 For composer
Eduardo Domínguez, the 1980s was a period of musical stasis:
…the típica of the 1980s had a more limited market than what it is today,
in terms of musical taste at that time, though our parents were dancing to
the music of Dorindo Cárdenas, Ceferito Nieto, Teresin Jaen, a group of
artists that are not as well known today (Domínguez, interview 2006).34
Other informants gave similar responses, explaining that while the media and
recording industry of the 1960s and 1970s helped to expand música típica’s market, the
genre’s audience was still restricted to older generations of Panamanians living in the
country’s interior. The question as to how música típica artists could attract a younger
generation of potential consumers was not a priority during a period of rampant social
protest against the military governorship of General Manuel Noriega.
Other extra-political factors may help explain the diminished activity of música
típica conjuntos during this period. Caribbean popular music genres such as salsa and
reggae took on heightened significance for younger generations of Panamanians who
were seeking an alternative space to that embraced by their elders. Fania Record’s
successful expansion of the salsa market throughout the Americas in the 1970s and 1980s
transformed the genre into a musical and cultural signifier of pan-Latino ethnic identity.
In other words, salsa became a transnational popular music genre that could be claimed
by various countries in the Latin American diaspora as their own (Washburne 1999,
2008). The proliferation of salsa bands in Panama during this period is a testament to this

The trauma of the Panama Invasion in the late 1980s and the events leading up to this catastrophic event
was not worth recalling for several of my informants who requested to redirect the interview to other
subject matter.
33

34

“…la típica para lo que fue la década del ochenta tenía un mercado más limitado que el de hoy en día, en
cuanto al gusto musical, en ese tiempo a pesar de que, todos nuestros padres venían bailando la música de
Dorindo Cárdenas, Ceferino Nieto, Teresín Jaén, una playa de artistas que los de hoy ya no lo conocen.”
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widespread cultural phenomenon (Buckley 2004). Moreover, Panamanian salsa singer
Ruben Blades’ success with Fania enabled him to achieve a level of international stardom
that was celebrated throughout Panama, rendering him a national icon. Alternatively,
salsa was simultaneously appropriated by non-mestizo ethnic groups for reasons that
have little to do with the genre’s panlatinidad. Siu notes that prior to the popularization
of karaoke as a socio-cultural space in which Chinese Panamanians can assert their
particular ethnic and cultural identities as separate from the more mainstream mestizo
populations, it was salsa that achieved this sense of communal consciousness (Siu 182).35
Afro-Caribbean popular music genres such as calypso and reggae, while having
longstanding importance among Panama’s Afro-Antillean community, achieved greater
national awareness when reggae artists such as El General combined reggae rhythms
with Spanish lyrics. Such stylistic innovations were not only embraced by younger
generations of Panamanians throughout the nation, the genre informally known as reggae
en español would also serve as a prototype for the reggaeton genre that emerged in the
early 2000s36. Lastly, in a country characterized by constant cross-cultural encounters,
especially with the U.S. military presence in the Canal Zone, the constant exposure to
North American popular music genres through radio and television brought increasing
competition to música típica, a genre whose a rural origins contrasted sharply in a
cultural climate increasingly receptive to foreign, more cosmopolitan music genres.

Despite its relatively small population, Panama’s claim to salsa is so powerful that several New York
based salsa musicians have told me via personal conversations that a salsa artist’s chances of achieving
transnational and international success is determined by audience reception in Panama. Several Panamanian
friends and musicians also expressed the same sentiment.
35

36

While this is a claim I have come across in my discussions with Panamanians, several scholars in recent
years have begun to recognize and investigate Panama's role in the development of the reggaeton genre (see
Rivera, Marshall, and Pacini Hernandez, eds. 2009).
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However “uneventful” my informants claim the música típica scene to be in the
1980s, there were several technological and commercial developments during this period
that provided the building blocks for the genre’s resurgence in the 1990s. In the early
1980s, Osvaldo Ayala experimented with the latest advances in music technology,
namely the Musical Instrument Digital Interface (MIDI). As a result, Ayala became the
first música típica artist to incorporate electronic percussion into his conjunto. While
Ayala’s experimentation with electronic keyboards and accordion yielded mixed results,
his embrace of technological advances in audio recording and musical performance are
noteworthy. In response to the revolutionary advent of music videos and music television
networks such as MTV, Ayala produced the first música típica music video during this
period. Ayala would also become the first música típica artists to release an album in
compact disc form in 1987.
Efforts to internationalize the música típica genre were also brewing during this
period. In the 1980s, the Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS) saw the potential to
capitalize on the Panamanian música típica market. Nearly every recording artist under
contract with Tamayo Records immediately switched allegiances and signed contracts
with CBS, which lured them with promises to promote and distribute their music
internationally. Eventually SONY Music bought the rights to the CBS catalog and
continued to expand its role in Panama’s commercial music market until the beginning of
the twentieth first century.37
Victorio Vergara’s career trajectory of the 1980s and 1990s helps illustrate the
state of the scene and the transitional changes that set the groundwork for the música
37

Although Tamayo Records survived SONY’s stronghold in the música típica scene, Rodrigo Tamayo
was never able to repeat his commercial success of the 1960s and 1970s.
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típica boom of the 1990s. Despite Vergara’s various business ventures in the early 1980s,
his musical career was not immune to the economic crisis afflicting the nation. According
to animador38 Pedro Vásquez Cocio, who is quoted at length in Reyes Monrroy’s
biography on Victoro Vergara: “Victorio was a long-sufferings musician; by the end of
the seventies he was on the decline, and it was not until last year in ’86 that he began to
surge again” (Reyes Monrroy 1998: 66).39 Vergara and other música típica musicians in
general were struggling to perform on a regular basis, severely affecting their earning
power.40 Accordionist Nicol Espinosa, for example, claims that his musical career was
negatively affected by the political and economic events leading up to the U.S. invasion,
though he never explains how in any detail: “…he recalls that the product of the two year
crisis prior to the U.S. Invasion on Panama was that many conjuntos disappeared from
the stage due to a lack of resources to remain active, a situation that also affected him”
(Cortés 2009).41 Although Vergara’s career experienced a minor resurgence in the late
1980s, generating respectable sales from what would be his last recordings on acetate, it

38

An animador is a broadcaster or emcee that entertains the audience in between songs at música típica
events. Each major música típica group has it’s own animador who is present at each event, announcing
information about upcoming events and other pertinent marketing information. In many cases animadores
have dual careers as radio DJs and or television hosts but this is far from a prerequisite.
39

“Victorio ha sido un músico sufrido; por los fines de los años setenta tuvo una decadencia, y no fue hasta
el año pasado en el ochenta y seis, cuando comenzó de nuevo a tomar auge…”
Victorio Vergara’s temporary setback was also compounded by the fact that his lead vocalist, Lucho de
Sedas, decided to retire from the group to pursue a solo career. Since journalists and fans alike consider the
vocal partnership between de Sedas and Vergara’s salomadora Lucy Quintero to be one of the primary
reasons Vergara’s career was able to take off, doubts began to brew as to whether or not Vergara could
recover from such a loss. The favorable public response to Vergara’s new lead vocalist, Manuel “Nenito”
Vargas immediately quenched any lingering doubts.
40

41

“…recuerda que producto de los dos años de crisis antes de la invasión estadounidense a Panamá muchos
conjuntos desaparecieron de los escenarios, debido a la falta de recursos para mantenerse activos, situación
que también lo afectó a él.”
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was his 1991 album, “Victorio Vergara y Sus Ases,” released on compact disc form, that
boosted his commercial status to unprecedented heights.
Along with the advent of the compact disc, Vergara’s success of the 1990s is also
attributed to his ability to attract younger generations of Panamanians to the genre.
According to Eduardo Domínguez:
[…during this time, the phenomenon that began to surge was known as
Victorio Vergara; he was surging and surging, capturing the youth, paying
attention to the music of the youth and incorporating it in his shows. The
youth before did not attend the dances often. When Victorio Vergara
began to awaken the boom, after this the Sandovals became known as
well. Now the public does not look at one artist alone, they began to look
at existing artists and an awakening began (Domínguez, interview 2006).42
As was discussed in the previous chapter, several other factors contributed to
Vergara nation-wide popularity, including his onstage charisma and acrobatic energy, as
well as a public persona grounded in the rurally-identified campesino figure.
Unfortunately, Victorio Vergara’s tragic death in 1998 at the age of fifty-four brought his
career renaissance to an abrupt end.

THE MÚSICA TÍPICA BOOM OF THE 1990S
The U.S. invasion of Panama in 1989, though bringing to an end nearly two
decades of military-controlled government, left the country in a state of political and
economic disarray. During the next decade, the Panamanian government made concerted
efforts toward the creation of a democratic political system. The sense of urgency to

42

“…en ese tiempo comenzó a surgir el fenómeno que se llamó Victorio Vergara, él fue surgiendo y
surgiendo, acaparando esa juventud, haciéndole el llamado de atención a la música de la juventud y fue
incorporándola a los bailes. La juventud antes no iba mucho a los bailes. Cuando Vergara empezó a
despertar ese boom, se dieron a conocer después de eso los Sandoval. Ya la gente no miraba un solo artista,
comenzó a ver los que cantaban alrededor y ahí comenzó a haber.”
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rebuild the nation was made all the more palpable by the fact that the official repatriation
of the Canal was less than a decade away. In the midst of Panama’s political and
economic attempts to achieve economic globalization, the música típica scene of the
1990s would experience an unprecedented surge in popularity across the nation.
Technological advances occurring in the 1980s and in the worldwide
consolidation of the music recording industry contributed significantly to the emergence
of música típica’s commercial boom in the following decade. Música típica artists such
as Victorio Vergara, Samy y Sandra Sandoval, and Osvaldo Ayala are regarded as pivotal
figures in pushing the genre to the forefront of national consciousness. According to
several journalists and personal informants, Panama’s música típica “boom” was a
response to their particular engagement with media and technology, as well as their
stylistic experimentation with foreign music genres. Briefly examining the Sandovals’
career trajectory in the 1990s will begin to reveal the set of musical, political, economic,
and technological circumstances that sets this decade apart in the genre’s history.

EVOLUCIÓN – SAMY Y SANDRA SANDOVAL
Starting in 1983-1984, Samy and Sandra Sandoval, began performing at local
jardínes at the ages of 15 and 13 respectively. Along with their conjunto, Ritmo
Montañero, the Sandovals began their career by covering the songs of other música típica
artists, most notably, the accordionist Alfredo Escudero. It was not until the early 1990s,
shortly after the U.S. Invasion of Panama, that the Sandovals would begin to perform
original compositions and create their own distinct sound.
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Samy and Sandra Sandoval were raised in Monagrillo, a corregimiento in the city
of Chitré, which is the capital of the Herrera province. Samy began to play the accordion
at the age of seven, and his father, serving as his initial instructor, urged Samy to study
the instrument seriously. Without any formal musical training, Samy learned how to play
the accordion by rote, spending hours each day learning songs that were either taught by
his father or heard on the radio. I emphasize this last point because Samy and Sandra
have both told me that they grew up in a household where only Panamanian traditional
music and música típica was consumed as a rule.
Both Samy’s father and his second accordion teacher Jeremías Vega both led
música típica conjuntos that performed locally. While neither musician went on to
establish longstanding careers in the música típica scene, their shows became a crucial
training ground for Samy, who would perform as an invited musical guest. Samy
competed in the Concurso José Vergara accordion competition.43 Facing accordionists in
their twenties or thirties, Samy won first place. Several months later, Samy won another
accordion competition, the Concurso Severito Batista, in the city of Las Tablas. Both
victories garnered Samy increasing recognition throughout the Azuero Peninsula and
earned him the moniker “Niño Prodigo del Acordeón.” In subsequent years, Samy was
invited to perform as a special guest for high profile música típica artists, including his
musical idol, Alfredo Escudero. In 1983, at the Jardín San Miguel de Monagrillo,
Alfredo Escudero asked the accordion prodigy to perform the songs he learned for the
accordion competitions. As he began to play, an audience member encouraged Samy’s

The Feria de Azuero, a major industrial, agricultural, and cultural fair held annually served as the hosting
site for this accordion competition, which was first established by the Panamanian folklorist Antonio
“Toño” Díaz in 1974.
43
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twelve year-old sister Sandra to join him and sing. The enthusiastic audience response to
their performance proved prompted Samy to establish his first professional conjunto,
Ritmo Montañeros, with Sandra as lead vocalist.44
Despite their growing popularity throughout the country, Samy and Sandra were
subjected to severe criticism by música típica consumers and music journalists. Samy’s
style of performing was deemed unoriginal; a mere imitation of Alfredo Escudero.
Sandra was also criticized for her singing abilities; in addition to finding the timbral
quality of her voice too nasal and unpleasant, Sandra was also described as a poor
imitator of the salomadora Leonidas Moreno (who happens to be the wife of Alfredo
Escudero). In order for the Sandovals and their conjunto to endure, Samy and Sandra
realized that musical and performative changes needed to be made.
The most clearly visible changes to their image and sound occurred onstage at
their live shows. Though the majority of their performances occur at toldos and jardínes,
where they would sometimes share the same billing with other música típica artists, the
Sandovals distinguished themselves by performing with a dazzling display of theatrical
effects such as strobe lighting and smoke machines. In larger performance venues, Samy
and Sandra Sandoval sometimes included choreographed dancing by professional dancers
of Panamanian folk music or trans-national popular music. Sandra Sandoval made several
noted changes to her image that translated onto the stage with great success. Historically,
the female salomadora dressed modestly onstage, but Sandra sought to change this by
wearing mini-skirts, skintight pants, midriff revealing tops, and extremely high-heeled
footwear. Inspired by salsa singer Celia Cruz’s stage persona and bold fashion

Inspired once again by Alfredo Escudero and his conjunto Los Montañeros, Luis Sandoval named his
son’s conjunto Ritmo Montañero.
44
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statements, Sandra hired professional stylists to create hair extensions and other elaborate
hairstyles as well as makeup artists to create bold new looks. Sandra’s makeover
(including breast augmentation a few years later) was complete with the incorporation of
provocative dance moves on stage, consequently producing an image of música típica
that many regard as youthful, bold, and sexy.
In their attempts to revolutionize the genre stylistically, the Sandovals solicited
original songs from composers with backgrounds in transnational popular music genres.
For many música típica musicians and aficionados, 1995 was a significant year for the
genre. In the case of SSS, they had just released their first album on compact disc, “El
Patrón De La Cumbia Vol.1.” The album, a commercial success, began to stretch the
boundaries of música típica stylistically. One song in particular “Mi Dicha Eres Tu,”
composed by Kenny Alexander, became the first música típica song to feature a duet
between a male and female vocalist. The Sandovals disrupt the longstanding performance
practice of writing lyrics from a male perspective while the female vocalist utters
salomas in two distinct ways. As the lead vocalist, Sandra Sandoval instantaneously
broke with tradition by singing songs from a distinctively female perspective, thereby
eschewing the traditional gendered vocal roles within a standard música típica conjunto.
“Mi Dicha Eres Tu” helped popularize the Sandoval’s duets where equal lyrical attention
is given to both male and female vocalists, which create a song structure in which both
voices become active participants in a dialogic exchange.
Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s music attracted international attention and in 1995,
they were contracted to perform a concert organized by the Panamanian Embassy in
Miami as part of the patron saint festivities. The concert proved to be a success, partly
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due to Florida’s population of Panamanian immigrants, especially at urban centers such
as Miami and Orlando. However, the number of non-Panamanian concert attendees was
significant enough for the brother and sister act to consider marketing their music outside
of Panama. In directing their attention to international markets, the Sandovals endeavored
to mirror the same commercial success achieved by Colombian actor, composer, and
singer Carlos Vives, whose 1993 album of vallenatos infused with popular, rock, and
Caribbean musical influences brought him and the genre international acclaim. Since
1995, the Sandovals have performed throughout the Americas and Europe and have made
numerous television and film appearances, most notably in the Latin American television
show Sabado Gigante and in the motion picture The Tailor of Panama (2001).
In 2003, the Sandovals produced “Evolución,” a concert that endeavored to
present a different side to música típica that transcended their regular performances at
jardínes and toldos. Samy Sandoval states: “It was a new concept, we wanted to take our
music to a superior level, to a higher stage, like international and turn everything
around…” (Saavedra 2003: 215).45 The concert was held at the Atlapa Convention
Center, the foremost exhibition and performance space in Central America and the
Caribbean. Constructed in the mid 1980s, this eight-acre complex located minutes from
Panama’s international airport, holds spacious facilities for exhibitions and seminars as
well as two auditoriums with state of the art lighting and sound equipment. As marketed
on Panama’s official tourism website, the Atlapa Convention Center “joins the artistic
richness of the Panamanian culture with the modern technology of the 20th century.”46

45

“Era un nuevo concepto, queríamos llevar nuestra música a un grado superior, a una etapa más alta, de
tipo internacional y darle una vuelta a todo…”
46

“Atlapa.” (http://www.panamatours.com/Services/serv_atlapa.htm; last accessed 12 November 2009).
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The Anayansi Theater, the larger of the two concert halls, has a seating capacity of 3000
and hosts the country’s most prestigious cultural events, while simultaneously serving as
the preferred concert venue for international pop artists. For Samy and Sandra, the
opportunity to perform on the same stage as the National Philharmonic and
internationally esteemed recording artists is indicative of what Bourdieu might call their
growing cultural and symbolic capital (Bourdieu 1986).
Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s success paved the way for other música típica
groups who, though already active in their respective regional music scenes, would
experience considerable fame on a national level. Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s
successful outreach to a younger fan base propelled these new consumers to explore other
música típica artists. At the same time, other already established música típica
accordionists such as Ulpiano Vergara, and Manuel de Jesus Abrego actively sought to
take advantage of this younger market of consumers.
Starting in the 1990s artists such as the Sandovals and Osvaldo Ayala have
introduced Panamanian música típica to international audiences. Their particular
engagement with musical media and technology, as well as their appropriation of
transnational musical styles cultivated a more ethnically and socio-economically diverse
audience. Such trends would be embraced by other well-established and emerging música
típica conjuntos hoping to capitalize on the commercial boom of the 1990s, practices that
would continue into the twenty-first century.
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MÚSICA TÍPICA IN THE 21ST CENTURY
The fervid development of the reality television genre in the 2000s, especially in
the United States, soon gained widespread global appeal. Although imported reality
television shows were already in circulation throughout Latin America in the early 2000s,
local formats of popular reality television programming from England and the United
States exploded in popularity shortly thereafter. In 2006, for example, Sony created Latin
American Idol for broadcast throughout Latin American and the Caribbean, quickly
attracting audiences of up to 12 million viewers (McMurria 2008: 189). What set Latin
American Idol apart from other formats was its pan-regional approach to find the next big
popular music artist; as opposed to the 33 countries globally that have produced local
formats under the Idol brand/franchise, the first season of Latin American Idol held
auditions in several countries throughout the region.
Perhaps in response to the success of Latin American Idol, Panama’s local
television industry began to develop similar shows that were specifically national in
scope. That same year, Televisora Nacional de Panamá (TVN) premiered its own
televised singing competition “Vive la Musica.” A year later a different Panamanian
television network, Telemetro, developed Cuna de Acordeones, a show that set out to
discover the next big música típica accordionist. After a series of nationwide auditions,
seven contestants were selected to compete for cash and prizes that could jump-start their
careers in the música típica scene. The show proved to be a success in the ratings, leading
to its renewal for additional seasons. Telemetro continued to produce similar shows that
set out to discover emerging talent in Panamanian popular and traditional music. Most
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recently a new reality show gives established nationally touring música típica conjuntos a
chance to compete against one another to determine who is the best group.
Background Productions, a Panamanian production company formed in 2006 to
produce massive music concerts for national or international artists, achieved early
success with “La Gala Típica,” a concert that featured five of the biggest contemporary
exponents of música típica: Dorindo Cárdenas, Samy y Sandra Sandoval, Osvaldo Ayala,
Ulpiano Vergara, Nenito Vargas y Los Plumas Negras, and Alfredo Escudero. Although
música típica concerts featuring a long roster of artists have been produced in the past,
the gala típica’s promoter and producer Haydeé Tuñon was adamant to emphasize what
set this event apart from previous shows: “We aren’t talking about a simple stage, since
there will be metallic structures, electronic lights, and details proper of an international
show” (Guevara 2007).47 Strobe lighting, pyrotechnics, and large screens were set up to
create a visually spectacular event.
The event was held at the Figali Convention Center, an indoor-sports arena
located in Fort Amador, the site of a former United States military base in Panama City.
Producing a música típica concert of this magnitude, in a space that has hosted
international events such as the 2003 Miss Universe Pageant, was noteworthy and
received considerable press attention. The production quality of the gala was vastly
different from the bailes generally held at jardínes and toldos. Tickets for the event,
which were available for advance purchasing at Blockbuster Video locations throughout
Panama City, were relatively expensive, $15 for general admission and $30 for VIP
seating. While the “area VIP,” guaranteed seating at a table, the $15 option, known as “el

47

“No estamos hablando de una simple tarima, ya que habrá estructuras metállicas, luces robóticas y
detalles acordes a un show de talla internacional.”
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gallinero” offered an audience environment similar to what is encountered at bailes in
jardines and toldos – a standing room space equipped with some bar tables (“mesas altas
estilo pub”).
Despite the concert’s rustic accents, the gala típica was intended to be an upscale
event, replete with special onstage effects and glamour. The television hosts of Hecho en
Panama, covering the event for a future telecast, were stationed at a designated red carpet
area in order to welcome and interview the musicians performing that evening as well as
other cultural luminaries. In an attempt to attract younger audiences to the gala, two DJs
from the popular music radio station 97.5 WAO in Panama City who were not familiar
with the música típica scene, DJ Púkity and Peanut, hosted the gala. Other special guests
making scheduled appearances that evening were Miguel Cigarruista and Karen Peralta,
the two finalists of the Panamanian-produced reality television show/singing competition
Vive La Música. There was also added entertainment for the more traditionally minded
fans of música típica; a folkloric dance group entertained the audience in between sets.
The gala, which proved to be a commercial success, continues to be produced as an
annual event.
The Internet serves as a significant source of news and information about
Panamanian música típica. In the early 2000s, several música típica acts such as Samy y
Sandra Sandoval launched their own websites. However, these attempts to reach their fan
base via the Internet were short-lived for a variety of reasons. The relative novelty of
cyber technology in Panama perhaps did not warrant the financial investment involved in
maintaining these web sites. However, the advent of social networking sites such as
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MySpace and more recently, Facebook has made it easier for música típica artists to
promote their music, advertise upcoming shows, and connect with fans.
In the last several years, a sizeable number of Internet blogs and personal
websites have emerged covering the daily happenings of the música típica scene. Sites
such as www.elarranque.com and mastipico.blogcindario.com post the latest news about
música típica artists as well as audio-visually document recent events throughout the
country, with an emphasis on Panama City. The recent surge in Internet activity
connected to the genre, and the media’s role in elevating it into the national spotlight, has
helped shape a cultural scene known informally as “chollywood.” While terms such as
“bollywood” and “chollywood” have been used to describe the film industries in India
and China, respectively, Panama’s usage of the term chollywood is linked with the
country’s burgeoning entertainment industry – television, radio, and carnival.
Chollywood is also a term that elicits public derision as well, signifying the commercial
exploitation of cultural expressions, ideas, and values associated with Panamanian
rurality. Events at toldos and jardines are now documented on the Internet with the same
fervor typically associated with exclusive nightclubs. Traditionally regarded as spaces for
communal celebrations, certain jardínes and toldos have become trendy spots where
young people can be seen. Regardless of these varying perspectives, the Chollywood
phenomenon reveals a a complex commingling between Panamanian constructions of
rurality and the nation’s media industry, a relationship that shows no signs of stopping at
least for the foreseeable future.
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CONCLUSION
The paucity of historical and scholarly information on Panamanian música típica
posed numerous challenges in constructing this selective social history. I stress the word
selective because this account is by no means comprehensive. While the scholarly
enterprise to reconstruct history is already fraught with innumerable methodological and
theoretical issues - even when primary and secondary sources are abundant - it is my
hope that my initial attempt to present the historical and stylistic development of this
genre will stimulate further studies.
The lack of scholarly research on música típica is in many respects informed by
the intellectual preeminence of folklore in the study of Panamanian culture. The earliest
references to the genre in folkloric research emphasize música típica’s contemporaneity
as popular musico-recreational entertainment for the rural masses. Despite the fact that
within the social contexts in which live música típica entertainment is featured, other
folkloric musics and socio-cultural practices are commonly performed, and that the genre
itself is largely defined by a repertoire of rurally-derived music, the genre’s stylistic
dialogue with transnational musics has rendered it unsuitable for serious scholarly study.
Although more scholarly studies on música típica’s nascent years have emerged in recent
decades (perhaps a response in part to the passage of time that imparts certain cultural
phenomena with an authoritative and classical aura), a considerable percentage of my
historical data came from newspaper reports and interviews with música típica
practitioners and fans.48 The epistemological value in documenting and consolidating
multiple accounts of música típica’s emergence as a commercial musical genre in
48

In fact, newspaper accounts and personal anecdotes also serve as the primary source material in the
academic publications produced by Panamanian scholars that I reference throughout the chapter.
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Panama is especially apparent within a self-reflexive context. In other words, what do
these multiple accounts about música tipica’s history say about regional and national
identities, and Panamanian notions of tradition, modernity, race, and class, even if the
producers and divulgers of this historical knowledge do not necessarily address such
concerns?
The social stigma attached to música típica’s identity as a rurally-derived genre while still present in contemporary discourses about the genre - has shifted in recent
decades thanks in part to folklore’s hyper-valorization of the interior as the authentic
bedrock of Panamanian culture. For a nation unable to reconcile it’s demographically
diverse ethnic and racial composition and the appropriation of multicultural expressions
that such diversity engenders, música tipica’s mestizo and rural legacy is overtly
acknowledged and celebrated in local, national, and corporate contexts, despite the
genre’s continuous affair with foreign musical styles.
What kind of knowledge about Panamanian tradition and popular culture is
produced in the construction of such a historical narrative? In constructing a social
history of música típica, it is important to note its role in early twentieth century
nationalist projects. Though música típica is regarded as the country’s most popular
commercial music genre, the genre’s success, while attributed to the stylistic
appropriation of transnational music genres, is nevertheless largely informed by a
collectively imagined past and a rural legacy that continues to be valorized and practiced
today. It is this particular interplay between rurality and cosmopolitanism, which frames
Panama’s history as a nation-state that contextualizes the debates emerging towards the
end of the twentieth century on música típica’s identity as a popular music genre.
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In the following chapter, I will critically examine how the term música típica
functions in the lives of the genre’s practitioners and consumers. In trying to understand
the different categories and labels Panamanians use to make sense of their socio-cultural
lives, I address how música típica is interpreted, conceptualized, and practiced in Panama
as a popular music genre that shapes and is shaped by the nation’s identity politics.
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3. “COMO SE LLAMA NUESTRA MÚSICA TÍPICA?”:
CONFRONTING THE QUESTION OF TYPICALITY
In 1997, Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s invitation to perform on the Univisionproduced, Spanish-language television show Sábado Gigante [Giant Saturday] was a
milestone in an already impressive musical career spanning less than a decade. Launched
in Chile in 1962, Sábado Gigante is recognized by the Guinness book of World Records
as the longest running television variety show in the world1. Not only has Sábado
Gigante aired every Saturday evening for the last fifty years without a single rerun, it has
also been hosted uninterruptedly by its creator Mario Kreutzberger, aka Don Francisco,
since its inception. As part of the growing trend of the 1980s to centralize Latino and
Latin American entertainment production in Miami (Yúdice 2003), Sábado Gigante
partnered with the U.S-based Spanish-language television network Univision and
relocated to this newly emerging Latin Hollywood in 1986. Today, the show attracts
approximately 100 million viewers in over forty countries every Saturday evening for a
four-hour televised pastiche of comedy sketches, game show segments, journalistic
coverage of topical events, and interviews with Latin American and international
celebrities, all before a live studio audience.2 Moreover, the show serves as a
transnational platform for emerging musical artists throughout the Latin American
diaspora to showcase their talent.
Panamanians across the country and abroad celebrated Samy and Sandra
Sandoval’s invitation to perform on Sábado Gigante, a show whose program motto –
1

http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/world-records/3000/longest-running-tv-variety-show

2

In the United States, it is not unusual for Sábado Gigante to attract more viewerss than major Englishlanguage broadcast networks (i.e. ABC, CBS, NBC)U, a fact recognized by presidential hopefuls Al Gore
and George W. Bush, who both made appearances on the show prior to the 2000 presidential election.
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“Separated by Distance, but United by the Same Language” – endorses a particular
approach to Hispanic culture that is transnational and transcontinental in scope. (Dávila
2001: 159). Many of my informants cited this televised performance as a momentous
event in the history of música típica, and by extension, Panama, in terms of media
exposure. Samy and Sandra Sandoval performed their hit song “La Gallina Fina.” 3 The
studio audience responded enthusiastically to the Sandoval’s performance, giving the
brother-sister duo a resounding standing ovation. However, for many Panamanians, it
was Don Francisco’s interview with the Sandovals after their performance that lingers
almost hauntingly in their memories of the live broadcast. According to my informant
and friend Liliana Ayala, Samy and Sandra Sandoval appeared noticeably hesitant to
answer Don Francisco’s question concerning the name of the musical genre that best
characterized the song they had just performed. After a few awkward seconds of silence,
the Sandovals explained that their music could best be described as “cumbia urbana.”
The broadcast sparked a backlash of criticism among Panamanians who feared
that the term would add to the confusion already associated with the música típica genre
both within and beyond Panama. In a 2001 newspaper article entitled “Música típica
Pierde Su Identidad,” journalist Silvio Hernández attributes the Sandovals’ performance
on Sábado Gigante as the discursive catalyst, generating a plethora of debates as to
whether or not música típica was losing its musico-national identity.4 Hernandez

La Gallina Fina is perhaps Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s biggest single. The song has been covered by the
renowned Puerto Rican salsa group El Gran Combo and ranked number two in Ecuador’s popular music
charts. In 2001, the Sandovals performed the song in the motion picture The Tailor of Panama.
3

In 2011, Edgardo Donaldo Sandoval Jurado wrote an article for the Revista Cultural Lotería entitled
Samy and Sandra in which he also references the Sandoval’s performance on Sábado Gigante (2011). The
reference, however, is anecdotal, describing a pre-performance interview Don Francisco conducted with
Samy and Sandra. It is interesting to note that when asked to describe the reason behind their music’s
success, Samy attributes this to “a style of mountain music (“a un estilo de música montañera, muy alegre y
4
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interviews several “local experts” for the article, most notably the renowned Panamanian
writer and folklorist Carlos Changmarín (1995), who argues that while it is possible to
say that rhythms such as the cumbia and punto began to disappear in the 1950s with the
rise of the accordion and other modern instruments, it is the incorporation of foreign
musical genres such as rock and salsa into the música típica soundscape that raises
doubts about its current generic identity. It is for this reason that folklorists such as
Francisco Cruz and Dora Pérez de Zárate argue that the music of contemporary música
típica artists such as the Sandovals should be classified as popular music. For them, the
term cumbia urbana was an oxymoron of sorts, somehow trivializing, or even negating,
the rurality that is tied to the cumbia tradition, and by extension musical folklore in
Panama.
Another critique against the usage of this term stems from the ubiquitousness of
the cumbia rhythm throughout Latin America. While variants can be found in Mexico,
Chile, Peru, and Argentina, it is the Colombian cumbia that is most recognized
internationally. Therefore, for Panamanians to claim their own variant on the cumbia,
while historically accurate, would only serve to generate further confusion among foreign
audiences. This critique is particularly poignant when considering that Panama’s
secession from Colombia in 1903 has done little to quell longstanding discourses that
continue to conflate the South American country with its former isthmian province both
geographically and culturally. The use of a genre term that is more widely recognized
and associated with Colombia, as well as the rest of South America, only served to
bolster the impression that Panama’s cultural output is diminutive and unoriginal in

que gusta mucho.”) (Sandoval Jurado 2011: 79). Samy is never given the chance to elaborate further
because Don Francisco immediately redirects his attention to interviewing Sandra.
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relation to its southern neighbor. For música típica aficionado and founder of the website
panamatipico.com, Marino Jaén, the Sandovals’ performance was a “missed opportunity”
of sorts; given the size and transnational scope of the audience that evening, this could
have marked a very real departure in terms of defining the genre as something completely
unique to Panama as opposed to a variant of traditional South American music.
Considering the Sandoval’s stylistic approach to música típica, however, the
decision to define their musical sound as cumbia urbana is far from surprising. After all,
the Sandovals have cultivated a musical style that while grounded in rhythms and
practices associated with música típica, is interwoven stylistically with other
transnational musics that are primarily consumed in urban centers such as Panama City
and David.5 The Sandovals’ innovations to the música típica genre surged consumer
interest across the nation, successfully catering to the broad and diverse musical tastes of
a younger Panamanian generation. Amidst the myriad of comments about the Sandovals’
performance on Sábado Gigante, one thing was clear: at a time when breaking into the
global music market seemed more attainable than ever before, it became all the more
urgent for música típica artists to address the question as to how their musical sound
could be marketed and distributed beyond Panama’s national borders.

¿COMÓ SE LLAMA NUESTRA MÚSICA TÍPICA?
The issue of nomenclature resurfaced several years later on the Internet. In the
summer 2001, Marino Jaén created the first website dedicated to the promotion of
Panamanian folklore: www.panamatipico.com. According to Jaén, the idea for the
website first occurred to him in the late 1990s while attending Louisiana State University
5

David is the capital city Panama’s western province Chiriquí.
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(LSU) as a Fulbright scholar. Living abroad for the first time, Jaén was frustrated by his
inability to stay current on the latest news and trends from his native country.6 His only
tangible connection to home was through a small group of peers who regularly returned
to Panama during academic holidays and summer vacations:
…I remember when I was at LSU, whenever we knew that a Panamanian
was coming to LSU, we would swarm to his or her house and ask, “oh,
what did you bring,” do you have gandules [peas], or whatever food from
home. That was way before 9/11 so you could bring that kind of stuff into
the U.S. But usually people would bring a couple of CDs, and then we
would circulate those CDs within the group of Panamanian expatriates at
LSU, and then the next four or five parties we would play those CDs; they
would burn out and then we would need someone new to come back with
more CDs. That was probably the first idea and the first thing that
occurred to me that we needed something like that (Jaén 2006).
Jaén created the website with the intention of bridging the geographical gap that
existed between himself and his fellow expatriates and his native Panama. In addition to
providing coverage of the numerous cultural festivals and holidays celebrated throughout
the country, the website also presented biographical profiles of noteworthy folklorists
both past and present, as well as an online store where visitors can listen to mp3 samples
and purchase compact disc recordings produced by Panama’s biggest música típica
conjuntos. Most importantly, the website featured an online forum where members of the
Panamanian diaspora could connect virtually to discuss a variety of topics. Within a year,
the number of visitors to the site increased substantially, attracting an average of 2,000
visitors daily from all over the world.
It was during this time that a topic was posted on the website’s forum that
generated serious discussion: “Comó se llama nuestra música típica……!!!” The
unregistered user who posted the question expressed frustration at his inability to give a
6

Despite having access to the Internet at LSU in 1995, Panama would not be officially linked to cyberspace
until 1996.
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satisfying response to foreign tourists who inquired about the name of this particular
genre. According to the anonymous creator of the topic thread, the term música típica
was too vague, lacking a semantic specificity that could help distinguish the genre as a
uniquely Panamanian popular music. The post urged visitors to express their own
opinions about the matter, as well as posit their own suggestions for a generic name,
which, in their opinion, could be globally translatable and exportable to foreign
audiences.
These two anecdotes underscore a longstanding dilemma for performers and fans
of Panamanian música típica, one that I would also experience in my conversations with
friends, family, and academic colleagues about my research. Literally translated from
Spanish as “typical music,” música típica is also a meta-generic term used throughout
Latin America to denote a compendium of vernacular or traditional musics. Its usage
sometimes overlaps with another commonly employed meta-generic signifier, música
folklorica [folkloric music]. A simple Internet search on the term “música típica,” for
example, would yield information about the música típica of Puerto Rico, Costa Rica,
Guatemala, or the Dominican Republic, just to name a few.
In the case of the Dominican Republic, música típica dominicana functions as an
umbrella term that covers a variety of nationally regarded vernacular musics such as
bachata folk and merengue típico. While these traditional genres continue to be practiced
today, their commercialized counterparts have become global phenomena in their own
right today. As labels, bachata and merengue function as generic polysignifiers, denoting
traditional music genres that are representative of música típica dominicana, as well as
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commercially successful Dominican-derived popular musics that circulate transnationally
(Pacini Hernandez 1995; Austerlitz 1997; Hutchinson 2008).
To a certain extent, Panamanians use the terms música típica and música
folklorica interchangeably as a generic heading that includes various Panamanian-derived
rhythms and dances such as the tamborito, mejorana, and cumbia. However, Panamanian
música típica is also delineated as a distinct popular-commercial musical style, a stylistic
consolidation of popular and traditional music practices that can be traced back to the
nineteenth century. Panamanians, then, regard música típica as a nationally identified
popular music genre in the same vein that the cumbia and samba are the popular music
genres of Colombia and Brazil, respectively; identified by a set of identifiable sonic traits
(rhythmic patterns, melodic phrases, instrumentation, vocal timbres) and musical
repertoire, with specific cultural ties to Panama’s rural interior.
With the exception of the short lived tamborera of the 1940s and 1950s– a
commercialized generic counterpart to Panama’s national music and dance, the tamborito
– no other Panamanian traditional genre has undergone the same degree of
commercialization and popular consumption.7 Música típica’s multi-accentual field of
cultural production is widely accepted as a given in Panama and has been relatively
unchallenged for most of the twentieth century. This may explain in part why attempts in
recent decades to introduce the genre to foreign audiences have proven to be
unsuccessful. Música típica’s inability to enjoy the same international success as other
Latin American transnational genres may be explained in part by the ambiguity
associated with its generic name. It is for this reason that a young Panamanian

7
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accordionist by the name of Felix who, upon leaning about my research interests, felt
compelled to ask me how I felt about “doing a project on a music genre that doesn’t have
a name?”
Why is this issue of nomenclature important to Panamanians? In his book Genre
in Popular Music, Fabian Holt provides a crucial clue: “Struggles about names and
definitions are often an integral part of the histories of individual musics and their
cultural dynamics” (Holt 2007: 4). David Novak’s work on “Experimental Music” in
Japan also underscores the ideological baggage inherent in discourses about generic
labels: “The names that musicians and listeners use to emplace sounds in circulation tell
us of the homes, conflicts, compromises and synchronicities that emplace music in
everyday life” (Novak 2006: 128). In this chapter, I will attempt to map out the complex
web of musical discourses in circulation about Panamanian música típica as a popular
music genre. But first, I wish to address more critically genre’s multiaccentuality, that is,
how the dialogic interplay of discourses on a particular music genre can reveal the
economic, cultural, ideological, and personal stakes involved in claims to generic
ownership. As a generic discourse and socio-cultural practice, how is música típica
claimed by different publics in different social spaces? Contextually, this discussion
triangulates local, national, and international generic claims to música típica, claims
which variously (re)define its expressive meanings and practices through strategic and
tactical discursive framing. I will then discuss how efforts to rename or relabel the
música típica genre encourage reflexivity, not only on an interpersonal level, but
ideologically as well. Genre is a discursive and performative space of struggle in which
social actors historicize and re-historicize themselves. In the case of música típica,
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nationalist ideologies figure prominently in readings of music genre, revealing histories
of class, ethnic, racial, and gender conflict that disrupt monological readings of the
isthmian nation.

THE SOCIAL LIFE OF GENRES
Genres aid us in making sense of the world. On the most basic level we
understand genre as a classifying concept, one that helps people to organize and
categorize a particular set of characteristics together, usually under some kind of signifier
or heading, and compare how those characteristics are distinct from those of other
identifiable categories or types. In The Order of Things (1970), Michel Foucault explores
this human impulse to categorize organisms, objects, and ideas, creating through such
processional experiences a sense of order: “…in every culture, between the use of what
one might call the ordering codes and reflections upon order itself, there is the pure
experience of order and its modes of being (1970: xxi).
Genre is an especially useful concept in discourses on expressive culture. As an
orienting framework, genre invokes a set of rules, expectations, and practices that can
help distinguish a historical novel from a romantic one, or a comedic film from a
cinematic drama. In the case of music, a constellation of aesthetic judgments,
preferences, and expectations; sonic and musical details; performance practices, and other
socio-cultural and economic characteristics intersect and interact to create musical
typologies that are both generalizing and highly mutable. Our particular subjective
engagements with cultural objects and practices, however, problematize genre’s
category-shaping efficacy. Music’s inessential relationship to referential language, for
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example, underscores its communicative ineffability, and can potentially complicate
attempts at generic interpretation and classification. Despite these limitations, genre
structures our particular engagements with musical sound: it is used to help describe
musical preferences, explain approaches to musical performance and practice, and
indexes multiple expressions of class, racial, ethnic, and socio-cultural identities.
Not only is genre a dynamic concept, it is a very messy one. Just as easy as it is
for us to take the concept of genre for granted, we are also quick to question its efficacy.
Discussions about music genres are never clear-cut because the very concept of genre is
dynamic and dialogic; that is, social actors enter such discussions about genre with a
particular set of personal experiences and beliefs that frame their perspectives. As a
result, we often challenge or question the modes of genre classification that fans, artists,
and record executives employ in their engagement with musical sounds. Genre’s
homogenizing force, while rendering concepts and ideas accessible, also invites
heterogeneous discourses and practices that set out to defy, problematize, or collapse
such constructions. Genre, then, is a discursive life force –a facilitating mechanism for
creative self-expression and for structuring spheres of socio-cultural activity in which
individual and group identities are defined and affirmed.
Genre has been treated at length in the areas of literary theory, linguistic
anthropology, sociology, and to a lesser extent, musicology. To provide a comprehensive
overview of the existing literature on genre lies beyond the scope of this project. Instead,
I will critically examine several scholarly contributions that theoretically intersect with
my own research concerns and interests as they relate to Panamanian popular music and
by extension, the Latino and Latin American popular music industry.
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In “Genre, Intertextuality and Social Power” (1992), Charles Briggs and Richard
Bauman argue that genre’s under-theorization is largely attributed to longstanding
notions of genre as a reductive classificatory device. This part to whole approach to the
genre concept, in which its constituent parts determine the generic identity of an artistic
work, was widely accepted and virtually unchallenged for centuries. Mikhail Bakhtin’s
(1986) theoretical work on genre and the novel renewed interest on the topic during the
latter half of the twentieth century, approaching genre as a socially generative and
historically contingent phenomenon.
Although Bakhtin was primarily concerned with literary texts, it was his
intellectual forays into psychological and sociological thought that enriched his reading
of genre as an interdiscursive practice. Genre, according to Bakhtin, is a discursive entity
that processes verbal and written utterances, which are developed in part by the
phenomenology of sound and language. Each utterance that emerges from social fields of
interactivity is subject to dialogization; that is, it becomes contextualized (and
entextualized) within extensive systems of “verbal process” where it undergoes further
semantic (re)examination, (re)interpretation, and (re)appropriation. While a literary work
is made up of language, form, structure, and other immanent features, they do not
exclusively imbue the literary work with meaning and a generic identity. Rather, it is the
literary text’s dialogic relationship with the writer, reading audience, and previous
literary texts – an ongoing interplay between discourse production and reception – that
informs the literary text’s generic identity. Similarly, a music genre is defined in relation
to other genres, both musical and extra-musical. Musical features alone cannot determine
genre and genre cannot be defined solely by musical characteristics. Rather, it involves
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complex matrices of discourses, socio-cultural practices, experiences, and memories,
producing a social horizon of dialogic activity.
Bakhtin’s writings on this topic prove to be valuable for many literary theorists
but it is still unclear how such a conceptualization of genre can account for non-textual
modes of communication and expression. Genre as an ethnographic subject has been
examined within the discipline of folklore, albeit in ways that emphasize the concept’s
stabilizing and pattern-generating forces via performance (Aarne and Thompson 1964;
Abrahams 1977; Ben-Amos 1976). Other folklorists, influenced by Bakhtin’s theoretical
work, examine genre’s highly contingent and ambiguous nature (Hymes 1975b; Proschan
1981; Bauman 1982; Dargan and Zaitlin 1983; Kodish 1983; Dorst 1983). Such unilateral
approaches to the study of genre are not only inherently restrictive and limiting, but also
fail to examine the “nature” of genres from a critical standpoint.
Using Bakhtin’s notion of intertextuality as a point of departure, Briggs and
Bauman offer an alternative approach to the study of genre. As an inherently intertextual
phenomenon, genre illuminates the social, economic, and political characteristics as well
as ideological agendas of social actors involved in its discursive dialogization: “Invoking
a genre thus creates indexical connections that extend far beyond the present setting of
production or reception, thereby linking a particular act to other times, places, and
persons” (Briggs & Bauman 1992: 147-148). Musical genres, then, are not only read as
categories of music, but also as ideologically charged socio-cultural spheres of
interactivity.
Intertextuality as a theoretical concept has been examined or alluded to in various
studies on popular music in which genre is explored from various vantage points: as a
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marketing tool that aids in musical commoditization, and as a signifying discursive
practice that provides insight into various spheres of musical activity and consumption
(Fabbri 1982; Finnegan 2007; Frith 1998; Hamm 1994; Negus 1999; Walser 1993). In
Performing Rites, Simon Frith examines the role genre and genre labels play in popular
culture in general. According to Frith, in addition to consolidating musical styles under
signifying labels, genre also aids the recording industry in identifying or creating the
fantasy consumer: “…not just who listeners are, but also what this music means to them”
(Frith 1998: 85). As a marketing tool, genre aids industry executives to map out
commercial territories, defining the trajectories within which the music in question will
circulate. As an intersubjective discursive practice, genre provides orienting frameworks
that organize musical practice and performance, as well as a working vocabulary that
musicians, journalists, and consumers can deploy in their social and aural engagements
with musical sound. Moreover, the dialogic interactivity that genre engenders reveals
ideological tensions that affect how a particular music is received, interpreted, and
circulated. Keith Negus’ study of music genres within the context of the music industry
reveals that while corporate structures play a prominent role in defining musical genres,
not all recording artists are marketed, promoted, and produced equally. Rather, the
cultural spheres that emanate from popular music genres such as rap, salsa, or country
music, play an integral role in defining corporate strategy – a dynamic interplay that
defines what Negus describes as “genre cultures” (Negus 1999: 13).
In Running With the Devil, Robert Walser treats heavy metal music as a genre and
as discourse, uncovering and analyzing the musical and social practices that signify
meaning about metal music as a generic category. For Walser, questions of musical
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aesthetics and formal principles intersect with discussions about ideology, revealing
complex and highly dynamic notions of heavy metal not only as a discursive practice, but
also as a metadiscourse about genre. In recent years, Alexander Dent and David Novak
have developed more nuanced studies of musical genre, examining its day-to-day
functioning in musical performance, production, and reception. Dent’s ethnographic
study of late twentieth century efforts to revive the rural music genres of Brazil’s centralsouthern region – particularly música caipira - provides insight into the dynamics of
genre and circulation, paying particular ethnographic attention to how genre orients and
informs practices of cultural production as well as their attendant discourses. For Dent,
genre provides one analytical entrée into the ways in which practitioners of música
caipria create a cultural field of musical production anchored in a concept of locality that
challenges Brazil’s valorization of urbanization and modernization.
Novak’s seminal study on Noise, an electronic “experimental music” with strong
North American and Japanese intercultural networks of production, consumption, and
circulation, confronts the discursive complexity and mutability that Noise as a music
genre engenders in its transnational circulation. Simultaneously descriptive and nondescriptive as a generic music label, Noise functions as a meta-genre, engaging its
practitioners in discussions about labels in an attempt to (re)position Noise as
experimental, free, improvised, electronic, or underground music. Within global, massmediated networks of circulation in which musical media from different locales and with
different stylistic/generic agendas undergo further processes of generic interpretation and
appropriation en route, Novak proposes an additional level of classification that accounts
for such circulatory dynamics – “covering terms.” Experimental music, for example,
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functions as a covering term “by gathering and rearranging things from a variety of
existing categories…” serving to “re-place previously named objects in new
relationships” (Novak 101). An additional level of categorical intervention, then, emerges
out of these transnational networks of musical production and consumption. As Novak
explains: “Because genre names circulate as freely among outsiders and insiders,
covering terms do more than merely manage organically emergent subgenres, but are
endlessly productive of a reciprocal relationship between genre names” (Novak: 102).
The multiple ways in which Panamanians attempt to reconcile música típica’s
generic identity raises larger questions about cultural politics and its role in the
expression and affirmation of nationhood. As bearers of tradition, música típica artists are
consciously aware of their creative and ideological engagements with Panama’s interior
regions. Functioning as a meta-generic classifier and a popular music genre, Panamanian
música típica not only consolidates and reconfigures multiple rural identified musical
traditions, it also addresses a particular conceptualization of typicality that accounts for
the isthmian nation’s more ethnically and racially diverse, as well as cosmopolitan
realities.

MUSICAL STYLE - A BRIEF DETOUR
I would be remiss if I did not comment briefly about the concept of musical style.
It is not uncommon to encounter the synonymous usage of style, genre, and to a lesser
extent form, in popular or academic discourses about music. Like genre, the concept of
musical style encourages categorical impulses, basing a song’s typological identity in part
by its constitutive parts, whether these are sonic, cultural, social, or aesthetic. Within the
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realm of popular music, for example, it is possible to identify rock as either a genre of
music or as a musical style depending on the context in which such discussions about
rock music occur. While one music journalist can write about the current state of the rock
genre as a particular sphere of socio-musical and economic activity, another could be
writing a review for a rap album that makes note of a particular guitar solo performed in a
rock style. In this particular example, genre is highlighted as a socio-economic and
discursive practice whereas style connotes identifiable characteristics or conventional
practices in musical performance and improvisation. However, in no way should these
distinctions suggest that the concept of a music genre does not connote its own set of
rules in relation to musical composition and performance or that discussions about
musical style lack historicity, cultural specificity, or meaningful social engagement with
sound.
In his article “Categorical Conventions in Music and Discourse; Style and Genre,”
Allan F. Moore (2001) examines the usages of genre and style in music scholarship,
noting a methodological privileging of the former in popular music, cultural, and media
studies, and the latter in musicological research. For Moore, the usage of genre and style
in discourses about music shed light on how we chose to organize and interpret musical
sound. Both terms evoke their own “realms of reference” that operate at various
hierarchical levels; for example, while “style refers to the manner of articulation of
musical gestures and is best considered as imposed on them rather than intrinsic to them.
…Genre refers to the identity and context of those gestures” (Moore 2001: 441). Whether
música típica is best described as a genre of music or as a musical style is not my concern
in this chapter. Rather, my focus is on how música típica artists and fans over the last
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twenty years have attempted to address local nominal conventions in a globalized popular
music recording industry that relies upon rigid genre labels and definitions to map out
potential markets of consumption.
Questions pertaining to whether genre subsumes style or vice versa should also be
kept in mind. In my discussion of música típica as a socially constituted discursive
practice, it will be revealed how characteristics pertaining to what is interpreted as
musical style (sonic characteristics or performance practices associated with both local
and foreign popular music genres) inform the ways in which música típica’s generic
identity is perceived and how this informs the rationale behind attempts to endorse
alternative genre labels. As Steven Feld notes in his analysis of Kaluli perspectives about
style and groove in connection to musical sound: “...style is more than the statistical core
reflection of the place or time, or patterned choices made within constraints. It is the very
human resources that are enacted to constitute the reality of social life in sound” (Feld
1994:149). Musical style and genre are not to be conceptualized as mutually exclusive for
they work dialogically to crystallize discursive understandings about sound and social
identity.

UNPACKING MÚSICA TÍPICA
The word típica, like the English “typical,” serves as a type or emblem,
exemplifying the essential characteristics of an overarching group or category. The
semantic functioning of "typicality," however, is slightly different within Latin
American/Spanish-language discourses on music and culture. While the concept of
typicality is inherent in discussions about musical genres (i.e. this particular song or vocal
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style is typical of "x" genre or "y" style), the term itself is not used as a generic label in
discussions on English language popular or folk musics. Perhaps the closest Englishlanguage translation to música típica is “traditional music,” both in terms of its
functioning as a generic label and, by extension, in etically framed discussions of musical
and cultural types, styles, or practices. This becomes apparent in the second entry of
típica in the Diccionario Salamanca de la lengua española: “That is peculiar or
characteristic of a person thing, region, country, epoch, or culture: dances and products
typical of the region” (Cuadrado and Bargalló 1996: 1553).8 This definition embeds
típico into discussions of geopolitical emplacement and cultural propriety. It also
overlaps somewhat with the discourses on traditional music in the United States, which
ties a distinctive set of musical practices and expressions to a specific region or locale
such as Appalachian folk music.
To interchange concepts of traditionality and typicality, however, is highly
problematic because “tradición” or “tradition,” as perceived in Latin American Spanish
and North American English are different in subtle yet discursively distinctive ways. In
the case of the former, the concept of tradición overlaps with perceptions of the popular,
in the sense that Latin American “música popular” has more populist connotations than
its North American “popular music” counterpart. Therefore, discussions of música
popular throughout Latin America address “musics of the people,” regardless of their
traditional or commercial trajectory, whereas North American appropriations of the
popular are more aligned with the commercial and marketing agendas of the recording
industry.

8

“Que es peculiar o caracteristica de una persona, cosa, region, país, época o cultura: bailes y productos
típicos de la región extremeña.”
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Típico, as understood in Latin America, produces a range of meanings that encode
or entextualize the behavior, preferences, attitudes, and memories of a people attached to
a particular place. Its conception involves the valorization of locality in the national
ecumene, stirring a collective sense of geocultural membership or belonging to a
particular town, region, or nation. Música típica, bailes típico [typical dances], and
cómida típica [typical food] are expressions that qualitatively signify and describe
cultural practices and traditions that over time have acquired an almost timeless
ontological aura. Typicality, then, is a conceptual space in which a set of ideas, beliefs,
and cultural practices are framed within a spatial context. This in no way should suggest
that the notion of typicality is atemporal. In the case of sancocho, a Panamanian soup, its
classification as a cómida típica is strengthened by its enduring socio-cultural presence in
Panamanian history and contemporary society. Panamanian música típica or Panamanian
comida típica, while evocative of a historical past, are defined by culturally processual
dynamics that inform the quotidian socio-cultural practices of the isthmian nation.
"Tradition," on the other hand, privileges the temporal dimensions of culture. This
is especially apparent in discourses on authenticity, which position traditional culture in
opposition to the corruptive forces of modernity. While Hobsbawm and Ranger (1983)
decenter notions of traditionality as the passing of cultural practices and expressions over
time, the question of temporality is nevertheless a significant component in discourses
about tradition. The temporal aspects of expressive culture also inform the disciplinary
practice of folklore. Folkloric music (música folklorica), for example, describes a set of
musical practices and traditions that are representative of a people’s or nation’s past.
Methodologically, folklore involves the documentation and preservation of cultural
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practices that are representative of a historical past. As an instrument of early nineteenth
and late twentieth century nationalist projects throughout Europe and the Americas,
folklore relies on notions of emplacement. However, the temporal dimensions that inform
the disciplinary study and performance of folklore removes it somewhat from notions of
typicality.
Sydney Hutchinson (2011) is one of the few scholars to have examined the
tensions and disparities between North American and Latin American systems of musical
classification. Categorical terms such as típico, for which there is no English language
equivalent, are at best understudied in music scholarship. Even in cases in which Spanish
musical terms seem easily translatable into English (such as popular), its semantic
functioning – largely informed by the different contextual climates in which such terms
are used, may be vastly different. The incommensurable gap between these systems of
musical classification and tendencies to override such issues by relying upon more
etically-framed categories prevent a more nuanced study of musical typologies and their
attendant discourses – a failure to acknowledge and account for the more emic-oriented
approaches to generic identification.
Hutchinson’s discussions on Latin American folk taxonomies may begin to shed
light on the meaning and significance of the term música típica for Panamanians.
According to Hutchinson, “While folklórico, tradicional, and popular categorize music
by production, transmission or social factors, other categories define music by its relation
to place; they differentiate between what is produced locally, and what is imported”
(2011: 250). Qualifying under the latter category are musical categories such as criollo
and típico. In examining the work of scholars who examine típico, albeit briefly by
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Nestor García Canclini (2001) and Roberta Singer (1982), Hutchinson reveals how típico
is conceptualized as an institutionalized terminology imposed from above to homogenize
and integrate nationally legitimized traditional culture into a capitalist framework, and as
a more emic category of music that is recognized, used, and valued by Caribbean based
or derived musicians to signify the traditional or source music of their homelands. In the
first conception of típico, the term’s origins coincide with the rise of folklore studies in
Latin America. As in Mexico, Panama’s folklorists have played a pivotal role in the
construction of típico as a cohesive force in nationalist discourses, positioning multiple
cultural expressions under a categorical rubric that privileges a nationally or regionally
emplaced field of cultural propriety.
Singer’s brief discussion on típico foregrounds its preponderant usage as a
musical category throughout the Caribbean, referring “…to a range of island-rooted
styles of performance…” (Singer 1982: 226). As a historical transit point for Caribbean
migrants of diverse races and ethnicities, it comes as no surprise that Panama’s historical
ties to this region are reflected in its cultural climate. Without diminishing típica’s role in
cultural discourses throughout Latin America, it is interesting to note how the concept of
typicality takes on a heightened significance in Cuba, Puerto Rico, and the Dominican
Republic, islands whose musics have influenced the stylistic development of Panamanian
música típica’s commercialized variant.
Hutchinson’s discussion of típico also raises an important issue I confronted
during the course of my fieldwork: the virtual absence of race and ethnicity in
Panamanian música típica discourse. Strongly identified with a heavily mestizopopulated interior, Panamanian música típica functions as a monocultural template,
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absorbed into nationalist agendas that foregrounds a strong identification with Hispanic
culture and identity. Simultaneously, Panamanian música típica also functions as a
discursive cipher; despite (or perhaps because of) the Afro-Cuban and Afro-Antillean
cultural influence in música típica’s development as a mass-mediated musical genre, the
concept of typicality functions along the same lines Gárcia Canclini describes in Mexican
tourist crafts. “Tipicisation,” for Gárcia Canclini involves processes of erasure and
generalization in which the ethnic is reduced to the typical (2001: viii). Typicality takes
into account heterogeneous elements but does not give them distinct voices, instead, they
become diluted and absorbed into imagined constructions of the nation as a unified
geocultural and political entity.
Since the concept of cultural authenticity is highly mutable, contingent on social
webs of meaning that are in constant flux, música típica also contends with debates and
criticism from within, between traditionalists and popular exponents of the genre. Within
this discursive context, traditional interpretations of música típica are valorized for
adhering to a sense of cultural purity and fidelity that is believed to be sorely lacking in
its more commercial manifestations. Unlike the expansion of folklore’s disciplinary
scope and institutional support to include more studies on Afro-Panamanian and
indigenous musical traditions under a multicultural heading of "Panamanianess," típica’s
strong ties to place maintains a discursive privileging of Hispanidad. Regardless of its
stylistic and discursive permutations, Panamanian música típica is a socio-cultural
movement that tenaciously continues to maintain an identification with and geographical
linkage to Panama’s interior regions, providing sustenance to a musical genre that is not
imported from afar, but homegrown. What then, are the genre’s broader cultural
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implications within the context of Panamanian nationhood as it navigates between the
urban and rural, the traditional and cosmopolitan, and notions of cultural, racial, and
ethnic homogeneity and hybridity?
What gives the música típica genre its defining characteristic of typicality, and
why is this term (típico) conceptualized differently in Panama? Several Panamanian
scholars have addressed the paradoxes inherent in this twofold conceptualization of
Panamanian música típica. In his book, Los Expresiones Musicales en Panamá (1997),
Panamanian scholar Noel Foster Steward addresses what he describes as the
misapplication of the música típica label to describe Panama’s folkloric musics. Foster
categorizes these two musical domains as estilo típico [typical style] and estilo
vernacular [vernacular style] respectively, citing differences in instrumentation as the
main distinguishing feature between them (Stewart 1997:17). Additionally, Foster
underscores música típica’s association with los jardines de bailes [garden dances], the
social dances that provide a significant source of recreation and entertainment in the
nation’s interior regions, as another distinguishing factor. Foster takes the view that
música folklorica is not something that is performed or associated with these social
dances. Consequently, the author further argues that the prevailing tendency to conflate
música típica with música folklorica may have to do with the overlapping usage of the
violin in both contexts:
It's possible that this confusion about the name of one style or another is
due to the fact that Gelo Córdoba livened up dances with violin, which
happened before the arrival of the accordion, creating a school and style of
music in the interior with a distinguished group of accordion players that
play música típica, which should not be confused with folkloric music
(Ibid 17).9
9

“Puede ser que esta confusión en cuanto a la denominación de uno u otro estilo obedezca al hecho de que
Gelo Córdoba amenizaba bailes con violin, cosa que se daba antes del la llegada del acordeón, creando una
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While there is a degree of truth to the distinctions in instrumentation indexing
different musical and performative styles, I will argue in chapter four how the accordion
has taken on “folkloric airs” since the time of its initial emergence in pindínes throughout
the Azuero Peninsula. Foster’s distinction, though a significant one, does not begin to
untangle the web of discourses that blur música típica’s generic boundaries.
In Stewart’s survey of Panamanian musical expressions, he maps out two defining
elements that make up Panama’s popular music culture: música folclorica [sic] and
música popular urbana. Foster then subdivides the urban popular music category to
encompass jazz, música de orquestas, música de calypso, and música de combos.
Considering the role that the nation’s capital has played in the commercialization and
national circulation of música típica, one could argue that música típica could be
classified as an urban popular music. Stewart, however, cannot reconcile its polysemantic
signification and elects instead to place it in a separate and third category, música
popular típica.
As a genre with irrefutable ties to Panama’s rural regions, geographical areas that
are largely populated by mestizos, música típica would not “fit” under the more popular
urban music category because of its strong cultural associations with Panama’s AfroAntillean musical traditions and practitioners. For Stewart, música típica is a popular
music genre both in populist and commercial terms; it is a genre that is both rurally
emplaced and deterritorialized by the commercial forces of the recording industry.

escuela y un estilo en la música interiorana con toda una pléyade de acordeonistas que se dedican a la
música típica, que no debe confundirse con la música folclórica.”
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Unfortunately, Stewart does not delve further into this topic, giving primacy instead to
urban popular music genres over the course of the book.10
Dora Pérez de Zárate also explores the terminological confusion generated by the
música típica label in her book Sobre Nuestra Música típica (1996). Zárate notes that
although música típica is inspired by folkloric music, the fact that identifiable artists
compose música típica songs results in a lack of anonymity that Zárate believes is at the
heart of folkloric music. Additionally, the generic contact música típica experiences with
foreign popular music genres like salsa have transformed it into a commercial popular
music that should not be identified as “típico.”
Just as the salsarengues have come about, there are now cumbias-salsas,11
cumbiarengues, etc., etc… All this is música popular and not típica, and
that’s what rules nowadays; not the típica. Nobody can deny them the
right to this creation, or to this playing, but we must call them by a name
that belongs to them: música popular musicians, simply and purely. For
them to be creators and players of our música típica, they would have to
observe its rules around instruments, accents, and ritmos (Zárate, D.P.
1996: 10).12
Panamanian musicians and fans are not as unforgiving as Foster and Zárate in
their interpretive framing of música típica. That música típica and música folklorica
continue to be conflated in Panamanian discourse reveals música típica’s enduring link to
tradition, a link cemented by nationalist discourses on Panamanian culture and corporate
10

For my research purposes, this is a disappointment, but it should be noted that Stewart is one of the few
Panamanian writers who discuss the significance of Panamanian appropriations of transnational musics
throughout the twentieth century, discussing in particular the influence Afro-Panamanians played in
promoting multiple popular music cultures.
11

Dora Zárate’s usage of the term cumbia underscores the cumbia rhythm as a Panamanian musical
tradition, apart from Colombia’s variant.
12

“Asi como han salido las salsarengues, hay que anunciar las cumbias-salsas, las cumbiarengues, etc., etc..
Todo esto es música popular y no típica y esa es la que reina hoy día aquí; no la típica. Nadie podrá
negarles el derecho a esta creación, o a esta ejecución, pero debe designarles con el nombre propio para
ellos: músicos de música popular simple y llanamente. Para que fueran creadores y ejecutantes de nuestra
música típica, tendrían que observar las reglas que para ella se imponen con respecto a los instrumentos,
acentos, y ritmos.”
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institutions. Panamanian música típica, therefore, is a discursive practice that emphasizes
culturally and geopolitically emplaced notions of traditionality, commonality, and
familiarity.
To better understand Panamanian música típica as a discursive practice and the
various agendas coordinated by musicians, producers, and fans alike to rename this
particular genre, I will build on my historical account of the música típica boom during
the 1990s onward. Using Bakhtin’s notion of genre as a “conceptual horizon,” I will
analyze the coming into being of the genre debate, investigating the sociality and the
social institutions by which genres are emerging (1981: 282). How and why are musical
producers, consumers, and other socio-political and economic forces constituting
divisions in regards to generic labeling and categorical construction? How does typicality
encode or sublimate exclusions?
First, it is important to contextualize historically how such concerns about the
suitability of música típica as a generic label took on prescient significance in Panama.
The 1990s witnessed other major commercial booms in the Latin American popular
music industry, most notably in Colombia where vallenato was emerging as a musical
phenomenon of global proportions.

CARLOS VIVES AND THE VALLENATO DILEMMA
The vallenato boom of the 1990s served as an aspirational model for many
Panamanian música típica musicians. The genre’s success in Colombia and
internationally is largely attributed to Carlos Vives who recorded several vallenato
albums during this period. A vocalist who initially garnered national attention for his
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roles in various telenovelas in the 1980s, Vives went on to release recordings that present
modernized stylistic interpretations of vallenato music. The overwhelming reception of
these recordings is augmented by the strategic deployment of audiovisual media to
present a discursive vision of vallenato that sets out to capture the spirit or essence of the
Colombian nation. That Vives was able to recast a regionally- and rurally-based
traditional music genre customarily associated with Colombia’s folklore into a
transnational pan-Latino phenomenon is regarded as a pivotal moment in the history of
Latin American popular music. With an immigrant population of nearly 500,000 claiming
Colombian descent in the U.S. Census of 2000, vallenato was sure to experience popular
appeal abroad.
Vallenato’s successful entrance into the global music market brought it on par
with other Latino and Latin American transnational music genres like salsa and
merengue. Although vallenato has been widely consumed throughout Panama since the
1970s, its rhythms, narrative lyrics, and performance practices appropriated by artists
such as Osvaldo Ayala and Dorindo Cárdenas, Carlos Vives’ achievements made tangible
the possibility that Panama could follow in the steps of its southern neighbor. Despite the
fact that Carlos Vives is a vocalist, his success prompted a younger generation of
Panamanian accordionists to pay greater attention to his accordionist, Egidio Cuadrado.
In an interview I conducted with Manuelito Gomez, the twenty year-old accordionist
recalled a childhood memory that would determine and shape his musical trajectory.
I was eight years of age and they were showing a soap opera in Panama
that was called “Escalona.” It was a Colombian soap opera in which many
accordionists participated and my inspiration was Carlos Vives’
accordionist Egidio Cuadrado. That was where I first paid attention to the
accordion as an instrument and its sound really caught my attention. From
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there I told my dad that I wanted to learn to play the accordion (Gomez,
interview 2007).13
Due to the sonic similarities between vallenato and música típica, Panamanian
performers, composers, and artists aspired to export a commercial music genre that they
could call their own. For Eduardo Domínguez, the time had come to market and circulate
a distinctively Panamanian musical and socio-cultural sound that could also be embraced
by the Latino and Latin American diaspora:
Carlos Vives merged all the traditional components of Colombian music,
twelve pieces of traditional vallenato with the pop genre. It was an
experiment for him, and got him known and catapulted him onto the world
scene. In a way, we all have to go there; we shouldn’t disconnect from our
cumbia roots, which is the local flavor of our música típica. But we
shouldn’t let other foreign genres outshine us, we have to take advantage
of the future (Domínguez, interview 2006).14
In some respects, Vives’ role in catapulting vallenato to its transnational status
illuminated the challenges already confronting música típica artists interested in
circulating their music abroad. When Ruben Blades released La Rosa de Los Vientos in
1996, a recording that featured Panama’s most acclaimed musicians performing in a
variety of Latin American genres such as salsa, cumbia, and bolero, he felt compelled to
address comments that this creative departure in which the accordion is sonically
prominent was motivated by a desire to capitalize on Vives’ success. In an article

13

“Yo tenía ocho años de edad y estaba dando en Panamá una novela que se llamaba “Escalona.” Era una
novela colombiana en la que habían muchos acordeonistas participando y mi inspiración fue la del
acordeonista “Carlos Vives,” Egidio Cuadrado. Ahí fue donde le presté primera vez atención al acordeón
como instrumento y me llamó mucho la atención por su sonido. De ahí le comenté a mi papá que yo quería
aprender a tocar acordeón.”
14

“Carlos Vives, fusionó todo lo tradicional de la música colombiana, doce piezas tradicionales de la
música vallenata y la fusionó con género pop y fue un experimento que le resultó y lo dio a conocer y lo
catapultó a nivel mundial. Alguna manera hacia allá tenemos que ir nosotros, no debemos desligarnos de
nuestras raíces de lo que es la cumbia, de lo que es el sabor de acá de la música típica de nosotros, pero no
podemos dejarnos opacar por géneros foráneos que vienen de afuera, tenemos que aprovechar el future.”
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appearing in the multimedia publication La Opinión, Ruben Blades emphasizes that the
prominence of the accordion in the recording bears no relation to Carlos Vives’ musical
projects in recent years, stating “…vallenato has nothing to do with the Panamanian
cumbia” (Agrana 1996).15 Ruben further adds: “The accordion was not invented by the
Colombians; we started playing at the same time they did” (Ibid).16 Even for a
Panamanian musician, actor, and political activist of international stature, Blades’ work
on a project that promotes Panamanian musical rhythms and musicians did not register at
first blush with foreign audiences.
Ana Maria Ochoa’s discussion about Carlos Vives’ successful entrée into the
world music market may shed some light into why he serves as an aspirational model for
many Panamanian música típica artists. As opposed to the Colombian artist Totó la
Momposina whose entrance into the world music market was facilitated by the North
American pop artist Peter Gabriel under his independent record label Real World
Records, Vives’ international success occurred after garnering unprecedented national
attention to the vallenato genre with the help of Colombia’s recording industry.
Moreover, in contrast to Toto la Momposina, whose music valorizes the indigenous and
African elements that make up much of Colombia’s regional musics (and is therefore
catered to European markets that find such “foreign” sounds alluring), Vives’ national
appeal, was the result of minimizing or “whitening” the African influences that define
vallenato as a traditional music of Colombia, creating a product that was appealing to the
nation’s middle and upper classes. The crossover appeal Vives generates on a national
level becomes a major contributing factor to his global commercial appeal. Considering
15

“…el vallenato no tiene nada que ver con la cumbia panameña"

16

“El acordeón no lo inventaron los colombianos; llevamos el mismo tiempo que ellos tocándolo."
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Panamanian música típica’s particular historical trajectory - from a marginalized genre of
the interior to a national commercial phenomena - and sonic similarities to vallenato
music, it comes as no surprise why música típica artists view Carlos Vives as a kindred
musical spirit.

CONTESTING THE MÚSICA TÍPICA LABEL
Calls to rename música típica were not solely instigated by traditionalists who
found the genre’s increasing commercialization to be disruptive and irreverent to the past.
Artists recognized for their non-traditional approaches to música típica performance and
composition such as Osvaldo Ayala and Samy and Sandra Sandoval also believed that it
was time to redefine and repackage música típica for transnational audiences. It became
apparent that música típica as a label was not suitable for musicians who experimented
with North American and Afro-Caribbean genres such as hip-hop and reggae. What to
rename this particular genre sparked significant debate amongst fans, and though
attempts were made by several musicians to endorse new labels, none were ever accepted
or officially adopted by the Panamanian masses.
In Hutchinson’s study on merengue típico (2006), she argues that merengue típico
and orquesta merengue should be treated as separate genres based on important
distinctions in their musical and social characteristics. Each genre claims its own set of
musical repertories, performance practices and contexts, and distinct cultural fields that
frame relationships between audiences and musicians (interpersonal in the case of típico
or more restrictive and star system oriented in orquesta meregnue). While Panamanian
música típica in both its traditional and commercialized forms has important socio-
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musical distinctions, these differences have not warranted lexical differentiation. This
does not suggest, however, that practitioners and fans of Panamanian música típica have
shied away from such attempts. I have encountered instances in newspaper articles and in
conversations with my informants in which música típica popular is used to distinguish
contemporary, commercial accordion music from its more traditional, folkloric
counterpart. Of all the terms to be proposed, música típica popular proves to be the least
controversial and continues to be used informally today.17 However, this attempt at
referential clarification poses new problems. As a música típica aficionado explained to
me in an interview, música típica popular “…makes sense in Panama but not in other
countries” (Jaén 2005). Aside from the term’s pleonastic connotations, Jaén argues that
the addition of the term “popular” does nothing to resolve the term’s incommensurability
to foreign audiences. The problem does not lie with the textual appendage, but in the
música típica label itself. The addition of “popular” would only work in a cultural field
whose participants already have a firm grasp of the música típica concept as understood
in Panama. Beyond the nation’s national borders, música típica as a generic construct is
vague, understood transnationally as a meta-genre that describes a particular country’s
collection of folkloric or vernacular musical traditions. Put simply, as a generic label,
música típica would get lost in translation in a global music market.
Beyond terminology, there are other factors that explain why the genre is unable
to assume a more prominent role outside of Panama’s national recording industry. One
música típica fan expressed to me his take on why attempts to export this particular genre

17

It is hard to determine when música típica popular became part of the Panamanian parlance. At best, this
term emerged in the 1970s or 1980s, though further investigation needs to be conducted to verify this
claim. In this context, the word “popular” is conflated with notions of foreigness, removing the word from
its populist connotations.
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to foreign music markets have been unsuccessful. The majority of today’s successful
música típica groups in Panama feature accordionists in their forties and older. Having
grown accustomed to a particular mode of existence as working musicians, they are
reluctant to take risks that could introduce their music to foreign markets. A kind of
complicity to one’s identity as a Panamanian campesino [peasant], catering to the tastes
and demands of local audiences, has already yielded considerable financial and
commercial rewards. As my friend Jaír explains, “Why would they want to take risks
internationally when they already have it so good in Panama?” (Espino, personal
communication 2007). Artists like Osvaldo Ayala and Samy and Sandra Sandoval have
proven to be the exceptions, deploying a constellation of audio-visual, political, and
corporate and commercial strategies in order to introduce their music to unfamiliar
listeners. For the most part, however, the genre continues to remain the same, with the
majority of the artists in the field continuing along the same path as their predecessors.
As an important side note, I do not wish to imply that questions and concerns
regarding genre, especially in relation to música típica, were non-existent prior to the
commercial boom of the 1990s. In the liner notes to an anthology on Panamanian popular
music of the 1960s and 1970s, Roberto Ernesto Gyemant notes the freedom and
flexibility in which genre categories are described in EPs and LPs.
The song forms they executed come with a bewildering array of names,
but I often see three main categories on 45rpm labels: punto, cumbia, and
tambor, which are sometimes further defined by terms that explain their
pace, or the specific region they come from. For example, a tambor could
be a tambor norte or a tamborera, a cumbia could be a porro cumbia or a
danzón cumbia (Gyemant 2009).
It seems that the issues surrounding genre identification existed prior to the
música típica boom of the 1990’s, even though the boom serves as a pivotal point in the
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discourse. Because of the widespread proliferation of the genre throughout the 1990’s,
the difficulties with the música típica label became more obvious as the market began to
grow. No longer confined to a certain demographic and with its artists looking to expand
both creatively and geographically, the label seemed to be outgrowing itself without
really resolving the inherent problems associated with genre identification. This could
also explain why certain efforts were made in the 1990’s to reclassify the genre altogether
by employing alternative labels such as Ritmo Guararé and pindín.

RITMO DE GUARARÉ
Panama’s recording industry recognized early on the need to develop alternate
marketing strategies in their repackaging of música típica to non-rural audiences. GProducciones, an independent record label founded in circa 1993 by Dumas Torrijos
Pauzner (son of General Omar Torrijos), signed distribution and production deals with
various música típica artists such as Dorindo Cárdenas, Osvaldo Ayala, Ulpiano Vergara,
and Samy and Sandra Sandoval. Their music, however, was deliberately promoted under
a new generic heading: Ritmo de Guararé, or Ritmo Guararé for short.
Osvaldo Ayala is credited for having proposed this alternative label. Aside from
his multiple contributions to música típica’s stylistic development from the 1970s
onward, Ayala has also assumed a more direct political role in the promotion and
presentation of Panama’s national music culture. As mentioned in the previous chapter,
Ayala’s appointment as Panama’s Ambassador of Culture has provided him with a
political platform that legitimizes his expanding audience network. In an interview, Ayala
explained to me his insistence on promoting his music under the Ritmo Guararé label: “I
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travel often and I bring the música típica of Panama, which is named Guararé. That is
how I define it” (Ayala, interview 2007).18
But what exactly does Ritmo Guararé signify and what message is Ayala trying to
promulgate? Ritmo, or rhythm, should not be read too literally, for the application of this
term evokes a more complex semantic and ideological field. Throughout Latin American,
ritmo is used polysemously to describe a music genre, rhythmical pattern, dance form, or
ideological message. One project informant and música típica enthusiast argued that
ritmo is a more accessible term for national and international consumers (Ortiz, interview
2005). It is also one that, as Frith has argued, fosters sociability: “The reason why rhythm
is particularly significant for popular music is that a steady tempo and an interestingly
patterned beat offer the easiest ways into a musical event; they enable listeners without
instrumental expertise to respond ‘actively,’ to experience music as a bodily as well as a
mental matter” (Frith 1996: 143). Throughout Latin America, ritmo is commonly
employed to describe a music genre, more so than the Spanish word for genre (género),
in popular music discourses, thereby emphasizing rhythm as a major instantiation of
musical typology.
The attachment of ritmo to Guararé, a city whose folkloric traditions are pivotal in
constructions of mestizaje-based nationalist discourses, evokes a generic name that ties a
musical style and a particular ideological bent to a geographic space that is imbued with
symbolic significance in the Panamanian imagination. As discussed in the introductory
chapter, Guararé is a small town in the province of Herrera, which is located in the
Azuero Peninsula, a region considered by many Panamanians to function as the nation’s

18

“Yo viajo mucho y hago muchas presentaciones. Hace quince días estuve en una gira en México y yo
llevé música típica de Panamá que se llama, Guararé. Así la defino.”
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folkloric bedrock. For Ayala, tying the música típica tradition to a geographic place
serves as an effective marketing strategy, adding credence to the Ritmo Guararé label. In
addition, considering how much Ayala is influenced by Colombian vallenato (derived
from the name of the town where the music is said to have originated, Valledapur), such a
rationale comes as no surprise as noted by the accordionist himeself: “…I define it like
that and I name it that way because one of the most famous songs on the accordion in
Panama, is rightfully a song that speaks of Guararé. And the National Festival of
Accordion and of Folklore is in the town of Guararé” (Ayala, interview 2007).19
In 1964, accordionist Dorindo Cárdenas composed and released his most famous
song, “Festival en Guararé,” in commemoration of the fifteenth annual Festival Nacional
de la Mejorana held in the city of Guararé. To date, at least sixteen international
recording artists such as the Puerto Rican salsa group El Gran Combo (in their album
Salsa Octavio) have recorded versions of this song.20 Perhaps the most famous cover of
Cárdenas’ composition was recorded by internationally acclaimed Colombian vallenato
accordionist Alfredo Gutierrez, backed by the vallenato conjunto Los Corraleros De
Majagua. Gutierrez’s cover brought international attention to the song, to the extent that
many fans of vallenato believe that “Festival en Guararé” is a locally produced song
written about a mythical place located somewhere in Colombia.21

19

“… lo defino así y lo denomino así porque una de las canciones más famosas del acordeón en Panamá, es
justamente una canción que habla de Guararé. Y en el pueblo de Guararé, se hace el Festival Nacional del
acordeón y del Folklore.”
20

Other groups include Chico Trujillo and Paco Silva y la Tropa Co.

21

In my attempts to find a correlation between Panama’s saloma and other Latin American vocal styles, a
Colombian friend mentioned that he knows of a recording produced in Colombia that employs a similar
yodeling style. The recording turned out to be Festival de Guararé by Alfredo Gutierrez, which brought be
back to the beginning of my search.
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Dorindo Cárdenas offers a different explanation for the emergence of Ritmo
Guararé as a generic label. During my interview with him, he explained that the song’s
initial success in Colombia compelled Colombians to identify this particular style of
Panamanian music as Ritmo Guararé, a practice that he continues to support: “I’d say
that it should be called Ritmo Guararé, since it didn’t come from us, but from foreigners.
Colombia already defined it as Ritmo Guararé” (Cárdenas, interview 2007).22
In a musical career now spanning over fifty years, Cárdenas has performed
numerous concerts throughout the world, and claims to identify his sound as Ritmo
Guararé to foreign audiences. Considered a national institution and a recipient of
numerous government-sponsored awards and commendations, Cárdenas possesses a
similar political clout to that of Osvaldo Ayala, lending further legitimacy to their roles as
agents of Ritmo Guararé. Colombia’s recognition of this particular generic label also
provides a compelling argument for the continued usage of the term.
The class and racial implications in discourses about Ritmo Guararé cannot be
ignored. Osvaldo Ayala’s particular upbringing – he holds a baccaulaureate degree in
economics from the University of Panama – and his political connections imbue him with
a cultural cachet that yields significant power and influence, especially on cultural
matters. As an accordionist who successfully established a fan base with the higher socioeconomic echelons of society, Ayala is in a unique position to propose new paths of
circulation for the música típica genre. For Cárdenas, who is cited among the first
generation of música típica artists to help commercialize the genre and bring it to non22

“Yo diría que el nombre que debería llevar es Ritmo Guararé ya que no fue de nosotros de donde salió,
sino de los extranjeros digamos Colombia ya lo definieron como ese Ritmo Guararé; el pindín yo lo veo
como algo denigrante que la gente lo califica o lo ubica como algo denigrante, Pindín es como una cosa
muy baja. Porque debo aceptarle el ritmo Guararé, hasta allá en Colombia lo definen así cuando oyen un
tema, dicen que ritmo es ese Ritmo Guararé.”
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rural audiences, his current symbolic power in the Panamanian imagination gives the
music a legitimacy that transcends social classes and racial/ethnic distinctions.
With the political and commercial apparatus in place to promote the Ritmo
Guararé label, it may seem surprising that these efforts were unsuccessful. In the forum
on panamatipica.com mentioned earlier in the chapter, the number of online participants
who expressed support of Ritmo Guararé was clearly outnumbered by vociferous critics
who cited the alienating implications inherent in the deployment of this particular label.23
According to one participant in the forum, the exclusive association of música típica to a
particular region, as in the case of Ritmo Guararé, undermines the very reasons that call
for its generic relabeling in the first place; which is, to find a label that reflects música
típica’s contemporary transnational sound:
The name has to be something with which we all identify equally, and not
from a particular geography. If it comes to that, anybody can start to call it
Chiriquí, and that’s already a problem. I’m not agreeing with Guararé
because it’s a name that can cause problems by making it seem like it
belongs to some more than others. Many other towns in Azuero can also
claim equal or greater contributions to folklore, why not call it Santo
Domingo then, or San José, Mogollón, and so on (Unregistered(d) 2002).24
Today several artists such as Abdiel Nuñez and Victor Bernal continue to endorse
the Ritmo Guararé label. In a 2009 article on Karen Peralta, the 2006 winner of the
reality television singing competition “Vive la Música,” she is reported to be searching
for new songs to record, especially “…one in ritmo Guararé and the other in a balad
23

Incidentally one forum participant proposed a generic name tied to a geographical space that is broader in
scope than Ritmo Guararé: Azuerence, in reference to the Azuerean Peninsula that serves as música típica’s
geographical origins. Subsequent respondents immediately dismissed the suggestion.
24

“El nombre tiene que ser uno con el cual todos nos identifiquemos igual y no uno de una área geográfica
en especial, si es asi cualquiera puede venir a proponer Chiriquí y ya está el problema. No estoy de acuerdo
con Guararé porque es un nombre que puede causar polémica al sentirse como más de unos que de otros.
Cualquier muchos otros pueblos de Azuero también pueden reclamar igual o mayores contribuciones al
folklore, por que no llamarlo entonces Santo Domingo, San José, Mogollón, etc.”
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style” (Castrellón 2007).25 The deliberate usage of Ritmo Guararé may be informed by
Peralta’s affiliation with G Producciones. Regardless of whether or not such alignments
with genre labels are based on deliberately informed decisions on the artist’s part or
determined by the machinations of the recording industry, such dynamics are indicative
of the complexities inherent in the signifying practices that constitute música típica’s
generic identities.
In my conversations with musicians and fans about música típica’s generic
identity, many express a term that, while derived from Panama’s interior, contains other
linguistic and semantic features that outweigh its ties to geography – a term Samy and
Sandra Sandoval famously employed in their 2003 hit single: “El Pindín Caliente!”

PINDÍN
As revealed in the forum and in my discussions with aficionados, there are calls to
adopt the term pindín, believing it to be a “catchier label” that will have greater appeal to
foreign audiences.26 Pindín is the name of a rural social dance, popular among
Panamanian campesinos traditionally held on Saturday nights. In Lila R. Cheville’s book,
The Folk Dances of Panama, which is based on fieldwork conducted in the late 1950s
and early 1960s, she presents useful historical information about pindines that is based on
interviews she conducted with noted Panamanian folklorists Manuel Zárate and Carlos
Brenes. According to these folklorists, there are subtle yet significant distinctions that
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“…uno en ritmo Guararé y otro en balada.”

26

The etymology of the term pindín is unknown. To date, there are no published studies on the origins of
pindín, and its apparent untranslatability presents several discursive advantages and disadvantages in
relation to musical genre formation that merit further study.
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define the pindín as a socio-recreational and community-building activity in Chiriquí and
in other regions. In the case of Chiriquí, pindínes were social dances that were often held
in open-air plazas, private homes, or makeshift recreational spaces known as toldos,
where campesinos attempted to imitate the ballroom dances associated with Panama’s
upper classes.27 It was a common practice, for example, to incorporate the waltz,
mazurka, polka and other European dances into the musical repertoire that accompanied
pindínes, resulting in musical blends such as the mazurka de pindín and vals de pindín.28
For the provinces of Coclé, as well as those that make up the Azuero Peninsula,
pindínes had more suggestive connotations. In these regions, pindínes were especially
popular in bars and cantinas where prostitution, gambling, and other unsavory activities
were practiced. As Cheville explains, “the pindín had a disgraceful reputation and no
decent citizen, irrespective of class, would attend” (1964:65). Such negative discursive
connotations to pindines are not surprising given the interior’s underdeveloped economy
and and urban associations of the campesino to backwardness.
Pindínes were often accompanied by a violin, Spanish guitar, triangle, and one or
two tambores – the instrumental prototype for what would become known as the early
música típica conjunto. Eventually, the repertoire of instrumental music performed at
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In an article published in the Revista Cultural Lotería entitled “Por Los Fueros Del Folklore,” M.M.
Alba C. alludes to another term that was used interchangeably or in place of pindín: “The old pindín, today
is called gallino thanks to these same modalities, that, like scythes, are blinding the tradition where it is
found. Let’s hope it does not reach other generations with their venerable backs hunched by the old age and
the longings that time and the ages placed on them” [El pindín antiguo, hoy se apellida gallino en gracia a
estas mismas modalidades que, como guadañas, van cegando la tradición donde la encuentran, no sea que
llegue a otras generaciones encorvadas sus espaldas venerables con la vetustez y las añoranzas que sobre
ellas colocaron el tiempo y las edades] (Alba C. 1945: 28).
28

Such generic descriptions are used in a collection of field recordings made by Gonzalo Brenes
Candenedo in 1955. Those recordings are now available in CD form at the Biblioteca Nacional in Panama
City, Panama (Documental de música folklórica panameña).
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these dances became synonymous with these social events, and came to be known as
música de pindín, or simply, pindín.29 As a dance, pindín is characterized as a baile
abrazado, or embraced dance, performed in a rounded mass by couples. The dance
rhythms executed by these ensembles derive from Panama’s musical folklore such as the
mejorana, tamborito and most importantly, the cumbia.
These descriptions about early pindínes seem to contradict claims made by many
of my research informants who suggest that it was Panama’s middle and upper classes
that popularized the usage of pindín as a derogatory sobriquet for música típica.
According to these informants, pindín was employed pejoratively by city dwellers to
describe the poor rural peasants and migrants who frequented these social dances.
Considering pindín’s illicit reputation throughout Coclé and the Azuero Peninsula, it is
hard to deny the legitimacy of these claims. In this hierarchically charged context,
pindín’s connotations to rurally identified music and social practices conflates rurality
with questionable moral character. It is not surprising, then, that a term such as pindín,
with its offensive and unflattering undertones, continues to stir the emotions among an
older generation of consumers who find its usage to be offensive.30
Claims that member’s of Panama’s economic and political elite (irrespective of
urban or rural affiliations) were involved in the diffusion of the term pindín in evident in
the writings of the nation’s most celebrated folklorists, Manuel F. Zárate and his wife
Dora Pérez de Zártate. In his writings on the cumbia, Manuel Zárate notes similarities in
29

The usage of a social event to refer to a music genre associated with that event is not an unusual
occurrence, as evidenced in Pacini Hernandez’s study of bachata in the Dominican Republic (1995).
30

Pindín’s derogatory connotations, however, did not seem to disconcert Panama’s recording industry. In
1969, percussionist Francisco Buckley, aka “Bush,” along with his salsa conjunto, Los Magnificos,
released their second LP album “Pindín con Salsa,” under the Taboga record label (which belonged to
Discos Istmeños).
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instrumentation and, to a lesser, extent rhythms and melodies, between the cumbia and
pindín. For Zárate, such sonoric overlaps are unfortunate, for they help to conflate the
two genres, which is apparent in the interchangeable usage between the terms pindín and
“cumbia agarrada” [meaning, clutched cumbia or cumbia danced close together,
implying a subgenre of the cumbia that is characterized by the close proximity of
couples’ dancing]. The pindín’s identity as a commercial social dance feeds into the
genre’s negative connotations in coktrast to the more community-oriented social dances
associated with the cumbia, particularly the cumbia santeña, a regional variant of the
cumbia from the region of Los Santos:
It could only be hoped that the cumbia santeña was more popular and
became the dance of all the fiestas of the Panamanian people, instead of
those noisy “commercial” bailes that we have already noted, PanamanianAntillean hybrids, that with the false name of “típicos,” are conquering the
country (Zárate 1960: 158).31
In addition to the cash-based economy springing from the business of producing
pindines, largely attributed to the investment and cooperation of national breweries eager
to sell their alcoholic beverages in new local markets throughout the country, Zárate also
underscores a racial element to the pindín genre, positioning it outside the more
homogenously conceptualized folkloric practices and musical traditions of the interior.
Pindín, then, is a musical genre distinct from the cumbia in terms of its commercial
context of consumption and performance, the incorporation of musical elements drawn
from other racialized and marginalized musical genres, and the proximity of sexualized,
dancing bodies. In light of the sonoric similarities between pindín and the cumbia,
Zárate’s dismissal of pindin’s other extramusical characteristics is strategically
31

“Sería solo de desear que la cumbia santeña fuera más popular y que constituyera el baile de todas las
fiestas del pueblo panameño, en lugar de esos ruidosos bailes "comerciales" que ya hemos señalado,
híbridos panameño-antillanos, que con el falso nombre de "típicos" están conquistando al país.”
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emphasized in an attempt to distance this polemical genre from its more folkloric
counterparts.
Nevertheless, contemporary supporters of pindín as an alternative generic label to
música típica popular believe that the appropriation of a traditionally pejorative word for
commercial and exportable ends subverts negative connotations. For one forum
respondent: “I like the word because it is not strange to anyone in Panama, and it is a way
of claiming another term, as we have already done with cholo and chombo,32 for
example...” (Unregistered(d) 2002).33 As a familiar term with longstanding historical ties
to the development of the música típica genre, pindín seems to be a logical alternative.
However, the endorsement of this term is limited to urban locales as evidenced in its
usage by the national media industry in which newspapers, nationally broadcast
television shows, and websites based in Panama City use the term with great frequency.
Systems of genre classification not only articulate specific musical ideas and
concepts, but also determine potential markets. In their attempts to find a niche in the
international music scene, música típica recording artists recognize the need to redefine
their sound by using a “unique” generic label that international music markets can

32

The terms cholo and chombo have various layers of meaning and a detailed discussion on how these
terms are used in day-to-day interactions lie beyond the scope of this paper. A cholo is a mestizo (someone
with Amerindian-Spanish ancestry) from the provinces of Coclé and Veraguas. The term can also be used
somewhat pejoratively as explained by Nina Müller-Schwarze: “Within Penonome, this term can be used to
refer derogatorily to people from the northern mountains who come into town and stand out because of
their lack of teeth, muscular and sunburned, dark-skinned bodies” (2008: 14). Perhaps the closest analogue
to the term cholo in the United States is “redneck.” Chombo is a historically derogatory term used to
describe Panamanains of Afro-Antillean descent who live in Panama City or in the provices of Colón or
Bocas del Toro. However both terms, as implied by the forum participant, have been reappropriated in
recent decades as neutralized terms of endearment. Cholo and chombo are used as affectionate nicknames
for children regardless of ethnic or racial background. I have also encountered these terms in informal
conversations amongst friends and project consultants over the course of my fieldwork.
33

“La palabra me gusta porque no es extraña para nadie en Panamá, y es una forma de reivindicar otro
término, como lo hemos hecho ya con chola y chombo, por ejemplo.”
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identify and thus see as distinctively Panamanian. Within the context of the Latin
American and world music industries, pindín’s unknown etymology and presumed
onomatopoeic properties, makes sense as an exportable musical genre equivalent to salsa,
merengue, and other transnational popular musics.34 The conceptualization of pindín as a
musical genre opens up a discursive space that allows for what Bakhtin describes as
"creative potentialities" (Bakhtin 1984).
Samy and Sandra Sandoval are leading advocates of pindín as an official generic
label.35 In contrast to other proponents of pindín who believe that the term should replace
the música típica label altogether, officially adopting it in order to differentiate the
commercial variant of música típica from its traditional roots, the Sandovals are
discursively linking the term to a new Panamanian sound. In the Sandoval’s press kit,
pindín is described as “un nuevo ritmo” [a new genre]: “Pindín is a genre full of fusions
and contrasts, as is Panama, where many cultures have passed, have evolved, and have
remained. And in this manner, we want our rhythm “pindín” to evolve and remain with
the people, because we bring happiness, dynamism and sensuality.” (Villarreal 2005).36
As highly valued social spaces in Panama, dances foster a familial or sexually
charged atmosphere where primarily rural, working-class communities can interact.
Additionally, given the significant role toldos play in the economic life of the
34

One can argue that the transnationally popular music genre Mexican Ranchera, with its incontrovertible
association to place and emplaced memories, has transcended the discursive dilemmas plagued by
discourses about música típica.
35

The Sandoval’s adoption of pindín may seem perplexing considering their previous affiliation with GProducciones. There are instances in which groups signed with G-Producciones endorsed Ritmo Guararé
with great reluctance. Eventually the Sandovals parted ways with G-Producciones to start their own
production company, but this should not erase the very real dilemmas faced by música típica musicians
who were struggling with aspirations for commercial success at the expense of their artistic integrities.
36

“Pindín es un ritmo lleno de fusions y contrastes, así como lo es Panamá, donde tantas culturas han
pasado, han evolucionando, y se han quedado. Así queremos que nuestro ritmo el pindín evolucione y se
quede en la gente, porque traemos alegría, dinamismo, y sensualidad.”
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community, it is essential that pindín is marketed and circulated as a discursive and
musical site for recreational sociability, while simultaneously attempting to distance the
term from its derogatory denotations.
Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s official biography points out that while Latin
American countries such as the Dominican Republic, Argentina, Columbia, Mexico, and
the commonwealth of Puerto Rico are symbolically associated with transnationally
recognized and commercially successful musical genres (merengue, tango, vallenatocumbia, música ranchera, and salsa, respectively), there is no specific musical style that
signifies a shared sense of Panamanian national identity. At this point, what is ostensibly
a biographical narrative suddenly becomes a polemic, promoting pindín as a musical
genre representative Panama’s national and geocultural identity.37 Underscoring the
country’s cultural, social, economic, ethnic, and racial divisions, the Sandovals endeavor
to create a distinct musical style that is comprised of a plurality of Panamanian, Latin
American, and other North American popular music styles and rhythms – an international
pastiche of sound that nevertheless evokes a strong sense of national collectivity.
Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s musical project is often described as a “proyección
musical,” similar to the grupos de proyeccion that emerged throughout Latin American in
the 1960s that set out to update folkloric musical traditions, by "projecting" onto these
styles contemporary musical instruments or sonic features and details from outside
genres. In Aristedes Burgos Villarreal’s unpublished article on the Sandovals in which
37

In my preliminary ethnographic fieldwork, I encountered many música típica enthusiasts and musicians
who argue that Samy and Sandra Sandoval are incorrectly using the term pindín for their own financial and
commercial gain, extracting it from its social and musical origins as a rural, “country” music. Despite the
fact that Samy and Sandra’s transnationally appealing sound has helped them to secure international tours
as well as gigs in casinos and nightclubs throughout Panama, thereby leading the way for other música
típica musicians to find work in places other than toldos, these artists and consumers nevertheless believe
that this brother-sister act are misusing the term to the detriment of the música típica/pindín tradition.
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the term “proyección musical” [musical projection] is used, pindín is read as a similar
product of social, musical, and cultural fusion (Villarreal 2005). In a personal
conversation I had with Samy and Sandra Sandoval, they describe the sound they wish to
produce and circulate as a process in which Panamanian folkloric rhythms, serving as the
musical building blocks, are superimposed with foreign popular rhythms such as the
Dominican merengue and the Colombian cumbia. That this brother-and-sister act is
affectionately known by Panamanians as “Los Patrones de la Cumbia” [The Patrons of
Cumbia] seems rather perplexing, but as proponents of Panamanian cumbia and other
popular music genres, including Colombia cumbia and vallenato, they present an artistic
vision that coincides with Panama’s geohistorical, political, and artistic engagement with
diverse cultural phenomena.
In his discussion of the Latin music industry, Keith Negus views salsa music as
operating within a cultural matrix; although salsa began as a commercial category, Negus
argues that “it is useful to think about the circulation of contemporary salsa through the
concept of a salsa matrix, a term I introduce as a way of delineating the grids through
which salsa moves and the dynamics which facilitate this progress” (Negus 1999:146).
While Negus explores the pathways through which salsa circulates, I propose a
reading of Panamanian música típica that reveals how artists such as the Sandovals
establish alliances with artists from other transnational music genres, with particular
reference points in Colombia, the Caribbean, and Miami as the center of Latin America’s
media industry. Because of the sonic similarities between música típica and Caribbean
music genres such as salsa and merengue, Samy and Sandra Sandoval have been able to
establish creative alliances with artists from these musical genres in an attempt to cross
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over into the North American music market. Such collaborations have also been done
with the Puerto Rican salsa star Gilberto Santarosa, merengue artist Eddy Herrera, and
popular reggaeton-rapper Comando Tiburón.
It should be pointed out that not all música típica artists set out to navigate the
interstitial terrain of such a cultural matrix. . Alfredo Escudero, for example, choses to
avoid these attempts to relabel the genre and believes that the music be called cumbia.
For self-described traditionalists such as Alfredo Escudero, aka El Rey de la Cumbia [The
King of Cumbia], their fidelity to what they view to be traditional música típica involves
an embrace of its sonic and rhythmical routes in the cumbia rhythm. Leonidas Moreno,
the wife of accordionist Alfredo Escudero, who is also the salomadora in his conjunto
Los Montañeros [The Mountaineers], points out: “Here it is cumbia, we work the cumbia
rhythm, the cumbia atravesao... Everybody has his own style, but our style is based on
cumbia, not on merengue, not on salsa.]38 The debates about renaming the genre are not
acknowledged seriously by musicians such as Leonidas Morena because it is not
representative of their musical endeavors. The fact that the cumbia genre is generally
associated with Colombia has no negative bearing on the musical agendas of artists such
as Alfredo Escudero who do not regard the international marketing and distribution of
their music as a top priority.

CONCLUSION
As Ana Maria Ochoa argues in her seminal essay, Sonic Transculturation,
Epistemologies of Purification and the Aural Public Sphere in Latin America (2006), the
38

Aquí es cumbia, nosotros trabajamos ritmo cumbia, es lo que mas trabajamos, la cumbia atravesao. Cada
quien tiene su estilo; pero el estilo de nosotros se basa en cumbia, no en merengue, no en salsa
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institutionalization of folklore studies and the advent of the commercial recording
industry throughout Latin American during the first half of the twentieth century
mobilized multiple processes of sonic recontextualization. Largely informed by
nationalist agendas or commercial interests, musical sounds were either recorded for
preservation, transcription, and analysis or reappropriated to meet the growing demand
for popular music consumption. While folklorists promulgated the canonization and
dissemination of musical genres and cultural practices deemed authentic and pure, the
recording industry sought to disrupt such ideas in order to accommodate growing interest
in transnational popular musics. These contrasting agendas, mediated by epistemologies
of cultural purification (traditional music) and transculturation (commercialized popular
music), respectively, constitute what Ochoa describes as a Latin American aural
modernity.
Panamanian música típica is not immune to this phenomenon, for during the first
half of the twentieth century, both folklorists and the commercial recording industry
recognized música típica’s generic potential. As will be explored in the following
chapter, cultural festivals, though founded and organized by folklorists to celebrate the
nation’s folkloric traditions, also rely on música típica conjuntos to provide evening
entertainment. In the case of the Festival Nacional de la Mejorana, which traditionally
prohibits live or recorded consumption of popular music genres for the duration of the
festival, an exception is made for música típica conjuntos. Similarly, the jardines and
toldos that provide the main performance contexts for música típica conjuntos rarely, if
ever, permit musical groups from other genres to perform in the very same space, with
one noted exception – the cantaderas who specialize in the performance of décimas that
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are accompanied on the mejorana and are traditionally performed during the afternoon
and early evening hours as a sort of opening act for música típica conjuntos. That música
típica can navigate seamlessly between the folkloric and transnational is a testament to its
continued valorization in the national imagination. It may also explain, in part, the
genre’s inability to break into an international music market. While it may be argued that
rural-identified genres such as the Colombian vallenato – having faced similar historical,
economic, and socio-cultural circumstances – were able to garner international attention,
it is perhaps Panamanian música típica’s sonic similarities to vallenato, its small
immigrant population in the United States, compared to other Latin American countries,
and its lack of an identifiable genre label by music industry standards that all inhibit its
potential for commercial exportability.
Such longstanding ties to Panamanian música folklorica, however, do not
necessarily translate into the same level of acceptance and support by state institutions
and the nation’s elite; it is, after all a recognized popular music genre that sonically and
discursively engages in transcultural dialogues with foreign popular musics. Instead,
música típica’s position as a nationalist popular music is “sponsored” largely by
corporate interests. As a popular music genre both in the populist/vernacular and
commercial sense, música típica is a genre that is highly susceptible to modification,
reinterpretation, and recontextualization. Drawing from Bakhtin’s reading of genre as a
“form-shaping ideology,” we can begin to understand how música típica offers a glimpse
into how Panamanians view themselves and visualize their positioning in the world. As
examined in this chapter, efforts to relabel the música típica genre reveal the ideological
implications and personal agendas at stake for música típica musicians. While actively
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involved as música típica performers and producers with their own record labels and
production companies, Samy and Sandra Sandoval and Osvaldo Ayala understand the
importance of generic labeling as they try to break into the international music market
either as world music artists or as part of Latin American’s diasporic commercial music
industry. The generic labeling alternatives they attempt to promote reveal their particular
understandings of música típica, and racialized and ethnicized notions of Panamanian
identity.
If any label has been used in an arbitrary manner it is the música típica label
itself. And yet, Panama’s historical privileging of the música típica label suggests
particular notions of typicality and how “típico” is conceptualized differently within the
country. Despite attempts by artists, producers, and fans to repackage música típica under
a new generic label, all have failed to resonate nationally because they insufficiently
translate Panama’s understanding of typicality to foreign audiences, let alone themselves.
Typicality’s semantic evasiveness in some respects keeps the música típica label
in circulation throughout Panama. With its geo-ideological ties to the isthmian nation’s
interior regions and racial indexing of mestizaje-ness, típica performs the epistemological
work of erasure. While stylistically receptive to foreign, multicultural musical influences,
the word típico ensures the continued privileging of rurality, European ancestry, and
European paradigms of nationalism.
On the other hand, generic identities are never fixed; its constituent elements are
always dialogically at play and welcoming of newly emergent bodies of information.
Typicality, then, can also be read as an aspirational ideal, a vision of Panamanian
typicality that acknowledges its position as a geo-cultural contact zone. While música
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típica operates outside of conventional generic categories as proscribed by the popular
music recording industry, attempts at generic specificity will also diminish its national
cultural value. These tensions may very well prevent Panamanian música típica from
realizing its transnational potential, but this should not diminish its continuing national
impact. Genres, after all, are socio-cultural movements, highly mutable and adaptive to
changing webs of circumstance and meaning. A musical genre mediated by the concept
of typicality, Panamanian música típica actively constructs a cultural field in which
contrasting and conflicting realities become familiar and tangible.
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4. THE SOUL OF MÚSICA TÍPICA:
EXAMINING THE SOCIO-CULTURAL LIFE OF THE ACCORDION
In this chapter I will critically examine the shifting socio-cultural contexts and
historical conditions in which the accordion becomes a uniquely Panamanian instrument.
Since its arrival to Panama in the late nineteenth century, the accordion has inhabited
various cultural roles: as the primary source of musical entertainment at ill-reputed
taverns, as a rurally-identified instrument of Panama’s interior regions, and most recently,
as a nationally valorized instrument emblematic of the Panamanian nation state.
Described as the “soul” of música típica and the “king” of Panama, the accordion is not
only appropriated in nationalist expressions of Panamanian identity, the instrument also
figures strongly in corporate marketing strategies that specialize in the production of
domestic goods. Such nationalist and corporate agendas are especially evident within the
context of accordion competitions, which have grown in significance since the creation of
the Concurso Gelo Córdoba in 1959 as part of the festivities associated with the annual
Festival de la Mejorana and, in recent years, with the emergence of reality televisionbased accordion and música típica competitions such as Cuna de Acordeones Atlas and
El Reto Tipiquero (The Tipiquero Challenge), respectively.
In my examination of two accordion competitions, the Concurso Gelo Córdoba
and Cuna de Acordeones Atlas, I will foreground the institutional, corporate, and
ideological mechanisms that impart enduring socio-cultural value to the accordion,
catapulting this European-derived instrument to mainstream media and popular attention.
A historically marginalized instrument, the advent of accordion competitions have
enabled the instrument’s traditionalization in Panamanian folklore, and
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commercialization in Panamanian popular music. The accordion provides spaces for
artistic expression, cultural affirmation and celebration, and the potential for social
mobility, especially amongst rural Panamanians and, in recent years, female
accordionists. Moreover, the accordion’s prominence in other countries throughout Latin
America and Europe have enabled Panamanian accordionists to navigate multiple
performance trajectories with a symbolic and cultural cachet not typically encountered by
musicians who play other musical instruments. But first, I would like to examine three
Panamanian accordionists who have cultivated careers that underscore the instrument’s
particularly salient socio-cultural and musically stylistic resignification and pliability in
isthmian popular culture.

ACEVES NUÑEZ: COMMERCIALIZING AND FOLKLORIZING THE ACCORDION
According to ethnomusicologist Kevin Dawe, “[m]usical instrument shops and
workshops are… microcosms of the greater musical world at large, and have an
important and often understated role in the construction of local musical culture” (Dawe
2003: 281). I never fully appreciated the ethnographic and cultural value of this statement
until I began my fieldwork in Panama. One of the first field sites I visited and where I
would spend the majority of my time was the Dirección de Cultura (Directorate of
Culture), an administrative department of the University of Panama that aims to preserve
and promote national culture. The department implements cultural policy guidelines and
– in conjunction with the Literature, Dance, Visual Arts, and Music and
Folklore Departments – is responsible for the development and coordination of cultural
programming for the university and the general public.
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The University sponsors a handful of in-house artists such as Los Juglares de
Dexas, a folkloric music group founded in 1971 by mejoranero Juan Andrés Castillo and
violinists Escolastico "Colasco" Cortés and Miguel Leguizamo Sr. in order to preserve
and disseminate the décima as an authentic Panamanian musical expression.1 Over the
years, however, Los Juglares has expanded its instrumental lineup and repertoire to
reflect more broadly the musical traditions of the Azuero Peninsula. As the only folkloric
group in the nation with direct financial support from the Panamanian government (in
addition to the funding and resources already provided by the University of Panama), Los
Juglares performs regularly throughout Panama and abroad, from the nation’s remotest
villages to major international festivals in North America, South America, Europe, Asia,
and Australia. All members of the group also perform a variety of pedagogical functions:
offering instrumental instruction to university students and the general public, conducting
ethnographic and folkloric research on the nation’s diverse musical, and participating in
professional recordings of musical anthologies.
Today Los Juglares de Dexas comprises an accordionist, Spanish guitarist,
violinist, mejoranera, percussionists (tambor, maracas, caja), and a vocalist specializing
in the performance of salomas, gritos, and décimas (who doubles on the churuca). Their
rehearsal space, located on the ground floor of La Dirección de Cultura is where I would
spend most of my time during my stay in Panama, observing rehearsals, undertaking
instruction in percussion and the accordion, participating in impromptu performances,
interviewing musicians, listening and evaluating original música típica compositions, and

1

This particular group has functioned under various names throughout its history: Los Cantores del
Pueblo, Los Juglares de la Revolución, Los Juglares del DEXA, Los Juglares de la Dirección de Cultura.
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spending countless hours sitting in the background observing the musical and social
activity that enveloped me.
The rehearsal space is bare, save for ten chairs positioned against the walls in a
circular manner. When I first walked into their headquarters, I encountered five male
musicians in the midst of a performance; several other men were sitting in the
background “observing,” punctuating the musical sounds with loud comments and
conversation. Though I was the only woman in the room, walking in during the middle of
a performance made this fact immaterial to all present. With very few exceptions, being
the only woman at the Direción de Cultura was a normal occurrence and speaks to the
masculinized domain in which the accordion circulates, a cultural climate that in recent
years is being challenged by an increasing presence of female accordionists.
Adorning the wall opposite the entryway is a photographic gallery of past and
present performers of Los Juglares de Dexas. To the right of the photo gallery, in the
corner of the rehearsal space, is a doorway that leads you into the office of the
ensemble’s musical director, master accordionist Aceves Nuñez. But this was no ordinary
office. I was transported instead into a disarrayed accordion repair shop. Nuñez was
sitting at his office desk, a converted workstation covered with reed blocks and repair
tools that were completely unfamiliar to me at the time (I would later discover that he
was inspecting the reed blocks of an accordion he was asked to disassemble and re-tune).
To the right of his desk were two large metallic storage shelves that held accordions in
various states of repair, restoration, or construction. Once Nuñez noticed my presence, he
immediately stopped his repairs, wiped his hands on a raggedly old cloth in order to
shake mine, and listened earnestly as I spoke to him about my dissertation project and
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interest in learning to play the accordion. He briskly led me back into the rehearsal space,
asked everyone to stop whatever they were doing, introduced me to everyone in the
room, and announced that I would begin my first accordion lesson… Now!
I discovered that three of the musicians rehearsing that afternoon are members of
Los Juglares de Dexas: Ricaute Villareal on tambor, violinist Miguel Leguizamo, and
singer and churuquero Raúl Vital2. The other participating musicians were friends and
students of the group who dropped by for what was initially a social call but inevitably
became an impromptu performance. No one seemed to be perturbed by my sudden
intrusion. In fact they were all excited to witness what I thought would be my first
“private” accordion lesson. Nuñez positioned two seats in the center of the rehearsal
space, placed his Hohner Corona III on my lap, and so began my first lesson...
Over time my weekly visits to the Dirección de Cultura became a more frequent
occurrence, and I suddenly found myself visiting Nuñez’s office and Los Juglares de
Dexas’ rehearsal space as often as possible. The time I spent at the Dirección de Cultura
proved to be invaluable. As one of six accordionists in the nation who build, repair, and
tune accordions, Nuñez regularly received visits by both amateur and professional
accordionists. It would be the place where I interviewed emerging música típica
accordionists such as Manuelito Gomez and Adonis Cárdenas, as well as met other
longstanding figures in the scene such as Nina Campines.
While the institutional home of a well-established folkloric group, this particular
space also plays a pivotal role in shaping and maintaining música típica’s cultural field of
production and consumption. In addition to serving as the musical director of Los

2

The two other members of Los Juglares, mejoranero Tonita Rudas and percussionist Victor Ruiz, were
not present that day.
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Juglares de Dexas, and professor of accordion at the University, I also discovered that
Aceves Nuñez is an esteemed composer and lyricist of música típica songs that have been
recorded by Ulpiano Vergara ("Muñequita piel canela" and "Por la ausencia de tus
besos"), Dorindo Cárdenas, Nenito Vargas y Los Plumas Negras ("Mariposita seductora"
and "Florecita mentirosa"), and Manuelito Gomez, to name a few. My introduction to
Nuñez’s compositional abilities happened by chance; upon discovering that I am a
vocalist with performance experience in Latin American musics, Nuñez proceeded to
plug in a boom box and play a cassette recording of a song he recently composed for my
feedback. Aceves Nuñez’s office/repair shop, housing a considerable collection of
diatonic button accordions of all twelve tuning systems, is also the definitive place to rent
an accordion. It was not unusual to encounter a young man picking up an accordion or
two on behalf of a major música típica accordionist who needed different tuning systems
for an upcoming show. At times Nuñez’s workshop also became a retail space where he
would sell accordions he personally constructed out of spare parts, providing an
affordable means for me to purchase my first accordion.
To reiterate, what was officially recognized as the general headquarters of Los
Juglares de Dexas was in reality a space filled with bustling socio-musical activity.
Nuñez was adept at shifting gears seamlessly, from conducting an accordion lesson, to
being interrupted to handle an accordion rental or take in a repair, to directing a formal
rehearsal with Los Juglares de Dexas for an upcoming show or recording session, to
soliciting feedback on a new composition, to simply performing and socializing with
virtually anyone who walked through the door3.

3

I would also study percussion with Ricaute Villareal in the same rehearsal space.
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Born in the province of Coclé and raised in the Panama City district of San
Miguelito during the 1960s, Nuñez’s first foray into Panamanian folkloric performance
was as a dancer in a church-sponsored folkloric group. Shortly thereafter, at the age of
fourteen, Nuñez dedicated himself to the study of the accordion. Though largely selftaught, Nuñez studied briefly with two accordionists whose guidance proved to be
significantly influential. During his first year of study on the accordion, Nuñez befriended
Rodolfo Antonio Palacios, an accordionist from the province of Darién who specialized
in the repair of accordions. From Palacios, Nuñez developed an interest and aptitude for
instrument repair, restoration, and construction. Accordionist Rolando Rubatino also
helped Nuñez to refine his skills on the instrument, offering practical advice on matters of
execution and learning the differences between the different accordion models accessible
in Panama at the time.4
In 1975, Franco Poveda, an esteemed composer, vocalist, guitarist, and
mejoranero, invited Nuñez to become a member of Los Juglares de Dexas. Two years
later, Nuñez also founded his own música típica conjunto, “El Ritmo De La Montaña.”
Due to his multiple responsibilities and engagements, Nuñez was unable to devote his full
attention to marketing his conjunto. Though they performed intermittently for over
twenty years, an automobile accident Nuñez endured in 2000 led to his official retirement
of the conjunto. Nevertheless, Nuñez’s performance experience is long and impressive.
Winner of the 1983 Concurso de Acordeón Gelo Córdoba, Nuñez has gone on to instruct
at least fifteen master accordionists, seven of whom placed first in the same accordion
competition, while others have pursued professional careers as música típica artists. As a
composer, Nuñez has composed music and lyrics, as well as arranged, over forty songs
4

Rubatino’s death in an automobile accident brought an untimely end to this mentorship
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for many of the largest música típica artists performing today. With Los Juglares, Nuñez
has also overseen the production of two compact disc recordings of Panamanian
traditional music: Panamá en Ritmo Vol. I, and Panamá en Esencia, a recording of
symphonically arranged pasillos and danzones. In addition to representing Panama at
cultural festivals throughout the world, he has made numerous appearances on national
television and radio, most recently serving as a judge on the televised accordion
competition Cuna de Acordeones Atlas. Lastly, Nuñez has written several pedagogical
books on the accordion and mejoranera (Métodos Para Tocar Acordeón and Métodos
Para Tocar Mejoranera, respectively) that he hopes to publish in the near future.
I talk about Aceves Nuñez in great detail because I wish to underscore his
multiple roles in the popularization of the accordion as well as in the folklorization and
commercialization of Panamanian traditional musics. As an accordionist and composer,
Nuñez occupies a unique position within Panama’s popular music soundscape. Though
an institutionally sponsored space, Aceves uses his administrative office at the University
of Panama to facilitate a constant dialogic commingling of the folk and commercial, to
cultivate musical creativity that embraces both a folkloric repertoire largely defined by
authorial anonymity and Nuñez’s own música típica compositions, which explore new
and original approaches to the genre. At the same time, in participating in the musical
activity flourishing from this space shows, I have come to understand that the so- called
traditional and commercial approaches to Panamanian popular music is anything but
dichotomous, but rather two parts of the same coin (or in the case of Panama, two sides
of the same isthmus).
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Could the same creative and social dynamic exist if Nuñez’s primary instrument
was not the accordion? While it may be possible, I argue that Nunez’s role as an
accordionist allows for a bridging of the folkloric and commercial that gives full meaning
to the notion of popular culture in Latin America, a populist-driven musicality that
naturalizes the ease in which Panamanian folklore and música típica coexist. Before I
delve further into what makes the accordion a pliable symbol of Panamanian musical and
social mobility, I would like to examine the unique career trajectory of another
accordionist, one defined by the very transnational pathways that animate Panama’s
Canal: Osvaldo Ayala.

OSVALDO AYALA: THE ACCORDION KING
Although I have already discussed Ayala’s musical innovations and contributions
to the música típica genre in chapter four, I would like to examine several key factors that
led to the transnational expansion of his musical career. In 1995, Ayala became the first
música típica artist to serve as Panama’s Cultural Ambassador, a position he has held on
and off to this day. In addition to maintaining an active performance schedule year-round
throughout Panama, Ayala also participates in diplomatic events and functions around the
world. In addition to being the first musical artist from Panama to perform at the Office
of American States (OAS) in Washington D.C., Ayala has also participated in various
international cultural festivals such as the 1998 New Orleans Jazz Festival, the 1998
Lisbon World Exposition, the 2008 Afro-Caribbean Festival in Veracruz, Mexico, the
2008 International Accordion Festival in San Antonio, Texas, and most recently at the
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2012 Feria Internacional de La Chinita de Maracaibo [International Fair of the Chinita
of Maracaibo] in Venezuela.5
Ayala’s diversity of musical engagements in Panama reveal the fluidity in which
he can perform in various performance contexts, attracting fans across socio-economic
classes in the process. From performing at jardines and toldos in the interior to becoming
the first música típica artist to perform and record with the Orquesta Sinfónica Nacional
de Panamá [Panama’s National Symphony Orchestra] in 1996, Ayala is part of a small
group of música típica artists who have successfully introduced música típica to a variety
of different audiences. According to Oscar Poveda, the host of the television program
Hecho En Panamá, Ayala’s middle class background and educational background
enabled him to attract a fan base that transcends the genre’s predominantly lower social
class audience: "Osvaldo Ayala began playing for the middle class and had a very good
response and earned a lot of money. As people (accordionists) saw that they could make
money with the middle class, then, those they began to play, and to this day, they perform
for the middle class” (Poveda, interview, 2007).6 For Poveda, Ayala’s ability to attract
middle and upper class audiences helped to create additional performance opportunities
for other música típica artists eager to capitalize on this emerging fan base7.
5

Osvaldo Ayala’s performance itinerary was already international in scope prior to his ambassadorial
appointment. Most notably, he participated in the Universal Exposition of Seville in 1992.
6

“Osvaldo Ayala, comenzaron a tocar para la clase media y tuvieron muy buena respuesta y recogieron
mucho dinero, como la gente vio que ellos recogieron dinero con la clase media, entonces, otros grupos
empezaron a tocar y hoy día se toca para la clase media”
7

Several música típica artists preceding Ayala have also attracted legions of fans from the upper echelons
of Panamanian society. Accordionist and vocalist Yin Carrizo, whose career was especially successful from
1965 until 1985, attracted both lower and upper class audiences with a musical style he describes as an
“estilo románctico y pegajoso” (Cortés 2007). Carrizo’s crooning vocals juxtaposed with the saloma and
vocals of tamborera vocalist Catalina Carrasco, and set against a musical backdrop strongly influenced
stylistically by Afro-Cuban musical traditions, Carrizo produced a strong of musical hits that caught the
attention of international audiences and transnational music groups such as the Puerto Rican salsa group El
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While Ayala’s social and educational upbringing, along with his dedication to the
promotion of Panamanian vernacular musics, makes him well suited for political activity
as a cultural ambassador, he is also a subject of controversy by música típica fans that
accuse him of compromising the genre’s artistic and cultural integrity in order to appeal
to his strong middle and upper class. Though not a proponent of such a perspective, radio
and television personality Jorge Aquiles Domínguez contextualizes Ayala’s growing
success in the 1990s and in the process, underscores the accordionist’s appeal with
members of the upper class:
Note that when Victorio Vergara came out, he was at his very peak and
was handling the popular masses. Osvaldo Ayala handled what we call the
"high class." Osvaldo Ayala controlled the highest social levels…excellent
music. Then the young audiences followed Osvaldo, because of course
they wanted to be with the "yeyesada," 8 and the musical environment of
the youth began to incorporate these rhythms, but Osvaldo already was
changing his music, incorporating the ballad, vallenato, and started to play
something else… (Aquiles Domínguez, interview 2007).9
For artists such as Osvaldo Ayala and Samy and Sandra Sandoval, maintaining
the interest of emerging fans characterized by their youth, socio-economic status, and
cosmopolitan musical tastes involved experimentation with foreign popular music genres.
In Ayala’s case, his stylistic predilection for Colombia vallenato and the Latin America

Gran Combo who covered Carrizo’s hit song Julia. Other accordionists to have achieved success outside of
Panama in the 1960s and 1970s include Ceferino Nieto. Osvaldo Ayala’s particular relationship with
Panama’s middle and upper class, coinciding with the música típica boom of the 1990s and his appointment
as Panama’s Ambassador of Culture, informs the mainstream exposure the música típica genre experiences
in the 2000s and today.
8

“Yeyesada” refers to “ye-ye,” a pejorative term to describe Panama’s wealthiest population whose posh
lifestyle sets them in stark contrast to the rest of the nation.
9

“Fíjate que cuando salió Victorio Vergara, estaba muy en su apogeo, manejó mucho lo que fue masa
popular. Osvaldo Ayala manejaba lo que decimos la “high class,” las altas esferas sociales Osvaldo Ayala
las manejaba…la música excelente. Entonces el público joven estaba con Osvaldo, por que claro querían
estar con la “yeyesada” y la música de ambiente juvenil le metía los ritmos, pero ya Osvaldo fue cambiando
y le metía balada, vallenato y tocar otra cosa…”
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romantic ballad attracted economically well-to-do legions of fans while also instigating
criticism from música típica’s more conservative proponents. Ayala however, is proud of
his ability to perform in venues that cater to different socio-economic clientele:
In my career of many years, I have managed to reach all areas of society.
For example, there I was, last night I played at the most important club of
Panamanian high society, which is Club Union. Last night I played. So, to
me, since I'm in public life, I have always played Union Club. And they
consume my music. The most important festivals (parties?) of the high
society, I play them. But I also play for the people. I love to play for the
people… I love that people enjoy my music. Sometimes, there are people
who self-alienate, you know, there are people who, I do not know, there
are people, it’s that music is like colors, right? The music, some people
like brown, those who like yellow, like blue. So some people, eh, for
example, if they don’t like a musician or they do not like the music he
produces, then, it is easy to talk or write badly about him. Because, I have
read writings also talking about, referring to artists in a disrespectful way,
you know? (Ayala, interview 2007).10
On November 3, 1995, a date marking the 92nd anniversary of Panama’s
declaration of independence from Colombia, Osvaldo Ayala became the first accordionist
and música típica artist to perform alongside the National Symphonic Orchestra of
Panama in a concert entitled “Nuestra Música en Concierto” [Our Music in Concert].11
This unprecedented concert, which was held at the Atlapa Convention Center, signaled
the first serious attempt to fuse Panamanian música típica with Western Art Music, and

10

“Yo, en mi carrera de tantos años, he logrado llegar a todos los ámbitos de la sociedad. Por ejemplo,
ahora estaba yo, anoche toqué en el club más importante de la alta sociedad panameña, que es el Club
Unión. Anoche toqué. O sea, a mi, desde que yo estoy en la vida publica, he tocado en Club Unión siempre.
Y ellos consumen mi música. Las fiestas más importantes de la alta sociedad, yo, las toco. Pero también le
toco al pueblo. Me encanta tocarle al pueblo… A mi me encanta que la gente disfrute mi música. A veces,
hay gente que se automargina, tú sabes, hay gente que, que no sé, hay quien, es que la música es como los
colores, ¿no? La música, hay quien le gusta el chocolate, el que le gusta el amarillo, le gusta el azul, le
gusta. Entonces, algunas personas, eh, por ejemplo, si no le gusta un músico o no le gusta la música que
produce, entonces él, lo más fácil es, hablar mal pero o escribir mal. Porque, he leído escritos también
hablando de, refiriéndose a artistas en forma que no me parece respetuosa, ¿no?”
11

This is not the first time a Panamanian popular artist performed with the National Symphonic Orchestra.
This honor goes to the Panamanian bolero singer Basilio Antonio Fergus Alexander, known affectionately
as “Basilio.”
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by extension, valorize the music of the campesino to new heights of national prestige.
Under the auspices of the National Institute of Culture (INAC), the program premiered an
original composition by Aristides Valderamma entitled “Ayala,” an orchestral overture
that draws heavily from Ayala’s musical repertoire. Backed by a full symphonic
orchestra and small conjunto of música típica musicians, Ayala performed his most
popular songs, which were arranged for orchestra by six of Panama’s most esteemed
composers and arrangers of both classical and popular music. The sold-out concert,
which was broadcast live on national television, was a success and led to the subsequent
release of a CD recording of the musical event the following year.12 In an article about
the concert, journalist Omar D. Batista A. underscores the momentousness of such a
concert on a national level: “The importance of this event is that the National Institute of
Culture and Panamanians began to take notice of the work of our artists and elevate them
to the level they deserve, reinforcing our self-esteem” (Batista A. 1995).13 In 1999,
Osvaldo Ayala joined forces again with the Symphony Orchestra of Panama to perform
at the official December 31, 1999 celebrations of the transfer of the Canal from American
to Panamanian hands.
Osvaldo Ayala’s reputation as a virtuoso accordionist has also attracted the
attention of international musicians and record producers who have approached him to
work on a variety of collaborative projects, a feat unprecedented in the history of música
típica. To date, Ayala has performed with salsa singers such as Celia Cruz, Rubén
12

During the writing of this dissertation, Osvaldo Ayala performed for the second time with the National
Symphony orchestra in commemoration of his forty years as a major artistic exponent of Panamanian
música típica and folklore.
13

“Lo importante de esto es que el Instituto Nacional de Cultural [sic] (INAC) y los panameños
empezamos a tomar en cuenta el trabajo de nuestros artistas y los elevamos al nivel que merecen,
reforzando nuestra autoestima.”
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Blades, El Gran Combo, and Gilberto Santa Rosa; the salsa/jazz pianist Eddie Palmieri;
Colombian vallenato performers Carlos Vives and Binomio del Oro; the Dominican
merengue star Wilfrido Vargas; Panamanian reggae artist El General; Panamanian salsa
singer Roberto Blades; and the Panamanian Latin Grammy award winning rock group
Los Rabanes. In Ruben Blades’ 1996 recording “La rosa de los vientos” in which he
departs from salsa to produce an album that featured Panamanian musical traditions and
talent, Ayala’s accordion playing is prominently featured. Osvaldo Ayala also wrote the
music and lyrics for two of the album’s tracks: “Eres Mi Canción” and “Mi Favorita.”
The album went on to win a Grammy Award for Best Tropical Latin Performance.
Ayala’s collaborations with such artists have brought him significant exposure. In
2002, for example, Billboard Magazine ranked Osvaldo Ayala as the third greatest
accordionist in the world (Díaz 2002). In recent years, Ayala has been working with
music and business mogul Emilio Estefan on a variety of recordings for transnational pop
artists such as Jon Secada, MSM (the new generation of Miami Sound Machine), Jimena,
and Thalía.
Accordionists such as Aceves Nuñez and Osvaldo Ayala, though rare examples,
illuminate the potential success and acclaim that can be achieved both nationally and
internationally. As the main melodic instrument in both música típica and folkloric music
genres such as the cumbia, accordionists potentially have a wide array of performance
opportunities in multiple contexts such as bailes, casinos, concert halls, national and
international cultural festivals, and major concert venues. A particular business
infrastructure, triangulated by Panama’s media industry, national breweries, and localized
venues such as jardines, provide marketing and publicity resources for música típica acts
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to perform alongside both folkloric and popular music artists. Additionally, in spite of the
genre’s identity as a commercial popular music, música típica accordionists with careers
spanning several decades become officially recognized by the state as folkloric figures,
receiving government accolades and homages that celebrate their contributions to
Panamanian folklore.
Aceves Nuñez’s career demonstrates the possibility of achieving simultaneous
success in Panamanian música típica and música folklorica. His specific musical training
and institutional affiliations have equipped Nuñez with a special set of skills from which
he can earn a living as a recording artist of musical folklore, a composer and lyricist of
música típica, and a reputable instructor and musical director. In the case of Osvaldo
Ayala, his technical prowess on the accordion, as well as his artistic proclivities toward
musical and technological innovation has garnered him a significant fan following as well
as a political career as Panama’s longtime Ambassador of Culture. His impressive list of
artistic collaborations with international recording artists of various genres is indicative
of the transnational appeal of the accordion and his flourishing musical reputation
globally. Aside from the degree of musical professionalization and cultural prestige the
accordion can proffer in the right hands, the instrument’s particular symbolic pliability
within Panamanian culture also allows for alternate racialized expressions of national
identity and pride.

MARIO CHUNG LEE: EL CHINO DEL ACORDEÓN
Mario Chung Lee, aka “El Chino del Acordeon,” is a Chinese Panamanian who
started to play the accordion five years ago at the age of 37. Despite the fact that he is still
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very much a novice on the accordion, Chung has received significant press attention for
his attempts to master the instrument, as well as for his fieldwork project on Panamanian
musical traditions. In addition to maintaining a blog for the newspaper La Prensa in
which he comments on his fieldwork experiences in the Azuero region, he published
Guía para el Aprendizaje del Acordeón in 2010, a compilation of material on the
accordion from various sources that aims to improve the accordionist’s technical skills.
That same year, Chung performed publically for the first time. Interestingly, his debut on
the accordion was not in Panama but at the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai, China. Since
then, Chung has performed at the Chinese Panamanian Cultural Center as part of a
conference entitled “the Origin and Evolution of the Accordion,” in conjunction with the
annual Ethnic Chinese Day celebrations in Panama. His research interests have enabled
Chung to not only travel throughout Panama but also to Colombia where he was invited
to conduct archival research at the Museo de la Música Vallenato in Valledupar. Among
his ongoing projects is an article that traces the origins of the accordion to the Chinese
sheng14.
Mario Chung is not the first Panamanian of Chinese decent to make an artistic or
scholarly impact on Panamanian popular culture. Recording engineer Balito Chan has
played a pivotal role in the commercialization of several Panamanian popular music
genres over the last four decades. In the realm of música típica, Chang has worked with
the top música típica acts, and many still consider him to be the definitive studio engineer
in Panama. Julio Mou, an architect and engineer by occupation, is also a well established

14

Chung published his instructional book on the accordion in late 2010. Guía para el aprendizaje del
acordeón is a compilation of material on the accordion from various sources internationally that endeavors
to improve one’s technical ability on the instrument.
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música típica composer and lyricist, having written songs for artists such as Nina
Campines, Nenito Vargas y Los Plumas Negras, Dorindo Cárdenas, Victor Bernal, and
Osvaldo Ayala, to name a few. What makes Mario Chung’s story newsworthy is his
published comments about learning the accordion, for they reveal the potential of musical
instruments to embody and evoke cultural pride as well as national belonging. In an
article he wrote for La Prensa, Chung describes his motivation to purchase an accordion
as a Christmas gift to himself: “I wanted to experience it, to feel proud to be a
Panamanian” (Chung 2012).15 In a separate article entitled “Buscando sus raíces”
[“Looking for his roots”] for the newspaper Dia a Dia, Chang is interviewed about his
research on the accordion, recalling, for example, his pleasant discovery that the
accordion’s earliest origins can be traced back to China.16 The author of the article,
Odalis Orozco, makes special mention of Chung’s demeanor during her interview with
him: “Meanwhile, Mario talked to DIAaDIA his eyes sparkled and his face reflected a
smile of satisfaction and pride to be able to play the accordion and learn about the history
of this instrument that is part of the traditions of Panama” (Orozco 2010).17
Notwithstanding China’s connection to the accordion, Orozco is compelled to emphasize
that Chung’s interest in the instrument is an outgrowth of his Panamanian pride18.

15

“Quería experimentar eso de sentirse “orgulloso de ser panameño.”

16

The sheng, one of China’s oldest musical instruments, is a bamboo mouth organ that produces sound in a
manner similar to the accordion – through the vibration of free reeds.
17

“Mientras, Mario conversaba con DIAaDIA sus ojos brillaban y en su rostro se reflejaba una sonrisa de
satisfacción y de orgullo de poder tocar el acordeón y conocer sobre la historía de este instrumento que es
parte de las tradiciones del panameño”
18

In a separate news source, Chung emphasizes that the Hohner Corona III, the accordion of choice for
professional música típica and folkloric artists, is no longer manufactured in its native Germany but in
China.
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Chung’s research findings are significant to him on a personal level; they
underscore his attempts to bridge two different nations with distinctive yet overlapping
histories shaped by centuries of migration and geopolitical contact. Chung’s decision to
study the accordion – while based on an ardent desire to embrace his Panamanian
nationalist identity – also enabled him in the process to find historical and symbolic
connections to his Chinese lineage. In claiming linkages to multiple nationalist entities,
Chung is claiming a diasporic identity simultaneously grounded in multiple places and
cultures, a phenomenon that Lok C.D. Siu describes as “diasporic citizenship”:
It proceeds from the premise that diasporic subjects engage a unique
configuration of cultural-political dynamics that generate a complex
politics of belonging. For one thing, the context within which they
imagine and practice belonging is not confined to a single nation-state.
Instead, it is situated in the transnational frame where nation-states interact
with one another through geopolitics, neocolonialism, and cultural and
economic globalization. (Lok Siu 3-4).
In Siu’s study of Chinese Panamanians, she raises important questions about the
politics of belonging, more specifically, how the Chinese born or living in Panama
negotiate their identity not only within the context of a rapidly changing and redefining
nation state but within the spaces in which the state itself interacts with the United States,
China, and other geopolitical entities. To this end, the complex web of relationships that
diasporic subjects forge is often mediated by the embrace and execution of symbolically
potent cultural objects. Despite the racial, ethnic, and socio-economic diversity that
characterizes Panama, particular mestizo-identified cultural practices, beliefs, and
artifacts continue to be valorized as part of a grander mono-cultural nationalist project, of
which the accordion is one potent example. Listening to accordion music, playing the
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accordion, or simply owning the instrument can serve as a powerful indicator of
Panamanian nationalist sentiment and cultural pride.
However, this was not always the case, as revealed in interviews with musicians
and aficionados and in the few scholarly texts that deal with the accordion’s history in
Panama. Though it remains unclear how the accordion became associated with cantinas
and taverns of ill-repute where sexual solicitation was commonplace, it is common
knowledge in música típica’s historical narrative that Gelo Córdoba defused its
reputation as an instrument of lasciviousness. However, there is more to the story that
surrounds Gelo Córdoba, a man of the peasantry turned mythical folk hero, and in
attempting to fill these gaps, I will examine the political and cultural forces that factor
into the accordion’s national transfiguration – a phenomenon that resonates deeply in the
Panamanian imagination.

THE ACCORDION’S TRANSFIGURATION IN THE PANAMANIAN IMAGINARY
As mentioned in chapter two, a key turning point in the stylistic development of
música típica was the transition from the violin to the accordion as the primary melodic
instrument within the música típica conjunto. The growing popularization of the
accordion also marks important changes in its national perception. Originally the main
source of musical entertainment in cantinas, drinking establishments that condoned illicit
behavior, the accordion became an common fixture at jardines and toldos, sociorecreational spaces that today foster community-wide interaction and socio-recreational
activity in Panama’s rural regions. As depicted in many historical accounts of música
típica’s rise as a commercial genre of popular music, violinist Gelo Córdoba’s decision to
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incorporate the accordion into his conjunto ignited a revolutionary musical trend. The
accordion’s portability, amplitude, and harmonic capabilities augmented its already initial
appeal as an instrument that can effectively provide a melodic function similar to that of
the violin. More importantly, as noted by the Panamanian sociologist Milcíades PinzónRodríguez, the accordion is read as an agent of counter-hegemony in Panama’s interior,
contributing to the demise of the salon or ballroom as the primary recreational past time
of the rurally based elite.
However, the integration of the accordion, occurring concomitantly with the rise
of the recording industry, positioned the instrument as a commercial counterpart to the
more folklorically grounded violin. That is, the decision of violinists to make the
transition to the accordion was based out of a competitive need to stay relevant in a newly
emerging música típica performance circuit, where it was now possible to envision
earning a livelihood apart from, or as a complement to, agrarian work. The subsequent
incorporation of electric instruments also helps to position the accordion as an instrument
of modernity, marking an important transition in música típica’s historical development
from a folkloric music to a commercial, trans-nationally influenced genre. The
accordion’s residual legacy as a musical symbol of prostitution and illicitness also creates
a discursively rich contrast to the violin – a prominent European-identified instrument of
the Western symphony taught at musical conservatories and commonly performed at
religious ceremonies in Panama’s interior regions. How, then, did the accordion become
a generic marker of música típica as well as a marker of cultural authenticity in
Panamanian popular culture? What social, economic, and political forces were involved
in its simultaneous commercialization and authentication? Considering the tambor’s
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colonial origins and its percussive prominence in the majority of Panamanian traditional
music and dance genres, how did the more contemporarily appropriated accordion
become a significant emblematic tool in national and corporate-sponsored expressions of
Panamanianess?
Historically, the accordion enters Panama by way of immigration and the
importation of foreign goods. As examined in Chapter two, multiple origin myths suggest
different geocultural pathways that enable the accordion’s entrance into Panama by way
of Europe directly, or through Colombia via Europe. Somehow, these historical
circumstances, though acknowledged, get discursively deemphasized so that the
accordion becomes an instrument of Panama’s rural interior, a region defined by
ideological notions of ethnic and racial purity. In Maria Sonevytsky’s (2006) research on
the accordion, she examines how the instrument becomes a symbol of the immigration
experience within the context of the United States. As an ethnically ambiguous
instrument, Sonevytsky underscores the accordion’s complex ties to multiple cultural
traditions and nationalist projects all with a common theme – confronting, engaging with,
or contesting the accordion’s low class valuation in the United States. Examining this
intersectionality of ethnicity and class that the accordion embodies reveals how this
particular musical instrument functions as an object of desire or abhorrence; as an object
of rural backwardness and social mobility; and as a cultural affirmation of national
identity or a renunciation of histories, people, and ideas that threaten such national
sentiment.
Despite the United State’s overwhelming cultural influence in Panama, both
nations interpret the social, cultural, and economic value of the accordion somewhat
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differently. To identify the accordion as symbolic of the immigration experience is
problematic within the context of a Panamanian nation state that associates immigration
with particular notions of foreignness and racial otherness. As revealed in chapter one,
nationalist agendas of the 1940s and 1950s sought to revoke the citizenship status of
Black and Asian immigrants living in Panama, for these populations disrupted Panama’s
attempts to define itself as a Hispanic nation that is part of a larger pan-European legacy.
What the former identifies as an ethnically white, lower class instrument is interpreted in
the latter as an instrument whose European lineage becomes discursively congruent to
Panama’s historically monocultural nationalist project in which the nation is defined as
ethnically white and culturally Hispanic.
In a discursive move similarly found in the United States, the identification of the
accordion as a rural instrument – emplacing it within a region of Panama that privileges
its inhabitants’ European ancestry – also functions as an alternate and subversive
expression of whiteness. For Panama, however, this particular reading of the accordion
challenges the nation’s largely white-identified rural and urban elite. The rural
appropriation of the accordion by musicians such as Gelo Córdoba not only removes the
instrument from its originally marginalized performance context, it also attracts patrons
of ballroom dances to abandon the salon as a socio-recreational space in favor of more
egalitarian, communal spaces of sociability.
The accordion’s particular association with whiteness in Panama is
simultaneously valorized and marginalized: valorized as a racial and cultural aspiration of
Panamanian nationhood, and marginalized socio-economically as a lower class foil to the
nation’s politically enfranchised and wealthy elite. The instrument’s ethnically white and
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lowbrow connotations enable Panamanian campesinos to establish a particular cultural
mode of being – the very act of performing or consuming the accordion symbolizes a
vision of Panama that is ideologically anathema to the modernization efforts associated
with the nation’s capital. While the accordion typifies rurality, it’s role in the
commercialization of música típica, has simultaneously created a potential avenue for
socio-economic mobility. During a period in which Panama’s agricultural economy
barely offered adequate subsistence and financial incentive, the potential to earn a
livelihood from the genre’s local and regional performance circuits seemed somewhat
feasible. Moreover, as will be examined in greater depth in the following section, the
accordion’s appropriation into Panamanian folklore is part of a larger enterprise to
elevate the status of cultural practices labeled as folk, that is, to convince both the
campesino and the cultured individual that such practices are worthy of serious study and
aesthetic enjoyment. It is within this intellectual and ideological context that festivals
such as the Festival de la Mejorana emerges as a site for national self-expression,
Panamanian pride, and touristic consumption.

FOLKLORIZING THE ACCORDION: LA FESTIVAL DE LA MEJORANA
The institutionalization of folklore studies provides one explanation for the
accordion’s mainstream acceptance as a traditional instrument. As discussed in chapter
two, folklorists such as Manuel F. Zárate published seminal studies on Panamanian
musical traditions and founded cultural festivals that empowered Panamanians living in
the interior to claim, promote, and disseminate their musical heritage. The most
successful festival to date, La Festival de la Mejorana, has played a pivotal role in the
acceptance of the accordion as a marker of Panamanian traditionality, providing a space
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in which música con acordeón can differentiate itself from música con violín and still
maintain an aura of cultural authenticity. More specifically, the festival provides a venue
for the performance and canonization of accordion music, a traditional repertoire that is
to be studied and mastered prior to learning how to play commercial música típica songs.
I will discuss in analytic detail how the Mejorana Festival mediates the complex cultural
politics surrounding Panamanian musical folklore and how the accordion, itself a
European-derived musical instrument, becomes a counter-hegemonic response to
Panama’s elite as well as a powerful symbol of mestizaje in racialized nationalist
discourses.
During the third week of September, the small town of Guararé (population:
3,883) in the province of Herrera welcomes an exponentially high number of
Panamanians and foreign tourists to the Festival Nacional de la Mejorana, regarded as
one of Panama’s most significant cultural events. This week-long festival, held annually,
coincides with Guararé’s festivities in honor of the town’s patron saint, "Virgen de Las
Mercedes.”19 According to the festival’s founder Manuel P. Zárate, his vision of the
festival involved a combination of cultural elements found in carnival celebrations and in
major festivities associated with the glorification of Saint John and Corpus Christi, all set
within a regional milieu (Zárate 1957). Although named after the mejorana, a small fivestringed guitar indigenous to Panama, the festival is not focused exclusively on the
celebration of this particular instrument; cultural delegations and folkloric music and

19

In an article published in The Visitor, Panama’s English language tourist newspaper: “The patron saint of
Guararé is the inspiration for this festival, because its founder, Manuel F. Zárate, promised the “Virgen de
Las Mercedes” to have folklore festivities in her honor if she cured his daughter from a crippling illness.
She performed that miracle 58 years ago and since then the “Mejorana Festival” has become an important
event in the Panamanian calendar.” [http://www.focuspublicationsint.com/New_Site/Visitor1433/artcover_visitor.html]
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dance groups from Herrera’s surrounding regions also participated in the festival,
showcasing their respected local traditions. The event organizers reportedly decided to
name the festival after the mejorana because of it’s widespread popularity throughout
Panama’s interior, anchored in campesino life and rural collective consciousness:
“…perhaps the most widespread distraction and rooted in life and collective psychology”
(Zárate 1957: 58).20 The term’s polyvalent usage in Panamanian folklore also reveals its
cultural significance and diffusion throughout the interior; the term is used to denote the
instrument itself which is performed as a solo instrument or as accompaniment for the
dances of the diablos sucios; a distinctive musical genre that employs the décima song
form with mejorana accompaniment; and as a predominantly foot-stomping, double-lined
couples social dance practiced in various permutations throughout the provinces of
Veraguas, Herrera, and Los Santos21. More importantly, as an instrument indigenous to
Panama, the mejorana is a symbol of Panamanian authenticity both on a regional and
national level. So while the content of the Mejorana Festival is “national” in scope,
presenting folkloric delegations from all over the nation, including Afro-Panamanian and
indigenous traditions, the event maintains a symbolic connection to the mejorana
instrument and by extension, asserts claims of cultural ownership on behalf of the
inhabitants of the Azuero Peninsula. 22

20

“…quízas la distracción más difundida y enraizada en la vida y en la sicología colectivas.”

21

Over time, the six-string Spanish guitar became the preferred means of instrumental accompaniment.

22

The inclusion of indigenous and Afro-Panamanian delegates in the Mejorana Festival does not occur
until much later. In 1957, Zárate writes about securing the necessary funding to invite representatives from
all provinces irrespective of race or ethnicity. While composer and folklorist Gonzalo Brenes coordinated
the first presentation of Los Congos, an Afro-Panamanian music and dance-theater genre practiced
primarily in the Atlantic Ocean-bordered province of Colón in Panama, further research is needed to
pinpoint the exact year in which this occurred and whether or not this was tied to the festival. Thanks to
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Founded in 1949 by the celebrated Panamanian folklorist Professor Manuel F.
Zárate, the festival continues to play a vital role in the preservation of Panamanian
folklore and in the celebratory expression of Panamanian national identity. In her
ethnographic study of Panamanian folk dances, Lila Cheville notes: “In the fight for
recognition of the nation’s folklore, Zárate wisely recognized the necessity of awakening
within the common people a feeling of pride, beauty, and worth in their traditional songs
and dances” (Cheville 73). This sentiment is conveyed in a manifesto released by the
festival’s planning committee a month prior to the first annual mejorana festival:
We the people of Guararé believe that our patron festivals should be used
for the exploration of our cultural background, of the deepest roots that
constitute nationality in all of its forms, demonstrating and divulging our
total strength, the spontaneous emotion and beauty that is the power of the
Panamanian soul. And we think that Folklore is one of the elements and
one of the most appropriate ways to show the creative ability and emotion
of our people. For that reason, Guararé decided to hold a large Folkloric
Festival of national magnitude on the occasion of their patron saint
festivities, taking place from 23 to 27 of the following September
(Patronato del Festival Nacional de la Mejorana N.d.).23
For Manuel Zárate and the event organizers, the Mejorana Festival sets up a
discursive and symbolic space in which Guararé’s inhabitants are able to promote and
celebrate their local folkloric traditions. In addition to showcasing the traditional musics,
dances, and costumes from Panama’s nine provinces, the Festival organizes numerous
competitions in the aforementioned categories. The festival also presents homages and
Roland Smith’s research, we do know that the festival invited performers of Los Congos to participate at
the twenty-fifth annual Festival de la Menorana in 1973 (Smith 1976).
23

“Hemos pensado los guarareños que las fiestas patronales de nuestros pueblos deben aprovecharse con
fines de exploración de nuestros antecedentes culturales, de las más profundas raíces que constituyen la
nacionalidad en todas sus formas, con la divulgación y demostraciones de toda la fuerza, la emoción y la
belleza espontánea de que es capaz el alma popular panameña. Y pensamos que el Folklore es uno de los
elementos y uno de los más propios para mostrar la capacidad creadora y emotiva de nuestro pueblo. Por
esa razón, Guararé ha decidido celebrar un gran Festival Folklórico, de magnitud nacional, con motivo de
sus fiestas patronales, que tendrán lugar del 23 al 27 de septiembre próximo.”
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awards to notable exponents of Panamanian folklore in both academic scholarship and
performance. Other activities include the coronation of the festival queen, bullfights, and
the Gran Desfile de Carretas, a major parade of floats traditionally fixed atop large, twowheeled carts drawn by oxen24. The festival, then, promulgates a reading of the nation
that embraces the diverse cultural traditions while asserting a hierarchical dynamic that
valorizes Guararé (and by extension, the regions that comprise the Azuero Peninsula) as
representative of the Panamanian nation.
Since the festival’s inception, Zárate envisioned the festival as a governmentsponsored event. To this end, a 1951 editorial printed in Revista Lotería calls for the
National Assembly to acknowledge the Festival’s cultural and social value as a
celebratory space of Panamanian identity:
The efforts displayed by the participants and organizers of the Mejorana
Festival deserve recognition and support from the Government, readily
giving national character to the aforementioned event. And for the festival
nothing is more adequate than for the National Assembly to pass a law to
that effect, providing the necessary funding and determining the
participation that the various governmental departments, interested in the
matter, could have on its future organization (El Festival de la Mejorana
1951: 3).25
On December 29, 1955, the government passed Ley 91 [Law 91], recognizing the
last week of September as the official celebratory period for the annual Festival de la
Mejorana. The law also guaranteed funding in the amount of $1000 to be donated to the
festival’s budget by the Department of Tourism. The passing of this law is historically
24

Though identified as “corridas de toros” [bullfighting], bulls are not killed or harmed in Panama.
I believe a more accurate term to describe the activities associated with this particular event is “los juegos
de toros” (bull games/sports).
25

“El esfuerzo desplegado hasta ahora por los organizadores y participantes en el Festival de la Mejoraja
merece el reconocimiento y el apoyo del Gobierno, tendiente a darle carácter nacional al evento
mencionado. Y para ello nada más adecuado que la Asamblea Nacional dictara una Ley en ese sentido,
proporcionado los fondos necesarios y disponiendo la participación que los diversos departamentos del
Gobierno, interesados en el asunto, podrían tener en su organización futura.”
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significant, for it marks the first time a cultural festival is approved for state funding.
Zárate’s claim that the law declares the Festival de la Mejorana as “una festividad
nacional de la tradición panameña…” [a national festival of Panamanian tradition]
(Zárate 1957: 58) is especially curious, considering that no such wording or declaration
appears in the original legal documentation. Nevertheless, securing governmental funding
for the Festival signifies for Zárate a true sign of state affirmation, an indication that the
Festival’s significance goes beyond the small town that serves as progenitor and host.
Since then, government funding for the festival has been minimal and inconsistent
at best. In 1955, a promise of government funding in the amount of $1,000 contributed
one third of the Festival’s $3,000 budget. The subsequent amounts contributed by the
government seem to reflect an unwillingness to take inflation into account. Of the
$30,000 in funds raised for the Festival in 2000, for example, $3000 of that amount came
from the government (event organizers solicited the remaining $27,000 from a variety of
sources such as sponsorships from local businesses and private corporations as well as
aggressive fundraising campaigns coordinated by young women vying to become the
Festival’s queen).26 Three years later, the government substantially increased this amount
as a result of the passing of Law 17 in January 2003, a modification of the 1955 law that
guarantees funding in the amount of $25,000 to be contributed to the Festival by the
National Institute of Culture. Along with this twenty five-fold increase in funds
(compared to the amount promised in the original 1955 law), Law 17 also officially
declares the Festival de la Mejorana “Fiesta de la Tradición Nacional” (Celebration of
National Tradition). While the Festival de la Mejorana maintains its ties to Guararé and

26

Of the $3000, $2000 came from the Instituto Nacional de Cultura (INAC) [the National Institute of
Culture], and $1,000 from the Instituto Panameño de Turismo [the Panamanian Institute of Tourism].
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the instrument indigenous to the region, the government’s mandate emphasizes the
Festival’s importance in promoting Panamanian-identified traditions and inspiring
nationalist sentiment.
Though first proposed in 2002, Ley 17 is part of a series of state efforts to
mobilize more effective and profitable culture industries. UNESCO’s declaration of the
“Archaeological Site of Panamá Viejo and Historic District of Panamá” as World
Heritage Sites and the transfer of the Panama Canal in 2000 are just several historical
examples that serve as important precursors to the revalorization of Panamanian culture
on an institutional level. By legally declaring the Festival as a celebration of national
culture and increasing the level of funding offered by the state, Panama’s government is
recognizing the potential to mobilize culture for political and economic gain (Yúdice
2003), while also reaffirming a vision of national tradition that while multicultural and
multiethnic in scope, still privileges the mestizo monoculture narrative that defines
Panama’s nationalist agenda for most of the twentieth century.
In 1959, Zárate orchestrates the passing of the next piece of Festival-related
legislation under the Ministry of Education. Resuelta [Resolution] 637 calls for the
creation of an accordion competition named after Rogelio “Gelo” Córdoba to be held
during the Festival de la Mejorana.27 The death of Gelo Córdoba in 1959 inspired Zárate
to institutionalize the accordionist’s memory not only within the context of the festival
itself but within the ideological framework of Panamanian folklore in general. Although
27

In 1995, a group of close friends and family of the acclaimed Panamanian composer of vernacular music
Didio Borrero, founded a foundation in honor of his memory. In addition to his musical contributions,
Didio Borrero was also actively involved in the development of the Mejorana Festival and served as the
first president of the Sociedad Panameña de Autores y Compositores (SPAC) [The Panamanian Society of
Authors and Composers]. The Fundación Didio Borrero sponsored the creation of an accordion competition
for children that began in 1997, which now bears his name.
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Córdoba’s early career as a violinist ensures his legacy as a promulgator of Panamanian
folk practices and culture, his simultaneous identity as a musical and cultural innovator
also complicates that legacy. Identified as the first musician to introduce the accordion
into a repertoire of music traditionally performed on the violin, Córdoba facilitates
música típica’s stylistic and ideological transformation from a community-based musical
tradition of rural Panama to a commercial genre whose circulation and audience is
enhanced by the advent of recording technology and multiple media infrastructures.
The first sanctioned competition in the festival’s history, the Concurso Gelo
Córdoba predates a competition for the mejorana (Concurso Toque de Mejorana) by
twenty-seven years28. That a competition centered on the accordion precedes one
organized for the festival’s namesake may seem rather perplexing at first blush. However,
the creation of the competition reflects the popularity of the accordion and perhaps
suggests an urgency on Zárate’s part to traditionalize an instrument whose inevitable role
in the replacement of the violin signals a new phase in música típica’s commercial
development. By 1959, the appropriation of foreign musical influences – though always a
defining factor behind música típica’s stylistic development - was occurring at an
accelerated rate due to the nation’s expanding media industry. As a result, it is possible
that Zárate’s impulse was to traditionalize what was fast becoming a disappearing
practice – pre-commercialized conjuntos típicos. As Lila Cheville notes in her brief
discussion on the Mejorana Festival:
28

According to David Vergara, part of the reason why the Festival organized the Concurso Toque de
Mejorana at a much later date had to do with the difficulty in ensuring that a respectable number of
mejoraneros would be interested in participating in the completion. Since its inception, the Festival
organizers have struggled to attract an adequate number of participants in the competition and in several
instances canceled the event all together on several occasions. However, significant publicity of the
competition, especially in the region of Ocú where the number of mejoraneros is considerably higher than
in other provinces, helped to ensure its continued presence at the Festival.
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Recently, leaders of the folklore movement have endeavored to prevent
the degrading of the drums and other typical instruments. In the past, the
conjuntos típicos (native dance orchestras) have been strongly influenced
by foreign importations and efforts are being made to make the conjuntos
truly typical in the instruments they use and the music they play. In 1960,
steps were begun to require all radio stations, amusement centers,
nightclubs, and bars to offer a certain percentage of music from the typical
orchestras (1964: 73).
Although Gelo Córdoba facilitated the transition to the accordion, he is
nevertheless heralded as a performer who did not compromise the musical traditions of
the interior. In Córdoba’s few commercial recordings, it is important to note that all
musical tracks are instrumental – no vocals appear aside from the occasional grito uttered
by a member of the conjunto. The lack of vocals coincides with the perspectives of my
research consultants who claim that música típica first emerged as an instrumental genre;
the inclusion of vocals would emerge in tandem with increasing commercial interests in
commodifying the genre. Additionally, Córdoba is accompanied by a traditional conjunto
of tambores, maracas, and Spanish guitar. As powerful semiotic signifiers, instruments
reveal important information about a genre’s identity and socio-cultural significance. In
Tambor y Socavón (1962), Zárate equates certain variations on instrumentation connected
to the performance of the cumbia as a sign of the adulteration of what he regards as
authentic Panamanian cultural values. While Zárate acknowledges the role of the
accordion in traditional executions of the cumbia, a far cry from the instrument’s
previous associations with morally repugnant social behavior and practices, it is the
tendency for accordion conjuntos to replace traditional percussive instruments with
foreign musical imports that signals the decadence of the cumbia genre and the
emergence of what can best be described as música típica popular.
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In David M. Guss ethnographic study of cultural festivals in Venezuela, he
examines the processes by which aspects of popular culture are strategically
traditionalized for political gain:
For at the heart of all traditionalizing processes is the desire to mask over
real issues of power and domination. By classifying popular forms as
“traditions,” they are effectively neutralized and removed from real time –
or at least that is the hope of ruling elites who wish to manipulate them as
part of a much larger legitimizing enterprise. Promoted as natural entities
with ties to both land and origin, they become important supports for
broader claims to national authority” (Guss 2000: 14).
In his death, Córdoba emerges as a mythical figure, a champion of vernacular
culture whose introduction of the accordion did not necessarily translate solely into the
modernization of música típica. Instead, his adoption of the accordion releases the
instrument from its earlier association with brothels and cantinas and resignifies it as a
popular instrument of the peasantry. At the same time, his incorporation of the accordion
also ensured continued public interest in Panama’s rurally identified musical traditions
regardless of the commercial route música típica would partake. Moreover, Córdoba’s
natal ties to the province of Los Santos located in the Azuero Peninsula, maintains the
supremacy of this region as the bedrock of Panamanian folklore.
Despite música típica’s commercial trajectory, the Concurso Gelo Córdoba
continues to maintain its traditionalist roots. The competition, traditionally held toward
the end of the weeklong festival, is made up of two rounds. In the first round of
elimination, each participant is required to play two different cumbias each of two to
three minutes in duration, one that was performed and made famous by Gelo Córdoba,
and the other up to the performer’s discretion so long as the second choice is
characterized as representative of Panamanian popular music as defined by the festival’s
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stylistic parameters. Once all contestants perform their two selections, the three presiding
judges will select the five top performers to advance to the next round where they will be
given the opportunity to perform a third piece, another selection representative of
Córdoba’s repertoire. By restricting the repertoire that can be performed in the Concurso
Gelo Córdoba, the festival affirms its authority in the canonization of música con
acordeón, a process that derives in part from the festival’s history in maintaining
ideological notions of Panamanian culture and tradition.
All contestants are backed by an in-house ensemble made up of a pujador,
repicador, caja, churruca, and triangle (instruments that comprise a traditional música
típica ensemble). The contestants are required to dress in traditional Panamanian
costume: the women must wear polleras, whereas the men wear campesino hats,
traditional button down shirts known as coletas, dark slacks, and a pair of cutarras
(leather hand-made sandals). The competition therefore endorses a particular
conceptualization of música típica, one rooted in Panamanian folklore and tradition.
Those contestants who made it into the finals are all seated on the left hand side of
the state. When a participant is called to the stage, the accordionist is required to stand
center stage, facing the judges who are seated on the right hand side. The stage layout
allows for the judges to be seated behind a small desk, facing the contestants, their left
side profile visible to the audience. Positioning the judges in this manner allows them to
see the contestant’s performance clearly. The instrumental ensemble is located behind the
instrumentalist. The judges record their scores on secret ballots, which are then tabulated
by a member of the festival’s council. The winner is awarded a trophy, a brand new
accordion, and a $100 cash award.
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Musicians and fans alike cite the Gelo Córdoba accordion competition as a rite of
passage for accordionists. The competition’s ritualistic dimensions, from the stylized
attire and prescribed comportment of the contestants to the rules regarding musical
repertoire to be performed, help to frame the competition as a liminal event (Turner
1995). Entering the competition as non-professional accordionists with a presumed
cultural appreciation for and technical competence in the accordion, all contestants
equally undergo a critical evaluation of these aforementioned qualities before a panel of
three judges. Out of this experience emerge three winners who demonstrate a proven
ability to execute traditional musics on a professional level. The competition essentially
becomes a springboard for emerging talent, bringing the winners public exposure,
respect, and esteem, qualities that will facilitate their attempt to cultivate careers as
professional accordionists.
As música típica composer and lyricist Eduardo Domínguez notes, “…but to get
there and win that award that is the best when referring to accordion music here in
Panama, they already plan to see the guy who wins that contest. The people say, ‘hey that
was the one who won the Gelo Córdoba,” meaning that he is special and from there they
form their own group” (Domínguez, interview 2007).29 The national prestige and
exposure associated with a first place finish can jumpstart an accordionist’s commercial
career. Of the five top música típica popular acts that perform regularly all over Panama,
three of them feature accordionists who have won first place at the Gelo Córdoba
competition. The competition, while testing an accordionist’s mastery of traditional
repertoire, also enables participants to assess their chances for future commercial success.
29

“Pero al llegar ahí y ganar ese galardón que es lo máximo a lo que se refiere a música de acordeón aquí
en Panamá, ya los proyecta al ver a un muchacho que gana ese concurso. La gente dice ‘ey ese fue el que
ganó el Gelo Córdoba’ o sea que es especial y de ahí forman su conjunto.”
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Figure 4.1 A young accordionist competing in the Concurso Infantil de
Acordeones Didio Borrero at the 2007 Festival Nacional de la Mejorana.

Figure 4.2 Participants of the 2007 Concurso de Acordeón Rogelio Gelo Córdoba
at the Festival Nacional de la Mejorana.
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Although a first place finish is not considered a prerequisite for a career as a
música típica accordionist, radio DJ Kenny Alexander does point out the many benefits
derived from participating in the concurso:
…you have to pass through a filter that the judges determine. They are
professionals who have had groups and who recognize that some have
triumphed while others have retired, but nevertheless, they are the judges
and they are the ones that evaluate if you have made a mistake. If not,
whether or not you maintain your pace and if so, they give you first,
second, or third place, and then you will know that the first place
qualification by them will give you options if you have a good ear, good
rhythym and good timing for music and if you have a bright future; bright
future, not because they are clairvoyant but because they can tell you if
they think you can or cannot. That is to say, the fact of the matter is that to
win this competition projects you because to win this contest means you
are a good musician, after that it depends on luck (Alexander, interview
2007).30
In fact, in my interviews with previous winners of the competition such as
Osvaldo Ayala and Alfredo Escudero, they have all cited their first place finish as the
high point of their artistic careers.
Other accordion competitions have also played a decisive role in an accordionist’s
decision to pursue commercial success. In addition to the Concurso Gelo Córdoba and, in
recent, years, Cuna de Acordeones Atlas, Panama has a rich history of regional and local
competitions that are typically held during patron saint festivities such as the Concurso
José Vergara, which was founded by acclaimed folklorist Antonio Díaz and held
annually during the Feria de Azuero in Los Santos. As part of the Santa Librada

30

“…tienes que pasar por un filtro que te dicen los jueces. Son personas profesionales que han tenido
conjunto y que conocen que han triunfado algunos y se han retirado, pero que sin embargo, ellos son los
jueces y son los que van a calificar si tienes error, sino, si llevas un buen compás si esto y te dan la
puntuación si ganaste de primer lugar, segundo o tercero y así mismo te vas a dar cuenta un primer lugar
calificado por ellos te va a dar la opción si tienes buen oído, buen ritmo y buen compás para la música y si
tienes buen futuro; buen futuro no porque no son clarividentes pero te dicen si puedes o no… O sea pero el
hecho de ganar ese concurso los proyecta como que para ganar ese concurso eres un buen músico ya de ahí
depende la suerte.”
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festivities in the province of Las Tablas, the Concurso Severito Batista is another major
event, awarding first place to accordionists who have gone on to establish successful
careers such as Samy Sandoval. While the Concurso Severito Batista no longer exists, the
celebrations associated with Santa Librada introduced a new accordion competition in
2009 named after the late Victorio Vergara, the Concurso de Acordeones Victorio
Vergara Batista.31
Although the Festival de la Mejorana restricts the performance and consumption
of popular musics during this weeklong festival, música típica groups have traditionally
provided the main source of evening entertainment, with several notable conjuntos
performing at bailes within and around the parameters of the festival space. In spite of the
genre’s stylistic nods to transnational popular music styles, or perhaps due to the genre’s
continued recognition of traditional musical influences, the festival provided a
commercial, cultural, and symbolic space in which música típica became a dually
folklorized and commercialized musical genre, simultaneously grounded in the old and
the new, traditional and provincial, and modern and cosmopolitan. It is for this reason
why artists such as Dorindo Cárdenas and Alfredo Escudero are regarded for their
contributions to folklore on the governmental and institutional level whereas artists such
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Other accordion competitions both past and present, and local and national include El Concurso de
Acordeón, Fundación de Panama La Vieja; Buscando la Estrella del Acordeón, Barú-Panama as part of
the Feria de San Sebastian; and the Concurso Régulo Pinto held in the province of Bocas Del Toro.
Moreover, numerous accordion competitions, have emerged alongside the Gelo Córdoba competition over
the last five decades, but failed to achieve the same lasting power: Concurso de Acordeón Fundación de
Panamá, Primer Festival de Acordeonistas, Concurso Buscando la Estrella del Acordeón Barú-Panamá,
Feria de San Sebastian de Ocú, to name a few.
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as Samy and Sandra Sandoval are considered the leading figures in efforts to break into a
global music market.32

CUNA DE ACORDEONES ATLAS
Until recently, the Gelo Córdoba competition was the only major national
accordion competition of its kind in Panama and after nearly fifty years, it has acquired
an institutional status. However, a new competition, created in the summer of 2007, is
attracting significant national attention. Inspired by the success of reality TV shows such
as Vive la Música and Bailando Por Un Sueño (Panama’s versions of American Idol and
Dancing With the Stars, respectively), Telemetro, one of Panama’s national broadcast
stations, developed Cuna de Acordeones Atlas in 2007, a television show that sets out to
discover the next big música típica accordionist. As stated in press releases and on the
show’s official website: “This competition of música típica accordionists seeks to
highlight the values of our music, promoting the nation in a modern and dynamic manner.
As the program format is suitable for all ages, this format aims to create a new star of
Panamanian música típica” (Ortega 2007).33 In discovering the next música típica star,
the show also endeavors to promote a greater understanding of Panama’s musical
traditions and values, as well as present a more contemporary image of the nation that is

32

In 2007, the Mejorana Festival selected Dorindo Cárdenas to be the honored special guest, as part of a
series of celebrations that mark fifty years of artistic life within the música típica genre and Panamanian
folklore. As a former violinist who made the transition to the accordion, Cárdenas is recognized for his
multiple contributions to Panamanian popular culture.
33

“Esta competencia de acordeonistas de música típica busca resaltar los valores de nuestra música
promoviendo lo nacional de una manera moderna y dinámica. Como formato de programa es apto para todo
público; este formato busca crear una nueva estrella de la música típica panameña.”
http://www.telemetro.com/produccion /cuna_acordeones2.php
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not exclusively steeped in the traditional. How the show’s producers and corporate
sponsors set out to define the national will be the subject of the remaining chapter.
The show’s co-creator and musical director, Sergio Cortés Marín, is a renowned
Panamanian composer, arranger, and multi-instrumentalist who has worked with música
típica artists and internationally esteemed musicians such as flamenco guitarist Paco de
Lucía and the Colombian vallenato musical group Binomio de Oro, among others. In
addition to serving as a creative consultant for Cuna de Acordeones, Cortés also plays the
accordion and acoustic guitar for his own música típica group, Melodias Para Tí. Cortés
explained to me one busy evening in-between sets with his group at the Fiesta Casino in
Panama City that his multiple creative endeavors all shared a common purpose:
…I'm trying so that the youth will enter the típico atmosphere, because we
know that here in Panama there is no potential for young people to learn to
play the accordion, because the current musicians that we have, the
famous, are fairly advanced in age, and the Panamanian youth want a
change. They want to see young people on stage and that the music keeps
on progressing in order to bring it to another frontier if God allows, as it
has done with the vallenato in Colombia (Cortés, interview 2007).34
Cortés believes that he can effectively mentor the contestants of Cuna de Acordeones
Atlas and inspire Panama’s younger generations to support and redefine the música típica
scene as it exists today.
Auditions for the television show were held in May and June 2007 in four out of
the country’s nine provinces: Chiriquí, Veraguas, Herrera, and Panamá. Although any
Panamanian meeting the eligibility requirements could be considered for the competition,
aspiring música típica accordionists from the remaining five provinces had to travel,
34

“…estoy tratando de que la juventud esté entrado en el ambiente típico, por que sabemos que aquí en
Panamá no hay gran potencial de jóvenes para aprender a tocar el acordeón, por que los músicos de planta
que tenemos, los famosos ya tienen una edad bastante avanzada, y la juventud panameña quiere un cambio.
Quiere ver jóvenes en la tarima y que la música siga progresando para llevarla a otra frontera si Dios nos
los permite, como lo ha hecho el vallenato en Colombia.”
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sometimes considerable distances, to the closest audition site. That two of the four
audition sites are located in the Azuero Peninsula is no coincidence since this region, as
discussed in the introduction, is recognized as Panama’s folkloric epicenter.
Interested applicants must meet several prerequisites prior to auditioning.
Contestants must be between the ages of 18 and 35, a Panamanian citizen, and cannot be
a blood relative to anyone appearing as a judge on the show. Most importantly,
contestants must be amateurs with no prior professional experience. In other words,
winning a previous accordion competition in or outside of Panama, releasing a
commercial recording, or participating as a current or former member of a folkloric or
popular music group are strictly prohibited.
Nearly two hundred accordionists auditioned for Cuna de Acordeones Atlas and
after several rounds of elimination, 8 finalists were selected to compete on live, national
television over a two-month period. The show, which premiered July 2, 2007, was
broadcast simultaneously over the Internet in an attempt to attract foreign audiences from
the Panamanian diaspora.
Cuna de Acordeones features three television hosts with different backgrounds in
the entertainment industry. Radio and television host Jorge Aquiles Domingo has built
his career on the promotion of Panamanian folkloric music and música típica. Among the
radio stations he has worked for include Tipy Q, Radio Melodía, FM Lo Nuestro, and La
Típica. He has also served as host of the cultural television shows Aires de Mi Tierra and
Fiesta Panameña. Aquiles’ regular appearances at major música típica events and
cultural festivals where he provides live media coverage makes him a familiar face to
aficionados and adds added media exposure and credibility to Cuna de Acordeones Atlas.
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Aquiles’ primary co-host, Lourdes Gonzalez, has the distinction of being the only
carnival queen to represent her native Las Tablas twice, in 1999 and 2001. She was Miss
Panama and represented her country in the Miss World competition in 2001. In addition
to modeling, González also co-hosts the television show Asi Es Mi Tierra.
Juan Torrente is perhaps the most intriguing host of Cuna de Acordeones Atlas
because he is a fictional character created by Los Santos native José Rodriguez, a former
camera operator for Medcom. According to Cuna de Acordeones Atlas’ website,
Rodriguez created the character and persona of Juan Torrente in order to promote
Panamanian folklore by challenging and redefining the stereotypical notion of the
“campesino bruto” [crude peasant]. Although Juan Torrente speaks with what is
described as a distinctive Azuerean accent and is always dressed in the traditional attire
of cutarras [leather sandals], chácara [elaborately patterned string bag or pouch], and
sombrero a la pedrá [traditional hat], his jocular and extroverted persona is tempered by
what is described by the website as his enlightened and erudite understanding about
themes and issues of national interest and concern. As tertiary host, Torrent provides
comedic relief in his behind-the-scenes coverage, conversing with contestants about their
impressions and post-performance reflections. Torrente also finds creative ways to insert
sponsored products into his banter with contestants, either through indirect references or
actual product placement. This provides much needed filler for contestant turnaround
without having to break into a full commercial sequence.
Each week, the show pays homage to a nationally recognized música típica
accordionist who also serves as a VIP judge for that particular episode. The special guest
judge, along with two in-house judges, is required to rate each of the contestants’
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performances. Adding to the pressure of performing on live television is the fact that the
contestants are required to perform a selection from the VIP judge’s commercial
repertoire. In their interpretations, the contestants are asked to strike a delicate balance:
demonstrating a mastery of the original recording artist’s performance style, while at the
same time projecting an on stage persona and manner of playing that is uniquely their
own.
After a contestant finishes his performance, he is summoned to face the show’s three
judges. Each judge is given a minute or two to evaluate the performance, offering
technical and interpretive advice to each contestant. Then, on a scale from one to ten, the
judges rate the contestants, paying particular attention to their performance aptitude in
three particular categories: proyección, ejecución, and digitación. Proyección (projection)
is the performer’s ability to move the accordion’s fans/bellows to produce amplitude and
dynamics, to produce a clear and forceful sound that not only underscores the accordion’s
melodic and harmonic timbre but can also resonate above the conjunto. Ejecución
(execution) involves the evaluation of the accordionist’s mode or style of performance.
But there is more to this concept that just the intimation of technical skill; the
accordionist’s interpretive and stylistic approach to performance is also evaluated. The
last category, digitación (fingering/digitation) is perhaps the most technical element
considered, evaluating the accordionist’s fingering, the way the fingers are used in
performing a piece of music, taking into consideration both the melodic and bass registers
of the instrument. The judge’s scores in each of these three categories are tallied and the
sum average is declared the official score. To add a bit of suspense to the show’s format,
one of the three judges is designated as the secret voter for that week’s broadcast.
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Figure 4.3 Francisco Abdiel Camarena, winner of the first Cuna de Acordeones
Atlas, competing before a live studio audience.

Figure 4.4 Juan Torrente, one of the hosts of Cuna de Acordeones Atlas,
interviewing two of the show’s contestants.
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While the judge with the “voto secreto” [secret vote] is able to comment on each
contestant’s performance, his numerical marks are not revealed until it is time to tabulate
the final scores for all contestants.
The three contestants with the lowest scores that evening must perform once again
before the audience and the judges. They are asked to enter “a la línea del Mogollón”
[the Mogollon line] an imaginatively conceptualized battle line where they will all have
an opportunity to play Mogollón, a Panamanian traditional tune written by Sacramento
Córdoba. The VIP/guest judge plays an important role during this segment of the show
because he decides unilaterally which one of the three contestants performed the best
rendition. The winner is deemed safe, avoiding the possibility of elimination until the
next round.
It is now up to the television viewers to determine the fate of the two remaining
contestants. During a one-week period, viewers can vote for their favorite performer via
telephone or text messaging. In the interim, the two contestants facing elimination take
part in various social and musical activities in an attempt to solicit votes. They may
perform at venues throughout the city and schedule interviews with the national press and
various media outlets. The voting period officially ends within the first five minutes of
the next live broadcast. Since the voting results determine the official lineup of
contestants who will perform that evening, it is crucial that the results are immediately
announced at the start of the program.
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COMMERCIAL SPONSORSHIPS
While the advent of radio, television, and the recording industry have all played a
significant role in bringing música típica to urban audiences and national attention, it was
the beer-hall industry [la industria cervecera] that helped create the social and economic
infrastructure that infuses life into Panama’s música típica scene. Relying on marketing
and publicity campaigns that conflate the selling of beer with the selling of Panamanian
nationalism, domestic breweries such as Cervecería Atlas and Cervecería Baru have
transformed their locally produced beer into national icons. Such practices, which stem
from corporate or commercial strategic readings of nationalist discourses, found in
música típica a profitable and culturally symbolic ally. The sponsorship of cultural events
throughout Panama is not unique to the cervecerias. However the degree of capital these
breweries invested into música típica events and musicians, especially in comparison to
other popular music genres, is unprecedented.
Cervecería Nacional, S.A., which produces national brands Cervecería Atlas and
Balboa, as well as distributes a variety of soft drinks such as Canada Dry, Pepsi, 7 UP,
Orange Crush, Squirt, and Brusa bottled water, is Panama’s leading brewer. Since the
1940s, Cervecería Nacional sponsored and financed a series of marketing and publicity
initiatives that would facilitate música típica’s commercial success throughout the
country. Additionally, Cervecería Nacional built strong commercial relationships with
música típica artists. According to Rodrigo Correa Delgado, “Cerveceria Atlas began the
promotion of artists and the support of musicians on a grand scale, helping them to create
an infrastructure for their shows” (Delgado 2003: 11).35 For música típica accordionists
35

“Cervecería Atlas inició en gran escala la promoción de artistas y el sostenimiento de los músicos,
ayúdandolos a crear toda una infraestructura para sus presentaciones.”
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such as Dorindo Cárdenas, Yin Carrizo, Ceferino Nieto, and Teresín Jaen, the Cervecería
Nacional assumed direct responsibility for their publicity, advertising their shows during
major holidays and festivals. Every weekend, newspaper and magazine tabloids devoted
several pages of advertisements to promoting a variety of dances and festivals that
featured música típica artists as the main attraction. Additionally, the Cervecería
Nacional also launched advertising that capitalized on local practices of promotion as
well as the relatively new radio media and played a crucial role in the commercialization
of rural dances throughout the country. The transformation of community-organized
dances into cash-earning enterprises provided a necessary boost to the interior’s
economy, facilitating the emergence of a cash-based economy alongside the region’s
historically more unstable agricultural industry.
To facilitate the perennial touring of música típica artists, the brewery purchased
new sound equipment and musical instruments for their conjuntos. In some cases, the
cervecerias paid for vehicular transport so that música típica ensembles could tour
nationally, or at best, cover transportation costs so that conjuntos could divide their time
between performing in Panama City and the nation’s interior regions. Such investments
enabled música típica musicians to develop audiences beyond their local performance
enclaves, a phenomenon that would help diffuse the genre’s visibility and popularity
throughout the nation. The company also offered loans or credit to rising entrepreneurs
endeavoring to establish their own toldos, jardines, or cantinas throughout the country’s
interior.
The brewery’s involvement in the development of a socio-musical and cultural
infrastructure centered on música típica is unique in Panama; no other popular music
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genre has received the same investment, a fact that does not elude the journalist Rodrigo
Correa Delgado: “Música típica was so well patronized and disseminated to the point that
artists from other genres of music frequently visited the offices of the Cervecería’s
Director of Publicity and Public Relations to complain that they were not offered the
same treatment and publicity opportunities” (Delgado 2003: 11).36
Cervecería Atlas’ involvement in the música típica scene is especially noteworthy
as revealed in the full title of the television show – Cuna de Acordeones Atlas. In
producing a product geared toward Panama’s lower classes and interior regions (the
former does not necessarily imply a direct association with the latter), Atlas endeavors to
insert their identity into products, media, and other cultural events and practices tied to
localized constructions of campesino identity. Atlas’ strategy has proven to be financially
beneficial as the brewery continues to rank number one in beer sales nationally. Though
Atlas played a prominent position in the development and production of Cuna de
Acordeones, other major sponsors have donated prizes and invested capital into the
show’s national broadcast, as reflected in the prizes offered to both the winner of the
competition and all participating contestants.
Super Xtra, a national chain of supermarkets is credited for purchasing brand new
accordions for the show’s eight contestants. Not only are they required to play their new
accordions on live television, but also they must do so with a sticker of the supermarket’s
logo placed prominently on the instrument. Other prizes include $8,000 in cash; a tour

36

“La música típica fue tan bien amplianente patrocinada y divulgada, al punto que otros artistas de
distintos géneros de música se acercaban frecuentemente a las oficinas de la Dirección de Publicidad y
Relaciones Públicas de la Cervecería para quejarse de que no se les daba el mismo trato y oportunidades
publicitarias.”
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bus courtesy of Nissan; a one-year contract with Atlas, and a music video to be produced
by Telemetro, resources that will help to jumpstart the winner’s career.
Despite the genre’s historically strong rural ties, which is viewed negatively in
official nationalist discourses and by the country’s elite, música típica continues to attract
national advertisers who wish to capitalize on this very same association. The social and
class meanings of música típica is open to determination by the position the genre
occupies in the media and in the marketing structure of the music industry, of which
Atlas plays a prominent role.
Because the goal of Cuna de Acordeones Atlas is to select the accordionist who
shows the greatest potential for commercial success, the contestants are required to
demonstrate their musical talent under simulated performative conditions. Each
contestant, for example, is backed by a música típica popular ensemble. The contestants’
performances open with ejected active pyrotechnics (short-lived sparks). Moments later,
two attractive and provocatively dressed female dancers enter the stage, stand to the right
and left of the contestant, and dance for a minute or two. These extramusical elements are
a response to what is currently going on in today’s música típica popular scene; many
successful acts employ the usage of strobe lights, smoke machines, sideshow dancers,
pyrotechnics, and other festive props to create a theatrical spectacle, a concert that is both
aurally and visually alluring.
It is interesting to note, however, that the show’s explicit attempt to create an
image of música típica that is modern, ultra-sexy, and youth-oriented was short lived.
Due to the novelty of the program, certain production-based aspects of the show were reevaluated and altered to appeal to a broader national audience and perhaps to create a
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multi-generational and socially inclusive image of música típica popular. Starting from
the third week on, Ballet Folclórico Panameño, a Panamanian folkloric dance group,
opened the show by dancing to the program’s theme song. Established in 1969, Ballet
Folclórico Panameño is the oldest “ballet de proyecciones” [“exhibition ballet”] in the
country. Elisa de Céspedes, founder and artistic director of the group, is considered the
foremost authority on Panamanian folkloric dance. The recipient of numerous national
and international honors for her contributions to the preservation and promotion of
Panamanian folklore, Elisa de Céspedes and her dance group have represented Panama
on tours of Europe, México y the United States. As a folklore consultant for the
Municipality of Panama City and cultural director at the University of Panama, among
other titles, de Céspedes is also involved in pedagogical and cultural policy development.
To open a televised accordion competition – one that encourages aspiring musicians to
pursue a commercial music career – with a performance by Ballet Folclórico Panameño
demonstrates the ongoing interplay between commercial interests, expressions of rustic
authenticity, institutionalized folklore.
The provocatively dressed female dancers that originally performed on stage
while the contestants performed were taken out of the show and replaced by attractive
female dancers dressed in traditional folkloric costume. Occasionally, the women would
be paired with male dancers who are also dressed in traditional attire. While the
commercialization of música típica is an urban phenomenon, it is nevertheless a ruralidentified genre. These modifications were made, perhaps to connote a rurality in the face
of inevitable commercialization.
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The show describes the Mogollón as one of the most important songs in the
música típica canon as well as symbolic of Panama, an opinion that is expressed
frequently by both musicians and consumers of the genre. The show’s judges have
emphasized on numerous occasions that mastery of this particular composition is integral
to the musical development of a Panamanian accordionist. Mogollón is the name of a
small town located in the Macaracas district of Los Santos and also happens to be the
composer’s birthplace. The Mogollón, as presented by Cuna de Acordeones Atlas,
conflates the song’s geocultural and sonic expressions of rurality with Panamanian
national identity politics. It bridges Panamanian folklore with transnational
commercialization, practices of authenticity with modern mediation.
Every week the audience created a friendly battleground in which multiple
regional identities were vying for sonic and visual supremacy. Family and friends of the
contestants attended the shows as teams, donning t-shirts with matching slogans or
images. In several cases, several groups, like the delegation from Los Santos, came
equipped with tambores and an enthusiastic group of female vocalists eager to sing
modified versions of traditional tamboritos in which lyrics are altered in order to express
support for their favorite contestant. The tambores were especially audible during the
show’s opening and closing theme music as well as during segues that lead into or return
from commercial breaks. The primary cameraman would also make it a point to zoom in
on those audience members enthusiastically showcasing their regional pride.
The show proved to be a commercial success, generating high ratings for
Telemetro. Three hundred thousand Panamanians tuned in to see the show’s finale,
approximately ten percent of the country’s population. During the simultaneous telecast
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of the event on the Internet the show was seen in over eighteen countries such as the
United States, Venezuela, Germany, and Vietnam.
The day after the show’s premiere, a regular visitor to the Dirección de Cultura
criticized the show for recruiting relatively unknown accordionists to participate in the
show. Rather, the show should have directed attention at young accordionists already
performing throughout Panama with their own conjuntos but who have yet to break into
interregional or national performance circuits such as Jhonathan Chavez and Isaac De
Leon37. Another person, an accordion student of Aceves Nuñez, retorted that several of
the contestants already have conjuntos but perform sparingly and only within the most
local performance circuits, as opposed to the aforementioned artists who are slowing
building interregional fan bases.
Nevertheless, the discussion underscored the lack of support offered to emerging
música típica accordionists who are struggling to book performance opportunities at
toldos and jardines that generally favor the hiring of nationally recognized accordionists
and their respective conjuntos. Considering the arduous paths many música típica
accordionists underwent before gaining national popularity, it is not surprising that these
artists would fiercely protect their monopolistic control of performance opportunities in
the scene. As one aficionado by the name of Jorge mentioned to me, Ulpiano Vergara
performed regularly for approximately eighteen years before he became a national
sensation. In the case of Victorio Vergara, his career did not surge until the decade before
his death. The relatively early success of the Sandovals, then, is an extraordinary
exception in a genre that views longevity as an indicator of artistic worth and commercial
37

It seems that many viewers of Cuna de Acordeones Atlas felt the same way, for in 2010, Telemetro
produced El Reto Tipiquero, a reality television competition for young already established accordionists in
the música típica circuit and their respective conjuntos.
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value. This is not to say that all accordionists who have been performing regularly for
decades are guaranteed success. Musicians such as Chimino Moreno who have been
performing for several decades and have a considerable regional fan base, have been
unable to attract national nationally, let along in other provinces.
Although Atlas produces television commercials in which a series of montages
reveal a more inclusive construction of the nation where Afro-Panamanians and
indigenous groups are visible, Atlas’ sponsorship of reality television shows that focus on
the folkloric and popular musical practices of the Azuero Peninsula indicate how
prevailing conceptualizations of the nation state still draw the highest ratings. Competing
ideologies are embraced by Atlas to suit particular consumer demands and trends, an
approach that may not be so easy to embrace on the state level.
In the case of Cuna de Acordeones Atlas, with the sponsorship of Atlas Beer, a
new canon is traditionalized and valorized – one based on the idea of “classic artists” and
“classic” musical hits. Not only does this help set the competition apart from festivalbased competitions such as the Concurso Gelo Córdoba, but it also serves to question the
exclusive nature of such competitions. The television show challenges but does not refute
or negate the historical impact of festival-based accordion competitions, offering instead
a parallel canon and history of música típica.

GENDER AND THE ACCORDION
Male musicians, journalists, and fans are not hesitant to attribute the lack of
female accordionists performing música típica to the nation’s machismo climate. As Luis
Herrera, professor of Spanish and DJ of the radio show, Conozcemos lo Nuestro, said to
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me: “Because of that it continues to be machismo because you (referring to me) sing and
utter salomas, but I play (an instrument) and command. Then we go to a dance and you
sit here and dance with me…and although the people don’t want to accept that we are
machistas, we are, we like to see women subjugated under our domain” (Herrera,
interview 2006).38 In fact, many attribute this phenomenon to what they describe as
gender “paradigms” in which women are only to be viewed as vocalists whereas men can
navigate the vocal, instrumental, and compositional realms of musical performance and
production. In an interview I was conducting with Alejandro Solís in which I was
addressing this particular question, composer Eduardo Domínguez, who was observing
the interview, could not help but interject his comments on the matter:
I think it has to do a bit more with that of the connotations that we have
here in the interior. The problem is that we are the descendants of the
Spanish and in the old days the men engaged in hard labor and the women
were involved in the soft labor of the house so to speak, as the stereotype
suggests. Like Alejandro says everything that had to do with the accordion
had to do with men, that is, men were the ones destined for that which had
to do with that music. If, however, a woman did that, she was stepping out
of the stereotype and she was seen as manly, and, what was happening
with her? She wanted to break the paradigm that the music was to be
performed exclusively by men (Solís, interview 2006).39
Adonis Cárdenas also expresses a similar perspective: “…but my humble opinion
is that before, it was the woman who performed salomas. The people stayed with the

38

“Por eso sigue siendo machista porque tu cantas y salomas, pero yo toco y mando. Entonces vamos al
baile y tu te sientas aquí y bailas conmigo…y aunque la gente no lo quiera aceptar somos machistas, así
somos, nos gusta verlas subyugadas bajo nuestro dominio.”
39

“Yo pienso que eso tiene que ver un poco más con eso de las connotaciones que tenemos acá en el
interior traemos. El problema es que la descendencia que nosotros tenemos es de los españoles y de antaño
se ponía que las labores fuertes eran del hombre, las labores suaves de la casa por decir así, las mujeres de
repente el esteriotipo. Como decía Alejandro todo lo que tenia que ver con el acordeón era de los hombres,
o sea que los hombres eran los encaminados a lo que tenía que ver con esa música. Si de repente lo hacia
una mujer ya se salía de ese esteriotipo y ya la veían como hombrada y qué pasaba con ella, que quería
romper el paradigma ese de que la música era exclusiva para ser ejecutada por hombres.”
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paradigm in which the woman is only for the saloma and not for the accordion.”
(Cárdenas, A., interview 2007).40 Comments about the strength and endurance required to
carry the full weight of the accordion as well as handle the instrument’s bellows over
long stretches of time (despite the fact that a harness is used to provide support) reveal
obvious masculine connotations of physical exertion in the execution of the instrument.
Moreover, the spatial and sonic demands of the accordion – (i.e. an accordionist in
performance mode can take up space and produce an overpowering sound) reveal the
complex web of socio-cultural characteristics associated with the instrument, that is, how
the very act of accordion performance becomes crucial to the construction of a masculine
identity grounded in notions of Hispanidad and rurality.
I encountered some of these issues first hand during the period I studied the
accordion with Aceves Nuñez. In order to cope with the loneliness I experienced during
the first few months of my stay in Panama, I spent a great deal of time at the local gym. I
developed an intense exercise regimen similar to that employed by bodybuilders and over
time, my accordion instructor, Aceves Nuñez, and the other members of Los Juglares
began to comment on my changing physique. That the pushing and drawing of the
bellows emphasized my arm muscle definition and mass became a constant topic of
discussion during my “private” accordion lessons; the men observing my lessons
commented in jest that the accordion was the sole cause of my physical transformation.
While I found their comments quite funny, the connotation that the accordion somehow
made me stronger and more muscular did not elude me.

40

“…pero mi humilde opinión es que antes la mujer era la que salomaba. La gente quedó con ese
paradigma de que solamente la mujer era para salomar y no para tocar el acordeón.”
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While I was not the only female musician to receive accordion instruction from
Aceves Nuñez, I was his only adult female pupil. During my time in Panama, I also came
across two young girls who were seriously studying the accordion with Nuñez and
became participants in the Concurso Didio Borrero and Concurso Gelo Córdoba in 2007.
The fact that both of these girls are not from the Azuero region - one is Afro-Panamanian
and the other is Kuna Indian - is telling of the accordion’s growing popularity throughout
the country. However, as Nuñez’s only adult female pupil at the time, and a foreigner, my
lessons were keenly observed by anyone who happened to be at the Dirección de Cultura.
And while I was subject to harmless teasing, I also received a great deal of respect and
encouragement from these musicians and their friends. Nevertheless, the gender
dynamics were obvious and somehow my identity as an estadounidense (a citizen of the
United States), somehow explained, and even justified, my reasons for studying the
accordion. After all, I was not planning on forming my own música típica conjunto and
scheduling performances in the competitive música típica circuit.
Ascribing instruments with socio-cultural characteristics is far from unique to
Panama. As Steve Waksman notes in his article “Reading the Instrument: An
Introduction,” “[m]usical instruments, it might be said, represent the first points at which
sound moves from being a strictly material acoustic phenomenon to an organized
medium of social and cultural expression that, in turn, has implications for the ways that
individuals relate to one another or for the broader organization of social relationships”
(Waksman 2003: 253-254). That música típica’s history is generally divided into two
phases: música con violín and música con acordeón is telling of the musical and sociocultural importance ascribed to instruments in Panamanian traditional and popular music.
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As the sonic signifier of the música típica genre today, it is not surprising that the
accordionist is generally the musical director of a conjunto. For a woman to assume a
commanding role in the performance of música típica goes against the paradigmatic
framework that defines the genre’s history and socio-cultural value.
It is not surprising then to encounter the usage of feminine pronouns and gendered
metaphors in reference to the accordion during my informal conversations with
accordionists and other musicians. Most surprising, however, was a comment I received
from the girlfriend of an accordionist who happened to be visiting the Dirección de
Cultura during one of my accordion lessons. The accordion I generally used for my
lessons was undergoing repairs and as a result, I reluctantly agreed to practice on a new
accordion model. Expressing my discomfort with the unfamiliar accordion, finding the
bellows to be stiff and difficult to maneuver, a woman I barely knew whispered the
following words in my ear as she was walking past me to use the restroom, “well, you
know what they say, an accordion is like a woman…each one feels different” (Anon.,
personal communication, 2007).41 That comparisons between the accordion and the
female body, more specifically, female genitalia, were being made by a woman with no
musical background to the lone female accordionist in the room reveals the degree to
which instruments not only shape musical sound and experience but also “recreate the
cultures they inhabit.” (Waksman 2003: 257).
In recent years, however, the media has taken greater notice of an increasing
number of female accordionists. Although various journalistic and historical sources have
identified talented female accordionists throughout música típica’s history, it is only in

41

“bueno, ya sabes lo que dicen, un acordeón es como una mujer ... cada uno se siente diferente.”
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the last two decades that female accordionists have gained national attention for winning
the coveted Concurso Gelo Córdoba or starting their own conjuntos42. To date, only two
female accordionists have won the coveted gold medal at the Concurso Gelo Córdoba,
Yeyny Santamaría in 1995 and Dania María Vergara in 2003. Winning the competition at
the age of 10, Yeyny Santamaría made history as the first female accordionist to place
first in the competition43. Since then, Santamaría’s career has progressed steadily in the
areas of Panamanian folklore and música típica. Also known as “La Sirenita del
Acordeon” [The Little Siren of the Accordion], Santamaría was one of the original
members of the first all-female música típica group, “Las Mujeres de Panamá, which
formed in 2000. Since then, she has participated in the second season of Cuna de
Acordeones Atlas – the first female accordionist to do so - where she finished in fourth
place. As of 2009, Santamaría performs throughout Panama with her own música típica
conjunto under the name Explosión Musical and continues to perform in various folkloric
festivals throughout Panama and abroad. Most recently, Yeyny Santamaría achieved
another first in the competition circuit, becoming the first woman to win the Concurso de
Acordeones Jose Vergara at the Feria Internacional de Azuero [International Festival of
Azuero].
After placing second in the 2000 Concurso Didio Borrero, Dania María Vergara
went on to win first place in the Concurso Gelo Córdoba three years later, becoming the
second female accordionist to do so. Despite her early success on the accordion as well as
42

Examples of female relatives of acclaimed accordionists who are recognized for their talents on the same
instrument include Gertrudis Córdoba and Rosenda “Chenda” Córdoba, the mother and sister of Gelo
Córdoba, respectively; Mayda Jaén, the cousin of acclaimed accordionist Teresín Jaén; and Judith Gloria
Esther Carrizo, daughter of Yin Carrizo.
43

In 1995, Yeyny Santamaría was allowed to compete in the Concurso Gelo Cordoba because at the time
no competition existed for children. This would change in 2007 with the creation of the Concurso de
Acordeon Infantil Didio Borrero.
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her deep ties to Panamanian música típica – her father is acclaimed accordionist Ulpiano
Vergara – Dania María Vergara, also known as “La Princessa del Acordeón,” has
attempted to establish a musical career as a Spanish language popular music vocalist. In
recent years, she has toured with the Latin Grammy award winning rock group from
Panama Los Rabanes as both a vocalist and accordionist. Dania María Vergara’s success
in Panama, while significant – she even participated in the 2012 Miss Panama Pageant –
has yet to expand beyond the country’s borders.
Aside from the role accordion competitions are playing in the entrance and
acceptance of female accordionists in both festivals and the media, several folkloric and
música típica artists are directly involved in attracting greater female interest in the
instrument. In 2001, Las Mujeres de Panamá, an all-female música típica group formed
with a lineup that mainly featured instrumentalists with primary backgrounds in other
musical genres.44 All members of the group also demonstrated considerable skill as
vocalists or composers. Despite their initial widespread appeal and acceptance by música
típica fans, Las Mujeres de Panamá also experienced several incidents of sexism.
According to an article in La Crítica, accusations abounded that the members of the
group relied on musical tracks during their live performances, implying that they
pretended to sing and perform their musical instruments. In one baile in the province of
Veraguas, a male patron reportedly ascended the stage, grabbed the microphone from
accordionist Lidibeth Castro, and announced to the crowd that he wanted a refund
because “…las que estaban cantando eran mujeres” [“those who were singing were

44

With the election of Panama’s first female president in 1999, Mireya Moscoso, the timing was
appropriate for the emergence of this all-female música típica group. Lead vocalist of the group, Ana
Mireya Moscoso also happens to be the niece of President Moscoso and an employee of Panama’s Institute
of National Culture.
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women”]. Despite these setbacks, Las Mujeres de Panama seemed to be on the path to
establishing a promising career as a música típica group, performing throughout the
country alongside many of the genre’s most successful accordionists such as Osvaldo
Ayala, Dorindo Cárdenas, and Ulpiano Vergara. The group also performed
internationally, most notably in Miami at a major Panamanian cultural festival in 2003.45
Nina Campines, who in 2004 founded La Fundación Nina Campines [The Nina
Campines Foundation] with the explicit goal to “rescue” Panamanian folkloric traditions
by identifying, recruiting, and supporting young musical talent, organized the first
musical event solely featuring female accordionists in 2009: “El Gran Encuentro Reinas
del Acordeón” [“The Grand Meeting – Queens of the Accordion”]. Occurring in
conjunction with the International Day of Women on March 8th, Nina Campines
envisioned an event that would feature one female accordionist from each of the nine
provinces of Panama. Campines launched a massive publicity campaign in which many
of the major newspaper publications throughout Panama advertised audition dates and
other pertinent information about the musical event. Ultimately, Campines recruited six
accordionists representing the provinces of Los Santos (Dania Vergara), Panama
(Yamilka Saldaña), Colón (Yulissa Pérez), Bocas del Toro (Yeyny Santamaría), Coclé
(Nelva Rodriguez), and Chiriquí (Lidibeth Castro). Since its debut in 2009, most of these
female accordionists have appeared in subsequent Encuentros, though representation is
still lacking from the provinces of Veraguas, Herrera, and Daríen46.

45

Las Mujeres de Panama disbanded a few years later due to conflicts of interest between the members of
the group and their manager.
46

For reasons unknown at this time, there was no 2012 Gran Encuentro Reinas de Acordeón and its future
remains uncertain.
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Today less than a handful of female accordionists are leading their own conjuntos
and performing regularly in the música típica circuit.47 Nelva Rodríguez, “la Doncella del
Acordeon” [“the Maiden of the Accordion”] founded her own conjunto “Estrellas del
Milenio” [Stars of the Millenium] in 2000 at the age of seventeen. However, Rodriguez’s
first big break occurred in 2010 as a contestant on the reality television show El Reto
Tipiquero (“The Tipiquero Challenge”). Perhaps partly in response to the criticism
surrounding the choice of contestants in Cuna de Acordeones Atlas and partly in response
to the show’s high ratings, the television network TVN created its own reality based
television show in which música típica conjuntos competed for a grand prize of 10,000
Balboas ($10,000 USD). Nine música típica groups with regional followings competed
on the reality-based television show with a format similar to Cuna de Acordeones Atlas.

CONCLUSION
The sonoric presence of the accordion in música típica evokes divergent yet
overlapping ideas about Panamanian identity both past and present. While the acoustic,
timbral, melodic, and harmonic capabilities of the accordion led to its adoption by
Panamanian violinists of traditional, rurally-identified musics, the instrument’s enduring
presence within the música típica genre – despite its increasing commercialization
throughout the twentieth century and today - underscores a particular (re)telling of
Panamanian racial, ethnic, gendered, and social identities that integrally shape notions of
what it means to be Panamanian in the twenty first century. The inability to situate
música típica within the traditional or the modern, and within homogenous and
47

Other female accordionists who are currently leading their own conjuntos include Lilisbeth (Lili) Sanjur
and Los Protegidos de Nazareth, Yamilka (Yami’) Saldaña, Julissa Pérez González (former member of Las
Mujeres de Panama).
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heterogeneous constructions of Panamanianess, is perhaps an intentionally strategic
cultural, economic, and nationalist maneuver, one that ensures the genre’s continued
circulation in Panama. By trying to retrieve their musical heritage through their
participation in competitions at cultural festivals and now reality television shows, and
market their commercialized music to national and foreign markets, Panamanian música
típica artists are not only attempting to reconstruct their cultural legacy. Equally
important, they are trying to find – through music – a sense of self-worth that has been
battered through centuries of domination by foreign powers.
After the completion of Cuna de Acordeones Atlas’s first season, rumors began to
circulate that in subsequent years, the winner of the Gelo Córdoba competition would
become an automatic finalist in Cuna de Acordeones Atlas and/or vice versa. These
rumors began in response to Telemetro’s decision to televise the 2007 Concurso Gelo
Córdoba live in its entirety for the first time in the festival’s 48-year history. The hosts of
Cuna de Acordeones Atlas served as emcees from the sidelines, hosting and commenting
on the competition from the sidelines. The broadcasting of this event is not merely a
response to the commercial success of Cuna de Acordeones, but also telling of the role
these more traditional accordion competitions play in the continued commercial success
of the música típica genre.
However, in speaking to several of my informants, they expressed fears that the
major sponsor of Cuna de Acordeones, Atlas (beer company), would devalue the national
significance of the Concurso Gelo Córdoba and its longstanding role in the preservation
and celebration of Panamanian traditional values and practices.
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During a time in which advances in music technology and the Internet have
enabled greater freedom to self-produce and market music that is expressive of one’s
multi-cultural identity, Panama’s media industry has responded with the production of
television shows that valorize the nation’s culturally rustic and traditional expressions.
Why has Panama’s national television networks not offered the same level of media
exposure and financial incentive to artists from other genres such as reggae, rock, and
salsa?
In some respects, one can argue that these other genres don’t require the same
level of media support as found in música típica. As predominantly youth-oriented
genres, rock, reggae, reggaeton, and popular music in general already attract legions of
young fans, enjoy regular airplay on national radio broadcasts, and rely on digital
networks of musical circulation. In contrast, música típica’s older roster of accordionists
are not as receptive to selling their music digitally, favoring instead the selling of their
CDs at shows and the few remaining record stores still in business throughout the
country. With the exception of Osvaldo Ayala, no other música típica artists were selling
their music on major software-based online digital media stores like iTunes and
Amazon.com until 2012, and more artists are publicizing upcoming shows on
professional websites or social media sites like Facebook with greater frequency. While
Panama’s national breweries do sponsor numerous live performances and concerts for
other national and transnational popular music genres, and previous levels of financial
support are no longer offered to música típica groups (such as the purchasing of
instruments and sound equipment), the cervecerias continue to offer greater support and
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sponsorship to the música típica genre, most notably contracts of exclusivity and the
purchasing of radio air time to play and promote the music of particular conjuntos.48
The accordion’s sonic and visual presence in Panama reveals the multiple ways
Panamanians imagine the instrument in popular culture. A European-derived instrument
that is today representative of the isthmian nation is nothing short of unusual, especially
within the larger context of traditional musics throughout Latin America where
instruments such as the harp and guitar have taken on indigenized sonic and symbolic
properties. The accordion’s sound not only signals a significant turning point in the
national valorization and commercialization of the música típica genre, it also defines the
active emplacement of sound in the shaping of musical experiences within a country
defined by constant transit and movement.

48

The oligopoly that characterizes Panama’s beer industry generates aggressive marketing campaigns and
strategic planning to secure a strong market share. Cervecerias’ rely heavily on exclusivity contracts, both
written and verbal, with vendors, distributors, and powerful players in other markets in order to secure and
strengthen business relationships that can help determine future sales figures and expenditures. Jardines
that enter exclusivity agreements with a cervecería, for example, must agree to sell products made
exclusively by the brewery. Such contractual agreements are rendered saliently in the branding of a jardín,
either by attaching the brewery’s name to the jardín’s, or by prominently displaying the cervecería’s logo
on all promotional materials. The logo is also incorporated into the overall aesthetic of the jardín or toldo,
branded on the tents that cover the temporary structures known as toldos, or painted prominently behind the
stage or along the walls of jardínes. Neon signs and hundreds of flags branded with beer logos may also be
displayed prominently throughout the space. A major source of income for these breweries come from
exclusivity agreements made with successful música típica artists who agree to endorse particular beer
products and perform at venues or events that also work exclusively with the brewery in question. In
exchange for brand loyalty, música típica artists receive a variety of career advancement incentives.
Critics of the cervecerias believe these contracts of exclusivity to be monopolistic, creating a
stronghold in the música típica scene that prevents emerging artists from breaking into the scene or out of
their locales of audience support to pursue more transregional/national performance opportunities. This is
not to say that a conjunto cannot thrive without the support of a national brewery. For artists such as Samy
and Sandra Sandoval, opting to not renew their exclusivity contract with Cervecería Nacional – while risky
in some respects, allowed the brother-sister duo greater freedom since they were no longer restricted to
perform at a set number of venues or work with a limited number of promoters and impresarios.
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5. SONIC SPIRITS SINGING TO THE MOTHERLAND:
NEGOTIATING FEMALE VOCALITY IN PANAMANIAN
MÚSICA TÍPICA
se le ve, se le ve,
se le ve, se le ve
se le ve…a ella los cachitos! 1
you see, you see
you see, you see
you see, her little horns!
The crowd at the Jardín El Suspiro suddenly erupted into song, chanting the
aforementioned refrain from the song “Que Sufra Otra” by Samy and Sandra Sandoval
(SSS). The main musical attraction that evening, the Sandovals delivered an energetic
show, replete with smoke machines, confetti, and colorful strobe lighting. A good number
of people in the audience were dressed stylishly – “bien fashion!,” as they say in Panama
to describe people who wear designer labels and follow the latest fashion trends. The
overall ambiance at El Suspiro was reminiscent of a popular nightclub in the heart of
Panama City, especially considering how the colorful stage lights (set up and operated by
Samy and Sandra’s production crew) provided the only source of illumination. But once
the jardín’s regular lights were turned on (which typically happened when the conjunto
took performance breaks), it was obvious that I was not in an upscale establishment;
rather a run-down jardín in San Miguelito, a district located in the eastern outskirts of
Panama City.
Several friends warned me about San Miguelito’s criminal reputation, strongly
advising that I avoid this particular neighborhood, especially at night. While I appreciated

1

The grammatical error in this excerpt from the song “Que Sufra Otra” received press attention shortly
after its release (it should read “Se le ven”). Since the official pressing of the album was completed prior to
this revelation, Samy and Sandra Sandoval opted not to correct this typo.
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their genuine concern, this was one piece of advice I could not afford to take. One of the
most populated districts in the country, San Miguelito is home to an overwhelming
number of immigrants from Panama’s interior, particularly the provinces that make up
the Azuero peninsula. Today, the number of migrants of Azuerean extraction living in
San Miguelito outnumbers the populations of Los Santos and Herrera combined. It came
as no surprise, then, that the neighborhood is home to several jardines where música
típica musicians perform regularly. In the case of Jardín El Suspiro, which boasts a
seating capacity of at least 1,500, the jardín regularly hosts a myriad of major cultural
and sporting events such as boxing.
The audience’s massive declamation of the refrain compels a beaming Sandra to
point her microphone in their direction, acknowledging the audience’s participatory role
in the song’s narrative. “Que Sufra Otra” is a song told in the voice of a woman who is
being ridiculed for her relationship with a presumedly married man. The female singing
subject underscores the irony of her shifting social predicament. As the victim of an
unfaithful husband, she recalls how people responded to her plight with apathy. Now
independent and single, the woman’s sexual exploits (however unsavory they may be) are
the subject of constant criticism. Sandra Sandoval, in assuming the role of the
protagonist, is not afraid of community censure. Instead she sings with defiant
indifference, takeing delight in the fact that she is no longer the victim of her husband’s
indiscretions. She even goes as far as to boast her ability to lure another man into an act
of infidelity. In the official commercial recording, the lines referenced at the beginning of
this chapter are sung towards the end of the song by a chorus of vocalists engaged in a
call and response exchange with Samy Sandoval’s accordion. The person branded by
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horns (and consequently subjected to the chorus’ provocations) is the woman who’s
husband is engaging in an affair with the song’s protagonist.2
The audience at El Suspiro exhibited great enthusiasm in their taunting recitation
of the refrain, and with good reason. In an interview with Sandra Sandoval, she cited this
refrain as a prime example of how new compositions are performed live prior to their
official commercial release in order to gauge audience reception, as well as solicit input
from band members and the composer to help create a finished product.
Sometimes things come out on the road that are added on and are good,
like the case of “los cachitos” [the little horns]. We did not originally have
the thing with “los cachitos,” and on the road, right before we went into
the studio to record the song, it occurred to us because we performed it
live at the dances, that the section of the song that goes [sings the part] tara
- ran, tara - ran, tara - ran, was alone, it did not have anything on it, and we
performed it at the dances like that and the guys began to improvise: “to
be given, to be given, to be given.” Then, Samy said that it sounds good
but the phrase is not right. Then he told the same composer to figure out
something similar, and then it came to him: “you will see, you see, you
see,” that it was something similar and then it was completely finished and
that became the hook of the song. And the audience put in the “small
horns”, it was changed and the song has a whole new lyric and the people
like the “small horns” (Sandra Sandoval, interview 2007).3
Contrary to how popular music artists in the U.S. shroud an upcoming album with
secrecy (though the internet is disrupting such marketing ploys with greater frequency),
Samy and Sandra Sandoval are adamant about workshopping new songs at their live

2

The reference to little horns is prevalent throughout Latin America and the wider Western world,
indicating that the person “wearing the horns” is a cuckold or cuckquean. The 1995 hit “El Venao” by the
merengue group Los Cantantes explores the same metaphor, but is told from a male perspective.
3

“A veces salen cosas en el camino que se le agregan y quedan buenas, como la de los cachitos. Eso de los
cachitos no lo tenía y en el camino, ya casi cuando la íbamos a grabar en un estudio, se nos ocurrió porque
la cantábamos en el baile, la canción era: tara - ran, tara – ran, tara – ran, estaba solito no tenia nada y lo
tocábamos en el baile así y los muchachos empezaron a inventar: que le den, que le den, que le den.
Entonces, Samy dijo eso suena bien pero la palabra no esta bien. Entonces, le dijo al mismo compositor que
hiciera algo parecido, entonces, se le ocurrió: se le ven, se le ven, que era algo parecido y ya la terminamos
de completar y ese es el gancho de la canción. Y la gente le puso los cachitos, la cambió y la canción tiene
toda una letra y a la gente le gusta los cachitos.”
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performances. The Sandovals’ direct interaction with their audiences creates a sociocultural intimacy that explains in large part their continued commercial and national
appeal. In the case of “Que Sufra Otra,” the Sandovals’ heighten the audience’s sociomusical experience in ways that go beyond listening or dancing to their music.
Encouraging audiences to comment on the song’s subject matter—in this case—infidelity
Samy and Sandra Sandoval frame a social space that encourages self-expression and
solidarity through performed enactments of commiseration or condemnation. Tawdry
gossip becomes embodied and performed, intersecting cultural and social values with
artistic expression.
The song’s provocative subject matter is far from unusual, for the Sandovals’
fame is largely attributed to a song repertoire that condones misandry. Although música
típica lyrics traditionally explore themes of love, romance, and estrangement, such
narratives are traditionally filtered through a male perspective. Rarely did a female
vocalist function as the lead singer of a música típica conjunto, delegated instead to the
role of performing background vocals and salomas while a male vocalist sang the song’s
lyrics and consequently functioned as the primary conveyor of the song’s narrative.
During the musical interludes between refrains, Sandra dances provocatively,
performing signature moves that seem to visually guide you through the maze of complex
rhythms performed by the conjunto. Sandra’s dancing is instinctive and intuitive; her
body movement is perfectly attuned to the flares of the cymbals and other percussive
details that may otherwise go unnoticed to the uninitiated spectator. For Sandra,
performing involves a dyadic expression of song and dance, evoking a charismatic and
kinesthetic energy that is bewitching to behold.
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Sandra’s allure is all the more enhanced by her glamorous onstage image. Dressed
in bold and vivid colors that complement her brother Samy’s button-down designer shirt,
Sandra wore a pair of form-fitting light yellow pants overlaid with hot pink lace and
bright blue sequins, and a matching halter top that accentuated her surgically enhanced
breasts and exposed her mid-riff. The pants, which appeared to be a material akin to
spandex, flared at the ends, barely revealing her footwear – a five-inch pair of neutral
colored ankle boots. Sandra’s hair was tied back in a very neat ponytail, her mane
lengthened with the help of hair extensions. Her makeup was flawless, eyes adorned with
shimmering pink eye shadow and her cheeks tinted with rouge in a similar shade that
enhanced her tanned complexion. Sandra’s outfit, which I later discovered was an
original creation by her mother, was meticulously constructed in great sartorial detail in
order to accentuate every curve of her body. At that moment, I was reminded of my
friend Jonathan’s comments upon viewing Sandra perform on stage for the first time in
2006. Transfixed by what he saw on stage, he instantly turned to me and said: “She is like
a Venus…”
Sandra, along with her brother Samy, who is especially adept at playing the
accordion while moving indefatigably across the stage, were backed by their conjunto
Ritmo Montañero: comprising an electric guitarist, an electric bassist, a conguero, a
timbalero, a female background vocalist, and a male musician performing the churuca
and doubling on vocals. Unlike most música típica conjuntos actively performing
throughout the country, the Sandovals do not have a salomadora (referring to a woman
who utters salomas) in their instrumental lineup. Their female background vocalist solely
sings supporting harmonies, accompanying Sandra at key musical moments throughout
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the song.
As I was taking in the scintillating performance, I notice my friend Itziak standing
several feet from the right hand side of the stage. A professional hairstylist and close
friend of Sandra’s, Itziak came to the jardín with his boyfriend and an entourage of
friends. With a can of Atlas beer on one hand and a cigarette on the other, Itziak was
already in his element, impressively displaying his adeptness at multitasking – smoking,
drinking, singing along to Sandra’s vocals, and dancing fervently. After pausing briefly
to introduce me to his friends, Itziak asked me if Sandra’s voice sounded particularly
different this evening. I was confused by his question – after all, my exposure to Samy
and Sandra Sandoval was limited to sound recordings and a few concerts I attended three
years before. I removed my earplugs and listened attentively to Sandra for about 15
seconds. I did notice that the overall sound quality was cleaner and less distorted than at
the other bailes I attended previously. More importantly, Sandra’s voice sounded fuller
and more prominent over the conjunto. When I shared these observations with Itziak
excitedly exclaimed in English, “Sandra is using a new microphone tonight. It’s the same
kind Madonna uses!” I smiled and made a facial expression that communicated how
impressed I was about this piece of information. We then redirected our attention to the
show.
During a break between songs, I commented to Itziak how I found it rather
peculiar that I have never heard Sandra salomar on stage or in the few Samy and Sandra
Sandoval recordings I possessed at the time. His ebullient demeanor suddenly changed,
replaced by a scowling expression. Itziak retorted rather defensively: “Sandra knows how
to salomar. I have heard her do this live and she is wonderful!” I had just achieved the
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impossible! I abruptly extinguished Itziak’s blithe demeanor. His retaliatory response to
what I thought was a rather innocuous comment, suggested that I had committed a
blasphemous faux pas. Itziak assumed the role of Sandra’s public defender, making it his
personal mission to convince me of Sandra’s vocal capabilities, for what was at stake was
Sandra’s artistic and cultural integrity.

Figure 5.1 Samy and Sandra Sandoval performing at Jardín El Suspiro in April
2007.
The saloma has been an integral musical component to the Panamanian música
típica conjunto since the 1930s, at around the same time the genre started to emerge as a
commercial, mass-mediated music. In Panamanian musical folklore the saloma is a vocal
genre performed by both men and women. Within the context of música típica, however,
the saloma is performed invariably by a female, serving as the only conventional entry
point for women in an otherwise male-dominated music industry. Described as the spirit
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or essence of Panamanian música típica, the role of the female vocalist who performs
salomas, sometimes identified as the salomadora, has survived decades of change to the
genre’s musical style and instrumentation. Even with the standardization of male lead
vocals into the música típica ensemble, the salomadora’s position has endured, resulting
in a gendered vocal dynamic that is a defining sonic feature of the genre. Starting in the
1980s, however, the salomadora’s position within música típica’s cultural field became
rather tenuous, first with the rise and commercial success of two major lead female
vocalists in the música típica scene (Nina Campines and Sandra Sandoval), followed by a
growing trend amongst emerging conjuntos to omit the salomadora from their lineup.
In this chapter, I will examine both historically and ethnographically música
típica’s gendered vocal performance practices. In particular, I will examine the role of the
salomadora as a socio-cultural icon in the Panamanian imagination. Why is the
performance of salomas performed exclusively by women in música típica? While the
reasons for this particularly gendered approach to vocal performance remain unclear, I
believe we can begin to gauge a better understanding by critically examining the musical
and discursive salience of the feminine voice in the national imaginary as well as within
the genre’s developmental trajectory. What role does the female voice, more specifically,
verbal utterances of sentiment such as the saloma serve in metaphorical constructions of
Panamanian nationhood?
Since música típica popular constantly navigates between the folk and the
transnational, it is important to see how these particular musical trajectories have
informed gendered constructions of national identity. To this end, I will first present an
overview of the grito and saloma and how they function within the various musical
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traditions representative of the Azuero Peninsula. I will then examine how these vocal
practices are employed within the more commercialized variant of música típica and how
the role of the salomadora emerged during the genre’s transition from the violin to the
accordion as the lead melodic instrument. A review of the careers of several key female
música típica artists, will follow, analyzing how these musical figures have been
perceived and portrayed in journalistic and academic writings, as well as in interviews I
conducted with various musicians and fans. As the only woman on stage positioned
alongside the accordionist, what musical and performative attributes are expected of
salomadoras, and how do these perceptions inform Panamanian notions of femininity and
nationhood. I will then focus on the careers of women who assumed the more masculine
role of the lead vocalist such as Nina Campines and Sandra Sandoval. How have these
vocalists redefined the performative and social role of women in the música típica scene
and why does this seem to occur at the expense of the saloma? What do these changes
suggest about the question of gender in Panamanian nationalist discourses? Key scholarly
works in feminist theory, performance theory, and queer studies will anchor these
research questions.

TRADITIONAL(IZED) PANAMANIAN VOCALITY
As mentioned in the first chapter, the saloma is a vocally expressive genre that
holds special symbolic significance in Panamanian folklore and popular culture. The term
itself is Spanish, deriving from the Latin celeuma, to describe a stylized vocal cry or
command used by laborers to accompany their work. It is associated primarily with
maritime labor in which the oarsmen will utter a form of extemporized song or a
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rhythmical vocal declamation in an attempt to motivate and coordinate the collective
movements of his rowers. Perhaps the best English-language equivalent to the saloma is
the shanty, a song or ditty usually performed by sailors during maritime voyages or other
work related tasks.
In a manner similar to yodeling, the saloma involves an explosive human
utterance, a guttural sound that abruptly changes register to a head voice or falsetto. The
saloma is often confused with another Panamanian vocal practice known as the grito, and
both terms are often used interchangeably. However there are noted differences between
these two styles that merit a brief explanatory detour. The grito is perceived as an
aggressive vocal attack - a yodel made up of three to four notes that lack a definitive
melodic cadence. The saloma, on the other hand, is often described as a “song without
words” – a vocal cry with decipherable melodic phrasing and cadential resolution. Since
both vocal practices often occur in the same performative and social contexts and are
often described collectively as gritos, it is possible to suggest that the saloma is a subtype
of the grito.
I will use Manuel Zárate’s onomatopoeic spelling of a typical grito to illustrate
the vocal dynamics involved in its performative execution (1962: 245):4
oooooo…jaúúú-aaa
(əәʊ)
ha (uː) (ʌ)
The first half of this spelling (“ooooo”), its enunciation similar to English words
such as “goat” or “show,” is uttered with great amplitudinal attack in the chest or modal
voice without tremolo. After a brief pause, the “ja” is expressed in the chest voice and
suddenly breaks into the falsetto register at the moment the “ú” is uttered (as in “loose”).
An alternate way to transcribe the enunciation of a grito is to think of the Spanish word for water –
“agua” pronounced without the “g.”
4
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The “aaa” is quickly uttered in the chest voice once again (as in “mud” or ‘love”). The
intervallic distance that sets up this dramatic vocal break is generally a fifth or sixth. A
more explosive and shorter grito known as a grito “latío” [pulse, beat, or bark] generally
occurs towards the end of a gritadera or is enunciated spontaneously to communicate
emotional enthusiasm.
The saloma’s utterative markings and modalities are somewhat similar to the
grito; its execution, that is, involves a similar usage of vowels that help to frame breaks in
the vocal register. However, the saloma’s more melodic and melismatic execution
ascribes this vocal genre with song-like properties, which is all the more strengthened by
the fact that lyrics are sometimes incorporated into the vocal line. In the following
example, nonsensical syllables comprise the saloma, which both precedes and supersedes
the lyrical couplet:
om-be – oh-u—oh-uu—oh-uh-ee-to
oo-uu-oo-uu-oo-ya-yom-be, uu-uu-oh-eh
Me he visto una muchachita delgadita de cintura
Ella sirve pa’ remedio, yo que tengo calentura
[I have seen me a young girl with a slim waist
she is a good cure, for my fever]
Oh-uh-yo-yom-be
Oh-uh-oh-uy-ohm-be-oh, oh-uu-oh-oh- ooo
Ja-ja- jaúúú-aaa
Taken from a musical anthology of Panamanian traditional music (Los de Azuero:
Traditional Music from Panama 1999), it is unclear if Raúl Vital, the performer of this
recording, continues to sing subsequent couplets interspersed with salomas. Nevertheless,
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it is clear that the saloma functions as a refrain that anchors the lyrical couplet. However,
lyrics are not necessary as the saloma can be extracted to become its own song.
The grito as a vocal genre is found throughout the Americas, most notably, in
Ecuador (“llamar a gritos” or “call outs”), and Argentina (“grita espantosa” or “frightful
screams”). However the Panamanian grito and the saloma’s particular sonic and
performative elements, as well as their symbolic salience in Panamanian culture and
nationalist discourses are virtually unparalleled, especially within Latin America. Despite
the grito and saloma’s significance as a longstanding oral tradition that continues to be
practiced today, written references about these vocal practices are sparse. In the only
sociological and ethnographic study of píndin to date, Un Estudio Sobre El Pindín
(1985), Julio César Schara touches upon the saloma, albeit indirectly. Although Schara
indicates the saloma parts in his lyrical transcriptions of canonical pindín songs, as well
as acknowledges the enduring legacy of several salomadoras who performed in major
pindín ensembles, he never offers a description of the saloma as a traditional cultural
practice, nor does he elaborate on the salomadora’s functional role in a pindín ensemble.
Other writings reveal a preoccupation with the saloma’s cultural origins. In
reviewing the few non-Spanish sources that mention the saloma, various theories as to
the geographical origins of the saloma have been proposed. Several of my informants and
writers of Panama’s entry in the Rough Guide Books to World Music have likened the
saloma to the cante jondo in flamenco vocal performance (Gallop and Broadbank 2000).
Other more unreliable sources, mainly on the Internet, posit that the saloma derives from
the Sevilians of African decent. Given the sonic comparisons to Spain’s canta jondo
tradition, Seville’s proximity to Africa, and the role this particular Spanish province
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would play in the trans-Atlantic slave trade, it is understandable why such connections
are made in explaining the saloma’s origins. Nevertheless, a lack of primary sources to
verify such claims makes this particular origin story at best hearsay.
In Panama, such discussions of origins are ideologically loaded, for what is at
stake are claims to cultural ownership. In an op-ed for the online newspaper Panama
America, Pastor E. Durán (1999) argues that the saloma is a musical practice indigenous
to Panama, referencing an unknown textual source that describes a chance encounter
between several Spanish colonial officers and natives as supporting evidence. The
natives, who were traveling down river on a canoe, decided to stop and offer the colonial
officers medical assistance and reinforcements. The author5 of this chronicle notes: “The
natives came salomando (singing what sounded like a shanty), perhaps the indigenous
saloma sounded like the one of European sailors’” (Durán 1999).6
The Spanish colonialists likened the musical utterances of the natives to their own
concept of the saloma. Duran surmises, then, that the saloma should not imply a direct
musical lineage to Spanish musico-cultural practices – that such a connection should not
take away from the autochthonous characteristics of this particular mode of vocal
expression.
On the other hand, Panamanian folklorist Dora Pérez de Zárate addresses this
question of origins more ambiguously, simultaneously intimating and disrupting any
musico-cultural links that reifies the saloma as the cultural byproduct of Panama’s
5

Since the saloma is associated with the cultural traditions of the Azuero peninsula, Durán underscores the
indigenous ancestry of this region as further proof of the saloma’s endemic origins. He also attempts to link
the saloma to the Ngöbe people of Panama – who have a special word for this vocal declamation:
nogonengo.
6

“Los indios venían salomando", Quizás les pareció la saloma indígena a la de los marineros europeos.”
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colonial encounter. In her chapter on música típica’s African musical influences, Dora
Pérez de Zárate cites Fernando Ortiz’s brief account of African boteros (shoemakers)
performing salomas in his book La Africanía De La Música Folklórica Cubana [The
African Influence of Cuban Folkloric Music] (1950) as a possible clue. Nevertheless,
Dora Pérez de Zárate ultimately dismisses any attempts to identify the saloma’s origins
as an indigenous, European, or African vocal expression, preferring instead to position
the saloma within the ambiguous cultural interstices that constitute Panama’s national
identity. Like Schara, Zárate’s treatment of the saloma does not go beyond such
meditations of its cultural origins.
There is general consensus, however, regarding the saloma’s geocultural
identification with Panama’s rural regions, specifically as a vocal expression
representative of the Panamanian campesino. Francisco Paz de la Rosa, for example,
states: “The gritos and salomas are vocal expressions with great melody and coordination
among the peasantry, that in order to achieve this expression, one must be a native or
identify with the place in which the peasantry live” (Paz de la Rosa 1998: 67).7
As the prevailing sonic element of campesino culture, the saloma enjoys a
symbolic cache in the national imagination that is maintained and reconfirmed by leaving
the question of origins unclear. Eschewing any discursive and ideological ties to African,
European, or indigenous cultural lineages positions the saloma as an organic cultural
expression of the isthmian nation. I discuss these different origins not in an attempt to
resolve a historical quandary but to underscore the ideological forces at work in
constructing Panama’s musico-historical narrative.

7

“Los gritos y salomas son expresiones vocales con mucha melodía y coordinación entre el campesinado,
que para poder lograr esta expresión hay que ser nativo o identificarse con el lugar.”
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Perhaps the most extensive study on the saloma is by Manuel Zárate who devotes
a chapter to the saloma and grito in his book Tambor y Socavon (1962). As part of his
mission to document and promulgate Panama’s folkloric tradition to national and foreign
audiences, Zárate presents an in-depth musicological and anthropological reading of the
saloma and grito that is discursively distinct from the prevailing definitions found in
European-published academic texts. To define the saloma as an extemporized song form
uttered in strictly occupational contexts fails to capture the socio-cultural and
psychological value this vocal genre signifies in the Panamanian imagination. While the
saloma functions as a communicative utterance between laborers – part of what Zárate
describes as “los cantos de trabajo” – the saloma is a primordial mode of self-expression
that transcends its musical characteristics. Zárate states early on in the chapter that the
saloma is an “autonomous expression” (“expresión autónomia”), in the sense that the
performance of salomas or gritos do not require instrumental accompaniment. But
throughout the chapter it becomes apparent that this notion of autonomy has sociopolitical, racial, and gendered implications that are constitutive of Panamanian nationalist
discourses during the mid-twentieth century.
As the quintessential expression of campesino identity and sentiment, Zárate
underscores cultural discourses that valorize the rural as a romanticized space
unadulterated by imperialist influence. The saloma’s signification in nationalist
discourses, informs notions of this vocal practice as an inherently organic expression of
Panamanianess: “At the moment of a grito or saloma, the agent or actor expresses, in his
manner, what the poet would express in a lengthy poem, or what the academics would
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say in dozens of pages” (Zárate 1962: 245).8 Zárate’s conflation of the saloma with
Panama’s interior also reveals the racial, social, and gendered dynamics inflected by
Panamanian nationalist discourses. Despite the saloma’s ambiguous origins, its
emplacement within the nation’s interior reveals how this particular vocal performance
practice negotiates a particular construction of Panamanianess that is grounded in notions
of mestizaje. Considering that this particular enunciation of the grito and the performative
approach to the saloma is unique to Panama, I will address how notions of gender and
nationalist identity are mutually inflected through performance. First, it is important to
contextualize the traditional roles of the grito and saloma in Panamanian musical
practices and how these vocalic expressions take on genedered, and to a lesser, yet
notable extent, racialized encodings within the música típica genre.

THE GRITO AND SALOMA IN HISTORICAL AND CULTURAL CONTEXT
In its most traditional context, the saloma and grito serve a functional purpose,
serving as a medium of communication among campesinos engaging in agricultural
work. Perhaps the best example of the grito and saloma’s role in organizing work and
social activity is the junta, a traditional socio-economic practice in which a communal
project, such as the construction of a house or the harvesting of crops, is performed in a
competitive context. The men involved in the manual labor are divided into rival teams as
they perform a large-scale task, while the women gather to prepare food and refreshments
for all involved. The work is performed from dusk until dawn, and afterwards, the host of
the junta arranges for food, drink, and late night entertainment in the form of a social
8

“En el instante del grito y la saloma el agente o actor expresa, a su manera, lo que el poeta expresaría en
un dilatado y encendido poema, lo que el erudite diría en decenas de páginas.”
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dance (baile) with live musical accompaniment.
Described as a true Panamanian institution in the sense that the junta has
historically framed the social and economic activity for Panama’s indigenous, white, and
black populations, the junta provides plenty of opportunities for vocal expression. The
men may utter gritos to communicate with other participants from afar. In addition,
salomas and gritos may be uttered in order to motivate participating workers to take pride
in their collective labor as well as encourage them to complete their tasks with greater
efficiency. The grito, for example, is often heard within a stylized contestatory context in
which a vigorous back and forth exchange of aggressive utterances occur between two or
more men. A friendly rivalry develops between the instigator of the grito and the
respondent who perfectly mimics the utterance, creating an echo effect in the process.
The first gritadero poses a challenge that demonstrates considerable vocal amplitude and
agility that must be echoed by the respondent, changing the rhythmic and melodic
contour of the grito throughout this contested exchange. Although less common, such
competitive exchanges can also occur between two or more salomadores. The grito’s
particular sonic characteristics, that is, a loud and rapid vocal cry or shout of quick
duration makes it expressively well suited for a variety of musical and extra-musical
contexts such as sporting events, rodeos, cultural festivals, and concerts that feature
Panamanian musical traditions or música típica.
Outside of its more practical usage, the grito and saloma are integral to vocal
performances in a variety of Panamanian traditional musics associated with the provinces
that make up the Azuero Peninsula as well as Veraguas and Chiriquí. In the performance
of the mejorana as a song form (which is independent of the mejorana as a folkloric
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dance), the cantadera or decimero (improvising vocalist) performs salomas prior to the
improvised execution of the décima song form. Uttering salomas in this context enables
the vocalist to warm up the vocal chords as well as display vocal competence and
virtuosity. In addition, the saloma sets up musical interludes between improvised stanzas,
allowing the vocalist a moment to collect one’s thoughts and adjust to the tonal center
implied by the accompanying mejoranera. Gritos are also uttered in this particular
performance context, either by the cantaderas themselves, or audience members wishing
to participate in the aural soundscape. The mejorana traditionally provides a creative
space for male vocalists to cultivate and demonstrate their mastery of lyrical repertoire
and improvisation, as well as vocal ability. As Lila Chevile (1977) points out in her book
on Panamanian folk dances and festivals, “…décimas provide insight into the
observations, philosophy and experiences of the Panamanian man…. They express the
most intimate thoughts of the men, from tender romance to bitter protest songs”
(Cheville: 146). In recent decades however, more female vocalists, such as Dayra
Moreno and Yazmin Muñoz, have made promising strides in the mejorana genre, though
this relatively recent phenomenon lies beyond the scope of this chapter.
Salomas and gritos are also performed in the tamborito, revered as the national
song and dance of Panama. In the tamborito, women exclusively perform the vocal parts,
whereas men generally provide percussive accompaniment. Spatially, the performance
involves all musicians to demarcate a circular area known as “la rueda” [the wheel], a
designated area for coed dancers to perform. The female vocalist known as the cantalante
sings in a call-and-response with a chorus of singers. The tamborito song form consists of
coplas, four-line stanzas of eight-syllable lines that explore topics such as love, work,
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patriotic sentiment, daily happenings, historical events, and national holidays. Although
traditional texts are sung, the cantalante is also free to improvise new lyrics. Throughout
the performance, the soloist or members of the choir or audience will interject with gritos
or salomas. Once again, Cheville points out the gendered dynamics that help define the
tamborito and other musical genres, describing the copla as a song form in the “feminine
domain…” (145), and, “…show remarkable insight into the feelings and thoughts of the
Panamanian woman” (124). As the official music and dance of Panama, the tamborito
enables the female voice to serve as the nation’s mediating instrument.9 Later in the
chapter, I will discuss how the tamborito’s national status and the sustained musical
experimentation of Panamanians with traditional and transnational popular forms
facilitated female entrance into the música típica ensemble as the salomadora.
Although both men and women traditionally engage in the performance of the
saloma and grito, these two vocal genres are also discursively imbued with gendered
characteristics that continue to inform contemporary performance practices in
Panamanian folk and popular music. As the only Panamanian folklorist to write in-depth
about these vocal practices, Zárate’s discussion on the grito’s regional variations reveal
the discursive intersectionality of culture, place, and gender that shapes his scholarly
projects. For Zárate the vocal characteristics associated with the grito as performed
traditionally in the province of Veraguas – a greater vocal range that lends considerable
propensity to florid ornamentation – renders it less “manly” [“ahombrado”] than the grito
of Los Santos, which is marked by less vocal agility and more amplitude. The

The copla is also found in the congo dances, a Black Panamanian folkloric tradition in which coplas are
sung in a call and response manner between a female vocalist and a small chorus of female singers. It is
interesting to note how the most revered dance music genre and a folkloric tradition that has suffered sociocultural marginalization are both vocally mediated by women.
9
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dichotomous vocal characteristics associated with these two regions are reinforced by
Zárate’s observation that it is not uncommon to encounter female gritaderas in Veraguas,
whereas highly skilled male vocalists are best suited to perform the gritos of Los Santos.
Zárate also subjects the salomadora to the same regional analysis. Nevertheless,
Zárate repeatedly reaffirms the saloma and grito as performative mediums of masculine
self-expression, evoking the subtleties and nuances of the male emotive psyche: “In the
explosion of the grito and saloma, man expresses a psychological moment, expressing
the soul’s dynamic state, full of motivations: courage, physical exertion, excitement, joy,
love trance, loneliness, grief, etc.” (Zárate 1962: 124).10
The “man in solitude” [“la del hombre en soledad”] is perhaps the most well
known archetype that underscores the saloma’s significance as a communicative and
socializing medium. A man who is traveling alone or working in solitude may seek relief
by launching into a saloma. In communicating with the “distant unknown” by means of
song, man’s sense of loneliness or abandonment can be alleviated by either the sound of
his own voice or by triggering a similar vocal response by a nearby individual.
Acclaimed Panamanian poet Rogelio Sinán also explores this notion of the solitary man
finding social communion and relief through vocal expression. In attempting to explain
the rationale behind the title of his 1962 published collection of poems, Saloma sin
Salomar, Sínan states:
When I chose the word saloma as the title for my book, I did so thinking
about the original meaning that term has for me, almost feels like man’s
first poetic expression, for when the farmer, working in his field, feels
lonely, suffocated, and tired, he unleashes his saloma into the empty
10

“En la explosion del grito y de la saloma el hombre expresa un momento psicológo, exteriorizo un estado
de alma dinámico, cargado de motivo: valentía, esfuerzo físico, entusiasmo, alegría, trance de amor, de
soledad, de pena, etc.”
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space; and when he hears in the distance a responding saloma from a
neighbor, he feels comforted and continues to work more joyously. For me
that word is thus symbolic of song, of poetry [Dhingra 1999: 32].11
While Sinán’s appropriation of the saloma is solely for titular purposes, he
nevertheless confirms the prevailing intellectual discourses that present this particular
vocal genre as a masculinized embodiment of poetic self-expression. Although Zárate
notes that the saloma is performed in musical genres vocally performed by women, such
as the tamborito and the tuna, he does not meditate upon this fact further, failing to
address how women can perform as female vocal agents.12 Against this backdrop,
however, the question remains how and why salomas are exclusively performed by
women in música típica. While I do not intend to answer this questions directly, I will
attempt to unpack the gendered ideologies embedded within traditional and vernacular
vocal performance in Panama.

THE HOWLING OF THE DOGS
The saloma has played an important role in the development of música típica as a
mass-mediated music, a sonic fixture in both live performances and commercial
recordings. While members of the conjunto or audience utter spontaneous and ephemeral
gritos over the course of a song, the performance of salomas has become a stylized
practice that is designated to a female vocalist. Música típica recordings of the 1960s and

11

“Cuando escogí para mi libro la palabra saloma como título, lo hice pensando en el significado primitivo
que tiene para mí ese vocablo, que casi considero la primera expresión poética del hombre, pues cuando el
campesino, trabajando en su campo, se siente solo, sofocado y cansado, lanza a espacio su saloma; y al oir
a lo lejos la saloma con que responde algún vecino, se siente confortado y continúa más alegre su labor.
Para mí esa palabra es, pues, simbólica de canto, de poesía.”
12

The Panamanian tuna involves the performance of call and response vocals and percussion
accompaniment withina processional context. It is sometimes described as a type of tamborito that is
performed on the streets.
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1970s reveal, however, that the “feminine voice in a conjunto was not necessarily limited
to the execution of salomas. The salomadora also sings background harmonies, engages
in antiphonal exchanges with the male vocalist, and occasionally sings lead vocals13.
Nevertheless, the salomadora’s primary responsibility is to utter salomas over the course
of a song, usually in the song’s musical introduction, between melodic phrases, and
during instrumental interludes. It is for this reason that the salomadora is also identified
as the “voz feminina" (feminine voice) of a música típica conjunto, whereas her standard
vocal counterpart – the male lead singer – is identified as the “voz masculino” (masculine
voice).
Numerous newspaper publications commonly portray the salomadora as the
bearer and conduit of Panamanian culture and pride, her piercing voice soaring distinctly
over the música típica conjunto as a sonic symbol that instills feelings of national pride in
her fellow musicians and audience. In observance of the Republic of Panama’s 2003
centenarian celebrations, for example, the Panamanian newspaper La Prensa published an
article entitled “Saloma, espíritu del típico,” as part of a 23-page supplement on música
típica (2003: 19). Although the article briefly discusses the lives and accomplishments of
several noted salomadoras, especially during the genre’s first decades of commercial
development and circulation, it concludes with a editorial comment on the salomadora’s
current state in the música típica scene: “Today, the role of these singers in our music is
different, they have faded into the background…” (2003: 19).14 While the salomadora is
heralded for her contributions to the perpetuation of Panamanian folkloric traditions and

In the few cases in which a salomadora sings lead vocals, the lyrics are typically simple and repetitive, a
marked contrast from the more verbose, narrative lyrics performed by male vocalists.
13

14

“Hoy en día, el papel de las cantantes en nuestra música es otro, han pasado a un segundo plano…”
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practices, especially within a generic context that is perpetually absorbing transnational
musical influences, she also embodies a musical role that is declining in status.
In the same supplement, a political cartoon entitled “¡Saloma!” by Victor Ramos
López presents an interesting juxtaposition of how the salomadora is perceived in the
Panamanian national imagination (2003: 17). The full-page caricature is in comic strip
form and consists of four sequential cartoon panels arranged vertically. The first panel
features a caricature of a música típica group in the middle of a performance. The
conjunto, situated in the left corner of the panel, features an accordionist backed by an
electric guitarist, a timbalero, and a salomadora. Situated on the opposite corner is a dog,
howling along to the musical performance. In the next panel, the conjunto stops their
performance abruptly to glare at the dog, seemingly perturbed by the intrusion of this
musical canine. The scowling expressions of the musicians become prominent in the third
panel as the salomadora, followed by the other musicians, charge toward the cowering
dog. What appears to be the conjunto’s collective desire to silence the dog is disproven in
the concluding panel. The salomadora, tied up and gagged, has assumed the dog’s
original position from the opening panel. From a distance, the salomadora looks
bewilderingly at the conjunto as it resumes their performance with the dog assuming her
place. It becomes clear that the original salomadora was the only musician upset by the
dog’s earlier participation in the performance.
Initially, I was puzzled by what I interpreted as an indeferential portrayal of the
salomadora in a música típica conjunto. If I were to interpret this cartoon as a
commentary on current discourses about Panamanian música típica, would this reflect a
prevailing critique expressed by many of the genre’s traditionalists about the poor vocal
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abilities of today’s salomadoras in comparison to their predecessors – that even a
howling or barking dog would be a better choice than any of today’s actively performing
salomadoras? Additionally, what visual metaphor is evoked in the choice of a dog in this
cartoon?

Figure 5.2: The political cartoon “¡Saloma!” by Victor Ramos López, La
Prensa, June 1, 2003
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In Graham Greene’s Getting to Know the General (1984), the author writes about
his five-year friendship with General Omar Torrijos, from the late 1970s until the
General’s untimely death in 1981. In the town of Ocú, Greene meets a peasant who offers
to make him a pair of cutarras, traditional leather sandals worn by Panamanian
campesinos. As Greene observes the peasant soaking the leather material for molding, he
suddenly hears, “…cries of ‘Uahu,’ followed by what sounded like the barking of dogs.
Two neighbors arrived at the scene. They wore funny little hats with round rims which
seemed to balance on their protuberant ears…At first they just continued to bark (the
General later corrected me – this was traditional peasant singing)” (Greene 1984: 58). Is
the cartoon, then, referencing the novel as part of the joke?
Panamanians’ awareness of the Greene reference aside, this is not the first time I
have come across sonic comparisons of the salomadora or grito with wailing animals or
other unseemly sounds. In an article on Panama’s public transportation for The Panama
News, American-born Silvio Sirias attempts to describe the sound of the salomadora that
he often hears during his commutes. Although he expresses “great pleasure” in listening
to this vocal declamation as well as a deep respect of Panamanian popular culture, he is
nevertheless compelled to describe the sound as “something between a yodel and,
“a…what? A woman having a toenail pulled out” (Sirias 2003).
Panamanians do not seem to take offense at such first impressions and can
understand why such comparisons are made. Manuel F. Zárate addresses this very issue
his book Tambor y Socavon (1962): “The lay person that hears the gritadera for the first
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time, if he does not see the actors, has the unflattering impression of hearing something
like the bark of a pack of hounds in full pursuit” (Zárate 1962: 244).15 The cartoon,
therefore, could be referencing a history of pejorative discourses about the saloma and
grito, underscoring the primal stereotypes associated with these particular vocal practices
and aesthetics.
On a personal level, I was offended by what I initially interpreted as the cartoon’s
misogynistic portrayal of the salomadora. Completely outnumbered by the remaining
male members of the conjunto, she is rendered voiceless and physically restrained.
Moreover, by placing her in what appears to be a heeling position, the salomadora is
deprived of her personhood, subverted to the role of an obedient and disciplined dog.
Editorial cartoons are by definition iconoclastic displays of biting humor, using visual
imagery to comment rhetorically on social and political issues so as to provoke myriad
responses from its intended audience. However, what may appear to be a playful parody
also devalues the role of the salomadora as a culturally salient icon in Panamanian
música típica. What is being suggested, and by whom, when such a caricature is
published alongside an article that celebrates the salomadora as a vocal/sonic icon of
Panamanian identity and nationhood?
In his multi-faceted reading of the singing voice, Simon Frith proposes four
conceptual headings – the voice as an instrument, as a body, as a person, and as a
character – and in the process raises important questions about the singing voice and
vocal expression in popular music. Popular singers – even in cases where they are equally
regarded for their compositional abilities – are primarily recognized for and evaluated on

15

“El profano que oye por primera vez una ‘gritadera,’ si no es porque ve a los actors, tiene la impresión
poco halagadora de oir algo como el ladrar de una jauría en plena caza…”
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their “personally expressive” vocal interpretations, the materiality of their voices
revealing aspects of their personality, personal character, and authorial agency that
cultivates a sense of intimacy between the vocalist and listening audience. Frith,
therefore, asks: “…what is the relationship between the voice as a carrier of sounds, the
singing voice, making ‘gestures,’ and the voice as a carrier of words, the speaking voice,
making ‘utterances?’ The issue is not meaning (words) versus absence of meaning
(music), but the relationship between two different sorts of meaning-making, the tensions
and conflicts between them” (Frith 1996: 186). In addition to examining the multiple
variables that is constitutive of the singing voice, Frith also explores how these dynamics
operate between singers, most particularly, in the relationship between lead vocalist and
background singers. The question of power relations is undeniable within this context. As
an instrument, the voice is subject to a division of labor, each vocal part assigned to
individuals based on their respective skill set, timbre, vocal register, and other sonic
qualities. In the case of rock music for example, it is not uncommon for a male lead
singer to be supported by a group of female (and predominantly black) background
vocalists. While the later, provides a more percussive, repetitious, and harmonically
enriched vocal foundation, the former is vocally anchored in ways that allows him to take
certain liberties in vocal performance and interpretation. In this context then, the voice
not only indexes gender and race, but also simultaneously foregrounds the body as the
mechanism for vocal production.
The inclusion of the lead male vocalist into the música típica conjunto during the
1970s standardized a particularly gendered division of vocal labor. While both male and
female singing subjects carry out melodic responsibilities, there are several noted
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differences in performative execution that are worth examining in greater depth16.
Whereas the male vocalist assumes a greater verbal purpose – lyrically communicating
the song’s narrative – the salomadora has a more non-linguistic, emotive function. Such
distinctions in gendered vocal performance are not unique to Panamanian música típica,
as revealed in Barbara Bradby’s (1993) article on house and dance music of the 1980s
and 1990s in which the emerging trend at the time was the vocal coupling of a male
rapper and a female vocalist singing in style derived from black popular musics such as
R&B and soul. While the distinctions in vocal execution are more clear in this example,
the rhythmically and lyrically driven rap performer and the female singer’s more melodic
execution of the song’s text – Bradby foregrounds a performative distinction that is not
only found within the context of Panamanian música típica, but also within the societies
from which these musics emerge: “…overall in dance music this gendering of voices
appears as a powerful restatement of traditional gender divisions – the association of men
with culture, language, and technology, and of women with emotion, the body,
sexuality....” (Bradby 1993: 168). While such divisions in vocal performance are never as
precisely dichotomous in actual practice, its prevalence reveals an alignment of female
vocality with melodic interpretation and emotionality – that is, a privileging of the
voice’s sonic and emotive capabilities over its potential to communicate verbal messages.
Moreover, it is possible to argue that both vocal parts share in the execution of a single,
multi-inflected melodic line – a combined performance in which linguistic referentiality
and stylized expressions of sentiment are synthesized.

While technically considered a duet in the literal sense, such vocal dynamics are different from many
instances in popular music where duets involve two singers engaged in an equally purposeful and dialogic
unfolding of a song’s narrative. It is for this reason that I prefer to describe this particular male-female
vocal dynamic in música típica as dyadic.
16
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The lack of written references on female música típica vocalists poses obvious
research challenges. Were it not for the transfer of the Canal back to Panama in 1999 and
the centenary celebration of the Republic of Panama in 2003 – events which led to an
increased number of academic and newspaper publications reflecting on Panama’s
economic, political, and socio-cultural accomplishments throughout the twentieth century
– many of these salomadoras would remain unacknowledged and forgotten.17 In my
preliminary discussion of the rise of the salomadora in the música típica conjunto, I will
focus on the careers of two early pioneers in the development of the voz feminina in
música típica: Eneida Cedeño and Catalina “Catita” Carrasco. Both vocalists emerged
during a period in which the música típica genre was primarily instrumental. Their
artistic contributions then created a space for vocal performance that complemented the
melodic duties already performed by the violin and then the accordion as the lead
melodic instrument. While Cedeño is credited for having defined the role of the
salomadora in the música tipíca conjunto, Carrasco assumed a greater lyrical
responsibility, helping to foreshadow the emergence of artists such as Sandra Sandoval
and Nina Campines. While I will present some historical and biographical information
about Cedeño and Carrasco, my primary concern is to examine how musicians, fans, and
journalists portray these two vocalists in their meditations on música típica’s historical
trajectory. What do these multiple perspectives reveal about the salomadora’s position in
the conjunto and in discourses about the música típica genre? More importantly, what do
these discourses about the salomadora as the spirit of música típica suggest about gender

17

While presenting historical information about these female vocalists lie beyond the scope of this chapter,
their names are nevertheless worth mentioning in the hope that this will encourage further research: Digna
Acevedo, Leticia Frías, Idamerica Ruiz, Carmencita Herrera, Angélica y Matilde Murillo, Estercita Nieto,
Lucía “Chía” Ureña, Eutimia González, and Lucy Quintero,
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in Panama how does this reflect and inform notions of feminine vocality in Panamanian
popular culture and the nation?

TH E RIS E

OF THE

SALOMADORA

IN

MÚSICA

TÍPICA

Musicians, journalists, and fans alike recognize Eneida Cedeño as the first female
vocalist to assume the role of the salomadora in a música típica conjunto. Born in 1923
in the small town of Purio, located on the southeastern tip of Los Santos, Cedeño started
to participate in tamboritos at a young age, discovering her singing voice in the process.
At eight years of age, Cedeño dropped out of school to work as a domestic servant – a
fact journalist Félix Gabriel Josez underscores in a 2006 article on Cedeño in which he
describes her as “la cenicenta de folclor” [“the Cinderella of folklore”] (2006). In a 2004
interview that appeared in the book Guararé: Cofre de Tradiciones, Cedeño reveals that
she began her professional singing career at eighteen years of age, performing in the
conjunto of violinist and composer Colaco Cortéz (Carrasquilla Alberola 2004: 12).
Shortly thereafter, Cedeño gained recognition for her incorporation of the saloma into her
live performances: (Josez 2006) [It was in the 1940s, when violinist Francisco “Chico
Purio” Ramirez’s group gave her the opportunity to join in on the choruses, 18 thus
innovating with the use of the saloma in violin pieces].19 Known by a variety of
sobriquets such as “La Morenita de Puria” [“The Little Brown One of Puria], and “La
Reina de la Saloma” [“The Queen of the Saloma”], Cedeño emerged as a música típica

As discussed in the first chapter, the early musical repertoire performed by violin-led conjuntos did not
feature a lead vocalist, instead relying on a chorus of singers to sing refrains on occasion.
18

19

“Eran los años 40, cuando la agrupación del violinista Francisco "Chico Purio" Ramírez, le dio la
oportunidad de integrarse en los coros; innovando de esta manera con el uso de la saloma, en las piezas de
violin.”
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vocalist during the period in which the accordion supplanted the violin as the lead
melodic instrument. Initially performing in violin-led conjuntos during the late 1930s or
early 1940s, Cedeño subsequently performed in conjuntos featuring accordionists such as
Rogelio “Gelo” Córdoba and Ceferino Nieto.
Educator, folklorist, and host of the television show Hecho En Panama Oscar
Poveda recalled a conversation he had with Eneida Cedeño in which she explains how
she came to perform the role of a salomadora in a música típica conjunto:
A woman had nothing to do because she did not play an instrument, Then,
Eneida observed that the conjunto lacked a wind instrument although the
accordion in some way can be considered a wind instrument but she did
not realize that. Then, she wanted…she told me “I will salomar the way
men perform salomas at work.” The saloma is a cultural interpretation of
work. Then, as there was no instrument, there was no flute, or coronet, or
oboe, or anything like that in the conjunto, she got to do what the men do,
while they worked. Now for me, this came directly from the Spanish cante
jondo, which in turn comes from Arabic, so this distortion is how it ended.
Before her, there was no saloma in the music…there was saloma but it
was part of folklore. So, this is the story of how it entered into música
típica. After her, all of the conjuntos had a salomadora, but she was the
first (Poveda, interview 2007).20
Cedeño’s most enduring collaboration would be with her husband Dorindo
Cárdenas, assuming a major role in his conjunto for nearly four decades. Oscar Poveda,
again, offers an interesting take on how Cedeño began to perform salomas in her
husband’s conjunto: “…Eneida told me, ‘What happened is that Dorindo was shameless

20

“…Una mujer no tenía nada que hacer porque no tocaba ningún instrumento, entonces, ella observó que
faltaba un instrumento de viento aunque el acordeón puede ser considerado de viento pero ella no lo pensó.
Entonces, ella quiso…ella me dijo yo saloma como los hombres saloman en el trabajo. La saloma es una
interpretación cultural de trabajo. Entonces, como no había instrumento…no había flauta, ni cornetín, ni
oboe, ni nada en el conjunto, ella se metió a hacer como hacen los hombres, mientras trabajan. Ahora esta
para mi, esto viene directo del cante jondo español que a su vez viene del árabe, entonces, esta
tergiversación, porque ella no sabia nada de eso; esta tergiversación fue como entró. Antes de ella no hay
saloma en la música…hay saloma pero fuera como parte del folclor. Entonces, esta es la anécdota de cómo
entró en la música típica. Después de ella todos los conjuntos tienen una salomadora, pero ella fue la
primera.”
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and in order to prevent him from having more children, I put myself in the conjunto in
order to keep an eye on him…’” (Poveda, interview 2007).21
Cedeño’s comments, though based on an informal conversation with Eneida
Cedeño as well as hearsay, may bear some merit; the frequent and peripatetic touring of
música típica groups throughout Panama requires musicians to be away from their
primary residence and their respective families for weeks at a time. In my discussions
with música típica musicians I often ask why there are not more female musicians
participating in the scene. Virtually all of my interlocutors spoke about how the constant
regional or nation-wide touring required of a conjunto may pose problems for a female
performer, regardless of marital status. With grueling schedules that require conjuntos to
perform 20 shows a month, it is no wonder that many past and present salomadoras have
familial or marital ties to a fellow band mate. As I will explain in greater depth later in
the chapter, having some kind of familial connection to the conjunto helps legitimate the
salomadora’s social and musical standing, otherwise her moral character may be subject
to public questioning and ridicule. Nevertheless, to attribute Cedeño’s rise as a
salomadora to suspicions of her husband’s infidelity almost negates her pre-marital
career as a vocalist for multiple música típica and folkloric music ensembles.
The positive audience reception Cedeño’s performances received sparked a
musical trend that other música típica conjuntos would soon follow. Described as having
a voice that was both delicate and piercing, Cedeño inspired future generations of
salomadoras, providing a suitable entrée for women to perform and contribute to the
development of música típica as a commercialized genre. Upon her retirement in 1989,

21

“…Eneida me dijo a mi ‘Lo que pasa es que Dorindo era muy sinvergüenza y yo para evitar que tuviera
más hijos, me metí en el conjunto para vigilarlo…’
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numerous government and cultural institutions were eager to honor Cedeño for her multidecade involvement in Panamanian folklore and música típica, presenting her with
accolades such as the Belisario Porras’ award and the key to Panama City.
Another prominent vocalist and salomadora who emerged alongside Enedida
Cedeño is Catalina del Carmen Carrasco Aguilar, otherwise known throughout country
as “Catita de Panama.” Carrasco’s career, though developing concomitantly with
Cedeño’s, took on a somewhat different performance trajectory. Born in 1919, Catita –
like Enedida Cedeño – began singing tamboritos at an early age, often within informal
social gatherings. Catita’s earliest professional performances, however, were broadcast
on the national radio station La voz de Panama on the show “Cazando Estrellas.” It is
interesting to note that Catita did not sing Panamanian folkloric songs on these radio
broadcasts. Rather she performed in a variety of Latin American popular music genres
such as the Argentine tango, which was an international craze at the time. As an admirer
of the tamborera singer Silvia De Grasse, Catita endeavored to perform in more
traditional musical contexts as well. She soon caught the attention of multiple música
típica conjuntos after performing a concert of tamboreras at a church charity event.
Catita’s ability to sing tangos, salomar, gritar, and sing Panamanian traditional musics
demonstrated her ability to perform in both foreign and local genres and consequently
attracted the attention of numerous conjuntos in search of a vocalist who could
effortlessly embrace the stylistic changes occurring in the música típica genre at the time.
Her eventual collaboration with Yin Carrizo, an accordionist whose crooning vocals
earned him the nickname “El Cantor de la Patria” [“The Singer of the Country”],
attracted a fan following that transcended the music’s rural origins.
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Catita’s radio and live performances demonstrated the different ways in which the
singing voice marks socio-economic and cultural differences – dynamics which
musicians, composers, and fans of música típica continue to navigate today. Though
influenced stylistically by the influx of Afro-Cuban music into Panama, Yin Carrizo
discusses in an interview with La Prensa how Catalina Carrasco’s musical and
performance background also helped shape what would be defined as his own original
musical style: “In that period violin and saloma music dominated the market. But with
Catalina, and the tamborera influence of Ricardo Fábrega and Avelino Muñoz, we
succeeded in creating a romantic and catchy style that became one of the classic styles of
música típica” (Cortés 2007).22 Carrasco’s particular musical background enabled her to
develop a more prominent role within the conjunto, singing salomas and sharing in the
lead vocal duties with Yin Carrizo. With a bevy of hit songs such as “Lucy,” “Julia,” and
“La Niña Markela,” Carrasco and Yin Carrizo successfully drew large audiences in both
urban and rural contexts throughout the isthmian nation. It is for this reason that Carrasco
likens her success with Yin Carrizo to the Sandovals: “We were the Samy and Sandra of
that period” (Soto P. 2001).23
Carrasco and Sandoval share several on-stage qualities that factor into their
national appeal, gaining favor with both rural and urban audiences. During a time in
which salomadoras barely moved on stage during their performances, Carrasco is
credited as the first female vocalist in música típica to incorporate dance moves into her
acts. Her bodily gestures, however, were more aligned with Panamanian folkloric dance
22

“En esa época dominaba el mercado la música de violín y la saloma. Pero con Catalina, y la influencia de
la tamborera de Ricardo Fábrega y Avelino Muñoz, logramos crear un estilo romántico y pegajoso que se
convirtío en uno de los estilos clásicos de la música típica.”
23

"Eramos los Samy y Sandra de esa época."
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practices found in the tamborito, the mejorana, and the paseo, to name a few. Carrasco’s
interest in her onstage fashion attire also sets her apart from her contemporaries and
predecessors. Perhaps in response or reflecting her moniker, Carrasco became known for
wearing polleras at special música típica events, creating an onstage image that fans,
musicians, and journalists described as regal and majestic. Adding this visual and
corporeal dimension to her performances helped redefine live música típica
performances, in which greater attention was now given to the show’s production value.
As Yodalís Bethancourt notes, Carrasco “…is remembered by those who knew her as the
pioneer of the típica stage show not only for her saloma, but also for her finesse in
dancing” (Bethancourt 2009).24
Additionally, Luis Ramos, a longtime animador of Yin Carrizo commented that
Carrasco was known for her keen eye in matters of stage production and costumery:
“…she was on top of everything, how the musicians dressed and even the details of the
stage” (Bethancourt 2011).25 Regardless of whether or not such changes to their live
performances was a response to their growing appeal in more urban and cosmopolitan
settings, Yin Carrizo and Catita Carrasco forged a musical sound, performance style, and
image that elevated a rurally defined musical genre into salon music.
Although the novelty of Cedeño and Carrasco’s entrance into an otherwise male
musical enterprise may have factored into the eventual standardization of the
salomadora, it does not fully explain the ascription of femaleness to this particular vocal
practice within the música típica genre. What is it about the female voice within the

24

“…es recordada (sic) por quienes la conocieron como la pionera del show en las tarimas típicas no sólo
por su saloma, sino por su fineza al bailar.”
25

“…estaba al tanto de todo, de cómo vestían los músicos y hasta los detalles de la tarima.”
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context of Panamanian música típica that makes it especially conducive to expressing and
evoking the nation, especially without the reliance of text? When linguistic markers are
absent, how do these other aspects of vocal production become the sentimental signifiers
of nationhood such as vocal timbre, register, dynamics, attack, and execution? A brief
discussion of feminine vocality within the context of Panamanian nationalist and cultural
discourses, both traditional and popular, can begin to offer some insight into the
salomadora’s cultural and performative phenomenology, building a springboard for
future work on the more sonic and paralinguistic aspects of saloma performance.
VOICES OF LIBERATION
Eneida Cedeño’s death in 2006 received considerable national press coverage.
Additionally, several Panamanian intellectuals and artists presented literary and musical
homages heralding Cedeño as a national hero of the Panamanian folk. In poetic prose,
writers such as the sociologist Milcíades Pinzón Rodríguez describe Cedeño’s voice as
the spiritual essence of Panamanian self-expression – a vocal champion for geopolitical
and cultural sovereignty:
Hers was a libertarian saloma shouted from the field, the pride of a culture
and a people that refuses to stop being Panamanian. In the dances her
figure was a wall of contention against those fashions that intended on
disfiguring our nationality. Furthermore, singing in the awnings of the
nation’s capital allowed for a culture of “hicks” to be imposed between the
bellows of the accordion and the vocal chords of her prodigious throat
[Pinzón Rodríguez 2008b].26
Likening Cedeño’s role in the conjunto to the social structure of Azuerean
society, of which Pinzón Rodriguez is a vociferous supporter and exponent, the “Queen
26

“La suya fue una saloma libertaria que gritó desde el campo el orgullo de una cultura y de un pueblo que
se resiste a dejar de ser panameño. En los bailes su figura fue muro de contención para los modismos que
intentaban desfigurar nuestra nacionalidad. Además, al cantar en los toldos capitalinos hizo posible que una
cultura de “manutos” se impusiera entre los fuelles del acordeón y las cuerdas vocales de su garganta
prodigiosa.”
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of the Saloma” is also characterized by her loyalty to the hierarchical dynamics that
frame the conjunto. As noted in the political cartoon, the female vocalist/salomadora is
generally positioned alongside the accordionist in front of the conjunto27. However, since
the identity of the conjunto is built around the star power of the accordionist, the
salomadora is positioned slightly off center. Nevertheless, positioning the salomadora
towards the front of the stage accentuates her role as the sonic animator of the conjunto
and the inspiritor of the baile in general. A salomadora is responsible for enhancing a
música típica song’s sentimentality, projecting a particular vocal sound that arouses pride
and feelingful emotion from the members of the conjunto as well as the audience. At the
same time, the saloma also needs to be cognizant of her supporting role within the
conjunto. For Pinzón Rodríguez, Cedeño is the archetypal salomadora, carving her own
place within the música típica ensemble without overpowering the (male) accordionist as
the show’s main attraction.
Very in tune with the times, faithful to the accordionist, and imbued with
the role of the accompanying woman, but not in a way that robs the show
from the accordian that embodies the hegemonic role of the traditional
Azuerean typical conjunto. In this regard, like the singers of her
generation, Eneida would seem to be a true reflection of the social
structure and musical style in which she lived. A dialectic of peasant
music and society (Ibid).28
Cedeño is read as a woman who is attuned to the social and musical dynamics that
frame peasant life and society and by extension the nation. She embodies her feminine
role, imbuing it with a performative energy that is functionally and purposely supportive;
Typically positioned on the opposite side of the accordionist is the male lead vocalist or in cases, in
which the accordionist performs the dual role of accordionist and singer, will have a string instrumentalist
or a churuca player who doubles on background vocals.
27

28

“Muy a tono con su época, fiel al acordeonista e impregnada del papel de la mujer que acompaña, pero
que no le roba el espectáculo al acordeón que encarna lo hegemónico en el tradicional conjunto típico
azuerense. En este aspecto, al igual que las cantantes de su generación, Eneida pareciera ser el vivo reflejo
de la estructura social y el estilo musical que le tocó vivir. Dialéctica de música y sociedad orejana.”
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Cedeño’s role is not to outshine the accordionist – the true leader of the musical conjunto
– but to advocate and promote his position as the primary melodic instrumentalist.
Cedeño’s supporting role in the conjunto eerily recalls Oscar Poveda’s comments on her
reasons for joining the conjunto of her husband, Dorindo Cardenas (if we are to take
these remarks at face value) – to preserve their marital vows and prevent her husband
from straying, while also contributing to his continued musical success. Although the
marriage’s demise occurred long before her professional retirement, Cedeño’s
longstanding commitment to the conjunto, her husband, and the performative role of
salomadora is interpreted as the very incarnation of “peasant music and society,”
reflecting and living the true values of the campesina or orejana.
Cedeño’s pioneering work as a salomadora, while innovative in its own right, is
also regarded as a role created by outside forces beyond her control. Positioning Cedeña
as a socio-cultural reflection of the times suggests a degree of complacency that
diminishes any degree of artistic agency on her part. Ultimately, Cedeño’s musical
contributions are viewed as part and parcel of a larger masculinized nationalist project by
evoking the very feminized essence of campesina identity, reflecting rural values and by
extension, building blocks of early twentieth century Panamanian national identity.
This is by no means the first instance in which the female voice is conflated with
essentialized expressions of Panamanian nationalism. Rufina Alfaro, a leader of the 1821
revolt against Spanish colonial forces in the province of Los Santos, is celebrated
annually as part of the First Cry of Independence [“Primer Grito de la Independencia”].
Although her existence continues to be disputed – it even generated discussion at the
Parliamentary level – her place in the popular imagination is noteworthy. Born in the
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town of Las Peñas, a district of Los Santos, Rufina Alfaro came from an agricultural
family and from an early age assisted her parents in agricultural tasks, as well as sold
eggs and vegetables at the nearby town, Villa de Los Santos. Though of humble origins,
Alfaro’s literacy, beauty, and refined elegance caught the attention of Spanish officers
who often invited her to their exclusive salons. Despite her access to high society, Alfaro
was keenly aware of the popular resentment against the Spanish crown, and used these
opportunities to gather intelligence that would benefit the burgeoning separatist
movement in Los Santos. According to a 2006 article published in Crítica:
Following the instructions of those who prepared the deed, he warned that
Spanish soldiers were cleaning their weapons and Rufina, rather than go
out and sell as usual, joined the improvised soldiers of his people, leading
a march shouting " Viva la Libertad ". They took the barracks with stones
and sticks, weapons remained in the hands of the people and the morning
of the November 10, 1821, they had already achieved the desired freedom,
without spilling a single drop of blood (del Pilar Méndez 2006).29
While historical records of these events are sparse and unreliable, the mythology
surrounding Rufina Alfaro has taken on national significance, with monuments erected in
her image, and avenues named after her such as the one in the district of San Miguelito in
Panama City. And while one account describes Alfaro’s cries as a linguistic utterance
(“Viva la Libertad!”), others interpret this event with more creative and ideologicallyladen liberties. In an editorial on the significance of November 10, 1821, Pinzón
Rodriguez describes this particular date as the day of “the liberatarian saloma of the
Isthmus” (Pinzón Rodríguez 2007).30 Read as a symbol of self-sovereignty, Alfaro’s
29

“Siguiendo instrucciones de los que preparaban la gesta, les advirtió que los soldados españoles estaban
limpiando las armas y Rufina en vez de salir a vender como era su costumbre, se unió con los improvisados
soldados de su pueblo, encabezando una marcha en la que gritaba "Viva la Libertad". Se tomaron el Cuartel
con piedra y palos; las armas quedaron en manos del pueblo y al amanecer del día 10 de noviembre de
1821, ya habían conseguido la ansiada libertad, sin derramar ni una sola gota de sangre.”
30

"…la saloma libertaria del Istmo."
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vocal cries signify the voice of the interior (“la voz interiorana”) calling for social justice
against Spanish colonialists. Pinzón Rodríguez seeks to rescue Rufina Alfaro’s historical
legacy, challenging claims by scholars that she never existed: “Not content with trying to
erode the social philosophy of the Cry, attack the libertarian symbol Rufina Alfaro, trying
to grudge the Isthmus the legendary, patriotic and feminist figure of the peasant
interiorana” (Ibid).31 Most interesting is Pinzon Rodriguez’s resignification of Rufina
Alfaro’s vocal cries, describing it as a “saloma of freedom,” thereby conflating traditional
stylized utterances of sentiment with nationalist fervor as embodied in this female
historical-mythological figure.
Shifting from the mythological to the popular, I wish to address how Panamanian
female vocality is tied to articulations of nationhood by examining the tamborito as
emblematic of the isthmian state and how commercial appropriations of this particular
genre, known as the tamborera, offered unique commercial opportunities for female
vocalists such as Silvia De Grasse whose international success transformed her into a
national icon.

THE TAMBORITO AND TAMBORERA
As the official music and dance of Panama, the tamborito provides a privileged
site for female vocal performance and artistic expression. While men are traditionally
involved in providing percussive accompaniment, uttering gritos, and dancing, the
tamborito is more importantly a performative exercise in feminine pulchritude and
elegance: from the female lead vocalist, or cantalante’s utterance of coplas followed by
31

“No contentos con pretender erosionar la filosofía social del Grito, arremeten contra el símbolo libertario
de Rufina Alfaro, tratando de escatimarle al Istmo la mítica, patriótica y feminista figura de la campesina
interiorana.”
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antiphonal exchanges with a chorus of female vocalists, to the emphasis of refined and
stately mannerisms executed by female dancers, to the donning of meticulously
constructed, show-stealing traditional dresses known as polleras.
Starting in the 1940s, a modernized variant of the tamborito emerged. Known as
the tamborera, the genre became a popular music sensation throughout Panama. A hybrid
musical genre first introduced by the acclaimed Panamanian composer Ricardo Fabrega,
the tamborera involves the commingling of the Panamanian tamborito with the
Colombian cumbia and Cuban son and danzón, providing in the process new soundscapes
that facilitated musical dialogues between Panamanian traditional musics and other Latin
American popular music genres32. The author of “Panama Viejo,” “Guararé,” and other
nationalistically tinged songs, Fabrega is considered to be one of the most significant
Panamanian composers of the twentieth century. Fabrega’s compositions and
development of the tamborera were nationally embraced and transnationally popular,
appealing to audiences throughout Latin America and the Latin American diaspora.
Fabrega’s contributions to the tamborera genre, though significant, are not based on the
work of a single individual for it was his collaboration with Panamanian vocalist Silvia
DeGrasse that brought national spotlight to the genre.33
Known as “Reina de la Tamborera Panameña” (Queen of the Panamanian
tamborito) and throughout Latin America as “La Emperatriz de la Canción” (“the
Empress of Song”), Sylvia De Grasses is inarguably the most popular exponent of the

32

The tamborera is also considered a stylized variant to the tamborito, thereby creating a ballroom style
music and dance genre that is specifically identified as Panamanian.
33

Other notable tamborera singers include Margarita Escala, Marta Estela Paredes, Gladys Mitre, Lucy
Jaén (also a famous singer of tamboritos), Marta Nieto, Chavelita Pinzón, Edilma Saltarín (Anayansi),
Dalis Cedeño and Gladys de la Lastra.
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tamborera and is perhaps Panama’s first “crossover” artist. Born in Panama City in 1921,
Degrasse recorded her first album at the age of seventeen in which she sang in a variety
of popular genres such as the Cuban guaracha, bolero, and danzón. However, De Grasse
is mainly regarded as the first female Panamanian singer to bring national and
international attention to Panama’s autochthonous rhythms, most notably the tamborito
and its stylized version the tamborera. The 1950s and 1960s was a prolific recording
period for De Grasse as her recordings reached broad audiences throughout Latin
America and the United States.
De Grasse’s identification with the tamborera endured despite her subsequent
forays into other musical genres such as the merengue, as well as her success as an
actress and television personality in the Dominican Republic and Puerto Rico,
respectively. As a member of the trio Los Alegres Tres, De Grasse also toured throughout
the world, performing alongside numerous musical artists such as Louis Armstrong,
Sammy Davis Jr., Nat “King” Cole, and Beny Moré. While De Grasse’s death in 1978
seems to have marked the simultaneous end of the tamborera phenomenon in Panama,
she continues to be regarded as a national treasure.
I discuss Silvia De Grasse in depth because her work as a tamborera singer was
occurring concomitantly with the commercial rise of música típica. In fact, música
típica’s developmental trajectory somewhat parallels the tamborera’s stylistic evolution,
underscoring how Panama burgeoning recording industry recognized the commercial
potential of the country’s own traditional musics, arranging and adapting rurallyidentified musics in innovative ways that incorporated foreign musical trends. The result
was a potentially exportable cultural product that shapes and is shaped by Panama’s
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identity as a sovereign nation and a transit zone.
In the realm of popular culture, salomadoras such as Catita Carrasco cite the
Panamanian tamborera singer Silvia Degrasse as a primary artistic influence. Carrasco’s
well-documented appreciation for Silvia Degrasse is worth examining briefly, for the
latter’s achievements as a popular vocalist in Panama and abroad during the 1940s and
1950s facilitates a space in which salomadoras and other Panamanian female vocalists
were able to envision their own careers as commercial recording artists. As discussed in
chapter two, the advent of radio in Panama during the 1930s facilitated the circulation of
both local and transnational musics. Panama’s geographic position was especially
conducive to receiving radio signals from other countries such as Colombia and Cuba.
Moreover, Panamanians living near the Canal Zone received signals from Englishlanguage radio stations that specifically catered to U.S. military occupants and their
families. As a result, Panama’s consumption of popular music styles from the United
States and Latin America had a profound impact on the country’s own popular music
production. Aside from the stylistic changes instituted by música típica artists – most
notably the incorporation of Afro-Cuban instrumentation and musical forms, other
innovations led to the emergence of popular music genres unique to Panama.
De Grasse’s vocal approach to the tamborera, while vocally stylized, also
incorporated Panamanian vocal practices such as the grito. De Grasse, then, demonstrated
that Panamanian vocal expression can be embraced and performed in dialogue with
outside musical traditions. Women could serve as respected bearers of national pride
while still confronting, and responding to the realities of modernization. De Grasse’s
death in 1978 seems to mark the end of the tamborera phenomenon. Of course other
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reasons contribute to the decline of the tamborera – such as the increasing popularity of
salsa dura in Panama during the 1970s - but such speculations lie outside the scope of
this project.34
In examining Eneida Cedeño and Catalina Carrasco as historical figures pivotal to
the commercial development of música típica, I attempt to map out the social, historical,
and cultural factors that inform the emergence and standardization of the feminine voice
in música típica. In the following section, I wish to address how the salomadora has
come to be perceived in the Panamanian imagination. While the ability to salomar is a
given – a vocal technique that requires a powerful sounding voice, an ability to break
vocal registers with great ease and agility, and the cultivation of a timbre that is high in
register and nasal in quality, other social and performative criteria have come to be
regarded as identifiable to the salomadora both socially and culturally. At best, these
characteristics can be described as stereotypes; not all salomadoras embody these
characteristics for such assumptions suggest a lack of agency on their part to manage,
challenge, and defy how they are perceived in the public eye. Nevertheless, it is
important to understand these stereotypical associations, behaviors, and (in the case of the
political cartoon) images, for they provide insight into how salomadoras and by
extension, Panamanian women in general, are perceived as performative bearers of
national values and traditional culture.

Despite the fact that the tamborera is a hybrid genre, it is today recognized as a valuable musical
tradition worth preserving and promulgating. As journalist Rubén Martinez Sánchez clearly notes:
“Although the tamborera is not an authentically authocthonous genre nor of distinctly Panamanian roots,
paradoxically it is one of the manifestations of our music that has transcended the borders of our country”
[“Aunque la tamborera no es un género auténticamente autóctono y de raíces netamente panameñas,
paradójicamente es una de las manifestaciones de nuestra música que más ha trascendido las fronteras de
nuestra patria"] (Sánchez 2002).
34
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MODEST MORENITAS: AFFIRMING AND CHALLENGING SALOMADORA STEREOTYPES
The conflation of the saloma in música típica with Eneida Cedeño, Catalina
Carrasco, and other pioneering figures foregrounds several stereotypes that warrant
analytical examination. The salomadora’s modesty in attire is illuminated in the political
cartoon; she is wearing a dress that can at best be described as dowdy, a pearl necklace,
and simple pumps. Such simplicity in appearance is typically associated with a diffident
onstage demeanor (a characteristic that for obvious circumstantial reasons is not
portrayed in the cartoon) Catita Carrasco, while recognized for disrupting traditional
performance practices associated with the salomadora in música típica, is not considered
bold or shocking due in large part to her unflinching self-composure and humility both on
and off the stage. Carrasco’s decision to where polleras, which by their very
craftsmanship are aesthetically ostentatious, and accessorily opulent, did not deter from
her onstage demurity and unassuming staidness; instead these personal characteristics
seemed to overshadow any luxuriant details in costumery35. In reviewing old footage of
Catita Carrasco and Yin Carrizo performing live, it is clearly apparent that Catita’s on
stage movements and dancing were subtle, refined, and reminiscent of Azuerean folkloric
dance practices such as the tamborito.

In 2008, I requested a few price quotes from pollera makers, which ranged from $2,500 to $5,000.
Despite the fact that the median household income in Panama at the time was $4,000, this has not stopped
Panamanian women from securing the funding to have a pollera custom made, indicating the high respect
and value placed on these national costumes. The financial value of these polleras is only outweighed by its
symbolic value. Despite coming from a middle class home, my friend Nora has expressed to me how she
has dreamt of owning and wearing a pollera ever since she was a little girl. Now married with a child, Nora
still dreams of wearing a pollera but is unwilling to make the financial investment. For many women who
chose not to assume the costs involved in having a pollera custom made (polleras are never manufactured
for store purchase), they opt instead to rent a pollera to wear for a single event or a photo shoot – hoping to
record a memory of themselves dressed in nationalist splendor. Such services are especially popular in the
United States (particularly in Florida and Texas) where Panamanian immigrants unable to travel back to
Panama see this as a viable alternative.
35
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The editorial cartoon also presents the salomadora as an older Panamanian
woman; her rather frumpish appearance suggests stereotypical notions of mature
womanhood. That Eneida Cedeño and Lucy Quintero are thirteen and six years’ senior to
Dorindo Cárdenas and Victorio Vergara, respectively, is not unusual in the música típica
scene and encourage notions of the salomadora as a maternal figure. Catalina Carrasco’s
twenty-year age difference from Yin Carrizo is noteworthy precisely because it seems to
have been a non-issue to their fans. In fact, according to journalist Eduardo Soto P.,
Carrizo’s decision to replace Carrasco with a younger salomadora proved to be fatal to
the accordionist’s career, unable to reproduce the same degree of fame that he received
while working with Catalina Carrasco. In an interview for the Panamanian newspaper La
Crítica, Catita discusses the issues and concerns that factored into her dismissal from Yin
Carrizo’s conjunto: “According to Catita the wife of Yin Carrizo, who managed the
group, she convinced the accordionist to dismiss her. “She is very old,” she said, and
lacks a younger sounding voice” (Soto P. 2001).36
In today’s música típica scene, it is not unusual for young accordionists to feature
a significantly older salomadora as in the case of Manuelito Gomez, Francisco De
Gracia, and Payito Ballesteros. The preference for older salomadoras is not unique to
música típica, a genre that has traditionally placed greater value on career longevity – the
top five acts at the time I conducted fieldwork in Panama featured accordionists who
were above the age of thirty-eight. Nevertheless, the fact that many examples, both past
and present, of salomadoras performing in conjuntos with younger accordionists suggest

36

“Según Catita la esposa de Yin Carrizo, quien manejaba la agrupación,36 convenció al acordeonista para
que la despidiera. "Era muy vieja", dice ella, y hacía falta una voz más joven.”
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a symbolic association between age, maternalism, and cultural authenticity, in
expressions of Panamanian nationhood.
Of course many of these salomadoras began their careers at a young age but there
is not enough historical evidence to gauge performance practices at the time as related to
the body. The few early accounts I compiled through newspaper articles and personal
interviews with salomadoras, however, indicate the need for constant decorum both on
and off the stage. In describing her first professional performance as a salomadora,
Leonidas Moreno recalls:
Someone from home always accompanied me because my dad did not like
the profession of a musician. It was not appealing to him because such
things were very risky for a woman, he did not like the environment where
there was liquor, where people were drinking, he did not want that. He
told the musicians that he would allow me to go only if someone in my
family went with me. From the first day I started working someone
accompanied me until the day I married (Moreno, interview 2007).37
In assuming the musical and socio-performative stance of the salomadora,
especially in comparison to the male members of a música típica conjunto, a dynamic
emerges in which the female salomadora functions as the bearer of cultural tradition and
the male musician is read as an agent of transition, innovation, and modernity. Such a
phenomenon is not unique to Panama, as Anne McClintock astutely notes:
Women are represented as the atavistic and authentic 'body' of national
tradition…, embodying nationalism's conservative principle of continuity.
Men, by contrast, represent the progressive agent of national modernity…,
embodying nationalism's progressive, or revolutionary principle of
discontinuity (McClintock 1993: 66).

37

“Siempre me acompaña alguien de la casa porque a mi papa no le gustaba la profesión, de músico. A él
no le llamaba la atención porque decía que eran cosas de mucho riesgo para una mujer, que no le gustaba
ese ambiente donde había licor, había gente tomando, el no quería eso. Le dijo a los músicos que él
aceptaba que yo fuera si iba alguien de mi familia conmigo… Desde el primer día que comencé a trabajar
alguien me acompaño siempre hasta el día que me casé.”
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Eneida Cedeño, as the pivotal figure in introducing a vocal genre from
Panamanian folklore within a music genre on the verge of commercial success indeed
creates a gendered juxtaposition between tradition and innovation. Though her inclusion
of the saloma could be viewed as artistically innovative, her appropriation of a folkloric
practice stands in stark contrast to male accordionists who would go on to adopt and
arrange transnational commercial musics such as the Afro-Cuban son into música típica’s
stylistic framework. The female body that utters the saloma functions as a repository of
tradition, an eternal and maternal conveyor of the nation that in some ways enables the
male figure to adopt electric instruments, innovations in recording technology, and other
contemporary musical trends. Within the context of música típica, the envoiced female
subject ensures a matrilineal passage of cultural tradition, a metaphorical connection to
the land that is transmitted through the voice. That the female subject embodies this vocal
evocation of the isthmian nation is not without ideological complications, for
salomadoras such as Enedia Cedeño not only glorify the primordial and bucolic aspects
of the nation that predate immigration, they also problematize longstanding notions of
race that have long been endorsed by the nation state.
Known as “La morenita de Purio,” Eneida Cedeño’s morena identity complicates
the historical and cultural narratives of the Azuero Peninsula, a region with people of
predominantly Spanish ancestry. Such discursive constructions of the region traditionally
dilute or omit the presence of African-derived Panamanians since the colonial era. At best
a figure like Eneida Cedeño disrupts notions of race, especially in relation to cartographic
mappings endorsed in nationalist discourses since the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. While the usage of morena can also be interpreted as a term of endearment, it
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does not take away from the fact that Cedeño’s darkness has been marked, not only as a
physical trait, but also as an integral aspect of her commercial and public image. Such
overt markedness is a far cry from attempts to omit or whiten the musical origins of the
tamborito, as examined by Francesca Rivera (2006) in her work on Panamanian scholar,
musician, and diplomat Narciso Garay, whose seminal work Tradiciones y Cantares de
Panamá allude to these associations. Eneida Cedeño’s long and successful career as a
salomadora, a fact that is increasingly acknowledged after her death in 2006, reveals
alternate, perhaps even more tolerable perspectives of racial identity in Panamanian
popular culture.
At the same time, Cedeño’s natal ties to Purio, a town in the province of Los
Santos, emplaces her racialized identity in the very same discourses that have served to
deracialize cultural practices, traditions, and people representative of the Panamanian
nation. Moreover, such practices appear to be more amenable to the female body. Cedeño
is not the only salomadora to be given the moniker of morenita. Celebrated vocalist Lucy
Quintero, who is mostly recognized for her work with Victorio Vergara, is also known as
“La Morenita de Monagrillo,” a town in the city of Chitré, which is located in the
province of Herrera. Again, her phenotypic attributes are corrected or nullified by her
place of birth in the Azuero Peninsula. Despite the ambiguities juxtaposed in their
sobriquets, it is Cedeño and Quintero’s contributions to the música típica genre that are
lauded and emphasized. For these women, their embrace and expression of Panamanian
mestizo-identified cultures, especially through the corporeal medium of the voice
endorses a particular construction of Panamanian identity that has been patriarchically
endorsed and proscribed prior to the nation’s emergence as an independent republic (they
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are also female minorities in a largely mestizo and male popular music scene). The
ambiguity of the term morenita in Panamanian racial discourses also ensures that these
women are not identified strictly as Afro-Panamanian, which is illuminated by the word
morena’s diminutive marking.

THE CHANGING STATUS

OF THE

SALMOADORA

Starting in the 1980s, several female vocalists began to challenge the role of the
salomadora as the only conventional entrance for a female performer into the música
típica conjunto. For Nina Campines and Sandra Sandoval, assuming the role of the lead
vocalist in a música típica conjunto disrupted the male-female singing dynamic that has
come to serve as a powerful generic marker. Could a female lead vocalist perform in
tandem with a female salomadora? Would other alternatives be proposed? That both
Campines and Sandoval elected to not only eliminate the role of the salomadora but also
limit their own performances of such utterances suggests the pervasiveness of ideologies
that determine gendered música típica performance practices. In their development as
lead vocalists, what choices did Campines and Sandoval make in order to be accepted
into a musical scene that, though accepting of stylistic experimentation and innovation, is
still embedded in traditional discourses of feminine social morality and humility.
In 1987, vocalist Nina Campines became the first female musical director of a
Panamanian música típica conjunto.38 Originally from the province of Veraguas,
Campines and her family relocated to Panama City when she was eleven years old.

Campines’ entrance into the música típica scene is made all the more remarkable by the fact that she is
only the second non-accordionist to direct a música típica conjunto after Lucho de Sedas, former vocalist
and guitarist of Ulpiano Vergara.
38
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Known by a variety of sobriquets such as “La Dama del Acordeon” [The Lady of the
Accordion] and “La Dama de La Canción” [The Lady of Song], perhaps most intriguing
is the title bestowed upon her by animadores and radio broadcasters in the música típica
scene: La Dama Guerrera [The Warrior Lady], in reference to the song “Guerra Antigua”
from her 2001 album, La Fiera. As musical director, Campines created an instrumental
lineup that was distinct from other conjuntos at the time. Perhaps in an effort to assert her
position as musical director, Campines included two accordionists in her conjunto. In
distributing the musical duties amongst two instrumentalists, Campines challenged the
traditional supremacy of the accordion within the música típica ensemble. Campines also
became the first música típica artist to include two female background vocalists, neither
one assuming the role of the salomadora (she would also incorporate male background
vocalists into her conjunto). During a period in which the music video became a
mainstream phenomenon, Campines, along with Osvaldo Ayala, were among the first
artists to produce them for national broadcast.
Despite these achievements, Campines’s career was also marked by numerous
challenges. Faced with an audience unaccustomed to female-led música típica conjuntos,
Campines received minimal to no support in the production, distribution, and promotion
of her music39. As a result, Campines raised funds to produce virtually all of her albums
and assumed the costs associated with marketing and publicity, expenses that are
generally covered by major cervecerias nacionales [national breweries] for the more
popular música típica conjuntos. In spite of these odds, Nina Campines amassed a

In addition to building her musical career, Campines also attended university and became a certified
public accountant. From 1995-1999, Campines assumed a dual career as a musician and employee of
Panama’s Ministry of Finance.
39
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significant national following, an achievement emphasized by the journalist Ariosto
Velásquez in a profile on the artist: “This woman of tall stature and clear convictions, has
broken many patterns in the difficult world of Panamanian música típica, since without
any kind of promotional support and with her own financial resources, she is now a
promoter, singer, and director of her own group…” (Velásquez 2001).40 Like Samy and
Sandra Sandoval and Osvaldo Ayala, Campines also attempted to market and distribute
her music abroad. She has performed at various cultural festivals throughout the United
States, Latin American, and Europe. Additionally, Campines became one of a very small
group of women invited to perform at the Vallenato Festival in Valledupar, Colombia in
1998.
In assuming the role of lead vocalist, Campines’ introduced a distinctively female
perspective on a variety of subjects long tackled by men such as unrequited love,
infidelity, and estrangement. As the only lead vocalist in a conjunto that did not feature a
salomadora, performances of salomas were at best sparse; Campines’ salomas would
generally be delegated to the instrumentally driven rumba section. Considering the
novelty of a female lead vocalist and musical director, fans and journalists alike placed
significant attention on the lyrical content of her songs as well as her live performances.
Dressed in elegant attire such as sequined dresses or evening gowns, Campines
performed songs that explored the nuances of romantic relationships from a female
perspective, expressing opinions and feelings that took on a more feminist and selfreflective tinge.
In a 2001 interview, Campines discusses the impact she has made on her female
40

“Esta mujer, de gran estatura y claras convicciones, ha roto muchos patrones en el difícil mundo de la
música típica panameña, pues sin ningún tipo de apoyo promocional y con sus propios recursos
económicos, es hoy promotora, cantante y dueña de su propio conjunto”
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fans: “Women have called to thank me because by way of the songs that I sing, they can
sing to their men” (Chong 2001).41 The article goes on to describe other efforts by
Campines’ to attract a larger female fan base:
These women are the primary consumers of records and many attend the
dances, and for that reason she (Campines) implemented in her new group
“The New Tropicals,” male background singers in order to attract the
female public, that’s why they say have “handsome men” so that the
women would go see them (Chong 2001).42
Notwithstanding her pioneering contributions to the genre, not everyone was
ready or willing to embrace Campines as a legitimate música típica artist. One male
aficionado of música típica, spoke with great candor about gendered structures of power
that permeate the music genre and the challenges such dynamics posed on Campines’
musical career:
It continues to be sexist because you sing and perform salomas, but I play
and command, then we go to the dance you will sit there and dance with
me... and even if people are not willing to accept that we are sexist, we
still are, and we like to see women subjugated under our domain. Nina
Campines, the problem she had was that she did not play the accordion, it
was a disadvantage that she had. She just sang, and she did not do that
very well, not exactly spectacular. Physically she is a very elegant woman,
but too big for a típico ensemble, she is too tall. Our people are of normal
height 1.60m (62 inches or 5’2”), 1.70m (69 inches or 5’7”). This woman
is almost 1.80 (around 71 inches or 5’11”), enormous, really big. So then,
I don’t know, like she was too out of balance in the conjunto, that is how it
is (Anon., interview 2007). 43
41

“Las mujeres me han llamado para agradecerme por que por medio de las canciones que yo canto pueden
cantarle a sus hombres.”
42

“Ellas son las mayores consumidoras de los discos y en los bailes van muchas, por eso ha implementado
en su nuevo grupo "Los Nuevos Tropicales", tener coristas hombres para atraer al público femenino, por
eso dice tener unos ‘chicos bonitos’ para que vayan a verlos las damas.”
43

“Sigue siendo machista porque tu cantas y salomas, pero yo toco y mando, entonces vamos al baile tu te
sientas aquí y bailas conmigo…y aunque la gente no lo quiera aceptar somos machistas, así somos, nos
gusta verlas subyugadas bajo nuestro dominio. Nina Campines, el problema que ella tenía es que no toca el
acordeón, es una desventaja que ella tenía. Ella solamente cantaba y no lo hacia tan bien, espectacular que
digamos tampoco. …físicamente es una mujer elegante, pero muy grande para un conjunto típico, era
demasiado grande. Nuestra gente es de estatura normal 1.60m; 1.70m, esa mujer mide casi 1.80, enorme,
grandotota. Entonces no sé, como que descuadrada en un conjunto, eso es así.”
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Realizing the sexist tone of his remarks, the particular aficionado attempted to
deflate the matter by comparing Campines’ predicament with that of a male música típica
bassist:
Look we have a bassist, a man who played bass in San José, Chan, he
works in the prosecutor’s office in Chitré, and when Victorio’s [Vergara]
bassist left, he played a couple of songs, but they got rid of him for that,
for his size, a very tall man, he is 1.86m in stature (approximately 73
inches or 6’1”. Everyone is average and that man is too big, all of that
makes a difference (Ibid).44
Since leaving the música típica scene circa 2004, Campines has become more
actively involved in the preservation and promotion of Panamanian musical folklore, an
endeavor she began as the government-appointed Ambassador of Culture in the late
1990s.45 In collaboration with Panama’s National Institute of Culture, Campines founded
the “Gran encuentro de las reinas del acordeón” in which female accordionists from each
of Panama’s provinces were scouted to participate in events associated with the
International Day of Women held annually in March. In 2003, Campines released an
album entitled “100 años de folclore y sentimiento” (“One Hundred Years of Folklore
and Feeling”), in which she performs in an array of genres that comprises Panama’s
popular music landscape throughout its first hundred years as a republic. Campines has
also expanded her repertoire, having performed a concert of Argentine tangos composed
by Carlos Gardel and most recently, releasing an album of tamboreras. Over the last five
years, Campines has become a staunch advocate of younger emerging música típica

44

“Mire que nosotros tenemos un bajista, un muchacho que tocaba bajo en San José, Chan, trabaja en la
fiscalía, algo así en Chitré y cuando el bajista de Victorio se salía él tocaba un par de canciones, pero lo
sacaron por eso, por el tamaño, un hombre demasiado grande mide 1.86. Todo el mundo mediano y ese
hombre demasiado grande, todo eso influye.”
45

Campines’ appointment occurred during Ayala’s tenure as Ambassador of Culture.
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artists. In addition to having hosted a weekly radio show in the late 2000s on Radio
Nacional entitled “Desde los Escenarios” [“From the Stages”] that promotes rising
música típica artists, Campines has also worked in tandem with a variety of organizations
such as the National Accordion Association to secure performance opportunities that are
usually monopolized by the five major música típica conjuntos at major cultural events
such as carnival.

SANDRA SANDOVAL
Of the five major música típica groups that perform regularly throughout Panama,
only Samy and Sandra Sandoval omit the role of the salomadora46. This is a far departure
from their early years in the música típica circuit when Sandra strictly performed
salomas, modeling her performances in the style of Leonidas Moreno, her favorite
música típica vocalist. Considering their reputation today as major innovators of the
genre, it is also difficult to imagine the Sandoval’s as the subject of rampant criticism by
journalists and fans of música típica, deriding the brother-sister duo for being imitative
and derivative, that is, for not performing sets of original material and cultivating a
distinctive. Sandra endured the brunt of such criticism, especially in regards to her voice
as being aesthetically unappealing; it has been described as lacking finesse and
amplitude, and irritatingly nasal.47 Eventually the Sandovals implemented significant

Salomadora Leonidas Moreno does sing as a solo vocalist on a few of Alfredo Escudero’s songs but
interestingly these songs contain simple and repetitive lyrics not unlike what is commonly encountered
vocally within the tamborito genre.
46

Interestingly, both Sandra Sandoval and Catita Carrasco both endured similar criticism for their vocal
abilities. Specifically, it is their propensity to sing lyrics that have attracted the most criticism by música
típica aficionados, subjecting both vocalists to accusations of overcompensation. In attempting to minimize
their questionable skills as salomadoras, they elected instead to sing lyrics. For example, in the article “La
Saloma: Espíritu del típico, Catalina Carrasco is described as not a very good salomadora: No es lo mismo
47
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changes to their musical style and public image, including Sandra’s decision to abandon
her role as a salomadora and function instead as the primary vocalist of the conjunto48.
As already noted, Sandra’s decision to sing lead vocals was not without
precedent, for Nina Campines and Catalina Carrasco had already received wide acclaim
for their performances, and, in the case of the latter, for her incorporation of dance and
special costumes into her performances49. Nevertheless, Sandra’s redefined image and
personal style, along with the experimentation she, her brother Samy, and the conjunto
pursued with transnational popular music genres, sparked a cultural and socio-economic
phenomenon that was never before known or experienced in Panama. Sandra’s success,
though largely tied to being half of a brother sister duo, is also attributed to other factors
that are of her own signature creation and design: highly sensual dancing, provocative
attire, and a sultry and charismatic onstage persona.
However, these changes in musical and personal style lead to the minimization
and eventual disappearance of the saloma in the Sandovals’ repertoire. With few
exceptions, Sandra’s reluctance to salomar reveals the tensions between the traditional
and the modern, the national and the transnational that are inherent in her interpretations
of música típica songs both live and via commercial recordings. How does Sandra
reconfigure herself and gendered constructions of the Panamanian nation through
vocalizar que salomar; espíritu. Podemos comparar su estilo de cantar con Sandra Sandoval, que es la única
vocalista en ese tiempo (La saloma, espíritu del típico 2003: 18).
Later recordings and live performances also reveal a less-nasally sounding Sandra but it remains unclear
if this was an intentional correction on her part or due to vocal maturity, her admitted rhinoplasty
procedure, advances in recording or microphone technology, or a combination thereof.
48

However the dynamic between Samy and Sandra as accordionist and vocalist respectively is not strictly
observed. Samy also participates as a vocalist, either singing duets with his sister, or solos with Sandra
providing background vocals. This alternate enactment of the dyad between male and female vocalist
ensures a more egalitarian dynamic between the Sandovals, though this does not take away from Sandra’s
primary role as lead vocalist.
49
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performance?
Sandra’s bold choices in onstage attire, her examination of controversial subject
matter in her music and music videos, as well as her burgeoning homosexual fan base has
inspired numerous comparisons to international pop star Madonna. In 2000, for example,
various Panamanian newspapers reported on the Sandoval’s filming of a music video for
their song “La Intrusa.” Among the locations used in the video is “la Iglesia de la
Merced" [“the Church of Mercy”], located in the historic Casco Viejo section of Panama
City. According to Church officials, the priest granted the Sandovals permission to film
their music video with several provisions; namely that filming would only take place in
front of the church grounds, specifically on the steps leading into the temple, and second,
that Sandra abstain from performing her signature dance moves. While Sandra Sandoval
observed the latter provision, the church contends that the Sandovals did not observe the
former; the video clearly shows Sandra walking out of the church. Augmenting this act of
disrespect was Sandra’s choice in attire during the filming of that scene – a low cut black
dress that emphasized her décolletage and her curvaceous figure. Moreover, in this early
twentieth century period piece in which Sandra portrays a woman whose adulterous
indiscretions incite gossip by a group of female parishioners, the music video embeds the
Catholic Church within a web of social practice that it strictly condemns. Though no
direct quote is used, the newspaper La Crítica reports that Sandra defends her actions,
claiming that the inside of the church was never visible in the music video and that the
video itself deals with the painful realities of social life (Pérez M. 2000). Though the
subject matter of the song is never acknowledged as a factor in the Church’s complaint, it
is noteworthy to point out Sandra’s performance of a song that is told from the
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perspective of a “kept woman.” Her decision to portray this individual in a music video
reveals her unabashed interest in examining socially marginalized characters.
The song “Migajas,” from Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s 2006 album, Ahora Soy
Libre, is another example of how Sandra explores themes of infidelity that may or may
not be feminist in tone. The female signing subject is berating “the other woman,” the
mistress that threatens to destroy her marriage. This attack on the mistress’ character
shifts attention away from the husband and his indiscretions. The lyrics imply a certain
degree of tolerance on the part of the singing subject to her husband’s sexual escapades,
detaching any potential of emotional intimacy that can occur through the sexual act. The
protagonist latches on to her role of the wife – serving as a badge of honor that defines
her worth against a woman who debases herself by sleeping with her husband.
The singing subject never expresses anger about her husband’s blatant infidelity,
exhibiting a sense of compliance to this behavior. Then again, the wife is not letting her
husband’s actions define who she is – that is, she is no less of a woman as a result of this
infidelity. She is confident in her position as a wife that she is able to taunt her husband’s
mistress, telling her that her husband will never compromise his marriage for a selfberating woman. At the same time, in competing for this unidentified man’s affections,
both women feel free to express their desires and needs, creating avenues in which a
competitive nature can be uninhibitedly expressed without concern of public perception.
Such highly charged lyrics evoke social messages and gender dynamics that are difficult
to translate and convey through the saloma alone.
“Migajas”
Tú dices que lo nuestro
es solo un contrato y no felicidad.
Que él te ha confesado

You say that ours is
only a contract and not happiness.
That he has confessed
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que en cualquier momento, él me dejará
No quieres acepatarlo y buscas excusa
para disfrazar
La ovejita que un lobo esconde
Tú lo que quieres es quitarme a mi hombre
Y no lo lograrás

that at any moment, he will leave me
You don’t want to accept it and look for
excuses to disguise
The sheep that a wolf hides
What you want is to take my man
And you will not succeed

No te das cuenta tonta
que estás perdiendo el tiempo
que no eres otra cosa
que un momento de sexo

Do not you realize, stupid
that you’re wasting time
you're not anything other than
a sexual moment

Una mujer que solo eso sabe dar
Y que no le importa con el que dirán
y que en cualquier lugar se baja la moral
Tú no vales nada

A woman who can give only that
And who is not worried about what people will
say
and anywhere you lower your moral
You are worthless

Migajas es lo único que te ha tocado
Migajas él solo te puede dar
La prueba es que conmigo sigue casado
y por una como tú no me va a dejar

Crumbs is the only thing that you have gotten
Crumbs is the only thing he can give you
The proof is that he is still married to me
and he is not going to leave me for one like you

No te quejes de tu suerte
Tú eres la que se rebaja
Yo me como el plato fuerte
y tú te comes las migajas

Do not complain about your luck
You're the one who lowers herself
I eat the main course
and you eat the crumbs

El se mete en tu cama y te maja,
te maja, te maja
El se mete en tu cama y te maja
Pero solo te da migajas.

He gets into your bed and he pounds you,
he pounds you, he pounds you
He gets into your bed and pounds you
But he only gives you crumbs.

In addition to stretching the boundaries of female subjectivity in música típica,
Samy and Sandra Sandoval have also redefined the socials spaces in which this music is
consumed. Several of my research consultants have commented on how Samy and
Sandra Sandoval’s performances have diversified audiences and social behaviors within
jardines and toldos across the country. Sandra’s flamboyant personality, coupled with the
conjunto’s’ regular usage of special effects creates an audience experience best described
as a spectacle [“espectáculo”]. In the bailes of yesteryear, virtually all audience members
danced during musical performances, as this was the veritable indicator of positive
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audience reception. In an informal conversation I had with a Panamanian folklorist, he
criticized Samy and Sandra Sandoval for creating a música típica experience not centered
on dance. Young single women were increasingly attending these bailes without male
escorts, situating themselves in front of the stage where they could observe the musical
performance. Also interspersed in these crowds of gazers – an increasing number of
homosexuals who regard Sandra as their national gay icon. While my informant had no
problems with this particular growing fan base, he was nevertheless concerned that a
growing number of fans were not participating in heteromormative dancing and by
extension traditional socio-cultural practices that foster community building and national
pride.
The element of spectacle in the Sandovals’ shows, however, create alternate spaces
for fans who would otherwise feel marginalized by a male-dominated music industry that
encourages masculine expressions of Panamanian pride grounded in rurality. As Aaron
Fox and Christine Yano note in their forthcoming anthology of global country music:
Among white, blue-collar Texans, "class" is symbolized powerfully (particularly in
"country" music) in tropes of gender that assign a threatened “working-class” authenticity
a masculine valence, and aspirations for upward class mobility a “feminine” valence. For
single female and homosexual fans of música típica, Sandra Sandoval creates a space
where they can participate in a live musical experience and identify with her
cosmopolitan image50. This urbane persona Sandra evokes goes beyond notions of
materialism and capitalism, for she also demonstrates the potential to fashion the socially
In my discussions with several male gay fans of the Sandoval’s music, they made a point to clarify that
their fascination is only with Sandra and not her brother Samy. By distancing themselves from Samy, they
are showing deference to the accordionist by respecting his identity as a straight man, husband, and father,
and by extension Sandra as his sister.
50
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marginalized self as an autonomous, self-sufficient subject unswayed by negative
masculine charms. Though homosexual men and single women are increasingly attending
música típica shows in general, their presence is especially noticeable at the bailes of
Samy and Sandra Sandoval.51
Though not in the same class of spectacle associated with national or global
events such as the Olympics or national celebrations, Samy and Sandra Sandoval’s shows
maximize the visual, transgressive, and transformative potential of the live musical event,
whether it occurs within the modest confines of the jardín or toldo, or within the more
spacious and technologically advanced concert halls and theaters in the nation’s capital.
From heavy usage of strobe lighting, to the Sandoval’s spectacularly coordinated outfits;
from Samy’s physically demanding execution of the accordion to Sandra’s provocative
body movements and performative interpretation of racy lyrics; the brother-sister duo
creates a musical experience unprecedented in música típica. That Sandra Sandoval
places herself on display in a manner that is incongruent to the performance practices of
salomadoras imbues her female persona with an aura that attracts multiple audience
perceptions, ranging from admiration and awe to envy. On the night I attended the
Sandovals’ performance at El Suspiro my friend Itziak and his tight-knit group of
homosexual friends sang along to nearly every song Sandra performed that evening; they
demonstrated their ability to mimic Sandra’s dance moves flawlessly, and, in the midst of
it all, were aglow with ardor under the strobe lights – exuding confidence, enthusiasm,
purpose, and self-awareness that is especially palpable though the act of performance.

This is not to suggest that heterosexual couples or single men do not stand close to the stage in order to
get a good view of the performance. After all, the critique about the spectacle element in the Sandovals’
shows is based on this growing preference to stand and stare at the action on stage as if the event was more
like a popular music concert.
51
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Despite her sexualized persona, cosmopolitan sensibilities (as revealed in her
fashion sense), and interpretive examination of controversial song lyrics, Sandra
Sandoval is perceived first and foremost as a campesina at heart. The question of
decorum and temperament that befell generations of salomadoras also applies to Sandra.
While Sandra’s public disclosure of her plastic surgery procedures, invitation to pose
nude on Playboy (an offer she declined), predilection for designer clothing, and vocal
performances of lyrics that deal with infidelity, Sandra continues to be celebrated in the
media as a woman of great humility who values the importance of family and campesina
values. While such media reports are part and parcel of a discursive history that portrays
the salomadora as the purveyor of Panamanian national culture and morality, they are
also augmented by the fact that Sandra’s position in the conjunto is embedded within a
nuclear family structure. As a member of a conjunto in which her brother Samy is the
accordionist and musical director; a father who manages their business affairs, a mother
who regularly serves as Sandra’s clothing designer and image consultant, and a long-time
boyfriend turned husband who performs the congas, Sandra’s musical and social position
is firmly defined by a strong familial network. When I left Panama in 2007 after
completing my fieldwork, Sandra had just announced to the public that she was expecting
her first child. As the center of constant pregnancy rumors since her late twenties, many
fans as well as the press questioned whether or not her career would prevent future plans
to have children. Now a mother of two, Sandra’s image – for all of its titillative
expressiveness – is further distilled. This is not to suggest that motherhood desexualizes
Sandra – rather, I argue that it grounds Sandra in larger discourses of campesina female
identity, which allows a space for her to continue to perform provocatively while
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simultaneously embracing her new role as a mother. It is for this reason that girls as
young as five are encouraged to get on stage during a Sandoval show to entertain the
audience with their best Sandra impersonations, wiggling their hips alluringly while a
crowd looks on with welcoming shock, amazement, and encouragement. Sandra
Sandoval therefore invokes dual metaphorical constructions of the nation state - the
nation as a family unit, and the nation as feminine. In reifying the musical and
metaphorical voice of convention and progress, Sandra is involved in a creative
negotiation of both traditional and transnational vocal styles and discourses.
Which begs the question did Sandra play a major role in the salomadora’s
declining presence in música típica? While Sandra’s success as a lead vocalist did not
bolster a greater female presence in the música típica scene, it is incorrect to assume the
converse as well. As I have discussed above, a unique constellation of factors shaped and
influenced Sandra Sandoval’s success. Nevertheless, I will briefly discuss the role female
performers have played in música típica since Sandra and Sandoval’s commercial
success of the 1990s.

THE DECLINE OF THE SALOMADORA?
How can you expect that with the turn they are taking
There will be no more saloma nor the voice of a woman
Why downplay the importance of a good grouping
If the singers have done so much to forge the tradition
The singers will not disappear because they are
They are an attraction that enlivens today as yesterday.
(Bethancourt 2008)52

52

“Cómo pueden pretender por el giro que ahora toman
Que no haya más saloma ni la voz de una mujer
Por qué quitarle importancia a una buena agrupación
Si las cantantes han hecho tanto en forjar la tradición.
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This song, written by Estercita Nieto and published in an article about the current
state of female vocalists in the música típcia genre reflects a common topic of discussion
between my research consultants and I during the early stages of my fieldwork – the
declining role of the salomadora in música típica. The death of four salomadoras in 2006
- Eneida Cedeña, Lucía “Chía” Ureña, Digna Acevedo, and Gilda Cárdenas – as well as
an increase in the number of accordionists electing not to include a female vocalist in
their conjunto raised concerns about the salomadora’s future status in the genre. While it
is plausible to argue that the emergence of lead female vocalists such as Sandra Sandoval
and Nina Campines have destabilized gendered vocal performance roles and inspired
other young female vocalists to follow suit, such achievements have not led to any
compelling changes in performance practices.
Since the 1990s, at least two other female vocalists have attempted to break into
the música típica scene as lead vocalists with mixed results. Originally a singer of salsa,
balada, and merengue, Mirta Rodriguez became the lead vocalist of Cristian Nieto’s
conjunto, "Ritmo y Sentimientos.” Despite modest success, Rodriguez decided to leave
the group due to her increasing responsibilities as co-host of the television show Hecho
En Panama. After winning Proyecto Estrello 20-30 in 2005, a Panamanian television
reality competition for singers ages 13-17, fourteen year-old Margarita Henríquez, along
with her father Juancín Henríquez, released an album of música típica songs entitled “A
Que Sabe El Amor.” Audience reception of the CD was strong, perhaps serving as a
motivating factor behind her subsequent decision to pursue a recording career in a more
transnational popular music market. In 2008, Henriquez won the third season of Latin
No van a desaparecer las cantantes porque son
Ellas son una atracción que alegran hoy como ayer.”
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American Idol, which led to the release of her debut album under the SONY/BMG label.
Though album’s sales were strong in Panama, she failed to attract a transnational market
of Latin American consumers. Since then, she released a follow up album in 2009,
“Punto de Partida” in which a few tracks received considerable airplay in Panama, Costa
Rica and the Dominican Republic. Henriquez also briefly served as a co-host of the
Panamanian show Asi Es Mi Tierra, and as of the writing of this dissertation, continues to
make appearances on Panamanian television while pursuing a university degree in
marketing and communications. With Sandra Sandoval as the only current female lead
vocalist in a genre where accordionists such as Alejandro Solis and Abdiel Nuñez are
leading conjuntos without salomadoras, it was understandable why such a concern was
not only expressed by musicians and fans, but by journalists who are writing about this
issue with polemical vigor.
In a 1997 article for the Panamanian newspaper La Prensa, “De Cantalantes y
salomas,” Ana Teresa Benjamín and Daniel Domínguez Z. question retired salomadoras
about recent trends to minimize or eliminate the voz feminina in música típica conjuntos.
The journalists note that despite the recent success of Sandra Sandoval, most conjuntos
find no appeal in hiring a female lead vocalist: “Despite this new trend, more and more
often we see groups that do not have a female member where the saloma and the cries of
the cantalante have been replaced by men’s funny movements and the sole presence of
the accordionist” (Benjamín and Domínguez Z. 1997: 9).53 As opposed to the star power
of past salomadoras like “Catita de Panamá”, today’s female vocalists are marginally

53

“Pese a esta nueva moda, cada vez es más frecuente observer grupos que no cuentan con una integrante
mujer, donde la saloma y el grito de la cantalante han sido reemplazados por ‘graciosos’ movimientos
masculinos y la única presencia del acordeonista.”
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positioned on what Esthericita Nieto describes as a “the back burner” [“en segundo
plano”]. Although respectful of Sandra Sandoval’s musical and performative
contributions to the genre, Nieto also attributes Sandoval’s provocative attire and
dancing, as well as the Sandovals reliance on theatrical special effects, as a hindrance to
the rise of a future generation of salomadoras: “música típica has taken many turns and
now it appears to be pressed to Sandra’s hips and to all of her followers” (Ibid).54 Is it
possible to attribute the marginalization of salomadoras to Sandra’s sexually charged
image?
Other journalists and contributors have described the salomadora as an
unappreciated musical role within the música típica conjunto, especially in comparison to
the advances set forth by Nina Campines and Sandra Sandoval. In a 2000 article for La
Prensa, Jaime A. Porcell Alemán states:
But the salomas of Eneida Cedeño, Esthercita Nieto, and Eutimia
Gonzalez, although clear and toned, were prisoners of a limiting tradition.
They modestly cultivated their role behind the great artist. Their role in the
groups of Gelo Córdoba Gelo, Dorindo Cárdenas, and Ceferino Nieto, is
reduced more than anything, to doing salomas and choruses to support the
glow of the star accordionist (Porcell Alemán 2000: 26a).55
In contrast, figures like Sandra embody what Alemán describes as “la saloma
feminina liberada,” an alternative take on the Grito de la Independencia and Pinzón
Rodríguez writings on the subject. In highly sexualized and racialized prose, he describes
singers like Sandra Sandoval, Nina Campines, and Mirta Rodriguez who embody this
vision of the liberated feminine vocalist of música típica:
54

“…la música típica popular ha dado muchas vueltas y ahora parece estar prensada a las caderas de
Sandra y a todos sus seguidores.”
55

“Pero las salomas de Eneida Cedeño, Esthercita Nieto y Eutimia González, aunque cristalinas y
entonadas, resultaron prisioneras de una tradición limitante. Cultivaron con modestia su papel de figuras
detrás del gran artista. Su función, en los conjuntos de Gelo Córdoba, Dorindo Cárdenas y Ceferino Nieto,
se reduce más que nada, a salomar y hacer coros, como apoyo al fulgor de la estrella acordeonista.”
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True national starlets, of sculpted bodies and located on the first line,
abundantly exude sexuality. So different from Catalina Carrasco (Yin
Carrizo) – dressed up in a pollera, always majestic and stately – who
enthralled us with that ‘oh Manito Juan!” Sandra Sandoval dressed like a
rock diva, Mirna Rodriguez and Nina Campines with sequined evening
gowns, seemed to bid farewell to the simple rural lifestyle while greeting a
more urban and cosmopolitan one (Ibid).56
Journalist Yodalis Bethancourt expresses a similar sentiment in a 2008 article.
She contrasts the role of female vocalists who are relegated to the utterance of salomas
with female vocalists in other Panamanian popular music genres such as the tamborera.
In contrast to vocalists such as Silvia De Grasse who was the star vocalist in her
collaborations with male composes and instrumentalists, salomadoras appear as mere
musical and visual adornments with little to say lyrically. Notwithstanding the different
performance practices and musical roles established within música típica and the
tamborera, Bethancourt and Esthercita Nieto urge current and future salomadoras to
demand a more prominent musical position within the conjunto.
In some respects, such arguments seem out of place in discussions about the
salomadoras’s declining presence in the genre. According to Alejandro Solís, the
increasing presence of female vocalists singing lyrics will only decrease the need and
value of salomadoras. In discussing possible future directions for his conjunto in which
he currently serves as the accordionist and lead vocalist, he discusses the possibility of
including a different singer:
Yes in the future we will introduce a serious singer not only for the
salomas but also to sing song lyrics because little by little we are noticing
that the figure of the salomadora is losing value by the inclusion of
56

“Verdaderas vedettes criollas, de cuerpos esculpidos y situadas en primera línea, destilan sensualidad a
raudales. Qué distintas a Catalina Carrasco (de Yin Carrizo) –engalanada con pollera, siempre majestuosa y
señorial– quien nos embelesaba con aquel ¡ay Manito Juan! Sandra Sandoval vestida cual diva de rock,
Mirna Rodríguez y Nina Campines con trajes de noche y lentejuelas, parecieran despedir la sencilla forma
de vida rural mientras saludan a otra más urbana y cosmopolita.”
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women singing lyrics, I am not going to criticize, rather make comments
(Solís, interview 2007).57
Solis’ reluctance to criticize current performance practices and musical trends in
música típica, especially in relation to the changing role of the female vocalist, suggests
the sensitive nature of this topic to aficionados and musicians alike. Debates surrounding
the role of the salomadora are connected to questions of musical authenticity, for this
sonic detail has been the defining feature within a musical genre that heavily borrows
from Panama’s Caribbean and Colombian neighbors. For some, eliminating the role
removes a significant musical vestige of Panamanian musical folklore. Additionally, the
omission of the salomadora virtually obliterates the already marginalized role of female
musicians in música típica, especially when such losses are not being offset by an
increasing preference for female lead vocalists.
For música típica artists and fans in favor of the diminishing role of the
salomadora, their reasons have not so much to do with the aesthetic, but on their
preoccupation with how the genre can be more accessible and appealing to a global music
market. However, in my conversations with accordionists who were directing their own
conjuntos as the time, an array of reasons where discussed regarding their decisions to
perform without a salomadora, revealing other factors that have nothing to do with
personal motivations to export their music abroad. Former vocalist turned accordionist
Abdiel Nuñez explains how his decision to forgo a salomadora was not intentional but
the result of not being able to find a suitable female vocalist for his conjunto:
I had one when I started but she is no longer with the group. I tried to get a
57

“Sí, en un futuro de introducir una cantante sería no solamente para salomas sino también para cantar
canciones letras y porque poco a poco nos vamos dando cuenta que la figura de la salomadora va perdiendo
el valor por la inclusión de la mujer cantando letras, o sea no voy a hacer críticas más bien comentarios.”
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singer but it is quite difficult to find a young girl who sings well, who has
a striking appearance, and that fits with the group. It is quite difficult. I
have nothing against the saloma, I like the saloma; people always ask me
why I do not have a female singer. It is neither for anything bad nor
because I do not like the saloma, but that I have not had the opportunity, I
have tested four or five of them but I have yet to find someone adequate
(Nuñez, interview 2007).58
For Abdiel Nuñez, deciding who will take on the role of the salomadora is not an
easy decision. Within the context of his own group, it is important to Nuñez that he finds
a salomadora who is young, attractive, and knowledgeable in this particular style of
vocal performance, qualities he claims that are difficult to identify in one female vocalist.
In the case of the young accordionist Alejandro Solís, the decision to eliminate the role of
the salomadora was a creative decision based on his long-term vision for the conjunto:
When we started the group we tried to have a different musical concept…
to sell the figure of the conjunto as the group a little more, not one based
on a principal figure. When we establish a group where there is one singer;
a man and a woman – that already is two figures, what happens is that if
one of them leaves, there is a downturn. As part of the strategy would be –
right now I am calm about the fact that I play the accordion and sing so
that if I don’t want to sing anymore or play anymore I can leave the
conjunto, but there isn’t that weakness that the conjunto cannot function or
if the singer leaves and they are thinking the same thing (Solís, interview
2007).59
Salomadora Estercita Nieto also has her own take on why the saloma has not
been well received abroad: “…because, what does the saloma say to them? Nothing”]
58

“Tenía una cuando inició pero ya no está más en el grupo. He tratado de conseguir una cantante pero es
bastante difícil encontrar una muchacha joven que cante bien, que tenga una apariencia bastante llamativa,
y que se amolde al grupo. Es bastante difícil. No tengo nada en contra de la saloma, me gusta la saloma;
siempre la gente me pregunta que porque no tengo cantante. No es por nada malo ni porque no me guste la
saloma, sino que no he tenido la oportunidad, he hecho pruebas con más de cuatro o cinco todavía no he
encontrado la adecuada.”
59

“Cuando comenzamos el grupo tratamos de tener un concepto musical diferente mas…vender un poquito
más la figura del conjunto como grupo no solo la figura principal. Cuando hacemos un grupo donde hay un
cantante; un hombre y una mujer ya ahí son dos figuras, qué pasa que si se sale uno de ellos ya hay un
bajón. Como parte de la estrategia sería…en este momento me siento tranquilo por el hecho de que toco el
acordeón y canto de modo que si yo no quiero cantar más ni tocar más me salí del conjunto, pero no está
esa debilidad de que no pueda estar o se va la cantante y siempre también pensando.”
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(Bethancourt 2008).60 Attributing the salomadora’s lack of appeal within a more global
market to their singing style and inability to perform actual song lyrics, however, fails to
account for the popularity of world music genres such as Georgian polyphonic vocal
music, which mainly relies on the utterance of vocables, or instances in which female
world music recording artists have made significant commercial advances in regions
unfamiliar with their native language.
Have today’s salomadoras been unsuccessful at achieving the star power of
yesteryear or is this valorization of older generations of salomadoras more of a recent
occurrence? While the average música típica aficionado may be able to list five great
salomadoras from the genre’s past, chances are the rate of success in naming five current
performs would be significantly lower. Once again this raises the question as to whether
or not longevity plays a decisive role in a salomadora earning national recognition and
respect.
At the time of the writing of this dissertation, it remains unclear whether or not
the role of the salomadora or voz feminina is still facing the threat of extinction. Of the
ten música típica conjuntos participating in the 2010 reality television show El Reto de
Tipiquero, only two groups did not include a salomadora (one of the two groups in
question is led by a female accordionist). In the professional circuit the number of
conjuntos that feature a salomadora/cantadera clearly outnumber those that do not.
Nevertheless, debates about the changing or vanishing role of the salomadora remain
active in música típica discourse, for what is at stake is the sanctity of the genre’s
spiritual essence, a spiritual and sonic expression of Panamanian nationhood.

60

“…porque qué les dice a ellos la saloma, nada”
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CONCLUSION
Sound is the defining factor of the feminine in música típica performance,
particularly in dialogue with the speaking masculine vocal agent, as well as the male
accordionist. The saloma as a generic vocal practice is a symbolically charged utterance
that must be understood in relation to other vocal utterances, both past and present, and
both local and transnational. As a traditional vocal practice, the saloma’s earliest origins
are located in Panama’s rural regions where it functions as a sort of field holler. While
either gender can perform salomas, its ties to agricultural work have led to a privileging
of the male voice in the development and perpetuation of this practice. Within the context
of música típica, however, the saloma becomes a standardized vocal part solely ascribed
to female vocalists. Despite changes to the genre brought on by advances in recording
technology, production, and instrumentation, the salomadora’s role has endured. Even
with the advent of the male lead vocalist singing lyrics, the salomadora remained
emplaced within música típica’s soundscape as sonic ornamentation, a humanly uttered
sound representative of Panamanian tradition and pride whose resonance instills feelings
of inspiration and nationally emplaced personhood for both musicians and listener.
The rise of female singers assuming the masculinized role of lead vocalist has
brought into question the future role of the salomadora in música típica. By not including
a salomadora into their conjuntos, both Sandra Sandoval and Nina Campines suggest that
there is no space for two female vocalists, for this breaks significantly with the malefemale vocal dyadic that has become one of the genre’s key sonic features. However, in
cases where women are assuming the role of accordionist and vocalist, the exclusion of a
salomadora still applies. What accounts for this practice of exclusion and why is this
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occurring at the expense of the salomadora?
While I do not have the answer to this question, what I have attempted to do in this
chapter is present a historical and cultural investigation of the salomadora in Panamanian
traditional and popular culture. The different ways in which these salomadoras perform
live and how they comport themselves both on and off the stage, reveal insights into
Panamanian notions and expectations of femininity – that to a certain extent, still persist
with a figure as revolutionary as Sandra Sandoval. While Sandra’s contributions to the
genre both stylistically and performatively are immense, she should not be viewed simply
as a revolutionary figure who transgresses, challenges, and redefines música típica
performance practices and gender dynamics. In order to understand her current role in the
scene and the national imagination, it is important to examine the historical role female
performers have played in the development of música típica. Since música típica is
stylistically and discursively influenced by Panamanian folklore and its attendant
nationalist discourses, I argue for a more nuanced study of Panamanian nationalism, one
that integrates conceptions of gender, sexuality, and identity through musical
performance and bodily movement.
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CONCLUSION
This dissertation has taken on a sort of theme and variations form, exploring how
the category of nationalism is multi-inflected through the prism of Panamanian popular
music and culture. This project began in response to a series of simple questions raised
during my first trip to the isthmus: What exactly is Panamanian música típica? What is
this music typical of? In other words, what gives this particular musical genre or style its
sense of typicality within the context of twentieth- and twenty-first century Panamanian
identity politics? What informal or formal role has Panamanian música típica played in
the nation’s growing national consciousness and how does it constitute feelings of
belonging in a nation characterized by heavy mobility and transit? My aim, then, has
been to break down and piece back together musical and discursive components that
imbue social life and meaning into the música típica genre, focusing particularly on the
genre’s social history; investigating and making sense of the discourses surrounding the
música típica genre itself; exploring the role of the state and private corporations in
valorizing the genre on a national level; and examining the discursive and sonic role of
the accordion and female vocalists in today’s música típca ensemble.
Considering the lack of musical and anthropological scholarship on Panama,
especially in relation to popular culture, I start this ethnography by examining the concept
of Panamanian nationalism as it developed at the turn of the twentieth century. Panama’s
growing sense of national consciousness is in many respects part of a pattern emerging
throughout Latin American during the nineteenth century, a critical period in which
virtually all countries in the region were breaking colonial ties and establishing
independence. While Panama’s engagement with populist politics occurred, as in other
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Latin American countries during the specified time frame that Thomas Turino identifies broadly from the 1820s to the 1970s - it is important to stress how late independence
came to Panama in comparison to these other Latin American countries. More
importantly, Panama’s secession from Colombia occurred under inauspicious
circumstances, orchestrated in large part by the political and militaristic machinations of
the United States. As a result, Panama’s path to sovereignty has been questioned and
mocked globally. Panama’s attempts to establish itself as a multi-party democratic
government was met with numerous political and economic challenges from within,
prompting the young nation – for better or worse – to seek political counsel from and
military intervention by the United States on multiple occasions during the first half of
the twentieth century. The quasi-colonial relationship Panama endured under the United
States only reconfirmed that the country’s sovereign identity was nominal at best.
Panamanian post-Republic national sentiment emerges, then, from this particular
hegemonic dynamic, a reactionary stance prompted in response to the U.S. operation of
the Canal and occupation of the surrounding Canal Zone. In their rejection of the United
States’s cultural influences, Panamanian intellectuals and politicians of the 1920s and
1930s began to find discursive solace in Panama’s interior region, conflating the bucolic
beauty of the interior, and it’s attendant cultural practices, with the nation’s collective
essence. A simultaneous valorization of Europe (the result of familial ties for many
intellectuals, as well as the fact that a century had passed from the time of Spanish
colonial occupation) encouraged strong symbolic connections with Panama’s Hispanic
legacy. Such Hispanophilic expression is poignantly channeled through the campesino
figure of the interior, a peasant whose Spanish ancestry and relative isolation both
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geographically and socio-economically from Panama’s urban center provided an
effective discursive foil to the multicultural and ethnically diverse climate of Panama
City and Colón, the two major urban posts that enclose the Panama Canal and make up
the surrounding Canal Zone. In developing this particular stream of national sentiment,
sometimes described as ruralismo, intellectuals fostered a distilled and homogenous
notion of Panamanian identity that at best minimized the nation’s inherently multicultural
climate. Not only was this ideal toward national homogeneity constitutionally enacted in
1940 - legally defining the concept of mestizaje as involving indigenous and Spanish
ancestry - it was also institutionally sanctioned by the state, providing funding for
folkloric studies on the nation’s indigenous groups and interior provinces, excluding the
contributions of Afro-Panamanians and other ethnic groups in the process.
Acknowledgement of and research into Panama’s Afro-Antillean folkloric traditions, for
example, would not occur for at least another twenty years
At around the same time, an emergent national recording industry saw potential in
the commoditization of musical traditions being researched by Panamanian folklorists
such as the Panamanian tamborito, mejorana, and particularly, the cumbia. Panama’s
increasing exposure to Afro-Caribbean musical forms and North American jazz gave
birth to various genres of popular music such as combos nacionales and the tamborera,
the latter being a byproduct of the Panamanian tamborito and Cuban danzón. While
numerous musical groups emerged during the latter half the twentieth century that
performed calypso, salsa, reggae, and other Caribbean genres, the sonic soundscape of
the Americas also found expression within the Panamanian cumbia, providing a space for
the emergence of a commercialized variant of música típica.
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The role of Panama’s media industry is examined in greater depth in chapter two,
where I present a selective history of música típica’s socio-historical and stylisitic
development. In addition to presenting an overview of the genre’s stylistic development, I
found it equally important to contextualize the genre’s emergence alongside Panama’s
arduous path to actual sovereignty over the course of the twentieth century, culminating
in the official U.S. transfer of the Canal to Panama on December 31, 1999. I argue that
música típica’s development into a commercial genre of popular music should be read
within the context of the Canal’s construction and eventual operation under U.S.
jurisdiction, which sets in motion a series of political, social, and economic events from
which a more nuanced sense of Panamanian national identity is fomented. However, to
say that the media industry and private corporations such as the national breweries played
a pivotal role in commercializing Panamanian música típica minimizes the direct role
accordionists, such as Ceferino Nieto and Osvaldo Ayala, played in creating the genre’s
contemporaneous sound. While the stylisitc contributions of these música típica artists involving constant musical and discursive dialogue with multiple transnational musics are duly noted in the journalistic accounts of música típica’s history, they are not
critically examined or questioned because to do so would redefine a historical narrative
that anchors these artists to a localized rural past. To delve into the racial implications
inherent in the salomadora Eneida Cedeño’s nickname - "La Morenita de Purio," for
example, would collapse long-established notions of música típica as a signifier of the
nation’s mestizaje identity, however inaccurate such claims are demographically and
culturally.
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The Panamanian government’s delayed embrace it’s multicultural identity (and I
argue that this has yet to be actualized institutionally) is in part a response to the fact that
the nation has always contended with its geocultural identity as a contact zone,
functioning as a major transit point long before European colonization. Panama’s
inherent sense of cosmopolitanism, in the sense that the country has served as a pivotal
center of global commerce is in tension with the nation’s more aspirational model of
cosmopolitanism grounded in the European West. The simultaneous push and pull, or
eschewing and embrace, of a Panamanian national identity defined by provinciality and
rurally grounded notions of locality is in many respects enacted within the genre of
música típica.
In commoditizing a genre that is heavily grounded in Panama’s traditional musics
yet simultaneously engaged with transnational musical influences, it is no wonder that the
name of the genre provokes regular debate. Panamanian popular culture underscores what
is today a common adage among Latin American cultural theorists, ethnomusicologists,
and anthropologists - that the concept of hybridity within this particular geographical
region is anything but the exception. The commoditization of a popular music genre such
as música típica (and in this context, I use the term popular music in a populistic sense, as
opposed to the more conventionalized North American notion of the popular in which
commerciality plays a pivotal role in a cultural expression’s production and circulation),
brings into sharp focus a process of cultural mixing that has been vehemently
unacknowledged or erased from scholarly studies of other Panamanian genres such as the
tamborito during the first half of the twentieth century.
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The way people engage with música típica as listeners and performers articulate
diverging and highly mutable notions of Panamanian national identity with respect to
race, gender, ethnicity, and emplacement. Panama’s national history is largely informed
by its geopolitical identity as a global crossroads in international trade and commerce. By
extension, música típica as a genre of commercial popular music is also fraught with its
own set of spatialized political discourses, as it not only mediates the nation’s rural-urban
tensions (a phenomenon that the Canal’s construction magnified in the early twentieth
century), but also challenges enduring notions of race, class, and gender. A country so
adept at appropriating outside cultures yet unable to assert its own musical imprint on a
global scale, the preoccupations of Panamanian música típica artists of the 1990s to break
into the world music market seem to be a distant memory in today’s musical scene. Of
course this does not take away from the fact that emerging música típcia artists still long
to achieve the success of an internationally renowned Latin American figure such as
Carlos Vives. But the point I am trying to make is that música típica provides a lens
through which Panamanians can envision themselves as both cosmopolitan and as
national citizens of Panama. The freedom to assume multiple identities or linger in the inbetweenness of these poles of self-identification could be viewed as positive, for the
impulse to accommodate a global music market may involve the dilution of the few
remaining potent sonic characteristics that render Panama’s cultural identity as unique
and meaningful to Panamanians.
Perhaps this is an obvious metaphor to propose, but I cannot help but think about
música típica as the nation’s own musical canal, a symbolic channel through which
musical and discursive ideas about Panamanian national identity can be directed, filtered,
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challenged, or (re)defined in all of it’s multi-faceted complexity. More importantly, given
the genre’s tenuous history within the academic discipline of folklore as practiced in
Panama, música típica engages with the category of the nation without ascribing to the
official discourses of the nation state. This dissertation contributes to what I hope will be
a growing interest in the study of Panamanian popular music and culture and how such
studies will direct further research in the study of nationalism in Latin America.
An area of research that deserves greater attention is the question of race and
ethnicity in relation to Panamanian nationalism and popular culture. Race continues to be
ignored within the context of música típica and Panamanian popular musics in general.
While the work of Lok C.D. Siu (20005), Carla Guerrón-Montero (2002, 2006), and Joel
Sherzer (1983, 1990, 2003) examine the cultural output of Panama’s Chinese, AfroAntillean, and indigenous populations, as well situate these contributions within the
context of Panamanian nationalist discourses, virtually no English-language scholarship
exists that deal with Panamanian notions of mestizaje in relation to popular culture. In the
many musical events I observed throughout the interior and Panama City, I could not
help but notice that while homosexual fans are increasingly visible at bailes and other
social venues where this music is performed, it is still rare to encounter AsianPanamanians and Afro-Panamanians attending these same events. I do not view the
relative absence of other ethnic groups at these social dances as an empirical foil to my
claims of the genre’s nation-building capabilities, for this is only one component of the
música típca scene at large. Further research into the demographic makeup of
Panamanian música típica fans within the context of radio and television consumption,
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and the purchasing of CDs or mp3s on the Internet may paint a more nuanced picture of
the genre’s racial and ethnic profile.
While I have done my best to touch upon the question of race throughout this
dissertation – in my discussion on how música típica is appropriated by Afro-Antilleans
in Bocas del Toro and how Chinese Panamanian performers, composers, and recording
engineers have and continue to play a significant role in defining and developing música
típica’s field of cultural production - I am well aware that further research on this issue
within the context of Panamanian música típica is desperately needed. It is my hope that
this initial study will inspire others to fill this research gap in both historical and
contemporary studies on Panamanian popular culture.
This study also contributes to a growing body of exciting scholarship on global
country music. Earlier in the dissertation, I alluded to the tendency of cultural outsiders to
describe música típica as Panamanian country music (a practice I myself have been guilty
of perpetuating). On some level such comparisons can be viewed as discursively
disruptive, for they position Panama’s most prized expression of national popular music
within the cultural shadows of the United States. Despite the noted parallels between
Panamanian música típica and Country Western music in the United States – especially
in relation to cultural practices (rodeos, cantinas, cowboy/campesino figures and their
attendant lyrical tropes (the nostalgic expression and valorization of a rural past, for
example), it is important to note that such phenomena also appears throughout Latin
America and the world at large. As a result, Panamanian música típica cannot be viewed
as a particular appropriation of North American country music, nor of the “country
cosmopolitan” Alexander Dent describes in his research on musica sertaneja in Brazil.
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Instead, it is more productive to think of the term country as a flexible category of
cultural practices and values that are interpreted in profoundly different ways throughout
the world. At the same time, the work of Fox and Yano illustrates that despite the
refractory interpretations that the category of country or country music generates, they all
still underscore a common operating mechanism within larger discourses of modernity
and capitalism.
As Panama works to expand the Canal in order to double its capacity, a project
that is set for completion in 2015, the country continues to grapple with a centuries-long
economy and cultural climate characterized by “transitismo” (transitism), “a set of
attitudes, practices and institutions arising from a way of life dependent on services to
foreigners just passing through” (Jackson 2006).1 Nearly fifteen years after the U.S.
transfer of the Canal to Panama, the country’s profitability in the operation of the Canal
has not translated into the narrowing of the socio-economic gap; unemployment and
poverty continues to rise, signaling that wealth accumulation is generated by the hands of
a few. While música típica provides celebratory spaces for the expression of Panamanian
pride, the genre’s continued commercial success also provides opportunities for localized
employment, generating a dynamic economy and field of cultural production that is
homegrown, despite the genre’s engagement with transnational music genres and the
global music economy. Moreover, the Internet ensures that música típica will reach
globally dispersed audiences, a goal more fitting to a genre that has not fared so well
commercially in the world music industry or global music market. As a ubiquitous
soundtrack of the Panamanian nation, música típica engages with the notion of
1

For a more detailed study on the concept of transitismo, please see Castillero-Calvo (1973), Castro
Herrera (2006), and Uribe (2009).
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nationhood in socio-culturally productive ways that do not rely on official state approval
or nationally discursive circumscription. Despite the discursively homogenizing
tendencies that emanate from the música típica genre, the sonic buildings blocks of the
genre paint a more complex picture, illuminating the ethnic, racial, and cultural tapestry
of this major global crossroads.
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